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Introduction to *Mother Tongue* VI

by John D. Bengtson

Since the publication of *Mother Tongue* V (1999) we have lost three of our most esteemed members, in order of death: Roger W. Wescott (ASLIP Vice-President), Cyrus H. Gordon (ASLIP Founding Member), and Joseph H. Greenberg (ASLIP Council Fellow). In honor of these scholars, we have devoted the first section of this issue to them *in memoriam*. Tributes to them also appear in other sections, for example Gyula Décsy’s article in the Wescott Festschrift section, and the book review of Greenberg’s *Indo-European and Its Closest Relatives*.

In the Introduction to *Mother Tongue* V, Editor Roger W. Wescott briefly discussed sources of disagreements among linguists and other scholars and called for a substantive discussion of scientific linguistics. In honor of Roger, we solicited articles for the second section of this issue under the title “Festschrift for Roger W. Wescott: Paleolinguistics: The State of the Art and Science.” We thank the nine writers (Václav Blažek, Gyula Décsy, Irén Hegedűs, Sydney M. Lamb, Winfred P. Lehmann, Peter A. Michalove, W. Wilfried Schuhmacher, Paul Whitehouse, and Michael Witzel) for their contributions.

The third section of this volume revisits the question of the proposed Austric (macro-)family of languages, which, at a minimum, unites the Austroasiatic and Austronesian families, and may include the Kadai and Miao-Yao families as well (and sometimes the “isolates” Nihali and/or Ainu). We first heard from La Vaughn Hayes in our first issue (1995: “More on the Austric Hypothesis and Austronesian’s Inclusion”). In *Mother Tongue* II, III, IV, and V discussion of the Austric hypothesis continued. (See MT IV, pp. 2-3, for three alternative dendrograms of the Austric family.) In *Mother Tongue* VI Hayes resumes his elaboration of Austric phonology, with comments by the Australian scholar Paul Sidwell.

The last section of this issue contains seven book reviews. All the books reviewed relate to the themes of this issue: The review of Southern’s *Sub-Grammatical Survival* is Roger Wescott’s last contribution to *Mother Tongue*. The review of *Indo-European and Its Closest Relatives* discusses one of Joseph Greenberg’s last two works, and the review of *African Languages* is intimately associated with Greenbergian questions. The two reviews by Vitaly Shevoroshkin (on the Cambridge Nostratic books) continue the discussion of paleolinguistic methods. Blažek’s book on *Numerals* is an exemplar of current paleolinguistic research, and the review of Berger’s *Burushaski-Sprache* touches on the discussion of a macro-family otherwise ignored in this issue: Dene-Caucasian. By the way, we are especially pleased by the active participation of three of our ASLIP Council Fellows in this issue, namely Sydney M. Lamb, Winfred P. Lehmann, and Vitaly Shevoroshkin.


2. Incidentally, the special election of new Council Fellows resulted in the addition of three new Fellows: the archeologist Ofer Bar-Yosef (Harvard University, Peabody Museum) and the linguists Vyacheslav Ivanov (Russian Academy of Sciences) and Merritt Ruhlen (Stanford University).
Roger Williams Wescott
1925-2000

by John D. Bengtson

I was saddened when I learned that my fellow ASLIP Vice-President, Roger Williams Wescott, passed from this life on November 21, 2000, from a brain tumor. It was my privilege to have known him for a relatively brief time. We first knew each other through correspondence, after Roger graciously answered my letter in 1985 inquiring about his work with language origins and deep relationships among language families. We met in person in June 1988 at the Third International Meeting of the Language Origins Society (LOS) at Vanderbilt University in Nashville, Tennessee, and later that year (November) at the First International Interdisciplinary Symposium on Language and Prehistory at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor. Later we got together at ASLIP meetings in Boston from 1996 through 2000. Whether in his letters (usually handwritten) or in person, I always found Roger one of the most erudite, stimulating, and congenial of scholars.

Roger's accomplishments and honors were many, and I will list only some of them here. He graduated summa cum laude from Princeton University in 1945, with a B.A. in English, and later with an M.A. in Oriental languages, and a Ph.D. in Linguistics. As a Rhodes Scholar at Oxford University, he earned the degree of M.Litt. in Anthropology. Following ethnolinguistic field work in Nigeria, he founded and directed the African Language Program at Michigan State University (1959). From 1966 through 1991, Roger was Professor of Anthropology and Linguistics at Drew University in Madison, New Jersey, where he founded and headed the Anthropology Department and the Linguistics Program. There he also served as Director of the Behavioral Science Program (1989-91). In 1988-89 he was the first holder of the Chair of Excellence in Humanities at the University of Tennessee.

Roger served as President of the Linguistic Association of Canada and the United States (LACUS, 1976-77); First Vice-President of the International Organization for the Unification of Terminological Neologisms (1988-96); President of the International Society for the Comparative Study of Civilizations (1992-95); member of the Board of Directors of ASLIP, and later Vice-President of ASLIP (1996-2000). He served as co-editor of Futurics and Forum Linguisticum, as well as Mother Tongue.

Roger was a pioneer in the fields of protolinguistics, paleolinguistics, and glossogonics (the study of language origins). In 1972 he organized the American Anthropological Association’s first symposium on glossogonics, which resulted in the book Language Origins (1974), co-edited and co-authored by Roger with Gordon Hewes and William Stokoe. Roger was involved for many years with LOS (see above) and of course with ASLIP/Mother Tongue almost from the beginning.

Roger was free and often unorthodox in his thinking and activities. In 1980 he taught folklore and comparative religion aboard the S.S. Universe, a “floating college” sponsored by the University of Pittsburgh. He served as a forensic linguist in New Jersey state courts, hosted a cable television program (“Other Views”), and for two weeks in 1957 even appeared on the television quiz show, “The $64,000 Challenge.”

ASLIP and the world are diminished without Roger’s free and inquiring spirit.
Roger was named after no less a man than the founder of the state of Rhode Island, Roger Williams. Rhode Island was Roger Wescott’s home state and, I suspect, there was a fair amount of Rhode Island heritage in his family’s history. I regret that I never inquired sufficiently into that presumed rich past. As another New Englander with a healthy respect for the intricacies of such family histories, including the bitter wars with the local Algonkians, I could have learned a lot. Of course, it was my ‘tribe’ of intolerant Puritans who had driven Roger Williams out of Massachusetts Bay Colony in the first place. No apology is intended because our section of the ‘tribe’ had just moved to Connecticut (1635) when Reverend Williams left Massachusetts (1636).

Roger Wescott was one of the brightest scholars I’ve ever known and close to what the Germans call *Universalgenie,* a master of many fields or an expert in many different things. The word ‘dilettante’ is not quite right here because of its implications of amateur status (at least in French). In English the word does have some derogatory connotations too, but they are mild.

At root, in so far as he was specialized, Roger was an Africanist, a linguist, and a cultural anthropologist. He was not simply a historical linguist but also delved into theoretical matters. He was one of the early voices calling for serious inquiry into the origins of human language, as we have outlined before in *Mother Tongue.* It was Roger who gave us our label ‘Long Ranger’, for one who is willing to look into more distant relations than is customary. It was Roger, drawing on his knowledge of the history of science, who objected to the term ‘emerging synthesis’ that Renfrew had proposed for our common endeavors – the term was invented in the 1940s to refer to the new synthesis in biology. It was Roger who wrote a brief but highly persuasive comment on Trask’s attack on Bengston’s Basque-Caucasic hypothesis.

Finally, perhaps what Roger wanted most to ‘sell’ to his colleagues was his phonological analysis of language prehistory and his general law of *apophony* or consonantal ablaut. In this he greatly resembled Carleton Hodge. As Gyula Déczy has said, this was another example of Voltaire’s famous saying that “… the vowels count for nothing.” But the moment for studying this was not at hand because the rest of us were more interested in the narrative, i.e., whether or which languages were related to each other. Roger left us very little narrative, very few specific hypotheses about genetic relationships, very little on taxonomy. The same was, of course, true of Hodge. Their attentions and great learning were directed at problems peculiar to themselves.

But, as we learned from conflicts in schedules and the like, Roger had a whole other commitment to the ISCSC (International Society for the Comparative Study of Civilizations), of which he was founder and for many years president, and the LOS (Language Origins Society). All in all, Roger was a tremendous scholar and we miss him!
In Memory of Professor Cyrus H. Gordon
A Great Twentieth-Century Humanist

by Liny Srinivasan

Professor Cyrus Herzl Gordon passed away peacefully on March 30, 2001 in his home in Brookline, Massachusetts, among his loved ones. A pioneer and leading twentieth-century scholar in the field of Near East Cultures and Ancient Languages, Professor Gordon has been an inspiration to his students, followers, and successors. In 1982, in his book Forgotten Scripts, Professor Gordon wrote, “Pioneers open fields and leave the refining process to less inspired but more meticulous successors. I shall endeavor to render justice to the refining process, but my sympathies are squarely with the pioneers, and against their destructive critics.”

Professor Gordon’s multi-faceted contributions (385 publications, including 35 books, are listed in his autobiography, A Scholar’s Odyssey) crisscross most of the major fields of the humanities. It is impossible for a serious student or researcher in the arts; archaeology; linguistics; anthropology; religion; and the literature, history, and geography of ancient cultures not to interact with some of his brilliant discoveries, bold ideas, and global perspectives. It may be many years before we realize the total impact of his lifelong activities, which he often jokingly described as “breaking new grounds and opening new ways.” I agree with L. H. Feldman that “to appreciate him adequately would require another scholar with the breadth of knowledge and versatility of a Professor Gordon” (Biblical Archaeologist, 1996).

Cyrus H. Gordon first gained international fame in the academic world for his Ugaritic studies. His World War II contributions toward breaking secret codes won him a variety of military honors. Recognition on the home front was delayed by his uncompromising attitude of adhering to facts, evidence, and inescapable conclusions, which put him into conflict with the prevailing conventions and general consensus among his close academic associates. Surprisingly, it is the same principle – “to seek the truth no matter where it comes from and wherever it might lead” – Gordon said was the foundation of his success. He was honored with five Festschriften (1962, 1973, 1980, 1996, 1998), each consisting of papers on various aspects of his work. In 1975 the Royal Asiatic Society made him honorary fellow for his contributions in Ugaritic, Minoan, and Comparative Semitic. In 1995 Boston Hebrew College granted him the degree of D. Litt. He also was a member of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences and of the American Academy of Jewish Research.

The crowning event celebrating him was the special joint conference of the Association of the Professors of Hebrew, the Society of Biblical Literature, The American Schools of Oriental Research, and the American Academy of Religion. “Scholar of All Seasons - A Tribute to Cyrus H. Gordon” took place in Chicago in 1994. A year later the same Societies presented him with the March 1996 issue of Biblical Archaeologist, which was dedicated to him. That presentation took place in Philadelphia, where he was born,
and at the University of Pennsylvania, where he began his career as an instructor, field archaeologist and epigrapher. He was most touched by that award. Beautifully designed enlarged covers of the gift-issue decorated the top of his living room fireplace, and every time he talked about his former students, he looked at it with sparkling eyes. We knew that Professor Gordon's highest sense of achievement came from the success of his students. The March 1996 issue contains articles explaining and detailing most of his major research works, as well as results by former students who have become eminent scholars in their respective fields. The issue reflects Professor Gordon's philosophy focusing on “worldwide humanity as a unit.” It also illuminates the versatility of his genius and his success in establishing through his students a variety of viable fields of expertise.

Shortly after the 1996 excitement, I showed Professor Gordon a Bengali newspaper (Ananda Bazar). It had published the Canaanite origin of Bengali Desi words as front page news, mentioning him as the world's foremost Orientalist, a linguist of international repute, and the publication of his joint paper in the Mother Tongue Journal.1 His curious and intense look at the Bengali scripts reminded me of a picture I had seen of young Gordon examining Aramaic bowl inscriptions.

Beginning with the Ugaritic tablets, through the Ebla and Nuzi documents, to the comparative studies of Greek classics and the decipherment of Minoan scripts, Professor Gordon has broken down, one after another, the walls that kept biblical literature restricted to a limited geographic space and people. He not only restored biblical literature to its proper place in the environment of the ancient Near East civilizations, but showed their role as the pivot point of a highly dynamic cultural diffusion. In this context, I would like to reflect on his last great contribution, still unknown to most of his admirers. I have had the privilege of knowing him for seven years. With my background in the ancient Indian texts, I saw numerous points of similarities between the literature of the ancient Near East and that of India, particularly the Rgveda. Professor Gordon asked: “the Rgveda concerns cosmology rather than geography. Where in the Rgveda does the country Ar-za-wa occur?”

My answer was that the country Arjika is Ar-za-wa, just as the country Saryana reflects the Hittite Sariyana, Phoenician Siryon in the Anti-Lebanon region. The Upper sea and the Lower sea recall the familiar Akkadian names for the Mediterranean and the Persian Sea. The metaphor of four rivers of heaven echoes the biblical four rivers issuing out of heaven, while the people Ibhyas could parallel the Hivvites of the Bible. Professor Gordon agreed to examine my documentation along with the English sources. Neglecting his falling health, putting aside many impending chores, including book revisions, postponing his autobiography, and spending his precious time when he could work only

for limited hours, he undertook another tremendous responsibility to investigate and find
evidence for himself. After two years he wrote to me, “I am leaving the geographical
names to you; Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon / Hermon are enough for me to mention.”

His article “The Near East Background of the Rigveda” gives stern notice to all
Indologists that “The guidelines [he set forth] above are applicable not only to Scripture
but to all ancient texts.” The Rgveda, abounding in horses, chariots and iron, and
containing many references to the sea and sea-going vessels, can hardly be a local
development on the plains of the Punjab.

Professor Gordon’s last words regarding his works were, “I have done pretty
much what I wanted to do.” Indeed he finished the revisions of all of his major works and
his autobiography, A Scholar’s Odyssey (2000), for which he won an award from the
Society of Biblical Literature. His legacy, rooted in facts, will no doubt play a signal role
in bringing a new paradigm for twenty-first century humanity, particularly for the study of
ancient languages and cultures.

2. In Ancient Egyptian and Mediterranean Studies in Memory of William A. Ward (Ed. by L. Lesko;
JOSEPH HAROLD GREENBERG: A TRIBUTE AND AN APPRAISAL

by Harold C. Fleming
Gloucester, Massachusetts

I will eschew a standard obituary format because, for those interested in the biographical
details of his life, there are, have been, and will be ample sources of these published. Above all we
had Paul Newman's long biographical interview with Greenberg from *Current Anthropology*,
paraphrased in *Mother Tongue: The Newsletter* (1991). More recently, Nicholas Wade had a long
obituary in the *New York Times* (May 15, 2001) which did an excellent job.¹ And some aspects of
biography will be included herein.

THE TRIBUTE

When an important man of science leaves us, we think of how much we benefitted from
his work, how much he stimulated our work, and how things will be now that he is no longer
working among us. Perhaps the most important first question is just how important was this
scholar anyway? Apparently one would not be alone to say that Joe was a great scientist, easily
one of the three or four most influential linguists of the 20th century and easily the top man in the
genetic taxonomy of languages who ever lived.

His outstanding work on typology is not included here because I paid it little attention; yet
it is clearly another kind of comparative method, one more familiar to anthropology and the other
social sciences. So Greenberg excelled at two kinds of comparative strategies, the one genetic and
historical or simply diachronic, and the other synchronic or achronic, closer to 'the physics model'
or what most philosophers of science think of as the scientific method. One seeks to find the
conditions under which certain kinds of phenomena occur and thus establish general laws for the
occurrence of these phenomena, and test them—ideally through experiments. Since being well
trained in this comparative method, as used in kinship studies and ethnographic surveys, by G.P.
Murdock, the difference between the synchronic methods of ethnology and the diachronic
methods of genetic linguistics is very clear to me. However, this difference is often not
understood by proponents of the two strategies, such as physicists and historical linguists. There
has been confusion in archeology about this difference too.

One test or confirmation of the dual skills that Greenberg possessed is given by his
election to the National Academy of Sciences, the highest scientific honor one can get short of the
Nobel Prize in Prehistory, which has never been awarded. He was also elected to the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences. Indeed, when once I solicited his résumé, his honors from various
universities and scholarly groups took up as many pages as would suffice for an ordinary scholar's
entire résumé!

¹ Except that Wade and his informant, Paul Newman, forgot the large contribution that was Greenberg's
Indo-Pacific hypothesis. Since he had already (1954) commented in depth on southeast Asia, his regrets were
possibly due to not returning and settling the Austric question. Conservative Australian and British linguists
have largely rejected the Indo-Pacific hypothesis which argues for its probably being right. They acted the same
way in Africa. [The reference to Paul Newman’s interview is *Current Anthropology*, vol. 32, no. 4, August-
Two more anecdotal pieces of evidence for the high regard that so many scientists and scholars bestowed on him are offered here. Once Frank LeBar of Yale (Human Relations Area Files) discussed the classification of Miao and Yao of southeast Asia with Paul Benedict. One key point of their discussion was whether Greenberg had changed his mind or not on that subject (which he had), because anthropologists were completely dependent on Greenberg's opinion—such was their respect for his genetic hypotheses plus his great prestige. A second example came from my own department (BU). When once I told a colleague (Anthony Leeds) of my exciting discovery of some new aspect of Afrasian taxonomy, he replied: "That sounds good. Did you check it out with Greenberg yet?"

At least until 1987 Greenberg alone probably was regarded by more social scientists as the world authority on genetic classification than any other one, or two, or three scholars anywhere. After 1987 the furious opposition to his Amerind hypothesis by Americanist linguists and some Indo-Europeanists changed much of the public scholarly perception of his work. His African work remained virtually impregnable; it had been tested for almost 40 years and had held up. His Indo-Pacific hypothesis was increasingly ignored, while the Amerind effort became a battleground. While Ruhlen defended Amerind mightily, and Mother Tongue devoted much of its effort to Greenberg's defense, most Americanists turned away from Amerind to devote themselves full time to nitpicking. Greenberg's methods were scorned and he was thought of as a scholar whose best days were far behind him. Very great social pressure was exerted upon linguists to conform to the critiques of Greenberg; even his own students were frightened into silence. As Joe2 told me himself several times, the Americanists, and increasingly 'the linguists', had embraced a new paradigm, albeit a mistaken one, and they disappointed3 him a lot.

Yet, despite his advanced age (ages 75 to 85), he devoted the 1990s to work on the Eurasian hypothesis, finishing a first volume on comparative morphology a few years ago and then completing its matching lexicon just before he died. When doctors told him that he had incurable cancer (in mid-winter) and would soon die, he shrugged and kept on working until he and Merritt Ruhlen had finished the lexicon. Nicholas Wade reports that Paul Newman asked Joe shortly before he died what his greatest regret was. Joe said it was his failure to finish up southeast Asia! Merritt and I saw him not long before he slipped into his final coma, making us the last scholars to talk with him. Yet even then his mind was clear and rational. Thus I mentioned that Gilyak had a word, roughly /rβ/, meaning fox or jackal, and that it was found in various places in western Eurasia and north Africa. (This was in a context of discussing Karl Bouda's work on Gilyak). Joe said it was really something like /Irβ/ because the r's were like German or French r's and that it was part of an etymology in the Eurasian lexicon. What a memory! What a scholar! And what a shame that his vast and unique knowledge of human languages had to leave

---

2. Greenberg has always been called 'Joe' among anthropologists. That is a tribute to his warm and modest behavior and the obvious affection with which he was regarded. We will stick with Joe from now on.

3. 'Disappoint' is used deliberately. Joe was extraordinarily rational, non-confrontational, and mild-mannered. As I told him just before he died, "I am the emotional one, you the rational; so I am going to tell you how I feel." Once, when Joe was being attacked by British linguists and Semiticists—as usual—, Dan McCall asked him why he didn't fight back. Joe replied that evidence would decide the matter in due course.
We can ask how anyone on their deathbed could be thinking about Eurasian or even Gilyak etymologies. The answer I propose is that this was what he was good at, this was what he loved, and indeed, this was his life. To his core Joe was an exemplary old-fashioned or traditional historical linguist. During our farewell visit (Abscheidsfeier), he said that he had begun thinking on his own about language when he was 12 years old. Nobody told him about it but he noticed phonetic patterns in English, his own and others, and puzzled it until getting a conclusion. Self-taught at twelve.

Who then trained Joe in linguistics? What school did he represent? A well kept secret perhaps, but the answer is—NOBODY. He was trained in cultural anthropology, did his field work in Nigeria on acculturation to Islam, and wrote his dissertation on that topic. He greatly admired Edward Sapir, whom he resembled cognitively, but he never studied with Sapir. He read Sapir and the great books on Indo-European and a great many works of 19th century German scholarship; from his youth he had read grammars for pleasure and remembered them. It helped that his mother spoke German, which thus was far easier for him than for the rest of us Americans for whom scientific German was a chore.

Three years ago at a conference in Baltimore one of our Russian colleagues in an excess of Neo-Grammian zeal proclaimed that “Greenberg is an amateur!” (The same for Ehret and probably me, when I left the room). The accuser, Militariev, was the Russian who had first contacted me in Moscow in 1986, thus a co-founder of ASLIP was he. At least four times at that conference Militariev contrasted ‘amateur’ with ‘professional’. Well, a professional was guided by Neo-Grammian principles, while an amateur was a lower form of life. Despite my irritation at his arrogance, I later slowly realized that there was some truth lurking in his contemptuous remarks. In a sense Joe was an amateur, not having been trained like an apprentice by a master linguist and not having had his ‘mistakes’ (deviations) corrected repeatedly. This is not to say he never had a course in linguistics, never talked to a senior linguist, and never was told how linguists do their thing. He did have a little of that, but overwhelmingly he was self-taught—by reading voraciously and by thinking. Or, by using the common sense for which he was famous. And oddly enough the other two amateurs, Ehret and me, were very much the same; Chris was trained to be a historian but took a few courses in linguistics. I had two semesters with a trained linguist, Lounsbury, but that was all. (The course was required for all first year graduate students at Yale.) I was trained to be an ethnologist. Likewise some of our most productive or creative long rangers—Bomhard, Bengtson, Hayes, Whitehouse—are amateurs in the Greenbergian sense.

What was most astounding about the life work of Greenberg was not so much the ground he covered—which was immense—but the singularity of his contribution. His ventures or hypotheses extended from 1948 (the first African articles in Southwestern Journal of Anthropology [SWJAJ]) to 2001 (the final lexicon of Eurasian); fifty-three years’ worth of scientific creativity, i.e., hypothesis formation. In a moment we will list the noteworthy points where he extended our knowledge of linguistic prehistory in fruitful and reliable ways. For now, however, it is appropriate to ask: during those 53 years when Joe's cognitive fingers probed into prehistory, where were the professionals? What were they doing? What hypotheses about our

4. This notion is borrowed from Nicholas Wade's obituary wherein he referred to Joe as a “singular linguist.”
common past did we get from them? Precious little, bloody little, damned little; what you call it
depends on your dialect. Granted there were some active scholars, but we are not obliged to name
each one because none of their contributions were both as extensive and as reliable as Joe's. There
is always what linguists generally call the 'lunatic fringe' where individuals will propose daring
hypotheses that usually fail to stand elementary testing or just get ignored. Mostly Europeans,
their names include such as Mukarovsky, Bouda, and Pinnow, some of whose ventures are just
now getting accepted.5

Two major exceptions to these conclusions about professionals exist. One is the work of
Morris Swadesh in North America and the other the work of Illich-Svitych in Russia, with his
colleagues Dolgopolsky and Dybo, and their students. Swadesh brought the concept of linguistic
dating to fruition, although the resistance to his glottochronology was even fiercer than the
attacks on Greenberg. Swadesh also attempted the ultimate taxonomy of the world, as Trombetti
had done, but his efforts were not reliable and his mass of etymologies apparently never got
published. Swadesh was an anthropologist but also a true professional linguist who did fine work
on Amerind languages and some theoretical linguistic concepts (e.g., the phoneme). He and Joe
worked together for a while in their youth but clearly were not good friends.

In Moscow the original daring work on the 'lunatic fringe' by Pederson on the relatives of
Indo-European was checked, accepted and expanded by a small and highly creative group of
young Russian professionals. They and their students produced Nostratic and later Dene-
Caucasic, both bold and exciting ventures. They backed up their boldness by attempts at strict
phonological controls, elaborate reconstructions, but massive compilations of data. More than
anyone else, even including Greenberg, they broke the stranglehold of Indo-European exclusivity,
the unacceptable notion that Indo-European had relatives, especially in the Mongoloid realms of
the east. The resistance to this Russian work was much softer than that to Greenberg, but final
acceptance has not yet arrived. Joe's work might help to push the matter over the threshold. Dare
I say that the Indo-Europeanists seem more tolerant or more rational than their colleagues in the
Americanist 'mainstream'? Sure, cultural anthropologists can say that sort of thing. Why not? 'Tis
true.

Let us sum up Joe's singularity, why his contributions just dwarfed anyone else's and why
he accomplished more than hundreds of American professional linguists combined in his 53 years
of hard work.

AFRICA Between 1948 and 1963 he reviewed the literature on African languages
and taxonomy, fought free of widespread European racial superiority assumptions, broke the
bond between physical type and language genetics, and put some 1,500 languages into four large
taxa where almost all have stayed ever since. Despite the belief among some woefully ill-informed
American linguists that African languages are close to each other, like Bantu ones are, there are
huge differences in phonology, morphology and vocabulary. In all of the phyla lexical retentions
on a Swadesh list get down to 1%, for example; just in Afrasian (formerly Hamito-Semitic)

5. For example, Pinnow's old contention that Haida belongs to Na-Dene as a coordinate was accepted by
Greenberg, but only this year by some Americanists, and not yet by the Russians.
between Berber and Omotic languages or Berber and South Cushitic languages we reach that low percentage. Or in Niger-Congo between West Atlantic (e.g., Peul or Fulani) and Kordofanian. Or between North Khoisan and South. And so forth.\(^6\) Within each of major phyla (families) relationships often get quite remote. In some cases the remoteness leads to the relationships being questioned. For example, Songhai within Nilo-Saharan, Omotic within Afrasian, Hadza and/or Sandawe within Khoisan: each has been challenged—ultimately unsuccessfully.

**SOUTH & SOUTHEAST ASIA** In 1954 *Anthropology Today*\(^7\) published a state of the art book of theory, involving the four sub-fields, with articles written by leading scientists in special fields. In the book Joe published a theoretical piece on new methods in historical linguistics. But he included in that a survey of some areas with unsettled questions. Having looked over the literature and much of the data, he ventured opinions that *faute de mieux* added up to a taxonomy of most of the world. In South Asia he agreed with traditional phyla such as Indic, Dravidian, Munda, and Tibeto-Burman but also stipulated that Nahali (Nehari) was distinct. He supported Paul Benedict's separation of Thai-Kadai from Sinitic and Pater Schmidt's creation of a large phylum called Austic. Joe missed Kusunda in the Himalayas, which was easy to do since it was buried in masses of Tibeto-Burman material in Grierson's *Linguistic Survey of India*. Almost everyone else missed it too.

**THE SOUTHWEST PACIFIC & THE INDO-PACIFIC HYPOTHESIS** While not venturing much outside of Malayo-Polynesian (Austronesian) and the mainland phyla, Greenberg was clearly stimulated by the problems of Melanesia and Papua, and later Australia and Tasmania. That area which we now suspect contained the first emigrants from the *Homo sapiens* homeland in Africa has linguistic and cultural diversity to match that of Africa or the New World. And it is OLD! Some evidence is found in the not-quite resolved archeological dates for Australia for 40,000 to 60,000 or more. But other and in some ways more interesting archeological dates come from insular Melanesia, where dates of 38,000 more or less are found. That settlement had to be sea-borne and most probably came from Papua, long before anyone would seriously propose that Austronesian sailors were involved.

Joe took twenty years to examine the hundreds of languages that physical anthropologists usually called the ‘NAN’ peoples, the non-Austronesian peoples of the western Pacific and Indian Ocean. Roughly the region from the Andaman Islands to Fiji, and from Tasmania to the Admiralty Islands, was the domain of his inquiry. Naturalists have observed of flora and fauna that northern climes have fewer species but larger populations while tropical climes have more species but smaller populations. That observation aptly portrays the human language situation, especially in Oceania, Africa and Latin America. Add to that the older biological conclusion that modern man is a tropical animal who has adapted culturally to northern climes.

By Ruhlen's count in his *A Guide to the World's Languages* (1991 edition) there are 731

---

6. Sergei Starostin has maintained that two languages having less that 5% on a Swadesh list should not be put in the same family. That is a serious confusion of mathematical probability thinking and the bases of linguistic classification which are not limited to Swadesh list vocabulary and include grammar, etc.

7. *Anthropology Today* was edited by A.L. Kroeber, at that time arguably the most influential anthropologist in the USA. Anyone studying for their comprehensive exams in anthropology felt obliged to read it.
cognate languages that are neither NAN nor Australian in this Oceanic realm. Joe proposed calling them Indo-Pacific, after his customary use of geographical terms to label linguistic taxa; he finished his classification in 1971.\(^8\) Perhaps the biggest surprise of Indo-Pacific was its inclusion of Andamanese and Tasmanian, as far apart geographically as Berber of Morocco and !Kung of the Kalahari. A second surprise was separating Tasmanian from the Australian phylum a short distance away on the mainland, yet joining it to Papua a whole continent apart. A third point, although not so surprising, was Joe's refusal to link the Australian and Indo-Pacific phyla together. Had he done so he would have proposed the oldest linguistic taxon on earth, remembering those archeological dates above. Its African equivalent would be to link Afrasian and Khoisan or Nilo-Saharan with either of them.

It is noteworthy that Greenberg observed limits, i.e., he has never formally proposed a taxon older than his African foursome or Indo-Pacific. But he has suggested in a number of places that there were probably older taxa around, for example, Afrasian and Niger-Congo, Khoisan and Afrasian, Amerind and Eurasian, etc. He simply lacked the time and energy to try to establish them. And perhaps, considering the furor most of his proposals elicited, he was just tired of being yelled at!

Thirty years after Joe's Indo-Pacific proposal one cannot say that it has been accepted. No doubt some scholars, probably mostly anthropologists, quietly believe it is a viable hypothesis. No doubt some others consider it 'unproven' or foolish or the like. They are likely to be Australian or British, but they are usually quiet about it, not abusive. Mostly Indo-Pacific has been ignored, nearly to death. One major hope is offered by Paul Whitehouse (London) who is embarking on a grand review of the numerous new data on NAN languages plus the old etymologies Joe proposed. Since he has already convinced himself that Joe was right—that Indo-Pacific is viable—the future looks brighter for this somnolent piece of prehistory.

**THE NEW WORLD AND THE AMERIND HYPOTHESIS** In anthropological linguistics of mid-20th century social science a large part of scientific activity was focused on the Americas. With the work of Sapir, Kroeber, and indeed most of the Boasian school of anthropology being influential, and the ready availability of local informants, the work most people heard about concerned Native America. The only other major focus was on Indo-European; that existed primarily outside of anthropology and had a considerable tendency to play by its own rules. There were few departments of linguistics, and indeed perhaps only twenty of anthropology.\(^9\)

---


9. In the post-World War II atmosphere, especially with massive governmental stipends to students or the GI Bill of Rights, the number of anthropology departments increased rapidly. By 1970, when this trend was aborted fairly abruptly, anthropology departments numbered slightly more than 100. Linguistics departments picked up steam later than anthropology but also were abruptly cut off by the early 1970s, which saw linguists increasingly seeking employment in anthropology departments. The new departments had produced too many PhDs and the glut contributed heavily to the aborted growth curves.
After finishing his training at Northwestern University in cultural anthropology under the dynamic Melville Herskovits, Joe went to Africa to do his field work in cultural anthropology (ethnology). When he returned and got employment at Columbia University, he was already familiar with the powerful Boasian milieu from his college days. Yale was not far away, where Edward Sapir had taught until 1939, and from which his student, Morris Swadesh, came to New York to teach at CCNY. Joe and Morris came into close contact and undoubtedly influenced each other. There are anecdotes that circulate among anthropologists about the seminal Greenberg-Swadesh interaction, but suffice it to say that the languages involved were native American. The conclusion has to be that Greenberg began work on Amerind before his African classification was finished. Or he was working on Amerind languages before many of his Americanist critics.

By 1960 Joe had reduced the diversity of Central and South America to far fewer phyla or families than the prevailing picture of scores of independent families in Latin America. He gave another paper on classification in 1979 and another in 1981. Six years later he published his Language in the Americas, which gave his full hypothesis. Later on, some additions and changes to internal taxonomy were ventured by Merritt Ruhlen, but Joe's final effort on Amerind appears to have been in 1987.

Why did it take nearly 40 years to fully classify the 583 Amerind languages into one phylum while the much greater number of African languages were classified much more rapidly into four phyla? Actually, the full and final African classification took 15 years, waiting in the last ten years for the deeper linkage of Niger-Congo to Kordofanian and the gathering together of several independent families into the Nilo-Saharan phylum or super-phylum. There seem to be five primary reasons for the greater amounts of time required for Amerind.

1) In Africa the ‘transitivity principle’ was easier to apply, because there were broad stretches of closely related languages adjacent to areas with more distantly related languages in turn adjacent to other related languages. To take the extreme example of Bantu we find hundreds of closely related languages spread over an area as big as the USA west of the Mississippi. That joined to a so-called Semi-Bantu or Bantoid in a much smaller area; that in turn to other groups in southern Nigeria; and so forth. The basic principle is a matter of logic. If A is related to B and B is related to C, then A is related to C. That principle fit most of Niger-Congo, Afrasian, and southern Khoisan. It did not do so well in Nilo-Saharan where languages such as Songhai, Saharan, Fur, Kunama, and Nyangeya were not only physically distant from each other but also not at all close linguistically. On the other hand it is not common in the Americas to find phenomena like Bantu or Arabic with their wide distributions.

2) In Africa the ground had been prepared by lumpers; in America by splitters. Not a few 19th century and early 20th century scholars, such as Koelle, Johnston, Cohen, Westerman, and Meinhof, et al., had been inclined to assemble great globs of data or to make sweeping classifications based on a few typological traits. In a sense the job was to correct their errors, account for the ones they missed, and put it all together. For most of the African lumpers their gross error

10. I am indebted to Daniel McCall for conversations over many years about those famous Boasian days in New York. Dan was also one of Greenberg's first graduate students at Columbia. I would surmise that Greenberg's interest in African linguistics was triggered by his field experience in Nigeria where he found that Hausa of Chadic was not clearly grouped with many languages that were obviously related to it. Thus began the emphasis on Chadic that dominated his chapters on Afrasian (his Afroasiatic) in his first articles in SWJA in 1948.
rate was not so excessive. Granted, they made serious mistakes, but most of what they linked together was usually genetically true. Most of Afrasian was already laid out, Bantu and Khoisan were already in the literature, much of Niger-Congo under the name of Sudanic was in place, and parts of Nilo-Saharan. In more modern times Africa produced a generation of hyper-splitters of British origin whose distrust of hypotheses of relationship could match the amazing splitters of South America. Had Africa been left to their tender mercies it would resemble Latin America with scores of independent phyla. The received literature in the New World was much like it is now: genetic groups are small and numerous. However, Sapir and some others had gone far to modify that condition. But controversially.

3) In the New World many anthropologists found ‘culture areas’ in which much of the culture was widely shared among neighboring peoples. But Amerind language diversity is extraordinary in that it is frequently the case that few languages have close relatives in their own area. It is as if France, for example, contained French, German, Swedish, Russian, Hindi, and Armenian. There must have been a history or prehistory of mobility that produced such local diversity. Take the strange case of Algic with California branches separated from midwestern branches and separated from eastern branches, each of whom found themselves with seemingly unrelated neighbors, like Iroquois in the east or Penutian in the west. Or follow the distribution of the various large branches of Central or Southern Amerind in the Amazon basin. They resist analysis into homelands or geographical foci. It all looks more like a scattergram or scatter shot or a work of modern high-tone art. Actually, a major modern city like New York would be something like this if each of the entering ethnic groups had kept their language and lived in their own communities or ‘tribes’. Africa is much like this in some areas but also has vast areas with little diversity. Only the Arctic in North America is anything like most of northern Africa.

4) Scholarly work and/or sources were more numerous and older in the New World than in Africa. Despite the great antiquity of two northern branches of Afrasian (Semitic and Egyptian) and some lesser antiquity for Ethiopic and Arabic of Islam, most African languages were described in the 19th and 20th centuries. A few on the western and southern coasts were contacted by Portuguese and Dutch explorers in the 17th century, but the records are not very full. On the other hand a large part of the Americas was described as early as the 16th century by Portuguese, Spanish, French, and English explorers and colonists. More to the point, anthropology and linguistics were growing up in the 19th century in Europe and North America. Just as the literature of Indo-European is a much more vast enterprise than any other of its ilk, so the Americanist literature was much larger and more sophisticated than that of Africa, which basically consisted of a few Europeans writing about African languages. So there is probably more data and grammatical analysis to read per language and a lot more reconstruction per group of languages.11

5) Greenberg’s critics were more numerous and better organized in the Americas than they had been in Africa. While Greenberg did have severe critics among Semiticists, such as Wolf

---

11. Greenberg was criticised by numerous Americanist scholars for ‘mistakes’ (usually phonetic imprecision or erroneous morphological segmentations in grammar) or failures to use ‘modern’ reconstructions, i.e., their own work.
Leslau, most of his opponents were European. While British linguists were overwhelmingly hostile until recent times, the best European linguists were in France, Italy, and Germany; they were much less hostile and many were converted early on. In the Americas, on the other hand, Joe's critics were given years in which to decide what to do about his classifications (see above for 1960). They were a much more compact group and represented the victory of Indo-European thinking over the old Americanist ways. They were in effect organized by a series of introductory texts in linguistics that stressed methods, rigor, precision, and something like a Neo-Grammarian position. Moreover, since the Chomskyite revolution had swept American linguistics after 1957, many historical linguists probably felt threatened by the changes proposed by (1st) Swadesh, (2nd) Chomsky, and (3rd) Greenberg. Swadesh was practically run out of the country because of glottochronology, although many say the reason was his being a Communist. Chomsky himself told me years ago that he was appalled by the hostility he received from linguists. When interviewed by Nicholas Wade after Greenberg's death, L.L. Cavalli-Sforza (of biogenetics fame) is quoted as saying that Joe's critics were cruel, probably because they were jealous of his successes.

As a final note, Greenberg's Americanist critics were successful in one thing. They apparently convinced their colleagues in the rest of linguistics that Joe's work was under par and mistaken and in fact anathema. So today most of American linguistics is opposed to the Amerind hypothesis and the methods by which it was created. All of these developments were apparent to me in the late 1980s. I tried to warn Joe indirectly via an opinion in The Atlantic Monthly, but their editor cut the warning out for reasons of space.

The Amerind hypothesis, *qua* hypothesis, was a sweeping vision of the entire New World, since it was grounded in the notion that there were two other phyla present. By proposing that Eskimoan and Na-Dene were independent of Amerind, he contributed greatly to prehistory. With its representatives stretching all the way south to Cape Horn and eastward all the way to Labrador (Beothuk), Amerind was the obvious choice for first human occupancy of North and South America. And the great internal diversity of that taxon argued separately for a considerable antiquity of Amerind in the New World. Greenberg had decided independently that the age of Amerind in the New World was to be correlated with the archeological dates of first human entry. In association with Christy Turner (archeology) and Stephen Zegura (physical anthropology), he agreed to 12,000 BP as the likely date for that entry. Since more recent archeological research has increasingly challenged that date, the so-called Clovis horizon, Joe has not changed it. Although Ruhlen continues vigorously to defend the date, on Joe's behalf, I think it is a basic error on their part and their conclusion is being undone by current archeology.

**EURASIA AND EURASIATIC** While Africa is huge, the continent of Asia is even bigger. Combined with Europe, it becomes Eurasia, the largest of all the great land masses on earth. From a geographical standpoint most of Europe is a large peninsula of western Eurasia, with Arabia and India the same to the south. On the southeast the Malay Peninsula almost joins the insular world of Austronesia or Sundaland, which was cut off only when the Ice Age ended.

We have considered the southern parts of Eurasia above. The northern and western parts remain to be considered—roughly Europe, the Middle East and Siberia. The focus is on Europe because it was the one place on earth that did not seem to need Professor Greenberg poking around and upsetting things. One large phylum, Indo-European, dominated those parts, albeit somewhat challenged by Altaic. That large phylum (we will call it I-E henceforward) has been the
database par excellence for modern linguistics throughout its development. As Ruhlen is fond of saying, much of linguistic thinking is 'Eurocentric'; so too has the classification and reconstruction of proto-I-E dominated the theory and practice of historical linguistics.

While there have been numerous attempts to find linguistic kin for I-E in various parts of the world, all such efforts have been fought off or simply lapsed through being ignored. Or had been until Illich-Svitych came on the scene in the 1960s in Moscow. We have mentioned the Muscovite efforts above. For now it is enough to say that I-E was put in a genetic group that included Uralic, Altaic, Japanese, Korean to the east and Kartvelian (South Caucasian), Dravidian or Elamo-Dravidian, and Afrasian to the south. Early on it became apparent that the new super-phylum, Nostratic, did not have an accurate internal taxonomy, that Afrasian stood partly aside as a coordinate sub-phylum, and that the relationships to I-E were not well-established. Was I-E a western Nostratic entity, like Kartvelian and Dravidian, or was it closer to Uralic and Altaic to the east?

Indeed it was time for Professor Greenberg to poke around in this matter. One of his first determinations was that we needed to find ‘valid taxa’, i.e., those genetic groups closest to each other, even if related to others outside of that group. Thus Semitic, for example, was most probably related to I-E but neither of them were in the same valid taxon; so Semito-I-E was not itself a valid taxon. But Afrasian was a valid taxon and Semitic belonged in it. I-E did not. But instead of looking only at I-E as everyone had been doing Joe followed his own custom of looking at an area to find the valid taxa in it. Instead of being Eurocentric, he looked at the whole range of north Eurasian languages. Unlike the Nostraticists, Russian and American, he chose not to restrict the inquiry to language groups that had been well reconstructed. He must have asked himself—how did I ever do Africa without reconstructions?

The result of Joe’s search for the valid taxa was to find a taxon to which I-E and nine other groups belonged—before they related to any outside groups. Thus I-E was more closely related to any of them—for example Ainu or Aleut—than it was related to Kartvelian or Semitic. From a taxonomic standpoint it was a neat solution, because this Eurasian group formed a line across northern Eurasia and had some interesting properties.

Nevertheless, Eurasian was a shock to European sensitivities. First, it was not closest to the old civilized peoples of the Near East. Second, it was closest to people who were physically

12. This is an important component in the debate between the Taxonomy First and the Reconstruction First schools of thought. As we will see below, the Russian position was an Indo-Europeanist's.

13. It might be clearer to call them ‘natural’ taxa instead. Thus Dutch, Swedish, Portuguese, Sicilian, and Greek form a natural taxon—I-E—but the first pair and the second pair form two more natural taxa within the larger one, while Greek is by itself. Essentially, the whole discussion about valid or natural taxa is a subgrouping problem. It would not occur if the languages under discussion had not been related to each other in overall terms.

14. From a phonetic standpoint I-E was like the rest of Eurasian in lacking glottalized consonants, pharyngeals or the retroflex sounds (found in Dravidian), although the Indic branch of I-E had acquired the retroflexes. The contrast with heavily glottalized Kartvelian and Afrasian is striking. It is perhaps not an accident that some Muscovites pioneered the reconstruction of proto-I-E as a glottalizing language. Joe never accepted that.
Mongoloid, *i.e.*, Orientals such as Japanese and Mongols. This immediately made no sense in prehistory because there was no correlation between people of that appearance and I-E languages. But there was a high correlation between people of European or Caucasoid appearance and I-E languages. Clearly, either somebody had changed their language in ancient times or Greenberg was mistaken. But even if we went back to the old Nostratic, some explanation was needed for the disparity between western Nostratic and eastern in biological terms. Finally, recent DNA studies make it very clear that the phenotypes of Europe are genetically determined, not due to modern climatic factors, and that neighboring peoples to the south and southeast were their closest relatives, rather than the peoples east of the Urals.

Cases where people of different languages exchange genes are common in the world. Cases where a population has changed its language but not its biology or not most of its biology are less common in the world. Modern Egyptians speak Arabic but their biology is largely derived from their Egyptian-speaking ancestors. The Ainu have finally lost their language and incorporated many Japanese genes. The Hungarians and Turks kept their languages but were absorbed by local European populations. Those ethnic groups of New York City gradually become mostly English speakers. But the more common case is where populations exchange genes and words, each becoming different from what it was but usually recognizable in physical and linguistic terms. At the moment no one has proposed a good solution to the I-E problem outlined here.

Another surprise of Greenberg's Eurasiatic has been that in recent versions of it he has incorporated Etruscan, the great mystery of old Italy. Although its precise taxonomic position was not completely clear because of translation problems, Joe thought it either a separate branch of Eurasiatic as a whole or a sister language to I-E. His final taxonomy is presented below:15 Eurasiatic was most likely related to other proposed members of Nostratic, viz. Kartvelian, Dravidian, and Afrasian, but with the internal taxonomy of Nostratic unspecified. Also Elamitic (suggested by the Muscovites) and Sumerian (suggested by Bombard) were likely members. Eurasiatic proper had this membership:

I. †ETRUSCAN: †Etruscan

II. INDO-EUROPEAN:

A. ANATOLIAN: †Hittite, †Hieroglyphic Hittite, †Cuneiform Hittite, †Palaic, †Lydian, †Luwian, †Lycian

B. ARMEANIAN: Armenian, †Phrygian

B. †TOCHARIAN: †Tocharian A (= Eastern), †Tocharian B (=Western)

D. INDO-IRANIAN

1 INDIC: †Sanskrit, †Vedic, †Rigveda, †Prakrit, †Old Indic

2 IRANIAN: †Avestan, †Old Persian

E. ALBANIAN: Albanian

---

15. This taxonomy is taken unchanged from pages 279-281 of Joseph H. Greenberg, 1999. *Indo-European and Its Closest Relatives*. Stanford University Press, Stanford, CA. [See the review in this issue. Ed.] Capital letters for major branches, varieties in parentheses, extinct languages shown with †. Most individual languages and dialects are not shown.
F. GREEK: Greek (†Attic, †Doric, †Homerice, †Mycenean, †Aeolic, †Delphic, †Elean)
G. ITALIC: †Oscan, †Umbric, †Latin, French
H. CELTIC: †Old Irish, Irish, Breton, Welsh
I. GERMANIC: †Gothic, †Old High German, †Old Norse, German, †Old Saxon, English, Frisian
J. BALTIC: †Old Prussian, Latvian, Lithuanian
K. SLAVIC: †Old Church Slavic, Russian, Polish, Czech, Serbo-Croatian

III. URALIC-YUKAGHIR:
A. YUKAGHIR: Yukaghir (Kolyma, Tundra, †Omok, †Chuvan)
B. URALIC:
1 SAMOYED
   a. NORTH: Yurak (= Nenets), Enets (= Yenisei Ostyak), Tavgy.
   b. SOUTH: Selkup (= Ostyak Samoyed)
      (Täz, Ket (sic), Tym), †Kamassian
2 FINNO-UGRIC:
   a. UGRIC: Hungarian, Vogul, Ostyak
   b. FINNIC:
      i. PERMIAN: Komi-Zyrian, Udmurt (= Votyak)
      ii. VOLGAIC: Mordvin, Cheremis (= Mari)
      iii. NORTH FINNIC: Saami (=Lapp)(Kola), Finnish, Karelian, Veps, Votic, Estonian, Livonian

IV ALTAIC:
A. TURKIC
1 CHUVASH: Chuvash
2 COMMON TURKIC: †Old Turkish (= Uighur), Turkish (Osmanli), Crimean Turkish, Gagauz, Turkmen, Azerbaijani, Uighur, Uzbek, Bashkir, Karaim, Kumyk, Tatar, Baraba, Crimean Tatar, Nogai, Karakalpak, Kazakh, Kirghiz, Yakut, Khakas, Sagai, Altai, Teleut, Shor, Tuvin, Karagas
B. MONGOLIAN: †Classical Mongolian, Mongol, Moghol, Dagur, Mongor, Yellow Uighur, Baoan, Kalmyk, Buriat, Khalkha, Ordos
C. TUNGUSIC:
1 NORTHERN: Even (= Lamut), Nigidal, Evenki, Solon, Orochon
AN APPRAISAL

When a great controversial figure comes up for historical review, two things are usually apparent. First, she/he is not likely to be as bad as the critics maintain; second, she/he may not be as good as the apostles and friends say either. That meaning of the term appraisal will have to wait for the historians or wait for the field of linguistics to settle down a little. And becoming more tolerant would not be a bad idea either.

However, being too old to wait for the mills of the historians to finish their grinding, I state my opinion; it is already obvious. Joe Greenberg is like two other great scientists whose appraisals have been mostly finished—Charles Darwin and Alfred Wegener. Both had careers similar to Greenberg’s. Remarkably creative hypotheses that were crucial to the growth of their respective scientific fields but associated with vociferous, sometimes savage, criticism, nearly to the point of anathema and banishment from the scientific community, or the civilized Christian community (Darwin). We can leave Darwin’s case rest in the archives because it is so well known. For Alfred Wegener things are rather different because his theories were not a threat to the dominant religion of his time and because his story happened in the 20th century. He transformed geology, or the earth sciences if you prefer, by proposing the **theory of continental drift**, which nowadays can be heard on the evening news explaining things as different as the earthquake potential of California to the steady upward rise of Mount Everest year by year. Wegener was right; his hypothesis was correct. And almost all of his contemporaries who scorned or ignored him were wrong.
In my youth, when people who lived during the First World War were still numerous, there was a favorite saying: “Forty million Frenchmen can’t be wrong!” It reminds me of one of the favorite sayings of contemporary linguists (e.g., Ives Goddard, et al.) that since ‘mainstream’ linguists disagree with Joe, he (Joe) must be wrong. The Wegener and Darwin cases suggest that the ‘mainstream’ can be wrong and surely is wrong quite often. Because, you see, there is no real scientific logic to either the ‘mainstream’ or the ‘forty million Frenchmen’ argument. The entire populations of Texas and Florida may believe that the ‘lost continent of Atlantis’ has been found in the Caribbean Sea. But those 34 million opinions are like the smoke in the air over Houston: a good rain will wash it away. What will determine the debates over competing hypotheses will be the data and analyses that accompany them and test them. For that is how science functions in the long run; temporary passions and biases slowly but surely lose out. Racist theories about human differences were in vogue, dominant, ‘mainstream’, a century ago. Yet they did not survive a hundred years of anthropological research that destroyed their credibility. True, millions of white people still believe in their innate superiority, but those opinions are considered simple bigotry. The mainstream moved away from them. Yes, sometimes the mainstream is right!

That being the case, we must move to the argument proper, instead of popularity contests. What are the empirical and theoretical issues between Greenberg and his Americanist critics? Before tackling them, however, we have to face a fact. We cannot resolve this dispute the way physics could; we cannot experiment and we cannot work it out mathematically. But remember that Darwin’s and Wegener’s hypotheses were basically prehistorical problems, not quite like those of physics. Each had a key problem that could be addressed by controlled or focused observations. Darwin had two key general questions: (a) is there evidence of evolution, i.e., can any species change into another? and (b) what evidence is there from the past that some species have changed? Wegener’s dual question could be put as: is there evidence that continents move or have moved in the past? Besides, the fact was that much of the evidence for either Darwin’s or Wegener’s theories was physical, biological, and sedimentary stuff. Furthermore each could find material evidence preserved from the past in the form of fossils and/or rock formations. Except for the late-occurring writing in a few areas, linguists were stuck with contemporary evidence of socio-psychological or cultural events.

Yet the three fields were not so different as one might think. They created evidence of the past by hypothesis. While paleontologists and archeologists regard their prehistoric data as solidly factual, we know that is not entirely true. One gazes at a slab of rock and concludes that trilobites lived here several millions of years ago. That is not a fact; that is a hypothesis. A colleague of mine once looked at a bone at a site in Kenya and called it a cow, thus exciting everyone. His ‘fact’ was later found to be a native antelope, much to his chagrin. A linguist looks at French *chien* and Italian *cane* (among other words) and concludes that they come from the same ancestral word, something like *kian* or *kan*, for ‘dog’. He too has created a prehistoric fact by hypothesis. His ‘facts’ are called ‘reconstructions’, but they are also based on preliminary

---

16. Thanks to Murray Gell-Mann for pointing out this difference between physics and historical linguistics. He made this point during a conference at the Santa Fe Institute in December, 1997. Contemplating the squabbling among linguists, he said: “We can’t have this kind of problem for very long in physics because someone will make an experiment and settle the matter.”
hypotheses—that *chien* and *cane* have a common ancestor—which usually are called etymologies or related forms.

Now we have come to an important difference between Greenberg and his critics (both American and Russian). Joe and his critics both start with basic facts, i.e., the words, phrases, and sentences recorded for each language and written down in interpretable symbols. In other words what most of us call the ‘data’. When a linguist establishes her data base in several languages, she then begins to compare the sets of data with each other. Straight away, however, differences in approach occur. Some Russian linguists will set aside or disregard data from a language if its ancestor has not been ‘reconstructed’, believing that the quality of the facts is more important than their existence. Many American linguists, while not disregarding unreconstructed data, will still regard that kind of data with suspicion. Both share a belief that basic facts are not as reliable as reconstructions. Many contemporary theoretical linguists regard the basic facts as unreliable because they are ‘realized’ versions of the true ‘underlying’ facts. The attitude is amazingly similar to Indic religion in its belief in *maya* or sensory data as ‘illusion’. To them the truth must be found behind the surface data.

As mentioned above, Greenberg was a traditional or old fashioned historical linguist. He took the basic data from every language, whatever the condition of its recording, and compared it with the others in the region he was working on. When possible he searched for old sources (or those in different scholarly languages) in order to get more basic facts on any particular language. His famous method of ‘mass comparison’, lately called ‘multilateral comparison’, was grounded in a dislike of ‘binarism’, comparisons involving only two languages and not the whole available set. To Joe it was more important to confront all the phenomena than settle for a refined pair.

So we have the basis of the first set of criticisms. Greenberg used poor data and overlooked some of the finest reconstructions in existence, said Americanists. Greenberg did not use phonetic precision, said some English critics, many of whom were pre-phonemic in their thinking and often ignorant of standard I-E procedures. Joe basically shrugged, partly because many etymologies had been established long before the modern high-quality analyses had been made. Much of this criticism was grounded in the I-E dominance of most linguistic departments. Stemming ultimately from German high standards in culture, eventuating in the Neo-Grammarians' demand for exact correspondences without exception and culminating in American theoretical schools adopting that demand, linguistics became obsessed with the demand for ‘rigor’, precision and nearly mathematical exactitude.

The next criticism found his critics putting carts before horses. It was that Joe proposed etymologies (cognations) that were not grounded in precise reconstructions. That is, one has to reconstruct the ancestral forms (words, grammemes) before proposing the relationships. But in fact one cannot have any reconstructions before one has established etymologies. First, one must propose that *chien* and *cane* have a common ancestor; then one may propose sound correspondences (like French *ch* often corresponding to Italian *c*), and then one can reconstruct the ancestral *kan*-. Eminent theorists of I-E reconstruction technique, such as Hoenigswald, missed this point and for a good reason. They were used to having the etymologies in hand because of I-E reconstructions. Had most of them worked on Amerind or African languages in the field they would have realized the obvious: no established etymologies, hence no reconstructions, were available. One had to make them up out of raw data!

Furthermore, one could not make accurate reconstructions until one established priorities of relationship among languages being examined. If we agree that French *chien* and Italian *cane*
are cognate, but also join German *Hund* to that etymology (cognate set), then the reconstruction will change. But if we realize that French and Italian are part of a special set in which German is not involved, then we can still get *kan-* for French-Italian and something else for German-French-Italian. That is, first we find the Romance level and then the I-E level.

All this is based on the historical flow chart that is sub-classification. Those in the same sub-group have shared historical experience peculiar to them. French and Italian were descended from Latin, the dominant part of Italic which came from PIE (proto-I-E). Latin had altered the PIE word for ‘dog’ into *canis*; that was the source of *kan-*. German on the other hand, along with English and others, had a different history. Their ancestral word was *hund*, itself from original PIE *kwon*. At root each of these groups came from the same language but their individual descent lines made a difference in reconstruction. At root one can say that those who do not have an accurate internal taxonomy for a family are not likely to get as accurate reconstructions as they could with good taxonomy.

Such is the basis for the ‘Taxonomy First’ argument, as opposed to the ‘Reconstruction First’ group. The argument is in many ways a flat-footed difference between Indo-Europeanists and more practical minded scholars from the realm of unwritten languages in Africa, Oceania, and the New World. Again one can ask what portion of the languages of the world have written ancestors—as many do in Europe—against which to check reconstructions? The presence of old written languages has been a major factor in the evolution of I-E ways of doing things, as it has also in Semitic. But I-E and Semitic number maybe 200 languages out of a world total of 5000 to 6000 depending on whose count one takes. That is to say, 3% or 4% of the world's languages should establish the methods, the strategies and tactics, of historical linguistics? Why?

Another bone of contention between Greenberg and his critics has been the time frame of possible classification and reconstruction. It would appear that some Americanists have made up out of whole cloth a cut-off time of 6000 years, plus or minus a millennium or two for different ‘theorists’. The reason given for this cut-off is that after such a length of time the evidence of relationship would have disappeared or become insufficient for accurate work. As far as I can tell, the first Americanist to propose this theory was Terrence Kaufman. But ultimately the trail of this theory goes to Winfred Lehmann at Texas and then to its apparent source in an article that M.L. Bender wrote in 1976. That article, based on glottochronology or lexicostatistical tables, calculated the amount of vocabulary two languages would share after so many millennia. Bender's undergraduate degree was in mathematics (Dartmouth) and he was appalled by the low retention after 10,000 years (1%) or even 6000 years (7%). How could anything substantial be left to work with when over 90% of the vocabulary had been lost? He asked. So he and others such as Lehmann generalized the lexicostatistical conclusion to mean that most of the evidence of relationship was gone after 10,000 years or sooner.

It was a tremendous mistake in reasoning that was quickly pointed out to Bender before

---

17. Unfortunately, I cannot find the original source. My knowledge is actually based on a personal communication from Kaufman. Pittsburgh, 1991.

18. Explicitly, Paul Black (Yale PhD 1975) and I reacted strongly and with dismay to Bender’s article. Black wrote a nine page critique and I sent a shorter one. Bender's conceptual errors were blatantly obvious.
he published the article. Nevertheless the article was published. We should have shouted it down but we were too busy. What were the mistaken assumptions?

1) The automatic presumption of a binaristic scene. Had he not done so he would have realized quickly, being a good mathematician, that each new language added to the comparison increased the number of common retentions left over. So if three, rather than two, were compared, then 3% would be left after 10,000 years instead of 1%. If four languages, then 6%; if five, then 9%; and so forth until twenty languages yield 62% after 10,000 years.19

2) The assumption that, since the Swadesh list of 100 or 200 words was the most conservative vocabulary in any language, the loss in the rest of vocabulary would be even greater. That is probably true. But he forgot that the general lexicon is far more numerous than the Swadesh lexicon. Just suppose that general lexicon is ‘lost’ twice as fast as basic vocabulary. So after 10,000 years two languages would have only one word retained in common, or 1% of 100 words. Therefore there would only be 0.5% of general vocabulary left. Yes, but general vocabulary probably consists of 5,000 or 10,000 words. So 0.5% of that would be between 25 words and 50 words after 10,000 years. That is still binary, between two languages only. More languages would yield more; for example, three languages for 10,000 years would yield 75 words. But twenty languages at 5,000 years would yield 1,550 words.20

3) The misconception of what ‘loss’ or ‘retention’ meant in the Swadesh list. He forgot that words are ‘on’ the list when they are the dominant form in a language. But they may still be in the language and not even far away. There are many examples of this, as between English and German, for example. Nowadays English dog and German Hund are on the list, so the native English form was ‘lost’. But it is still there as hound for hunting or sporting dogs. The same for bird in English whose older fowl is still in the language and cognate with German Vogel. Sometimes, of course, a word remains in the language, although it is lost until reconstruction or at least good etymologies have been made. Thus German klein for ‘small’ is cognate with English clean, while English small is cognate with German schmal ‘narrow’. This leads to the well-known rule that as etymologies, sound correspondences, and reconstructions increase in number they make possible the discovery of more ‘lost’ words.

4) Most meaningful of all was the misunderstanding of what genetic classification consists of, or at a minimum what Greenberg did when he classified languages together. As is well known, there is a streak of extreme preference for grammatical evidence among Semiticists and Indo-Europeanists. Of course, not all share these extreme predilections in those fields, but their

19. These percentages are taken from Table A.2. “Recoverable Vocabulary Based on a Homogeneous Replacement Rate.” In Joseph H. Greenberg, 1987. Language in the Americas. Appendix A, 341. Stanford University Press, Stanford, CA. Allowing for the Joos function or the ‘dregs effect’ yields even higher percentages. The reader is warned, however, that a few errors exist in the tables at the higher ranges (years) due to simple clerical mistakes.

20. See Mother Tongue (Newsletter) 24 for a longer discussion of this point, including the retention possible with 40 or 80 languages.

21. Only Chinese and languages like it prevented this procedure, as Greenberg repeatedly acknowledged, because there was a lot of syntax but not much morphology. Only recently with George van Driem’s work on Sino-Tibetan pronouns have we broken out of that bind.
representation is numerous. Perhaps my friend, Robert Hetzron, was a prime example among Semiticists. Anecdotally, we hear that the inclusion of Celtic within I-E was held up for a long time because Celtic lacked ‘crucial’ morphological evidence.

Against that background we must realize that some scholars under the influence of Swadesh developed a strong preference for the lexicon, i.e., for words rather than grammemes. How else to account for Bender, Kaufman and others who used only lexical information to establish the alleged time frame or time limit of 6000 to 10,000 years? Yet all one has to do is look carefully, or to scan rapidly, Joe’s African or other classifications to see that he always began with grammatical evidence in setting up his genetic groups.21

The principle can be stated quite clearly. Two or more languages can be classified together when the investigator finds enough etymologies involving basic vocabulary, general vocabulary, and grammatical morphemes (grammemes) to convince her that these languages had a common ancestor. Arguments from syntax, phonology, racial similarity and typology have turned out to be unreliable and misleading, so Joe didn’t use them. Even such a striking thing as the presence of click phonemes does not necessarily lead to valid taxa, as the vivid case of South African Bantu languages can testify.

Even if the Swadesih retentions get very low, it does not follow that no evidence of relationship is left. That remains an empirical question, not one to be decided by lexicostatistical theorizing.

From this Greenbergian view it has been curious that Paul Benedict was able to hold up the achievement of phylum Austric because it “only had morphological evidence.” So any Semiticist would have said that was fine and dandy! What is obvious about Austric with so little vocabulary evidence (allegedly) is that it must be very old, comparable to the African phyla with their low percentages of lexical retention.22 But L.V. Hayes does find lexical evidence.

While many minor objections to Greenberg’s work no doubt exist, the major ones seem to have been addressed. One remaining question is: why such vehemence, such fury, in attacking a mild-mannered scholar trying to help science understand our common prehistory? Is Cavalli-Sforza right in stipulating ‘jealousy’ as a motive for the attackers? Was this the same syndrome as that displayed by the Algonkianists in halting Sapir’s work? Or is this just normal science in a field that cannot do experiments? It seems clear that Greenberg represented a throwback to an older paradigm of historical linguistics, an older Americanist and 19th century Indo-European tradition that threatened the new high-tech, rigorous, theoretical paradigm trying to establish itself as linguistics.

Next year, and probably sooner, a conference will be held to address many of these Greenbergian questions. Let us hope that the historians of science, as well as philosophers of science, become interested in the topic. It is truly interesting.

* * *

22. When Sheila Embleton and the rest of us get linguistic dating back on its feet, we will probably find that Austric is closer to 20,000 years old; that just figures from the great age of Homo sapiens in southeast Asia and the very low lexical factor. L.V. Hayes’ etymologies then will be very valuable in our work.
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Bibliographical items have been kept to a minimum. I thought it more valuable to outline the issues, knowing that the specific authors and writings were fairly well known, than to produce five more pages of dense citations. HCF.
In the Introduction to Mother Tongue V (1999), editor Roger W. Wescott wrote as follows:

"The disagreements among the twelve authors of the first nineteen selections in MT-V seem to me to spring primarily from the philosophical divergence between absolutists and relativists. The absolutists appear to regard some genetic connections between languages as indisputable and others as inconceivable. The relativists, by contrast, tend to regard all such connections as possible, but only some as probable. The relativists, moreover, seem to treat probable affiliations as differing in degree, some being more probable than others. ... The question of scientific evidence for postulated cognation depends, clearly, on the definition of science. For mathematicians, science consists primarily of logic. For chemists, science consists primarily of experiment. For linguists, science is rarely either of these. But what is scientific linguistics? I hope that a future issue of Mother Tongue may be devoted, at least in part, to a discussion of this question."

Roger’s hope is now a reality. The editors sent a general invitation to many scholars, asking for articles addressing the following questions:

- What can we learn from a historical overview of the field of paleolinguistics?
- How, if at all, do methods of long-range comparison and traditional comparative linguistics differ?
- What core philosophical differences (e.g., absolutism vs. relativism; monogenism vs. polygenism; lumpers vs. splitters) exist among linguists?
- To what extent is paleolinguistics an art and to what extent a science?
- What constitutes scientific evidence in paleolinguistics?
- What time depth is possible in paleolinguistics?
- What should be the rules of discourse and polemics for paleolinguists?

Nine writers submitted contributions. The articles are arranged below in a sequence that roughly corresponds to the seven questions posed above, though some of the contributions cover more than one of the questions. The final article by Professor Blažek is included as an example of scientific paleolinguistics focusing on lexical comparisons.
Historical Overview: Roger Wescott and Paleolinguistics

by Gyula Décsy

University of Indiana

People seldom think of the remarkable fact that the number of professional linguists today – even if decreasing compared with 1960s and 70s – is incredibly high both in the U.S. and worldwide. All 3,500 or so American universities and colleges have English Departments; each of them has at least 8 to 10 Anglists. If we add the Modern Language departments and the Linguistics departments of larger universities, we come easily to 60,000 professional linguists in the U.S. No other country comes close to this enormously high number. The total number of professional linguists worldwide may be around 100,000, and one can easily get the impression that 99 percent of them accept as the sole methodological background for their work the “Modern American Formalism” introduced in the 1960s at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). By the turn of the 21st century that methodological framework expanded to an almost global ideology, which we refer to in this paper as the MIT school. It follows that there may be as few as 1000 linguists (600 or so in the U.S. and 400 in other countries) who are not followers of this school.

As Modern American Formalism grew in importance it became entrenched to the near exclusion of other approaches in linguistics. To this day linguists who do not follow it often are defamed and their work ignored. It is important to know how the 600 or so nonconformist scholars have survived and persisted in their fields during the hegemony of the MIT school, long supported by the huge professional organization of the United States, the Linguistic Society of America (LSA). To find an answer to this question, one must examine the life and work of Roger Wescott. A task for linguistic historiography is to find out if any substantially important work has been done in linguistics outside of, or even in opposition to, the ruling MIT school. The most important achievements include, among other things, language origins research.

1. Language Origins Research. This term was created by Roger Wescott and his friends (Stokoe, etc.) at the beginning of the 1970s. (It went to Europe belatedly, in 1985, with the founding of the Language Origins Society (LOS) in Cracow, Poland, led by J. Wind and B. Bichakjian from the Netherlands). The plural origins hints at the uncertainty and methodological pluralism that is so important to the discipline. It emphasizes that there is more than one possible approach to language origins (or, the origin of languages). The MIT approach, on the other hand, sees language only in its autonomous, statistical, descriptive, and synchronic manifestations. A diachronic approach to linguistic prehistory would seem a complementary necessity. However, such a trend would have run counter to the near-sacred tenets of the MIT school and the monolingual-monistic character of American language studies. Powerful ideologues in influential LSA positions barred the representatives of the heretical diachronic approach from work in financially secure positions supported by large state and private foundations. Their biases were shared for decades also by the big publishing houses in the English language area and, first of all, by the central organ of LSA, Language. During the last three decades almost all important publications on language origins research (LOR) has had to appear in samizdat-like journals and has remained mostly unnoticed by the central establishment of American Linguistics.
Roger Wescott's initiative concerning LOR successfully led to or encouraged the development of special affiliation with different methods (protolinguistics, preprotolinguistics); groups devoted to long range comparison, such as the Association for the Study of Language in Prehistory (ASLIP) and its journal *Mother Tongue*, as well as the Language Origins Society; and the development of Nostratics. These were private initiatives, and we know how much R. Wescott did for the success of these endeavors. His clearly articulated views, such as his hypothesis that "The preconditions of the human sound-sequential language appeared phylogenetically with the Cro-Magnon ca.35,000 years ago" became language universals.

2. **Semiotics.** Compared with LOR, this discipline (its main representatives today include Thomas A. Sebeok) did not pose an ideological threat to the MIT school. Semiotics is also structural and formalistic and synchronic, with a descriptive and statistical working method, even if its results are often diachronically applicable. Semiotics thus may be seen as a non-linguistic field that does not contradict the official descriptivism of the MIT school. For semiotics, the doors of its infra-American and international development were not closed.

3. **Global Linguistics.** The most successful representative of global linguistics is the Summer Institute of Linguistics (SIL), with its connection to the journal *Word*. The term "global linguistics," created in the 1980s, is not used generally, but no doubt this is one of the most promising linguistic fields with a bright future. It is practically irresponsible in light of the globalization of communication in the world today that leading linguists do not embrace languages of the world in their great diversity. All the flora and fauna of the remotest corners of the world are considered and classified by scientists, but followers of the MIT school and ideologues of the LSA deal mainly with English alone.

4. **Traditional Comparativism.** Comparativists continue the European-founded Indo-European Studies, Uralic and Altaic, Germanic, Slavic, Indo-Iranian, Baltic, etc. Their head count may be around 200 to 300 linguists. Many of them—especially members of the younger generation—try to apply the inapplicable formalism of the MIT school to traditional research subjects in order to receive recognition and financial aid or simply to be tolerated by the mainstream linguists.

The hegemony of the MIT school came about as a result of the enormous post-1945 gain of prestige of the United States worldwide. In the subsequent globalization of American technology and popular culture, everything American became fashionable: hamburger, Coca-Cola, jazz, rock and roll, Elvis Presley, TV, CDs, blue jeans, computers—all products of private enterprise based on incredible economic prosperity (a dream for other countries). Perhaps the world expected an impressive breakthrough from the United States in linguistics too, and these expectations generated the necessity to offer something completely new. Enter MIT and the transformative, generative, formalized, diagrammatic approach in linguistics.

After the Sputnik-success of the Russians in 1960, the U.S. relied more on huge, centrally-led, state-supported organizations like NASA to achieve spectacular wonders. The LSA and the groups of young, fresh, and mostly fast-trained linguists saw their chance. The 10 to 20 thousand young linguists of the MIT school received millions in government grants and tenured positions.
with LSA recommendations. American linguistics thus came to demand an even more single-minded focus on syntactic structure. (This recalls not only the monistic Weisberger movement in Nazi Germany but, at least organizationally, the political terrorism of the party-led Marrism in the USSR between 1932 and 1950, when Stalin finallyforebade the nonsense and reestablished traditional linguistics as an official field of study in the Soviet Union.)

The defection of linguists from the MIT school began early. Robert Hall and Charles Hockett were the first in the 1960s. Later LACUS (Linguistic Association of Canada and the United States) was founded which, however, fought the devil with the devil's method by remaining formalistic in orientation. New schools arose from the MIT tradition that refined or applied transformative/generative studies, such as (micro)-sociolinguistics, applied linguistics, pragmatics, information systems technology, and cognitive studies or psycholinguistics. Modern American formalism itself concentrated more and more on the form of description and explanation of well-known linguistic phenomena, which, ironically, became more important than the basic substance of linguistic studies-languages. Add to this the fact that linguists in developing countries lacking linguistic traditions have been trained in American universities, and one can see how the influence of the MIT school has tended to overshadow historical and comparative linguistics globally.

Roger Wescott's human and scientific greatness can best be understood in the historical and intellectual context described here. Wescott's contributions rest in part on his understanding of the non-English world (his devoted wife is of Estonian ancestry) and bespeaks hope for change. He found the right place in a world of professional imbalance and in an imposing way founded the promising new discipline of Language Origins Research on the basis of evolutionary theory. That along with his publications and service as president of LACUS and vice-president of ASLIP has earned him a special place in the history of American and Global Language Studies.

[Editor's Note: Gyula Décsy has published in two parts (in cooperation with John R. Krueger) The Linguistic Identity of Europe (Bloomington, Indiana: Eurolingua, 2000). This work is being reviewed for the next edition of MotherTongue.]
Paleolinguistics in Denmark:  
From the Language of Paradise to Nostratic*  
by W. Wilfried Schuhmacher  
Gadstrup, Denmark  

“In the beginning there was only one man, Adam, and there was only one tongue and one language, the Adamish or Hebrew. And in the same way as all men have come from one, so from one language all the other. So one of the learned man has said that we all speak one language, Hebrew, changed however” (Syv 1979 [1663]: 87; translation from the Danish mine).

In 1866 the Société de linguistique of Paris forbade discussions about the origin of language. They probably wanted to exclude such opinions as that put forward by the Dutchman van Helmont in 1667, postulating that God had spoken Hebrew. More “realistic,” though also on biblical grounds, had been the Dane Peder Syv’s view four years earlier.

Peder Pedersen Syv, who took the name of his birth parish, Syv (“seven [hills]”), making it famous, was born 22nd February 1631 on the Syv Farm near Roskilde, Denmark (about 3 miles from my home). He studied at the University of Copenhagen, and became in 1658 headmaster of the Latin School in Næstved. And it was here that he “among the many and troublesome school hindrances” wrote his “Considerations about the Cimbrian [Germanic] Language,” which he published in 1663. The following year, he began a career as parson in Hellested on the peninsula of Stevns where he stayed until his death on 18th February 1702.

As for linguistics in the 16th and 17th century, fancy played a dominant role. At that time one was interested in finding the oldest language, that spoken in Paradise. Thus, Peder Syv’s etymological “Considerations” must be called quite up-to-date. And his work, however fanciful it may be (that term might also be applied to parts of post-WWII linguistics - no names!), contains even a grain of wisdom as his “Hebrew origin of Germanic,” mutatis mutandis, has found a modern recapitulation in Theo Vennemann’s “Germania Semitica,” postulating that the prehistoric Germania and its Paleo-Germanic language developed under colonial Semitic dominance. (Cf, e.g., Vennemann 1998 - where it is shown that German Volk “people”, English folk, Proto-Germanic *fulk-a “division of an army” reflect Hebrew plg, etc. “to divide”). And even in Denmark the Hebrew-Germanic connection has seen a re-activation by Herman Møller = Möller (1850-1923), son of a German parson and a Danish countess, who at school had learned Hebrew - and who continued his Semitic interest also after he had become professor of Germanic languages in the University of Copenhagen: Too ambitious, however, was his comparative approach of Indo-European and Semitic (Møller 1911).

It was in the first decades of the 19th century that the great period of Danish historical-comparative linguistics had begun with Rasmus Rask (1787-1832), to be followed by Karl Verner (1846-1896) and Vilhelm Thomsen (1842-1927), and with a great follow-up in the 20th century by Holger Pedersen (1867-1953), Herman Möller’s most famous disciple.
Holger Pedersen, professor of comparative linguistics in Copenhagen (an expert on Celtic, Hittite, and Tocharian), may today be mainly known as the creator of the term "Nostratic" that has been dug up again in modern long-range comparison: In the early 20th century, he proposed that Indo-European was related to several families in a big family he called Nostratic - originally including Indo-European, Semitic, Finno-Ugric, Samoyed, Yukaghir, Altaic, and Eskimo-Aleut. According to the modern Nostratic hypothesis, Indo-European is related to Afro-Asiatic, Kartvelian, Uralic, Altaic, and Dravidian. [i.e., the standard Nostratic proposed by Illich-Svitych. Ed.] Holger Pedersen (d. 1953) was, of course, not able to participate in the paleolinguistic revival that began in the 1960’s with Illich-Svitych, Dolgopolsky, et al.

Vitaly Shevoroshkin and Merritt Ruhlen, especially, have been working toward reconstructing the hypothetical mother tongue, Proto-World, putatively spoken somewhere around 50,000 and 150,000 years ago (See also Schuhmacher 1993). According to them, all of the world’s languages are very likely members of a single language family – which leads us back therefore to Peder Syv’s “one language in the beginning”: We all speak one language, Proto-World, changed however....

POSTSCRIPT: To conclude the history of comparative linguistics in Copenhagen (i.e., Denmark): In 1965, when Louis Hjelmslev, Holger Pedersen’s successor, had died at the age of 65, there was nobody around to take over. The chair was given to Gunmar Bech, a Germanist, to be followed by Fredrik Otto Lindeman, a Norwegian laryngealist, to be followed by Jørgen Rischel, a phonetician – each of them attracted by the fine title but unable to attract students. More appropriate linguists, either at home or abroad, were never asked. One potential candidate joined the Danish intelligence service. At the end, the chair of Comparative Linguistics was removed, and a new institute termed Institute of General and Applied Linguistics was created; however, the best people had already gone to the Copenhagen Business School.

*The text is a short excerpt from my paper “The History of Danish Linguistics” presented in Beijing at Beijing Normal University on 3rd April 2000.
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The notion of paleolinguistics has been used in a somewhat inconsistent manner either in a narrower sense – to refer to linguistic reconstruction at greater than usual time depth, or in a wider sense – to language origins research. This alternate usage of the term *paleolinguistics* obscures the significant theoretical distinction between these fields of study and thus can create the misunderstanding that linguists involved in long-range linguistic comparison are in pursuit of reconstructing Proto-Human (for a summary of alternative approaches cf. Békési 2000: 1ff). Therefore it is desirable that the notion of paleolinguistics is clarified and consistently applied, because it is highly relevant to draw a borderline between these two types of research. Elsewhere I have already suggested a periodization of historical linguistic layers studied by long-range comparison (Hegedüs 1997: 66f). In the following table I intend to show that only the proto-, the paleo- and the archeolinguistic layers can be regarded as subjects of comparative linguistic research, and presently penetration into the deeper stages is still limited because paleolinguistic studies are yet to be developed. Judging by the progress made in the past two decades (especially in the study of the Nostratic hypothesis) the prospects look encouraging. The dates given in the table are not absolute but have significance in relative chronology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary input data</th>
<th>Time range</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Protolinguistics</strong></td>
<td>from extant languages and from written documents of extinct languages</td>
<td>5-12 kyrs BP, Neolithic and post-Neolithic cultures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Paleolinguistics</strong></td>
<td>reconstructed protolanguages of well established language families (PIE, PU, etc.)</td>
<td>12-25 kyrs BP, pre-Neolithic and Late Mesolithic cultures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Archeolinguistics</strong></td>
<td>reconstructed protomacrolanguages</td>
<td>25-??? kyrs BP, Mesolithic and Paleolithic culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Glossogenesis</strong></td>
<td>results of paleoanthropology, cognitive studies, archeology and other related disciplines</td>
<td>coeval and preceding the emergence of <em>Homo sapiens sapiens</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One of the main achievements of long-range linguistic comparison in the past two decades is that it has managed to open up paleolinguistic perspectives by undermining the main persisting dogma in historical comparative linguistic research: the dogma of the inapplicability of the traditional comparative method at greater than usual time-depth, i.e., the dogma of the impossibility of reconstructing linguistic stages prior to ca. 7,000 BP. This
belief in the inapplicability of the comparative method at a greater time-depth grew out of the myth that lexicostatistics has a strict temporal limitation because substituting 14 of the 100 items in the basic vocabulary list over a period of one thousand years leaves us with nothing left to compare after 7 millennia of historical linguistic evolution, so it is impossible to say anything about genetic relationship between languages prior to this point in language history.

The idea that the further back in time we go in our attempt to reconstruct protolanguages the fewer data for reconstruction we have at our disposal is wrong because “the number of cognates will increase significantly if older forms of languages in question are compared. The increase in the number of cognates becomes even more significant if we compare the reconstructions of related languages” (Vovin 1999: 92). Although some linguists have been calling attention to the potentials of the revised version of lexicostatistics (called “etymological statistics” or “root glottochronology”; cf. Jaxontov 1984 and especially Starostin 1989: 18; 1999: 26) and although some scholars were questioning the above-mentioned dogma long ago, there are still many who insist on embracing the comfort of time-depth limitation.

At the same time, there seems to be growing flexibility in accepting the validity of the traditional comparative method at greater time-depth. Bernard Comrie expressed his opinion on this matter in the following way: “I do not literally mean that a certain number of years can be specified beyond which the comparative method is inapplicable” (Comrie 1999: 244). He believes that the applicability or non-applicability of the comparative method is not necessarily related to the question of time-depth: “I would certainly not exclude the possibility that it might be possible to establish regular sound correspondences within one pair of languages separated from their common ancestor by a time-depth of 10,000 years and yet impossible to do the same for another pair of languages separated from their common ancestor by 7500 years” (Comrie ibid.). But in the formulation of what he calls the crucial point, he falls back into the groove cut by the dogmatic approach: “[G]iven enough changes ... it is in principle the case that it will be impossible to establish regular correspondences between languages that do in fact descend from a single common ancestor” (Comrie 1999: 244). With a small reinterpretation this statement practically repeats the old argument against long-range linguistic comparison that given enough time the amount of comparable data for reconstruction at greater than usual time-depth simply diminishes to the vanishing point.

Thus the fallacy of diminishing returns (Bengtson 1992: 30f) seems to persist in current linguistic thinking. This is well illustrated by the following train of thought: “The greater relative time-depth means that a greater number of perturbing factors have had the opportunity to be at play” from which he concludes that “there may come a point at which we will be unable to distinguish between common ancestry on the one hand and borrowing or chance similarity on the other” (Comrie 1999: 247). It should not be forgotten, though, that the more languages supply evidence for the reconstruction of a proto-unit, the less we are endangered by chance phenomena and the higher the plausibility and reliability of a reconstructed proto-language becomes. This is an argument that Comrie also supports: “I agree with a point made repeatedly by wide-ranging comparativists, namely that the reconstruction of a proto-system becomes more likely to succeed the more branches of the proto-language we have available for comparison” (Comrie 1999: 244).

The crucial point, however, is that despite the enormous possibilities for linguistic change over several millennia, it is still possible to establish regular sound correspondences between languages that are known to have derived from a common ancestor, which gives a theoretical foundation for the supposition that once we can establish regular sound correspondences between languages whose genetic relationship in the distant past is (only) suspected, we should consider these regular sound correspondences as the first, initial proof
of – or at least strong evidence for – the plausibility of distant genetic relationship between the compared languages.

Another recurring issue in studying distant linguistic relationship is how to deal with the residue of linguistic comparison, i.e., how to explain attested forms that do not conform to the pattern of regular sound change. Such irregular cases usually can be accounted for in the framework of analogical change, but sometimes they may defy a plausible explanation. Some experts believe that the number of etyma stubbornly resisting a pure pedigree that would stand the test of the neogrammarian principle of regularity increases with time. But the number of examples such as that of the notorious English pronoun *she* (Comrie 1999: 244) is not significant and it is easy to see that this specific difficulty of the phonological derivation of *she* from Old English /seːol/ does not render invalid the reconstruction of the 3rd person pronoun for Proto-Germanic or for Proto-Indo-European. In a thought experiment Christopher Ehret showed clearly that “we should expect that at each stage of historical reconstruction farther back in time, slowly more and more of the same ancient root words should emerge out of our work” (Ehret 1999: 110). It follows from this that a reconstructed protolanguage necessarily displays more roots than the number of roots preserved in any of the descendant languages. This circumstance indicates not the inefficiency or inapplicability of the comparative method at greater time-depth but, on the contrary, it ensures that the genetic inheritance is recoverable despite the tendency of obscuring ancient features and elements in individual languages.
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Problems of Methodology in Long-Range Comparison

by Peter A. Michalove
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

In *Mother Tongue* V (1999:1) the late Roger Wescott raises a number of stimulating questions about the methodology used in historical linguistics, and particularly in work on the possibility of wider genetic connections. In memory of Wescott, John Bengtson has asked for some thoughts on these questions, including the differences between long-range comparison and “traditional” historical linguistics. The answer, in a nutshell, is there is no difference; the goals and methods of work at greater time-depths should be no different from those of comparative work on more recent relationships.

If we define long-range comparison as the attempt to establish and clarify genetic linguistic relations beyond those that are already known and widely accepted, then long-range comparison is no different from the classificatory work of earlier generations. The goal of modern long-range comparison, like that of its predecessors, is to learn more about the historical development of the attested languages of the world and the demonstrable genetic relationships that may exist among them. The pioneers of Indo-European studies, such as Rask (1818) and Bopp (1816), the early Uralicists like Donner (1879) and Paasonen (1917), and the originators of comparative work in other widely accepted language families were engaged in the long-range comparison of their day.

As with previous comparative work, the methodology of present-day long-range comparison inevitably involves learning from the accomplishments and mistakes of our predecessors. Thus, any Indo-Europeanist or Uralicist today would undoubtedly express admiration for the great names just mentioned, but I doubt that any modern scholars would accept all of their ideas uncritically today. Similarly, while Nostraticists today can learn much from the work of Illich-Svitych (1971-84) and other previous scholars, it is clear that this work contains much flawed material that we cannot accept today. Therefore, I can only reiterate previous appeals (e.g. Manaster Ramer, Michalove, Baertsch, & Adams 1998) that we work to identify and strengthen the more promising elements in previous work, to discard comparisons that do not withstand constructive criticism, and to try to build something meaningful and coherent on the stronger elements; rather than accepting previous work uncritically, or rejecting the entire concept because of individual, even widespread faults.

Thus, the methodology of long-range comparison today is (or should be) identical to that of the best comparative work of previous generations. And precisely because of the accomplishments of previous scholars, comparative work today (both long-range and short-range) benefits from a much deeper understanding of the nature of language development, the processes of language convergence, and other recent work on language change. It also benefits from newer fieldwork on many of the lesser-known languages, although all comparative work suffers from the recent extinction of so many languages that undoubtedly would have offered important information on the prehistory of the languages we have attested.

In recent work (Michalove, Georg and Manaster Ramer 1998: 466-470), we proposed a gradation of comparative proposals to distinguish obvious and transparent
comparative work, which we called “rhadio-comparison”, from the task of unraveling more oblique and less evident relationships, or “khalepo-comparison”. This gradation may be exemplified from one extreme by the slight distinction between individual idiolects within the same speech-community; and continues through varying dialects of what speakers consider to be the same language. A further level of language diversity is represented by dialect continua, where there is mutual comprehensibility among neighboring speech forms, but not between the ends of the continuum. This relationship often appears when political or other borders intervene, attracting a variety of non-standard speech forms to one or another literary standard (as we find among many of the Slavic or Romance languages). This situation may result in an array of languages, some of which are not mutually comprehensible among native speakers, but whose relationship is obvious even to those with no background in linguistics. A further stage in this continuum occurs among families like Indo-European or Afroasiatic, that are not transparently related, but whose common origin can be seen by identifying common morphological structures, regular (and sometimes phonetically dissimilar) phonological correspondences, and (when we are lucky) the examination of early written records.

Beyond that, there are proposals of relationships such as Nostratic, that have achieved varying but not unanimous degrees of acceptance, often because they rely exclusively or primarily on lexical agreements, and often show little or no mutual explanatory power. We may simply label proposals at this end of the spectrum as, “currently debated”. Such proposals, if they turn out to be justified, will simply have been more difficult to detect than more obvious ones.

It is important to note that the relative ease or difficulty we find among proposals along the continuum of rhadio- to khalepo-comparison is not synonymous with time-depth, or geographical distance. Language families that share diagnostic morphophonemic parallels, such as Indo-European, or that have a larger number of distinct attested daughter languages or branches, such as Sino-Tibetan, will be recoverable for a longer period of time. Language families without such advantages may ultimately still be recoverable, but will fall further toward the khalepo-comparison end of the continuum.

Similarly, geographical proximity can often help to maintain common, reconstructible features for longer periods of time. Yet geographical proximity can often be the source of confusion in this regard: much of the debate over Altaic deals not with the undisputed presence of large numbers of common elements among these languages, nor with the uncontroversial fact that they have shared massive borrowings over the centuries. Rather the debate is over which elements are borrowed, and what remains when we filter out material known to represent loans.

This model of levels of difficulty in identifying and reconstructing language relationships seems to be a more useful and realistic approach than a simple dichotomy between relationships that are recoverable and those that are not. The level of difficulty is not the same as a statement of degrees of actual relationship among languages, although it may often coincide with such levels of relatedness. Rather the continuum between rhadio- and khalepo-comparison provides a scale for evaluating proposals of relationship. Considering degrees of difficulty seems to be a more fruitful means of considering various proposals that have been put forth than supposing different methodologies for “traditional” versus “long-range” comparison. And surely it is more
meaningful than the simple division of scholars into neat camps of "lumpers" and "splitters".

A practical reflection of this gradation of difficulty is that broader proposals require a background in more languages. The more languages a historical linguist deals with, the more material there is to master. It is not enough to extract forms from a dictionary of a language one does not know, or to take others' reconstructed work uncritically and use it as input for deeper reconstructions. One must at the least have a working knowledge of the phonotactics, dialect geography, and known history of the languages involved. Thus, attempts to establish wider genetic connections are inherently more difficult because they require a greater-than-superficial knowledge of more languages. Much as I admire the wide-ranging background of many scholars who have produced fine work in long-range comparison, it is hard to imagine how any individual can handle it all. At some level, long-range comparison can only succeed as a collaborative effort, in which specialists regularly interact with each other and evaluate each others' findings.

Further, viewing such proposals on a continuum of difficulty shows that we cannot establish any cross-linguistic ceiling on the time-depth, even an approximate one, beyond which language families cannot be recovered, as writers like Nichols (1992: 184) or Hock (1985: 566) have suggested. Rather, different languages change different features at different rates. And within the history of a language, there are periods characterized by greater and lesser levels of change. Thus, several millennia of divergence may produce a set of languages that are unequivocally relatable (such as Indo-European or Uto-Aztecan); or it may yield a series of relationships that are much less obvious, and therefore difficult to exemplify with a familiar name.

Like the supposed ceiling on time-depths that can be recovered, another fallacy that applies to linguistic comparison at any level is the claim that relationships can be identified or refuted by purely quantitative means, or "shortcuts", as Georg (2000: 433-434) calls them. Under such methods, the cognates or other isoglosses among some set of languages are counted and found to fall over or under some threshold that the investigator expects to find among related languages. Again, this view suggests that all original relationships fall into two neat groupings, those that can be recovered, and those that cannot. The failure of such approaches as they have been used so far is twofold: first, they have not specified what constitutes a similarity sufficient to be called a cognate feature. One researcher's similarity may be another's trash.

But more importantly, they fail to capture more critical factors, such as shared aberrancies and mutual explanatory power. In this respect, one good morphophonemic alternation is worth any number of lexical comparisons.

Thus, a promising approach seems to be the recent effort to identify common sets of functions among morphological structures as in Michalove (to appear), which notes the use of the affix *-mA as marker of the definite direct object and as a means of specification of time and space across a number of the Nostratic languages. The significant point here is not that we have a shared accusative marker, or a common specifier of time and space in these languages, but rather the agreement of these two functions across these language families, suggesting an original marker of specification.

This approach can be especially powerful when paired with common suppletive patterns as in Cavoto (2001), which, for example, sees this affix as part of the $m \sim k$
alternation characteristic of near demonstratives (including first-person pronouns) as well as interrogatives across the same set of languages. Whatever the original semantic significance of this alternation, the important point is that it is much more likely to reflect an original suppletive relationship than a series of independent, identical innovations in these languages.

Thus, the endeavor sometimes referred to as “long-range comparison” is simply the continuation of long-standing efforts in historical linguistics. Its goal is the same as it has always been: to use the information available to us to reach the best understanding we can of the relationships among the attested languages of the world.
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§ 0. As some detractors of long-range comparison have long maintained, one can always find some 50 look-alikes in any two languages. There are indeed many inherent difficulties that one runs into when one simply juxtaposes any two vocabulary lists. However, a little history of the beginnings of comparative linguistics, especially Indo-European linguistics, helps in evaluating such general dismissive statements and puts them into perspective.

§ 1. A little history

If we take a look back at how Indo-European linguistics began, late in the eighteenth and early in the nineteenth centuries, it soon becomes obvious that the early linguists did not proceed very differently from the way many long-range comparativists are proceeding now. Similarities of certain words had been noticed ever since the Romans started to learn Greek, since Christian missionaries noted similarities of Indian words with Latin or their own languages, but even William Jones (1786) did not actually test the then current idea of some sort of genetic relationship between certain Asian and European languages. When this finally was done by Franz Bopp (1816) and simultaneously Rasmus Rask (1818), almost 200 years ago, they proceeded not very differently from what we are doing today. At the risk of repeating a few well-known facts, let me recapture this, albeit in brief form.

§ 1.1 Look-alike words

When F. von Schlegel (1808), R. Rask (1814) and F. Bopp (1816) started out at the beginning of the nineteenth century, at first a list of surprising look-alikes was established, along with some grammatical features that indicated the underlying (internal) structure of the supposed parent language.

Luckily, they came across words with such informative force as "Father (Heaven)," etc.: Sanskrit ḍyāus pītā(r), acc. pītāram, Greek ἥθεσ πατήρ, πατέρα; Latin iuppiter, patrem; Germanic *tiu / Engl. tue-s-[day] (+ father), -- thus now reconstructed as IE *djeus ph₂tér(r), *ph₂tera.

Early Indo-European linguists still saw only a tendency towards sound correspondences and did not and could not account for cases where these did not fit perfectly. This allowed a

---

1 Cf. Mallory 1989, introduction; e.g., Parsons (1767), see Mallory 1989: 10 sq; or Lord Monboddo (1773/1774, vol. I; translated into German with an introduction by J.G. von Herder in 1785). Monboddo already then claimed that "Greek, Teutonic and Persian" must be "dialects of the same parent-language", and stressed similarity in sounds and in inflection which he regarded as most important for proof of relationship; his vol. IV of 1787 has a comparison of the Greek and Sanskrit -mi conjugation.

2 See Mallory 1989: 12 sqq. Szemerényi 1970: 3 sqq. -- At that time, most people still thought that Sanskrit was the mother of all Indo-European languages, note even Schleicher's heavily Sanskritized PIE tale (1868, reprinted in Mallory, 1989: 17): Avis, jasmin varna na a ust... "A sheep which had no wool..."
great amount of leeway, e.g. early etymologies such as *kentauros : gandharvā-, where neither Greek *k- nor -t- fit the Sanskrit g- and -dh-, apart from the divergent meanings "centaur": "demigod (of procreation, music)," etc.¹

In any such comparison, the meaning of the words compared then was and should be the same or must be semantically related, (such as English *dog : German Dogge 'bloodhound', and, in this peculiar case, even the exact reverse: Engl. hound : German Hund 'dog').

§ 1.2 Similarities in grammar

Based on, and often coeval with the discovery of sound similarities as well as one-to-one sound correspondences between the languages involved, the more or less regularly corresponding structure of Indo-European grammar was noted (Bopp 1816/1833-37). In the case of "father," quoted above, the nominative case has no ending in any of languages, but the accusative has -em/am/a. This kind of correspondence was especially clear in the extensive verb system (Bopp). Building on such principles, by the late nineteenth century the structure and the vocabulary of Indo-European had been reconstructed (Brugmann 1886).

The general correctness, even a large degree of reality, of such reconstructions is obvious from such items as the grammatical pattern of the verb "to be" and a whole group of verbs that follow the same pattern; they stand out by their marked difference in the singular (hīs-) and the plural forms (hīses-): Sanskrit ās-ti / s-ānti, Latin es-t / s-unt, German is-t / s-ind, etc., with very isolated relics in modern languages.

This kind of regularity is, in fact, the proof of the pudding: (1) regular sound correspondences, and (2) the formal identity and structure of the grammar underlying the languages in question. Obviously, item (2) is more easily seen when item (1) has already been established as in many, though not all languages, sounds tend to diverge so much over time as to defy immediate recognition as look-alikes. Note the hackneyed correspondence of Latin duo / Skt. dva-u and Armenian erku. A straightforward comparison of, say, Old Irish or Gothic grammar with Sanskrit is easier than one of modern Irish with Danish and Bengali (or Armenian!).

§ 1.3 Ausnahmslosigkeit der Lautgesetze: regularity of sound correspondences

It was only some 70 years later that the Junggrammatiker (Neo-Grammarians) postulated and proved that the same sounds or their close derivatives appear across the board in all Indo-European languages, in other words, that regular correspondences (Lautgesetze) existed. Any exceptions from such regular correspondences in sound and meaning are explained by dissimilation, analogies, or some other conditions that developed in one of the languages involved.²

As is well known, the Neo-Grammarians' strictly established reconstructions have been reconfirmed later on, for example that of the laryngeal (h₂) in *ph₂ter- 'father', or *peh₂ur- 'fire'. The Indo-European laryngeals (h with the varieties h₁, h₂, h₃) were pure reconstruction until, early in the 20th century, they were actually discovered written in the newly deciphered Hittite

---

² Such as the *pp- in Latin Jupiter, which is taken, via the lettre rule (long vowel + C > short vowel + CC), from the vocative form *d'ēl-pater "oh Father Heaven".
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records of c. 1600/1200 BCE. Some of the laryngeals were still found actually written ('pahhur 'fire'). They would have remained hypothetical if we did not have that early attestation of a now lost language.

§ 1.4 Fine-tuning

Since the Neogrammarians, we have seen a lot of fine tuning that did not radically change the nature and main categories of Indo-European even when a new set of sounds (laryngeals), was introduced, or when, more recently, a glottalized version of the consonant system was proposed. The exact nature of the Proto-Indo-European verb system remains under discussion, though the main categories and forms are beyond doubt. Advances have been made in suprasegmental features such as the formulas of the PIE poetic speech, in syntax, etc. But, the main work was done already in the seminal period between 1816 (Bopp) and 1886 (Brugmann’s Grundriss).

I have mentioned all these well-known points simply because they are instructive. We move from similarities - anyhow that is how the human mind works most of the time - to figuring out the rules behind these similarities. Why not proceed with long-range comparisons in a similar fashion?

§ 2 Long-range comparison

The Indo-European scheme of things was well-known, by and large, by the end of the nineteenth century, as were those of several other families. Occasionally, scholars have tried to further compare individual language families with each other, such as Semitic and Indo-European (Møller 1909) or Uralic and Indo-European (Collinder 1934). Such efforts were habitually dismissed by Indo-European specialists or classified as "too early to try" or "trying the impossible: the time depth involved is too big." or they were classified, along with many amateurish efforts, as "omni-comparativist."

Inter-family comparison, thus, had been at an impasse for about 100 years. The last decades, however, have seen important advances in this sub-discipline of comparative linguistics. To be evaluated and accepted by 'traditional' comparative linguistics, long-range comparison should proceed in a similar fashion as Indo-European linguists have done in the nineteenth century. However, the scholars in the long-range field, while busily engaged at various stages of this (same) type of game, take various, often strong positions with regard to their respective approaches (as will be visible in this volume).

§ 2.1 Problems in long-range comparison

Employing the same methods means that new reconstructions could be made between other language families established during the past two centuries, i.e. by comparing the old, known families such as Semitic and its African relatives (Afro-Asiatic), Uralic/Finno-Ugrian, Altaic, Austronesian/Malayo-Polynesian, Sino-Tibetan, Bantu, Khoisan, etc. and in the Americas the whole slate of families ranging from Eskimo-Aleut, Uto-Aztecan, Maya, Quechua to Guarani, etc. Initially, such comparisons could proceed just as in the case of Indo-European in the nineteenth century, by simple look-alikes.

However, establishing family relationship in language groups without written records has been more difficult than in those that had the benefit of old, sometimes even 5000 year old, records, such as Afro-Asiatic and Indo-European. Both were lucky, as they have quite old inscriptions and old (sometimes oral) texts. Not so in the majority of the other language families. The situation is much more difficult in, say, sub-Saharan African and Amerindian languages. This is, of course, why it took a Joseph Greenberg to establish the African and American language families.

A similar difficulty is felt with languages that have or had few or no affixes, such as Sino-Tibetan. Therefore, individual methods thus must by necessity differ slightly in the individual subdisciplines of long-range comparison. But the underlying principle of regularity of sound changes over time and a common core of grammatical elements should be maintained and should remain undisputed.

§ 2.2 Look-alikes

With the establishment of the principles of comparison in the nineteenth century all earlier attempts at comparison have been rendered fruitless: they clearly appeared to be random listings of words with some similarity but little or no similarity in grammatical structure. As mentioned, it has been said that one can find 50 words in any two languages of the world that look somewhat similar and have a similar meaning. Certainly, such comparisons still are more than occasionally being made by amateurs (the "omni-comparativists") and even some linguists who randomly compare anything with anything, for example Hungarian with Maori, Aztec with Greek, or various West African languages with the Dravidian of South India (Homburger 1949, Sergent 1997).

The establishment of regular correspondences immediately opens the door to a whole range of comparisons that are not immediately obvious. It is well-known that superficial similarity is no proof at all: O.Irish athir, English father, French père, Armenian hair, Tocharian pācar have fairly little in common on the surface, yet, they are closely related; on the other hand, two similar-looking words such as English heart (< *k'erd-) and Sanskrit hṛd (< *g'hṛd-) 'heart' are not directly historically related.

In a first trial, however, mistaken look-alikes (Greek theo-, Aztec teo) can indeed not easily be excluded, especially so in languages without a long history of written texts. However, many haphazard comparisons easily can be avoided if the languages involved are attested early: the number of accidental equivalents is simply reduced (if we assume that language has not been around for millions of years but only for Homo Sapiens sapiens). Yet, even if such accidental look-alikes are at first admitted, mass comparison will sooner or later show proper correspondences and discard them.

If we test this procedure between any two well-known related languages, many of the "straightforward" look-alike comparisons are easily falsifiable, and such procedure thus cannot lend support to those who deny any value to long-range comparison. For example, taking an example from well-known families, the distantly related Nepali dui '2' ~ Italian due represent mere look-alikes, while the rest of the numbers do not agree: ek / uno, tin / tre, car / quattro, pānc / cinque, etc. On the other hand, closely related language have a preponderance of closely agreeing words and forms, which disposes of accidental external look-alikes immediately: i.e. Nepali dui '2' / Hindi do, while the rest of the cardinal numbers are the same in both languages: ek, (do/dui), tin, car, pānc, etc.
Proceeding in the same fashion with languages of unknown relationship will eventually tease out the more regular correspondences, which should be stated as such, and irregularities researched further. All of this certainly is old news; however, I mention it as we should not just stop at this stage of (mass) comparison and say, e.g., Nepali and Italian as well as Hindi and Latin, Sanskrit, etc. are somehow related.

§ 2.3 Lack of early attested words/forms

In the ensuing quest for earlier reconstructed forms, the older the forms available, the closer they will be to the original or ancestral form of the language family in question. The value of historically attested forms thus is that they cut short much otherwise necessary family-internal reconstruction and help to decide comparisons of words much more easily.

Another problem of working with 'late' languages is that developments may have spun off in 'unexpected' directions such as IE $p- > \text{zero}$ in Celtic, or that they may have become full circle, as visible in IE *$treqes$ '3': Skt. *trayás*, etc., which is represented in Proto-Germanic as $\theta (\theta)$, thus Engl. three, Isl. $\theta rir$, corresponding to Dutch drie, German drei, but has turned in Scandinavian $> \text{tr-}$. We are thus back at the Indo-European stage as far as $*\text{tr-}$ is concerned. If we did not have related testimony—as is indeed often the case in other families--of German, Dutch, English, Icelandic, we might think that IE $*\text{tr} >$ Germanic $*\text{tr}$. Even then, the important feature in this case is the maintenance of a regular relationship between, e.g. IE $*\text{tr-}$ and Scand. $\text{tr-}$, even though several (otherwise invisible) stages have intervened.

The same or at least similar results as can be achieved, of course, by laborious, family-internal reconstructions, starting from modern dialects and languages.

§ 2.4 Lack of early grammatical forms

If we do not have well-constructed protoforms of a language family, it is more difficult to discern grammatical developments. Such comparison may yield some, though not all, grammatical forms of the proto-language.

For example, it has often been said that it would be impossible to reconstruct the Latin case endings from Romance, as these are derived from Vulgar Latin, not Classical (Caesar's and Cicero's) Latin. But, consider the Romanian postposed article, nom. sg. -$u-l$, gen./dat. pl. -$lor <$ Lat. *ille* + gen. pl. -$orum$. Naive comparativists may take the suffix as having its origin in a substrate feature of the Balkan Sprachbund (cf. the same function of the Bulgarian postposed article in -$yat$), and they would not suspect the ultimately Latin origin of -$lor$ from a (genitive) plural suffix.

Or note the incidental occurrence of English, Dutch and German "plural" forms: Engl. ox: oxen; child: children, with -$t(r)e$n as pl. suffix? Cf. further Dutch os : ossen, German Ochs(e): Ochsen, with -$n$ as pl., or German Kind : Kinder, Dutch kind : kinderen with -$er(en)$ as plural suffixes. Based on such evidence, one could suppose that we have older "IE" plurals in -$t(r)e$n (as in Etruscan!) and -$en$. This is, of course, nowhere near the truth, as Skt. *ukṣan-*, pl. *ukṣan-as*, etc. show the origin of *oxen* in the common IE $n$-stem, cf. Engl. name, Skt. *nāman-*, or Latin rex/regn-a : Skt. rājan- 'king,' etc.

Furthermore, there is the still older variation seen in -$r$ / -$n$ stems in certain old words, such both -$n$ and -$r$ as in conflated form in Latin $\text{iter}$, $\text{itiin-er-is}$ 'path,' or better Skt. ah-ah, ahn-as

---

6 Notwithstanding some archaic modern dialects.
'day'. This is best seen in the various forms of the Indo-European words for 'water' and 'fire': English *fire*, Greek *pur*, Hittite *paḫḫur*, and Engl. water, Hitt. *watar/wetenas*. But even the extremely "archaic" feature of *r/n* (as well as Caland's *-r/-i*) stems in Indo-European is a fairly 'recent' innovation from the point of view of Nostratic.\(^7\)

In sum, obvious examples such as these show that incidental observation of modern grammatical irregularities can turn up archaisms that go back several thousand years. Only, we do not always see which exact function they might have had in the proto-language. Rumanian -*l-or* and Engl. -*en*, -*ren* were not original plural suffixes but had quite diverse origins. Such examples teach a valuable lesson: unless our reconstructions are supported by extensive materials outside the realm of such incidental archaic comparisons, we will reconstruct, by absolutizing and generalizing, a faulty proto-language.\(^8\) Therefore, we have to deliberate seriously the various stages needed to reach a proper reconstruction, with the more limited materials at hand in less early attested languages, in comparison of various language families, and certainly in "Pan-Gaean".

§ 3. Procedural stages

§ 3.1 The safest way: reconstruction

As will have appeared from the above examples, chosen at random from well-known languages and families, the safest bet is in (mass-)comparing various languages to try to reconstruct their proto-forms and that of the family they belong to. This method has been used, in fact, in two or three of the recent approaches.

The recent effort of establishing a Nostratic super-family, by some Russian linguists (Illich-Svitych, Dolgopolsky, Dybo, Shevoroshkin, etc.) who followed up on an earlier proposal by Jespersen, is the prime example. The method used by these scholars is the classical 'Indo-European' one: comparing words and establishing the rules of sound changes between various languages (*Lautgesetze*). There still was little comparative grammar in the original work by Illich-Svitych. However, even a casual observer\(^9\) can easily establish, between IE, Uralic, Altaic/Japanese, some relationships in sounds and grammar, such as the various representations of *m* and *n*, and then the corresponding representation of the accusative suffix in *-m*, or the possessive/genitive in *-n*, or the personal pronoun 'I' *m-*, with the oblique/possessive *mVn-*, or *nVm- 'name'.

It is more than curious, then, that the Nostratic theory has not been accepted by a majority of the "traditional" comparative linguists. One "reason" often heard is that one cannot reconstruct beyond c. 6000 BCE. But who decreed that? And Why? If sound correspondences and grammatical features based on the usual *Lautgesetze* agree across the board in a perceived superfamily, then this is the proof of the pudding, just as in IE. (*patr-em : pitar-am; *me-no-, etc.)*

Another recent example is the reconstruction, by John Bengtson, of Macro-Caucasian (Bengtson 1991a,b). He has established exactly the same feature for MC as highlighted above for

\(^7\) Witzel 1992, appendix on the words for 'fire'.

\(^8\) Cf. Szemerényi 1970: 310.

\(^9\) As I did for my own benefit, when first taking serious note of Nostratic some 12 or 15 years ago, and with only a very spotty knowledge of Asiatic languages outside Indo-European and Japanese.
Indo-European and Nostratic: sound correspondences which also are reflected in the difference between nominative and oblique cases for the personal pronoun (Bengtson 2001). This again, is the proof of the pudding: Lautgesetze and Grammar.

As for the way to proceed, one could argue that we first have to reconstruct super-families such as Nostratic or Macro-Caucasian, and then proceed further to compare both with each other and with other families. One may argue that if we lack all early attested forms, such as for "Papuan" or Australian, we should either proceed with an internal reconstruction of one language or initially perceived language family or, better, of all Australian or Papuan languages before long-range comparison. As pointed out above, establishment of super- or macro-families is the safest bet.10

The projected results in the cases just discussed have as their *pro* that they will be the safest attainable; as their *contra*, that the method used will be the most labor-intensive. The level of attainable "sophistication," compared to that of Indo-European and other well-established families is that of good post-1870 Indo-European reconstructions.

§ 3.2 Simultaneous internal and external comparison

Otherwise, we could proceed, on the one hand, with mass comparison of all languages11 in the suspected range of a language family, or on the other hand, of comparison of one or more languages with a similarly defined target of comparison.

The late Joseph Greenberg, most prominently, has looked at the multitude of language families in Africa, and comparing the vocabulary of these languages across the board,12 he established a two super-families: Nilo-Saharan and Niger-Congo. This classification has been by and large accepted by African specialists. His work on the Amerindian super-families for the Americas, instead of the accepted c. 150 language families, has not yet been welcomed or accepted to that extent, and that of an Indo-Pacific family simply has too few scholars interested and knowledgeable about the languages involved.

The problem with African and American languages, as has been indicated, is that we hardly have records older than a few hundred years. Therefore time depth, so important in the early reconstruction of Indo-European and (Hamito-)Semitic (Afro-Asiatic), is altogether lacking. The earlier a word (or grammatical form) is actually attested, the closer it is to the reconstructed Proto-family. While language change is not constant, early forms do make a difference.

In both cases, that of sub-Saharan Africa and that of the Americas, Greenberg thus had to rely, almost exclusively, on the present day, "surface" materials of these languages. Furthermore, he committed two "cardinal sins" in the eyes of 'traditional' linguists: he did not establish regular relationships between the sounds of all the various languages involved and he did not reconstruct much of a common grammar for them.

However, what he in fact did was not very different from what Bopp and others had set out to do for IE: to compare some words which looked similar in shape (sounds) and had the same or closely related meanings. Yet, even the first grammar by Bopp (1816) included sound

---

10 As similar stance is taken by L.Peiros 1977.
11 See the summaries by M. Ruhlen 1994: 13sqq.
12 See his summary in MT 2, 1996.
relationships and a comparison of the underlying grammar and the structure of IE, while this is still rare in Greenberg’s Amerindian.

Greenberg’s method thus seems to agree with the stance taken at the beginnings of Indo-European studies, from 1816 to 1886: studying similarities, including some sound-to-sound correspondences, and some incidental grammatical features. His method thus cannot be put on the same level of sophistication as that of the Nostraticists or of Bengtson’s Macro-Caucasian.

Other scholars, such as Merritt Ruhlen, have tried to establish more wide-ranging comparisons, beginning with a Basque-Chinese link, and Greenberg now establishes Eurasian links which include Indo-European, the Palaeo-Siberian languages, Japanese, and Inuit.

When one is faced with a large number of seemingly unrelated languages and language families, the choice of the method of mass (or ‘multilateral’) comparison can be readily understood, and it has been successful where the entrenched Sub-Saharan and Amerindian comparativists of the past century could not make any headway. In consequence, this is not to be understood as criticism. Greenberg et al. are not wrong per se, it is just that the actual relationship between the Amerindian subfamilies (long supposed to exist in splendid isolation) still has to be worked out and proven by rules of regular sound changes.

The next logical step, thus, would be to compare all these related languages with each other in depth, following the steps outlined above, -- something that has been anathema for so long among Americanists. It should lead, just as in Africa, to a more structured system of sub-families of Amerindian.

So far, the level of confidence in this approach is only that of the early nineteenth century IE, of Bopp/Rask, not that of the Neogrammarians. The pro is, of course, that so far unrecognized relationships are made visible. A lot of footwork will have to follow.

§ 3.3 Shortcut

Finally, still other researchers would like take a shortcut and establish Proto-World etymologies straight-away. It is precisely here, in the ensuing tale of the long-range, 'Pan-Gaean' comparativists, that some perspective and even criticism is appropriate. They have made efforts to link all major (twelve or so) language families and to reconstruct a one-world original language, that of the "African Eve" or the Y-chromosome-based "Adam."

Some scholars such as Blažek and Ruhlen compare some materials from all resulting hyper-families and arrive at an original language that could have been spoken by the African Eve, as postulated by the geneticists. The ultimate aim is to trace back the established language families to several levels of super- and hyper-families, or skipping this, to arrive directly at the one original language of the mitochondrial Eve.

The chance for accidental look-alikes is greatest in this type of procedure as it cuts short some 50,000 or 100,000 years of deviation and (circular?) developments of sounds.13

Obviously, these exciting efforts, based as they are, on one or more handfuls of Pan-Gaean etymologies, still lack the consistent and thorough methodology outlined above that has been successfully used in the 19th and 20th century reconstruction of Indo-European and of several other large language families.

---

13 The ultimate result, i.e. the relationship between certain sounds, may be correct in some cases but not their actual proto-form; see above the case of Scandinavian tr- from IE -tr- which 'skips' the Proto-Germanic *Ø stage.
The level of certainty here is that of the earliest Indo-European observations from Jones to Bopp. Many cases, such as the *gandharvā* = *kentaur* equation (cited above), may be included in such comparisons. They may indicate some or even many valuable connections, but they are in need of support by the methods outlined earlier.

§ 3.4 Ideal Procedure
Recently we have heard that non-Africans left the African continent as recently as 50,000 BCE -- all 10,000 of them. The chance, then, of purely accidental look-alikes is somewhat reduced. Yet, even 50,000 years is a long time, compared to the c. 7000 years of Indo-European or c. 12,000 of Nostratic.

In the end, Proto-World or Pan-Gaean etymologies should follow the same procedures as established above: we would like to see a set of rules that cover the Pan-Gaean, "Proto-World" etymologies (of Blažek, Ruhlen, etc.); and in addition one would like to see, -- faint hope perhaps -- some grammatical features that can be extracted from of this type of comparison, similar to what Greenberg could detect for Amerindian languages by straightforward mass comparison.

I now leave language aside for the moment, and turn to an unexpected field, myth.

II

MYTHOLOGY

§ 4.1 Comparative mythology
In addition to archaeology, anthropology and genetics, all of which have already delivered important results for our undertaking of reconstructing and understanding the earliest forms of humans, their behavior and their speech, I propose to add the study of the earliest forms of mythology as well.

Although myth has been studied for a long time, and comparatively so, for more than a hundred years, such comparisons have not yet yielded a cogent system of relationships. However, all such interpretation are usually restricted to one myth, or variants of it. If similarities between myths in various cultures are noticed they are explained in various fashions, the two most current explanations being diffusion and archetypes.

---

14 This section is based on the results of my still unpublished book, *Origins*, much of it written -- on renewed direct experience and contact with Japanese religion, myth and folklore -- in 1990, during a sabbatical at the Institute for Research in Humanities (Jimbin Kagaku Kenkyujo) of Kyoto University, and slightly expanded and revised later on, but not yet finalized. These results have been used (and tested!) in classes at Harvard 1990-2000, and in some public lectures (June 30, 1990 at Kyoto University, in March 1993 in a conference on mythology organized by Phyllis Granoff at McMaster University, and in Feb. 1998 in the century-old Shop Club at Harvard, where we "talk shop" about our own fields of study).

15 There is a long list of interpretations of myth, from the antique and Renaissance stance (Vico) regarding them as allegorical or euhemeristic, from Max Müller's disguised nature myths to astral mythology, from ritual to Malinowski's social charter, from Freud's theories of repression to Jung's universal psychic archetypes, from myth as disguised history to Lévi-Strauss' binary, structural analysis supposedly reflecting the structure of the human mind.
Diffusion entails that the similarities in widely distributed myths are due to a gradual dispersion of such motifs from a known or reconstructed center. In most cases, however, we can no longer follow the trail of the diffusion of such myths or complexes of myths. Shamanism and its myth of the shaman's death, recomposition of the body, ascent to the heavens, etc., is spread over a wide area, from Siberia to Nepal and from Lapland to the Americas, but we do not know how it spread and when, or whether it really was the predecessor of certain mythologies and religions now existing in Eurasia. The same holds for individual myths such as the Orpheus myth which is found in Greece, Japan, North America, etc.

The other currently common theory that aims at explaining such similarities is based on Jung's psychology. According to his and other's (such as Joseph Campbell's) explanation, certain motifs, or composite parts of them (archetypes) are universally human. The image of the mother deity, the Goddess, is supposed to be one such archetype. Since such archetypes are generally human, they can appear in dreams, visions and myths, and are supposed to re-emerge even in areas where they have traditionally not been prominent, such as in certain European societies. If this were correct, we would expect that these motifs or archetypes would indeed turn up in all parts of the globe. This, however, is not the case.

As explanations, diffusion and archetypes — and incidentally, all others proposed so far — fail to address the central, unnoticed problem: the comparability of whole systems of myths, or, to use a linguistic simile, the comparison of whole grammars, not just of a particular word, form, declension, conjugation or syntactical feature. It can indeed be noticed — though this has not been done so far — that whole mythologies, such as the Vedic Indian or Japanese, not only have similar contents (individual myths with similar motifs/archetypes) but these contents also are arranged in similar fashion. In fact, a fairly large number of these mythologies exhibit a common story line.

Thus, the currently fashionable explanations referring to general human universals cannot explain the extraordinary amount of similarities and congruities, whether they suppose binary structures of arrangement of mythological items (Lévi-Strauss), or psychic archetypes (Jung, Campbell), or of diffusion (Baumann, Stith Thompson); for these similarities and congruities are found in large areas of the world, but they are not found on all continents, nor are they evenly distributed.

§ 4.2 Laurasian Mythology

The new comparative approach proposed here has been developed over the past decade. The steps undertaken include first to look at the common (story line) features, then to take account of the whole extent and structure of the various local mythologies, and finally to reconstruct a coherent mythology for much of Eurasia, North Africa and the Americas. Its attestations are, of course, that of Judaeo-Christian or of Buddhist myths, which have swept large parts of the globe well before the age of European discovery, travels and colonization. The spread of such myths has been studied especially by Stith Thompson and his school. Conveniently forgetting about the pre-Protestant image and worship of Mary, mother of Christ, which is mythologically very complex: Mary as mother, immaculate virgin, ruler of the world, and as a sort of heavenly bride, — all under the guise of a very important Christian saint. See W. Doty, Mythography (1986).
designation, *Laurasian Mythology*, is derived from the geographical term, Lauretania, in Canada, and that of Greater Asia.

This new approach and the steps taken are in fact similar to the well-tested methods of historical linguistics. First, a general reconstruction is made, based on a number of obvious similarities, of the complete mythological structure. This is characterized by a narrational scheme that encompasses, in succession, the ultimate of origins of the universe and the world, the subsequent generations of the gods, an age of semi-divine heroes, the emergence of humans, the origins of "royal" lineages. It frequently includes a violent end to our present world, sometimes with the hope for a new world emerging out of the ashes. Ultimately, the universe is seen as a living body, in analogy to the human one: it is born from primordial incest, grows, develops, comes of age, and has to undergo final decay and death.

In passing it might be mentioned that some of the mythological comparisons seem to overlap even with linguistics proper. For example, in the historically unconnected mythologies of old Japan (*Kojiki*) and earliest India (*Rgveda*), the male deity who opens the primordial cave is described or even named in the same semantic terms (though linguistically unrelated), i.e., 'armstrong' (O.Japanese *Ta-jikara*, Vedic Skt. *tuvi-grabha, ugra-bahu* [Indra]); in both mythologies the deities of fire are male, and those of water are female, etc.\(^{20}\)

Second, once the main outline and geographical extent of Laurasian mythology have been established, we can proceed in several further ways:

1. noting the "regional" (sub-)varieties, for example the Indo-European one or the Near Eastern myth-families;\(^{21}\)
2. exploring their historical development by setting up a family tree of such (sub-)groupings;\(^{22}\)
3. concentrating on individual mythologies and exploring how closely they represent the reconstructed Laurasian type, what they miss, and what can be reconstructed by internal comparison;
4. further delineating the influence on individual mythologies from the surrounding areas and, by contrast, purely local developments.

Such internal reconstruction will fill the gap between, say, the reconstructed Near Eastern branch and the individual local mythology, e.g. that of the Sumerians or Hurrites.

Third, even though this is a large-scale project, possible only with the help of many specialists in the fields of individual cultures, the project cannot stop here. Instead, initial exploration carried out over the past few years has indicated that Laurasian mythology, though

---

\(^{20}\) See Witzel, Vala and Iwato (forthc.) It must be stressed that Japanese myth (in its recorded form, of 712 CE, going back at least to the first half of the first millennium CE) has no direct or indirect connections with (Vedic) India (1500-500 BCE) before the introduction of Buddhism around 500 CE. -- Many other incidental, isolated, unexpected details and (poetic) motifs could be adduced, such as that of the Vedic Indian fire god, *Mātari-svān* 'growing inside the mother', and the archaic Japanese fire god *Ho-musubi* 'growing (as) fire (inside his mother)', who at his birth burned his mother Izanami so severely that she died. Or, there are such isolated motifs as that of the Vedic deity Uṣas exposing her breasts as a greeting to her close friends (the poets), a feature also found in the unrelated Siberian Amur region, etc.

\(^{21}\) Including their mutual interrelations and secondary influences upon each other.

\(^{22}\) Always keeping in mind that secondary influences may have changed the picture, as in the case of the close cultural interaction of preclassical Ancient Greece / Anatolia / Syria-Palestine.
covering very large parts of the globe, is not the only one in existence, and that it is not isolated among the several other existing types.

§ 4.3 Gondwana mythologies

The mythologies of the Australians and of the Papuans, as well as that of most of sub-Saharan Africa, represent distinct types that are very different from the Laurasian one. It is significant that certain motifs are altogether missing in this Gondwana belt. Typical examples are the lack of creation myths that tell the origin of the world or of the lack of flood myths, or of details such as the lack of female witches. One may also add details such as a literary phenomenon, the preference for improvised magical spells and the disregard of the power of "true," well-formulated, and secretly transmitted magical poetry, so typical of much of Laurasia.

While Laurasian mythology can be described as being highly interested in origins, especially the origins of the universe and the succession of the various generations of the gods and that of four subsequent ages, the mythologies of Africa and Australia/New Guinea generally do not take notice of this question and generally confine themselves to describing the emergence of humankind in an already existing world.

Obviously, the Gondwana mythologies must be investigated carefully and their types, structure and development must be established to the extent possible in cultures that do not have a long-term written record. This problem is similar to that faced in long-range comparison when one must work with languages that have only recently been recorded. The very geographical isolation of some mythologies may help, though, as is the case in those of Australia and highland New Guinea.

We must study the relationship with and mutual influence, if any, of the Gondwana mythologies and Laurasian mythology. In West and East Africa, for example, certain northern (Sahel, north African) influences have long been observed by Africanists. In the present context they can be seen to have overlaid the older Gondwana patterns. Even then, all Afro-Australian mythologies are genuinely different both from each other and from the Laurasian type.

§ 4.4 First myths

The implications of the project do not stop here. Even initial exploration has brought out the surprising fact that certain individual motifs and myths occur across all four types ... Sub-Saharan African, Laurasian, Papuan, and Australian. As briefly described above, Laurasian myth is characterized by a coherent storyline, and so are some of the Afro-Australian ones, despite the lack of content on creation, origin of the gods, or the four ages. More importantly, what is significant about the few newly emerging, truly universal motifs is not just their world-wide spread, it is the fact that these universals also occur, but are isolated in, Laurasian myth. They often go against the grain of Laurasian myth, and are 'superfluous' variants of topics treated comprehensively and systematically elsewhere in Laurasian myth.

Frequently, these variants are not part of the "official" local story line but occur as isolated myths, generally in form of folk tales or märchen. For example, the origin of humans from trees or from tree trunks is not at all normal or common in Laurasian myth. Yet, it occurs

---

23 The name is again taken from geography, where it includes, however, not only Africa and Australia but also India, Madagascar and South America.

in Icelandic and Japanese myth: in Iceland as a minor part of the main story line (Askr/Embla 'ash/elm'), but in Japan only as folk tale (Kaguyahime) which is not part of the 'official' mythology in the Kojiki/Nihonshoki. The motif otherwise is found in Austronesian Taiwan, in those parts of Central Africa not influenced by Laurasian traits, and commonly in the isolated Australia, which has been cut off from Asia for at least some 6000 years, with initial Australian immigration at c. 40,000 B.C., or earlier. What we have in examples like tree origin tales in Laurasian cultures are fragmentary remnants of a tradition that preceded the individual four types of mythology briefly described above.

It thus appears that Laurasian mythology may be an offshoot of the older Gondwana type, underlying the Sub-Saharan African and Papua/Australian mythologies. Based on these three or four types, an earlier version of a Pan-Gaean type might be reconstructed.

In short, Laurasian mythology is the first novel, and the Pan-Gaean motifs are the oldest tales of humankind. At least, they are the oldest ones that actually can be discovered, barring any new insight about Neanderthal speech and ritual.

And this is their fascination. The Laurasian (and Gondwana) project will take us back beyond all written literature, and beyond most cultural data encapsulated in individual languages or reconstructed for the various language families. It will enable us to take a glimpse of the human condition as experienced by our most distant ancestors, both before and after they moved out of Africa.

The new theory clearly is worth being tested by a larger group of specialists of various cultures, literatures, languages and religions. Such close cooperation will, at any rate, lead to many new insights, whether the initial theory of a mono-local origin of all human myths and the three or four subdivisions proposed here can be maintained or not.

As such, Laurasian and Gondwana Comparative Mythology forms a fourth approach in our endeavor, next to that of language comparison, genetic study and archaeology.

To return, finally, to language proper.

III. Technical Matters

§ 5 How to proceed?

Ideally, one would assemble leading linguists (and textual scholars dealing with myth), preferably in one location, such as an ASLIP institute, and proceed with comparisons. However, no longer by using hand-written notebooks (as the late Joseph Greenberg still did so successfully), but with the help of large electronic storage capacities as well as with (super)computers and programs that allow us to compare a large array of data and to search for patterns. That is, patterns both in sound relationships and as in the meanings of words and their derivatives. By this process scholars will be able to achieve, in a much shorter period and more comprehensively, results that formerly took decades. And, they will be able to carry out constant counterchecks, test possible alternatives, apply new methods, and evaluate differing proposals—all 'at the push of a button.'
The rather laborious and tedious search for correspondences among the major language families could be greatly assisted by computers; yet such tools have hardly made their entry in the field.\textsuperscript{26} The combination of well-tested methodologies and modern means could lead to clear and convincing results (including the rejection of previous proposals). If pursued consistently, the results of such comparisons will make it clear whether we have to reckon with the expected one-world Ur-language ("Pan-Gaean") or with several areas of origin. This approach also will be of immediate interest for the further development of the myth theory, outlined above, and for mutual comparisons of language and myth with genetic distributions and with palaeontological and archaeological records.

§ 5.1 Programs

We can, of course, work like the late Joseph Greenberg, with two dozen notebooks, intelligence, patience and a good memory. But, things are easier now with electronic aid. First, we would have to evaluate the use of recently developed, more "intelligent" text storage and retrieval systems that go beyond simple databases and search engines.\textsuperscript{27} They can be used by any up-to-date PC or Mac. Examples include XML, the versatile new version of HTML. As an additional benefit, this encoding will remain stable as a text entry and tagging system regardless of innovations to come.\textsuperscript{28} One of the earliest, if not the first, examples of such work in the humanities has been that of a member of ASLIP, the Indologist J.R. Gardner in 1998sqq.\textsuperscript{29}

Other programs include the extremely versatile \textit{Structured Information Manager (SIM)} software of RMIT/Australia, which allows multiple links between highly structured data, comparisons and searches.\textsuperscript{30} The obvious drawback is, of course, the price of the program.\textsuperscript{31}

Another important development is the use of "mapping" programs which allows one to link, somewhat similarly to the SIM approach, various items whether previously tagged or not, both with each other and with data outside the database. This will be especially important for the

\textsuperscript{26} Excepting, of course, such well-designed and useful search engines such as the etymological lists of Sergei Starostin, Moscow, at http://starling.rinet.ru/babei.htm and Alexander Lubotsky, Leiden, at http://iiasnleidenuniv.nl/ied/index2.html.

\textsuperscript{27} However, note again Starostin's etymological dictionaries of Altaic (including Korean and Japanese), North Caucasian, Semitic, Dravidian, Yeniseian, Sino-Tibetan, Chukchi-Kamchatkan; and Lubotsky's Indo-European dictionary.


\textsuperscript{30} SIM is an Object-oriented Database System which includes native support for XML, MARC, Z39.50, Dublin Core and related structured information storage standards. After the release of the ACE 3.0 scripting language, it can handle, with Unicode support, both the quantity and heterogeneous nature of non-Roman-script resources for full querying in native scripts as well as complex abstracted data. J.R. Gardner has set up a SIM program at ATLA/Emory University, with the XML capabilities of Oracle 8i, as part of structuring the storage of a 50 gigabyte cross-disciplinary resource. Working with XSL/T, widely differing information resources could be transformed for synthesis into the Oracle structure, allowing access to the unbounded hierarchies of highly structured information being stored and processed in the project.

\textsuperscript{31} It costs, before academic discount, some $ 50,000. Consequently, my efforts to get it for Harvard have not worked out.
vital aspect of the various meanings of words to be compared (see below § 5.3). An initial trial of mapping procedures for linguistic procedures is in progress now.32

This trial is undertaken (in collaboration between Gardner and me), at a free facility provided to us by a commercial firm. We will keep members informed about the progress. Once the parameters will have been set up well, we expect to 'plug in' any data that are provided by members.

In order to be able proceed with such ambitious and costly proceedings, I suggest cooperation, first among ASLIP members, in establishing 'raw' word lists, with meanings attached, of important languages such as those being compiled by Paul Whitehouse, Sergei Starostin, L.V. Hayes and others.

§ 5.2 Correspondences

Once more materials and more electronic word lists have become available, it will become easier for researchers to use the new facilities to establish correspondences by quick searches, while simultaneously taking into account the semantic range of the words compared.

This procedure will be of great importance for non-look-alikes which more often than not nevertheless represent typical underlying correspondences, such 'unlikely' relationships as Latin *duo = Armenian erku. Once we have enough electronic data, we can simply look for such 'unexpected' cases, i.e. IE *d̥u(o) and Arm. erku, just by looking for patterns, without any preconceived correlations in mind, or we can do so to confirm a suspicion about a possible relationship.

Another beneficial outcome of setting up such databases and programming is, naturally, that long-range comparativists will be able to quickly test hypotheses across a broad range of individual cases and across many languages.

§ 5.3 Semantics

More important perhaps is the effect that such databases and programs will have on testing the semantic side of comparative questions. From the beginnings of Indo-European studies it has been realized that certain words from two or more languages make perfect pairs phonetically but that their meanings agree only to some extent, or not at all. Since the meaning of individual words is the least formalized aspect of language, this provides a considerable challenge to comparativists. Even then, by using theories such as the noeme theory of E. Koschmieder and K. Hoffmann33 or the Wortfeld theory of J. Trier and his modern successors,34 will help to arrive eventually at some structure that can be utilized in our effort. Ultimately, we will have to construct a picture of reality as reflected as in as many ancient and modern languages as possible. If this sounds utopian, it is worthwhile to point out that computer specialists are busy

32 We start with the discussions held on the MT list (http://204.156.22.2/cgi-bin/demogate/mothertongue/ lwgate/ MOTHERTONGUE/) which will soon move to a new location (see the ASLIP home page: http://www.people.fas.harvard.edu/~witzel/aslip.html).
34 See the detailed discussion of the recently expanding use of Trier’s method for European languages other than German, in A. Hintze (2000), introduction.
with precisely that (comme d'habitude, just for English!), that is by constructing something they call 'ontologies'.

Based on such words lists and semantic classifications, the search for cognates will become more readily possible. Searches would include levels of decreasing probability for semantic 'hits', for example, decreasing from 'dog' : 'dog', to 'dog' : 'hound', to a less likely correspondence of 'dog' : 'wolf', and the almost excludable 'dog' : 'cow/horse' (which is possible, say, in some languages of the Arctic). The establishment of semantically linked lists of words will of course allow the reverse as well, that is, to look for words that are only semantically related in various languages but then are found to include some look-alikes or even deeper relationships.

Needless to say, the same process also can be used--with the same or with even more benefit--to compare the virtually endless versions of myths across the globe.35

§ 5.4. Comparison with other sciences

Finally, just as ASLIP members have done in the past, help can also be obtained (and "mapped" by the procedures outlined above) from archaeology, population genetics, comparative textual studies and early myth. This requires a wide range of international cooperation. We need openness, a willingness to share--not sitting on one's data--a desire to exchange materials and ideas, and a willingness for debate on all sides, including that of the 'traditional' comparativists.
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Philosophical Differences and Cognitive Styles

by Sydney Lamb
Rice University

One of the questions raised by Roger Wescott concerns “core philosophical differences”. This topic, of great interest to me, can be illuminated by considering the notion of COGNITIVE STYLE. Why do different people have philosophical differences? One might suppose that they are the result of different paths taken in a logical process of reasoning. But in most cases, one’s basic philosophical views probably come first and the reasoning used to support them, if engaged in at all, comes later in recognition of a need to justify. That is another way of saying that there is something more basic than a reasoning process, something so basic that it leads one to favor certain views and beliefs over others, even certain reasoning processes over others. For this more basic something we can use the term COGNITIVE STYLE. The concept of cognitive style has been discussed in recent years in the fields of psychology and education, and a fair amount of literature has been built up (e.g. Claxton & Murrell 1987, Sternberg 1997, Sternberg & Zhang 2001). Summing up their extensive survey of literature on the implications of learning style for educational practices, Claxton and Murrell identify two “fundamental orientations” that are repeatedly identified with a variety of terminologies: “Splitters, field independents, serialists, and abstract analytical learners are more in the objectivist mode of knowing, and lumpers, field sensitives, holists, and concrete learners are more in the relational mode” (1987: 75).

As a very basic feature of cognition, one’s cognitive style will manifest itself in many aspects of thinking. Among investigators of linguistic prehistory, we may conjecture that one’s cognitive style plays an essential role in one’s philosophical approach. To put it simply, we may say that ‘lumpers’ and ‘splitters’ operate in different cognitive styles. As cognitive style manifests itself broadly in thinking patterns we can expect to find correlations between views in one area and those in another. Consider the three contrasts mentioned by Wescott to illustrate “core philosophical differences”: “absolutism vs. relativism; monogenism vs. polygenism; lumpers vs. splitters”. We may conjecture that absolutism goes with ‘splittism’ and that relativism correlates with ‘lumpism’.

As for the difference between monogenism vs. polygenism, it all depends on what meaning is given to these terms. For commonly held opposing views, relating to the origin of language, I would propose an entirely different argument, as I believe a realistic assessment of the possibilities leads us to reject both views. Both are based on a mistaken notion that language developed either as a single step or a series of steps that together comprised a short time span. But if it was otherwise – if the development took place as a series of many steps over thousands or millions of years – then how could it make sense to apply either a concept of monogenesis or one of polygenesis to that entire series of perhaps dozens of separate steps, which surely occurred in several or many different places? Rather, the issue should be considered separately for each of these steps.

On the other hand, we can adopt the more limited view of monogenesis, which holds that all of the languages now spoken in the world stem from some common source. That common source would have been a language or perhaps a simpler language-like
system representing the end of a long line of steps of originating, a system likely to have been one of many in use at the time it was spoken. This would be a concept that makes sense.

But let us return to the cognitive styles of splitters and lumpers. To me one of the striking features of 'splitter-think' is its absolutism with regard to probability. It is commonly held by splitters that one cannot consider two languages to be related unless that possibility has been demonstrated beyond a reasonable doubt, by means of regular phonological correspondences. This view has been discussed at length by others, including Joseph Greenberg, who has pointed out that extreme forms of it have sometimes been proposed would even prevent different dialects of English from being considered related, since there are irregularities in the correspondences. But we needn’t and shouldn’t suppose that all splitters are such extremists. Even the less extreme splitters seem unable or unwilling to let probabilities enter into their assessments.

Some years ago I proposed that we should distinguish four kinds of linguistic classification: ‘probable relationship’, ‘probable truth’, ‘established relationship’, and ‘established truth’ (Lamb 1959). Of particular interest here is the contrast between the ‘probable truth’ type of relationship, which one might suppose all scientifically inclined linguists would want to achieve, and the ‘established relationship’ type, which the majority of comparative linguists actually pursue. I remember discussing the matter with splitter friends, who were steadfastly unwilling to entertain – even apparently unable to imagine – the desirability of the ‘probable truth’ type of classification. Only the ‘established relationship’ type made any sense to them. The other possibilities were evidently inconceivable. It makes no difference that the established relationship can be taxonomically false, as Greenberg and I and others have pointed out repeatedly; for example, it can be established that German and French are genetically related and that Italian and Greek are genetically related, but it would be taxonomically false to set up these pairs as genetic groupings.

What kind of cognitive pattern is operating here? This kind of absolutism is appropriate to some kinds of thought process; for example, to jury deliberations in criminal cases, where the accused is considered innocent until proven guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. I recall being on jury duty recently and being instructed by one of the attorneys that we were not even supposed to believe that the accused was guilty unless the guilt was proved beyond a reasonable doubt. I found that kind of thinking impossible to accept. For surely it makes more sense, if the weight of evidence makes it, say, 90% likely that the accused is guilty, to believe that he probably is guilty; but by the rules of the court one must nevertheless return a verdict of ‘not guilty’ since the case has not been proved beyond a reasonable doubt. In other words, there is a clear difference between what one comes up with as a verdict, following the established procedural rules, and what one believes is probably true. People of a certain cognitive style may find this line of reasoning impossible to accept. Some of them, perhaps most of them, also find it impossible to accept the hypothesis that certain languages, say those comprising Dene-Caucasian, are probably genetically related even if their relationship has not been established beyond a reasonable doubt.

Let us be explicit about an idea implied above: It seems to be the case, for many people, that their cognitive style so pervades their thought patterns and belief system that no amount of further thinking can change the situation. If this is so, we are not talking
about matters that can be settled by discussion or debate, even though the points are debated — in a futile exercise — repeatedly. It makes as much sense as expecting Protestants and Catholics in Northern Ireland (or elsewhere) to settle their theological differences by a process of rational debate; or expecting an orthodox Jew to be persuaded by intellectual argument that Jesus was the Messiah or that the Qur’an is the source of ultimate Truth.

A person’s cognitive style leads to certain thought patterns and beliefs, and the diversity of cognitive styles provides a diversity of opinions and kinds of investigation. We could say that human life is enriched by such diversity. But, in ignorance or rejection of this point of view, we get continuation of the debates, and more: We get the involvement of animus. It evidently arises since cognitive style is not only basic to thinking but is connected to emotion, even to ideas of good and evil. In reading the invective that has been directed at Greenberg’s classification of the languages of North America one discerns that those who have produced it believe themselves to be not only superior in knowledge or intellect (a questionable belief at best!) but also morally superior. I am suggesting here that a more enlightened response would be to see that Greenberg was operating with a different cognitive style, and that within the rules of that style he was doing so very skillfully, even admirably. By the same token, those who work with the fine details of close-range linguistic taxonomy are operating with their cognitive style, and their work is also often admirable. To get a full picture of language on this planet we need both the broad strokes and the finer details. Those who work on the one or the other would do better to be glad that others are working in complementary areas, rather than finding fault with them.

Why, then, do different people operate with different cognitive styles? As we are talking about basic patterns of thought, the answer has to come from a consideration of brain structure and function. That is not to say that we have the answers yet, only to point to where we should be looking for them. It appears that people can favor one portion of the brain over others in their mental activity. We have those who prefer to work visually, others auditorily, some depend heavily on verbal thinking, others prefer visual imagery. The important difference between left-brain and right-brain thinking also plays a role, to some extent overlapping with the differences just mentioned: Those who work well with visualization are likely also to use their right-brains effectively; those whose thinking is heavily language-dependent are likely to favor their left brain.

The absolutist — all or nothing — type of thinking characteristic of splitters appears to be a product of heavy reliance on left-brain operation. From a growing body of evidence it is becoming more and more apparent that there is a sound basis for the casual observations and conjectures we often encounter about left-brain and right-brain thinking: that left-brain thinking is more analytical, while right-brain thinking is more intuitive and holistic. The left hemisphere is the home of that part of linguistic structure — most of that traditionally studied by linguists — that operates by making sharp contrasts. (Even the majority of left-handed people use the left hemisphere for this kind of information.) The importance of contrast is perhaps most evident in phonology, which is subserved largely by Broca’s area (mainly for production) and Wernicke’s area (basically for recognition), in the left cerebral cortex (Lamb 1999). Thus it is very important for linguistic communication that /p/ be distinct from /b/, and even segments which are intermediate phonetically between these two are perceived as one or the other — binary perception of
continuously varying phenomena. On the other hand, some aspects of phonology are
subserviced by corresponding portions of the right hemisphere. These include intonation,
stress, duration of vowels – phenomena where sharpness of contrast plays a more
peripheral role. Related to this observation is the fact that much of musical processing
goes on in the right hemisphere – but for trained musicians, who are perhaps more likely
to intellectualize their musical experiences, there is also left hemisphere involvement

Although linguists have traditionally concentrated on those aspects of language
that are processed by the left hemisphere, increasing attention is being given to properties
that are subserved mainly by the right hemisphere. These include not only prosodic
features but also pragmatics and much of semantics. A person with damage (perhaps
resulting from a stroke) in the upper posterior left temporal lobe will be unable to
understand what is being said to him, but he may get the emotional import. On the other
hand, a person with right-brain damage is likely to understand every word, yet not get the
point. For example, if you tell him a joke, he will understand every sentence but won’t
‘get the joke’. And he will often be unable to relate what is being said to the discourse or
situational context.

People whose thinking is dominated by the left brain, it appears, are more likely
to engage in thinking patterns that involve sharp contrast. They make good analytical
linguists. On the other hand, too much dominance of the left brain, or rather insufficient
balance from right hemisphere activity, can lead to extremism in operating with contrast.
Here we find thinking patterns that can be given more or less self-evident names, like
EITHER-OR THINKING, ALL-OR-NOTHING THINKING, the SINGLE-CAUSE FALLACY, the SINGLE-
PURPOSE FALLACY, and thinking patterns that rely heavily on words rather than concepts,
such as the ETIMOLOGICAL FALLACY, in which one purports to find the true meaning of a
word in its etymology, for example dis-ease. In the sphere of religion, such heavy
reliance on language renders them more likely to be fundamentalists. If their ‘religion’ is
an academic one, there may be a similar type of fundamentalism that makes them
sticklers for following the rules of standard methodology, unreceptive to innovative
methods or imaginative ideas.

The left brain is also very ‘concerned’ with maintaining the coherence of the
belief system, even to the point of rejecting data that doesn’t fit the existing system of
beliefs. Ramachandran and Blakeslee (1998) provide some striking examples of people
with brain damage, demonstrating that the right brain is very accepting of new data while
the left brain operating without benefit of the right brain (because of damage) rejects even
very obvious new data that doesn’t fit into the previously existing belief system.

Further evidence of the heavy dependence of the left brain on verbal forms of
thinking, as opposed to the more empirical right brain, comes from some experiments
conducted in Russia using simple logical syllogisms (Dolinina 2001). In this experiment,
subjects underwent temporary suppression of either right or left hemisphere. One
syllogism used in the experiment was

All monkeys climb trees.
The hedgehog is a monkey.
Does the hedgehog climb trees, or not?
Subjects with suppressed right hemisphere usually said “Yes”, along with some of the controls. Those with suppressed left hemisphere gave answers like, “The hedgehog is not a monkey”, sometimes with indignation.

The right brain appears to subserve holistic thinking as well as intuition, and to be less concerned with the need to find overwhelming evidence to support beliefs. An excessive reliance on right-brain thinking with too little left hemisphere involvement, results in a person who is excessively gullible and perhaps wildly imaginative.

It is clear that both of our hemispheres have much to offer our thinking, and that the best thinkers among us will be those who use both to advantage.

From a neurological point of view, it appears that the contrast between the types of processing of the two hemispheres is related partly to the fact that there is a greater prevalence of inhibitory structures in the left hemisphere, so that a phoneme, for example, upon being recognized, inhibits its competitors, resulting in a heightened sense of contrast (cf. Lamb 1995, 1999). While this finding is interesting it only accounts for part of the difference between the processing activities of the two hemispheres.

Although the foregoing remarks have concentrated on differences between right-brain and left-brain thinking, this is only one of the contrasts operating to provide the variety of cognitive styles that we observe among our colleagues and students – Sternberg (1997) identifies no fewer than thirteen thinking styles. I have emphasized it here not only because it is especially interesting but because I believe it plays a key role in the differences between splitter-thinking and lumper-thinking. That is, lumper-thinking is right-brain driven, while splitter-thinking, like most thinking that goes on in academic circles, relies heavily on left-brain activity.

It must also be emphasized that we are not dealing here with a simple dichotomy. It is not necessarily the case that a person characteristically uses either left-brain or right-brain activity. The best brains are evidently those with facility in both hemispheres. The extreme form of left-brain thinking is that of people with a deficiency of right brain activity; and vice versa.

It is to be hoped that people of different cognitive styles will become more accepting of one other. The difference between the two kinds of thinking discussed here is not a matter of knowledge nor of morals. Therefore, the differences will not be resolved by ordinary intellectual argument, nor is there any justification for animosity toward ideas which may seem unacceptable within the narrow confines of one mode of thinking.
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To what extent is Paleolinguistics an Art and to what extent a Science?  
What Constitutes Scientific Evidence in Linguistics?

by Paul Whitehouse  
London, England  
email: paul_whitehouse@talk21.com

As a history graduate who writes novels I have always argued that science is where you deal with reality and art is where you make it up. On this basis “arts” subjects such as history belong with the “true sciences,” and the differences between them are simply matters of precision. Each strives for objective truth; where subjective judgments have to be made this is in direct proportion to the shortfall between the data required for objective judgment and the data available.

Paleolinguistics is a science too by this criterion. Always we are seeking the best possible explanation of the data. Perceived differences in methodology are simply adjustments to the limitations of the data. The end goal is the same: to account as precisely as possible for the data you have. Never, under any circumstances, are you allowed to make anything up.

A more narrow definition of science was offered by Thomas Kuhn, who said that science was that which can be falsified. By this criterion too taxonomic paleolinguistics is a science, since a classification can always be falsified by producing a superior alternative. Where disputes arise is in the failure to agree whether such an alternative has been demonstrated, and these disputes are rooted in the deficiencies of the data not the logic of falsification.

Nevertheless, some paleolinguists claim that their work is intrinsically more “scientific” than that of other paleolinguists, and this is meant pejoratively. Such contentions give rise to a whole series of important questions. For instance, what exactly is meant by “scientific,” what is it about science that makes paleolinguists so anxious to be considered scientific too, and to what extent does any or all paleolinguistic work meet the criteria applied by scientists to their own disciplines?

As implied above, what makes science so respectable (in every sense) is its objectivity, its testability, and its formality. Each of these serves to create strong boundaries that separate the speculative from the truly known, and keep the former from contaminating the latter. Where paleolinguistics imitates the sciences is in the formulation of reconstructions and sound laws. The presence or absence of these is taken as determining whether or not paleolinguistic work is scientific, and so respectable—or not. The term “sound law” is a conscious borrowing of the language of science, and is intended to make these laws sound as though they have the same validity as physical laws. In reality, however, they have only the terminology in common.

The laws governing optics, thermodynamics, and so on, are descriptions of physical reality; they apply without exception, can be quantified, and can be demonstrated experimentally. What’s more, they can be falsified. There are outcomes that are logically impossible as long as these “laws” are valid, so experiments can be devised to achieve these impossible outcomes, whose success will invalidate these laws and whose failure will confirm them. What underpins these laws is that they have a physical basis, wherein physical
properties are determined by physical form. An atom of oxygen combined with two atoms of hydrogen will have the properties of water, and only water, always and everywhere—and these properties are a consequence of atomic structure.

"Sound laws," however, have no such physical basis. They describe systematic changes that have taken place over time, but on an arbitrary basis. There is nothing about the sounds involved to demand that these particular changes had to occur, or even that any change had to occur at all. Though trends may be identified, they are no more than that. There is no physical mechanism at work that can be tested experimentally or from which one can generalise about other sounds in other environments.

The upshot of this is, first, that sound laws are local in time and space. A sound law identified in Dravidian during a particular phase of its development does not automatically have to apply at other times, nor does it automatically have to apply in, say, Niger-Congo at all. Secondly, because they are not determined by the physical properties of the sounds, sound laws can not be universally binding. There can always be exceptions, and there nearly always are because their occurrence defies no physical stricture against them. Nor is there any requirement for these exceptions to be explicable (since the laws they break are underpinned by no binding mechanism). Indeed, there is no physical reason why there should even be sound laws at all! These exceptions are almost certainly more common than is traditionally accepted, if only because of the practice of dismissing non-regular correspondences as ipso facto accidental. Finally, although a sound law can be falsified by devising a better sound law, it cannot be falsified by the exceptions to it; nor does the absence of sound laws falsify a classification.

From this one could argue that there is nothing scientific about sound laws beyond the name, but such is the kudos attached to even the appearance of being scientific that some historical linguists argue that the purpose of historical linguistics is reconstruction. Certainly there is a value in sound laws, to the extent that they are based on patterns that do genuinely exist and on the basis of which it is often possible to extrapolate where data have been lost. Nevertheless, it is important to bear in mind the limitations of reconstruction, in theory and in practice, and the ways in which reconstructions limit the degree to which paleolinguistics can employ—and insist upon—the methodology of the physical sciences. The idealisation of reconstructions and sound laws creates false expectations as to what can—or should—be achieved. This results in the creation of a taxonomic "no go area" between the realms of absolute acceptance and absolute rejection, within which classification is declared impossible to achieve and heretical to attempt.

Yet the fact remains that classification precedes reconstruction both sequentially and hierarchically and is necessarily not subject to the same standards of "proof." Reconstruction is impossible without classification, but not vice versa. The failure to identify sound laws does not necessarily invalidate a classification. It may be that the relationship concerned is so ancient that there are no longer enough shared retentions on which to base sound laws. That does not "disprove" the relationship. It does limit the degree of confidence we can feel that the conclusions we reach are correct.

As I have said, a proposed relationship can always be falsified by producing equivalent evidence (or better) for an alternative relationship or relationships. Falsification is implied in claims that a body of evidence put forward is no more than chance resemblance; that a whole series of bodies of evidence—of equal weight—could be put forward in
support of other relationships. This is a statement that any scientist would recognise as “scientific.” Sadly, it is rarely followed by what a scientist would recognise as the obvious next step, which is to go ahead and produce such bodies of evidence. Instead, the statement is couched in terms of a theory, rooted in the mathematical analysis of linguistic relationships, which is taken as negating the need to produce alternative evidence—and for which, consequently, no body of evidence exists to support or undermine it.

This brings us to the other arena in which the “more-scientific-than-thou” argument is fought out: mathematics. Nothing offers more in the way of certainty than mathematics. There is good reason for this, since mathematical relationships are capable of irrefutable proof, and if we did not prefer certainty to uncertainty it is unlikely that we would devote so much of our lives to the pursuit of knowledge. Hence the urge to quantify retentions from common origin in ways that seem to support our own points of view. This is certainly a scientific way of working, but it does beg several questions: how valid are the ways in which we quantify genetic relationships, what are the limitations of statistical analysis, and what are the implications for the precision of our taxonomic conclusions in terms of relative and absolute time depth?

The complexities of glottochronology, lexicostatistics, and so on, require a paper of their own, but one thing that unites them is that they all rest on a false premise: that the rate of linguistic change over time is a constant. It is clearly not, nor is it arbitrary in nature. Each sequence of language changes arises from a unique set of circumstances, and each set of genetic relationships that ensues is also unique. Thus the phenomena we seek to analyse mathematically are extremely complex, yet the methods we use are too often crude and simplistic.

The golden rule of mathematical analysis is that you must always compare like with like. In linguistics, however, this is nearly always impossible because no two languages or language families are alike in terms of data available, prevalence of synonyms, obviousness of borrowings, number of family members, and their relative diversity (temporal and spatial). Even attempts to get round these problems, such as the comparison of standard 100- or 200-word lists, are fraught with distortions. For instance, when a language has two words with the same meaning, each of which is cognate with the word in a different language, what do you do? You can ignore one or the other (but which, and for what reasons?), count neither or count both. Do the second two alternatives affect the percentages? Or, what about when words for “red” in one language are cognate with words for “blood” in another. Do you count these as one comparison, two comparisons—or even four (red-red, blood-blood, red-blood, blood-red)? Each option has different mathematical implications.

This sort of resemblance pattern is the norm not the exception, so any analytical system that ignores such anomalies risks simplifying the problem beyond the point where the results cease to be meaningful. This applies equally to the question of chance resemblance, which is is subject to exactly the same parameters. Also, on what basis (apart from convenience) do we say that all cognates have equal weight? As with sciences, the dilemma is whether to limit the analysis to calculations that may be too simple to be of any use or to seek to complicate the model to match the phenomenon under investigation and risk distortions of a different kind.
What all of this means is, first, that absolute dating of genetic relationships is impossible to achieve with any precision. Second, it means that even relative dating is problematic. Thirdly, it means that there can be no quick fix. This is not to dismiss all mathematical analyses out of hand—on the contrary, I believe they offer extremely valuable insights—but there is no one statistical measure that will give us the answer we seek. We need to analyse the data in as many different ways as possible, and hope that these tests will confirm the same classification again and again.

This in effect is what happens when a paleolinguist makes a judgment as to the merits of various taxonomic proposals. As became apparent when computer programmers first tried to model the human decision making process, the human brain is actually very good at prioritising the information it is bombarded with and distinguishing the significant from the insignificant. Unfortunately, this intuitive faculty is far too inconsistent a process to be truly scientific, even though scientists themselves have recourse to it when they think no one is looking.

It is more prevalent in paleolinguistics, because there are always so many variables to consider and so few analytic tools to fall back on, and it is for this reason that linguistics is sometimes called an art. That does not make artists of linguists, however, even those whose judgment is out of the ordinary. After all, these people create nothing. They simply account for data that already exist. Neither is it scientific when questions are decided on the basis of subjective judgments as to whose subjective judgment counts more in any given case.

Sadly this is the level at which classificatory debates tend to be settled, on the basis of consent rather than “proof.” In maths or physics proof is a matter of irrefutable logic or repeatable experiment, whereas in paleolinguistics it is a question of, ‘Does Professor X accept my case?’ Not, ‘Am I right?’ but, ‘Can Dr. Y bring himself to say that I am right?’ Not, ‘What can I prove?’ but, ‘Whom can I convince?’ In this linguists have more in common with lawyers – or, worse, with politicians – than with either scientists or artists.

Inevitably decisions end up being made according to different sets of criteria, since Professor X’s willingness to accept the evidence presented to him may be influenced by all manner of nonlinguistic considerations. Prof. X is human too after all, whatever his devotion to objective truth, and it is not always easy to give up something in which you have invested so much. Here perhaps is one reason for the popularity of reconstructions and sound laws. They have the appearance of objectivity, which deters people from attacking them, and emotional attachments to them are easier to justify and harder to spot.

Of course, there may be another motive at work here. Viewed from a psychological standpoint the word “law” is a major give-away. Laws offer security, a refuge from doubt. What’s more, they protect the innocent and punish the guilty, while at the same time conferring legitimacy on those who administer them. Upholding a law carries visibly high status. Grimm’s Trend does not have the same ring to it.

It is always regrettable when questions of legitimacy and status threaten to override questions of objective truth, but this is part of the human condition—and scientists are no more exempt from it than paleolinguists. More regrettable still is the attitude, encouraged by misleading comparisons with mathematics and the physical sciences, whereby ‘that which is not 100% true is 100% false.’ This misconception misses the essentially relative nature of
classification and discourages the spirit of enquiry without which no discipline will ever be taken forward.

I described the difference between history and science as a matter of precision, and it is with this subject that I would like to conclude. The cognate sets put forward by John Bengtson and Merritt Ruhlen1 to demonstrate common origin for all the world's languages include MALIQ'A 'to suck(le), nurse; breast.' This is an excellent illustration of the complexity of the variables, phonetic and semantic, that have to be taken into account when analysing—statistically or otherwise—the evidence for genetic relationship. I am not aware of a statistical model of sufficient complexity having yet been devised that would either confirm or deny this otherwise solid cognate. Of all the global cognate sets put forward by Ruhlen and Bengtson, MALIQ'A is by far the strongest for the very good reason that it is not a global cognate. The forms presented are restricted to those from the phyla sometimes grouped into a larger Borean super-phylum (Amerind, Dene-Caucasic and Nostratic)—and a very powerful piece of evidence for Borean it is too. Borean is, necessarily, of more recent common origin than Proto-Human, and it is most reassuring to see that its relative "novelty" is reflected in the quality of the evidence that can be adduced for it. If a global subgrouping is ever to be identified it will be on the basis of sub-global cognate sets such as MALIQ'A, which gives us hope that others can be identified too.

What Constitutes Scientific Evidence in Paleolinguistics?

by Winfred P. Lehmann
Linguistics Research Center
Austin, Texas

The evidence required in paleolinguistics is comparable to that used in historical linguistics, although it is not attested in written documents. The phonological structures of reconstructed languages, their morphology and syntax, and their lexicon are examined with the procedures that are applied in historical linguistics. If such data have been determined rigorously, and if the procedures are applied with the same rigor, the results will be similarly credible. We may review the basic procedures, and then examine some applications of them. The principal procedure has been excellently described by Antoine Meillet (1967). As the title (The Comparative Method in Historical Linguistics) indicates, the basic method is the comparative method. Briefly, in its use elements of three or more languages are examined to determine "rules of correspondences." The elements compared must be from the same family and from comparable stages. The comparison is applied to items of phonology, morphology/syntax, and semantics.

The method was applied by Jacob Grimm when he determined rules of correspondence between items in Greek, Latin, and Germanic in words like Greek πατήρ, Latin pater, and Gothic fadar 'father'. He aligned the corresponding items, e.g. Gk π, Lat. p, Goth f. Thereupon an earlier form of Germanic was reconstructed with *p corresponding to the same item in Greek and Latin. Historical rules were then proposed, with p t k labeled Tenues and the Germanic equivalents Aspiratae, so that the correspondences could be stated between the parent language and Germanic as T > A (Grimm, 1822). The procedure often leads to supplementary rules, such as those relating the second element in Latin spuo etc. and English spew. On the basis of such rules the earlier form of the language is reconstructed. Often for historical purposes and clearly in paleolinguistics, languages are reconstructed for which there are no written texts. One such is Proto-Germanic, where the prefix indicates that the language is not attested. The prefix Pre- may also be used, either before Proto- or alone, to indicate a still earlier stage than the proto-stage. The comparative method has gained credibility because languages have been discovered that support reconstructions that were made before those languages were known. A well-known example is Hittite, in which items were found with elements now symbolized with h that correspond to segments in reconstructions that had been proposed earlier in accordance with the laryngeal theory, such as Hittite hanti- : Greek ἀντί 'against'; Hittite pahhur: Greek πῦρ 'fire'.

It is highly important to note that the method does not simply set side by side words of similar meaning. To illustrate the requirement of determining rules of correspondences Meillet used the example of Armenian erku 'two', for which rules can be established to indicate its relationship to Latin duo, etc. These are too extensive to give here but may be examined in his monograph (1967: 18, 46-7). He there asserts: "It is not with similarities of forms that we work when we compare languages of the same family, but solely with rules of correspondences."
A second procedure is the method of internal reconstruction. It involves items within one language. It is based on the observation that change does not affect all similar items. An example I have often used is the intervocalic maintenance in General American English of voiceless [t] in words like button as compared with the voiced counterpart in words like bottle, bottom, batter. By the rule, intervocalic [t] is maintained before unstressed syllables ending in an alveolar nasal, that is, a nasal of the same position as [t]. We then reconstruct earlier forms of words like bottle, etc. with voiceless [t]. Happily we here have corroboration by comparing the cognates in other forms of English. The method was used by Verner to explain the voiced consonant in Gothic fadar and many other Germanic words. He concluded that such intervocalic voiced fricatives resulted when the accent did not stand on the preceding syllable in an earlier form of the language. On the basis of the method *t could be reconstructed in an earlier form of the Germanic word 'father', and also a variable pitch accent. Fortunately Verner's assumption could be supported by the type and the position of the accent in Sanskrit and Greek cognates, as may be noted from the forms of 'father' above. Internal reconstruction is highly important in paleolinguistics when we do not have related languages to compare.

By a third procedure we look for residues, a procedure especially important for reconstructing the morphology and the lexicon. The procedure is based on the observation that items learned by children before they are aware of the rules of their language often are treated as individual items and then are maintained rather than subjected to the general rules that children apply when they increase their vocabularies. English has many examples, such as the noun plurals children, women, men, and the past tense forms of verbs, such as ate, sang, went. In time such "irregular" forms may be lost as was kine as the plural of cow.

We may now examine the procedures applied in the reconstruction of two paleolanguages, Nostratic and Eurasian. We are fortunate in having two recent books: Nostratic, with the sub-title: Examining a Linguistic Macrofamily (Renfrew & Nettle, 1999), and Indo-European and its Closest Relatives, by Joseph H. Greenberg (2000). It may be unfair to compare their procedures with those applied in the reconstruction of Proto-Indo-European, in view of the two centuries of extensive scholarship dealing with the Indo-European family. But unless we apply the procedures rigorously, paleolinguistic research may never achieve credibility.

First we may note the requirement of comparable stages. Proto-Indo-European is reconstructed on the basis of languages attested in the second millennium B.C. It may then be dated in the third millennium, with possible extension to the fifth. No one assumes that date for Proto-Afroasiatic, since we have Egyptian and Akkadian texts from the third millennium. The two languages differ from one another considerably so that Proto-Afroasiatic must be dated from a much earlier time. For reconstructing Nostratic a far earlier form of Indo-European must then be reconstructed than that in the well-known handbooks. Bomhard (1999: 71) in his paper in Nostratic dates “the unified Nostratic parent language...to between 15,000 to 12,000 BCE.” If Nostratic is to achieve credibility, early proto-languages of the six families: Indo-European, Afroasiatic, Dravidian, Altaic, Kartvelian, and Uralic-Yukaghir must be reconstructed.

Moreover, by Meillet's fundamental principle we must establish "rules of correspondences." The papers in Nostratic resulted from a symposium that centered on
examination of 124 words in *The Nostratic Macrofamily and Linguistic Palaeontology* by Aharon Dolgopolsky (1998). The words were taken from a far larger number he has examined. It may be noted at once that the basis for the reconstruction consists of lexical items, not rules of correspondence.

Moreover, in support of many of the entries, forms are cited from only some of these languages, such as #17 'cereals', with items from only three families. Further, like these, reflexes are taken from later dialects, not the reconstructed parent language. In support of the reconstruction of #17 'cereals', an Arabic word is cited for Afroasiatic and a Georgian for Kartvelian; in view of Meillet's example, *erku*, such a procedure hardly leads to credibility. Only for Indo-European is there a reconstructed form; it is based on Hittite reflex *halki* 'grain' and Anatolian Greek ὑλικ 'spelt'. Jaan Puhvel (1991, Vol. 3: 35-9) states that “Indo-European root connections are improbable.” Further, because the Greek form is found in Anatolia, it may be a borrowing from Hittite. The reconstruction of Nostratic *gaL* (plus an unspecified vowel) for 'cereals' then is scarcely credible. It is even more important to note that the requirements in use of the comparative method have not been followed. As in any scientific pursuit, credible results require strict observation of the established procedures.

The reconstruction for #22 'wattle' is more credible, because it is based on reconstructed forms from all families but Uralic. We may assume that when similar evidence is available for items in all six families, the proposed Nostratic forms will also be more generally credible.

As noted above, Meillet insists on determining rules of correspondences rather than relying on similarities between words. Yet for the reconstruction of words, he states one must “not be content with comparing small root elements” (1967: 51). This, however, is precisely what we find in Greenberg's book. For example, the section on Grammatical Evidence for Eurasiat (pp. 61-239) consists of sections with labels like the following: “1. First-Person M... 2. First-Person K... 3. First-Person N... 4. Second-Person T...” (2000: 61-71). As with treatment of the lexicon, much work must be completed before credible reconstruction of the grammar is carried out. The material proposed in the books of Dolgopolsky and Greenberg then may be assessed in accordance with “what constitutes scientific evidence in paleolinguistics.” For most portions of Nostratic or Eurasiat, such evidence remains to be determined.

As an example of the use of the method of internal reconstruction, we may cite the inferences based on two forms for 'fire' in the Indo-European dialects, as exemplified by Hittite *pahhur* and Latin *ignis*, as well as comparable forms in other dialects, and for 'water', by Hittite *watar* and Sanskrit *āp-. We find such pairs in active languages where nouns and verbs fall into two classes, active or animate and inactive or stative. We also find "opposite" meanings for reflexes of roots such as *nem-* in Greek *vēmu* 'distribute' and Gothic *niman* 'take', in accordance with a patterning known as version.1 These and other items found in reconstructed Indo-European are characteristic of active languages. On the basis of such internal evidence in Proto-Indo-European we conclude that it developed from an active language. The conclusion derives support from the twofold

1. I.e., reversal or inversion of meanings. [Ed.]
gender classification of Hittite nouns into common and neuter. Further support is provided by the absence of the passive voice in it, as well as by other characteristics. We may now examine the proto-languages of other families for evidence of active structure, such as the twofold classification of nouns in some Afroasiatic languages. But such reconstruction has not yet been undertaken; work in Nostratic and in Eurasian has been largely confined to examination of the lexicon and the phonology.

Last, we may note briefly some examples of residues. These have been identified among the words that are assumed for time of transition from hunting-gathering to settled existence. Many of them are monosyllabic and differing in pattern from one another, such as the words for the earliest domesticated animals, the cow, *g^ou-, the sheep *owi-, the pig *su-, and so on. Other such forms are found in compounds, such as Sanskrit dāmpati- 'master of the house', where the reconstructed *dem- 'house' is probably equivalent to the verbal root *dem- 'tame'.

On the basis of these three types of evidence in paleolinguistics – correspondences, internal reconstructions, and residues – we reconstruct an early protolanguage like Nostratic or Eurasian much as we do Proto-Germanic or Proto-Indo-European. Obviously we do not have the same extent of evidence as we do for the reconstruction of these and other written languages. We may take comfort from the knowledge that societies in the hunting-gathering stage do not have as extensive lexicon, or probably grammar, as do societies with more complex living conditions. With these conditions, the evidence that we apply is comparable in scientific validity with that applied in the reconstruction of proto-languages like Proto-Altaic and those of the other families assumed in the Nostratic and Eurasian macrofamilies.
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Colleague Bengtson’s brief was that I should address the question, “What should be the rules of discourse and polemics for paleolinguists” in relation to notational and transcription systems? I took this to mean that someone else was tackling the other aspects of this question, such as: how should we frame our arguments and marshall our evidence? Or: How do we reconcile the need for candour with the conventions of civilised society? The microbiologist Francis Crick once remarked that, “Politeness is the poison of all good collaboration in science. The soul of collaboration is perfect candour, rudeness if need be... In science criticism is the height and measure of friendship. The true collaborator points out the obvious with due impatience. He stops the nonsense.” While that does not mean we should rip out each other’s throats like rottweilers, Crick has a point. And there are a few candid things that need to be said about the way we write down our data.

Years ago, when I first became interested in linguistics and was introduced to the IPA chart, I thought: What a brilliant idea. A standard system of notation must make life so much easier. I also thought: How obvious. After all, that’s how they do it in chemistry. Years later, when I began to collect comparative data and learned that the “standard transcription principle” was more honoured in the breach than in the observance, I thought: How incompetent.

Nothing is ever that simple, however, and people rarely do things wrong without what seem like sound reasons at the time. An examination of what has happened since the first version of the International Phonetic Alphabet was published in 1888 bears this out.

The reasons for the failure of IPA (or any other system) to establish itself as an inviolable standard may be expressed in terms of supply and demand. On the supply side there were the physical constraints of typography. Any complex system of special symbols and diacritics like IPA was always going to pose problems for those without ready access to specialist printers, but in the absence of an alternative access was somehow obtained. Printed sources from before World War I tend to be consistent (and so predictable) in their transcriptions, allowing for the biases inherent in the languages of the various colonial powers.

The introduction of the typewriter, however, by allowing the local publication of linguistic evidence, accelerated the growth of local variation. It became more tempting to abandon a complex system of transcription that could only be printed by a specialist composito r thousands of miles away in favour of a revised system that could be accommodated by a standard typewriter, available locally.

At the same time there was a corresponding shift on the demand side. Whereas in the early days language data were collected and published for the benefit of scholars in Europe and North America, whose interest was in comparing newly discovered languages, the introduction of the typewriter coincided with an increasing desire to write languages down for the benefit of the language speakers themselves. This called for very different
orthographies, which did not need to be either phonetically precise (since the speakers already knew what their language sounded like) or similar to other transcription systems (since they were aimed solely at a single language community).

With this shift the needs of comparative linguists became secondary, and the reason for this is simple. The number of linguists studying wide ranges of foreign languages for taxonomic purposes has always been low. It does not take a very large language community to out-number us. Our priorities are different from those of the people who speak the languages we seek to classify. Thus, when compiling a dictionary of, say, Telefol it makes good commercial sense for it to suit the few thousand Telefol speakers who might buy it, at the expense of the dozen or so comparative linguists who might also want to use it.

Furthermore, in significant parts of the world (New Guinea, for instance) linguistic research is largely the preserve of missionary organisations like the Summer Institute of Linguistics. Their priority is to bring literacy to pre-literate societies; this involves devising writing systems that allow people to read the languages they already speak. The needs of academic linguists are secondary—and why not? The SIL is only doing what it exists to do, and if academic linguists want language data written down in a particular way, let them camp out in the jungle for months on end and elicit the data.

So, if there is only enough money to finance a one-way dictionary, it will be a Telefol-English dictionary that gets published. The only people able to use it will be those who already speak Telefol. Comparative linguists like you and me, wishing to know the Telefol word for ‘finger nail’, will have to trawl through the entire dictionary and hope we don’t miss it the first time around. In a language where the plosive /g/ becomes a fricative intervocally and is always nasalised in word-final position, just the one symbol /g/ will be enough for the language speakers (who already know these things); linguists on another continent will just have to either make a mental note to this effect or retranscribe the lot, in each case hoping to limit the errors of transmission.

In this way comparative linguists became progressively marginalised—and so it will continue. There is great excitement at present regarding the potential for mass-dissemination of linguistic data via the internet, but let us not kid ourselves that comparative linguists will be the beneficiaries. All that will happen is that the “Telefol Dictionary Syndrome” will be repeated on a larger scale. It is the languages with dictionaries now available in print that will become available on the web too. These will select themselves by weight of numbers, without regard to taxonomic significance. Those languages with few speakers but massive taxonomic importance, for which there are no data currently available in print, will not be available on the web either.

The stark truth is that comparative linguists lie at the bottom of the pecking-order, and if we want things done in a particular way we must must do it ourselves. No one will do it for us. But here too there are barriers to overcome. Even among themselves comparative linguists have contrived to transgress the “standard transcription principle”, and here too it is in matters of supply and demand that the reasons are to be found.

Writing had already been established for thousands of years when linguists started comparing large numbers of languages, so it seemed obvious at the time to use and adapt pre-existing writing systems rather than create a wholly new one. “Multilateral comparison” was pioneered in Europe, so standard notational systems were based on either the Roman
or Cyrillic alphabets. These systems are of course biased towards a particular phonetic range and, as ‘complete systems’, were not designed to be modifiable.

In an ideal world a completely new set of symbols would have been devised, whose resemblances were guided by phonetic criteria and which would have been designed so that they did not protrude either above or below the base line (as with /b/ or /p/), leaving space for modification by diacritics. There was never a chance of such a system catching on; nor is there now.

Furthermore, there were those languages (Greek and Hebrew, e.g.) with long established alphabets and armies of specialists who simply had no need or desire to harmonise “their” scripts with any other. After all, a system that requires a special effort to master it represents a useful barrier to outsiders. The same “exclusion principle” may also explain the resilience of local transcriptional conventions. These arise as a consequence of isolation (Austroasiaticists do not look at African languages, nor Africanists at Austroasiatic), but once in existence they help to define the demarcation lines that some linguists seem to find so reassuring when non-specialists threaten to gate-crash the party. It should come as no surprise to learn that some of the hardest languages in which to obtain phonetically transcribed data are languages like Greek, Welsh, Chinese. The implication appears to be that if you don’t already have these data you have no business to be looking for them; if you don’t already know how these languages sound, you have no right to be asking.

No doubt paleolinguists employ similar ‘masonic hand-shakes’, and for the same reasons. All specialisations are conspiracies to exclude outsiders, it is said—even if we do have the right to want things done in ways that suit us. After all, now that computers and phonetic fonts are available the world over, we are finally in a position to control exactly how our work is presented. All that stands in the way of paleolinguists adopting a uniform system of notation is the will to do it.

But why does this matter? I have assumed from the outset that a single transcription for all language data is a desirable thing, but in view of how consistently this requirement is overlooked maybe a statement of the obvious is needed.

Language is primarily a tool for communication and it is absurd that linguists of all people should wilfully erect barriers to communication between one another, but this is what we do in violating the “standard transcription principle.” The classification of thousands of languages involves obtaining data in thousands of languages and comparing them. In practice this means extra work, and anything that adds such a work-load is a barrier to research. Comparing a thousand languages in a single transcription is hard enough; how much harder with a hundred different transcriptions! The time to make the necessary adjustments between writing systems is before you start comparing, not while you are actually trying to do it. How much better if the adjustments did not need to be made at all.

So, a standard transcription is called for. What system should that be? Well, mine is as good a system as you will find—but you would expect me to say that. Everyone has his own preferences, and can be expected to champion them. Given the choice between a phonemic system and a phonetic I would argue for the latter. It is easy enough to add a brief guide as to what is contrastive and what is allophonic, and this is surely preferable to
being kept in ignorance as to what allophonic variation may lurk beneath the symbols presented to us.

I have particular reservations about the use of the symbols /c/ and /j/. In IPA /c/ is an unvoiced palatal plosive, and that is how it should be used. I understand why it should have been adopted as a shorthand for alveolar or post-alveolar affricates, but surely neither /ts/ nor /ç/ are too time-consuming to write. The same applies to /j/ versus /dz/. I am even considering whether to revert to the IPA convention of showing both components of affricates (i.e. /tʃ/ and /dʒ/ instead of /ç/ and ... whatever variant of /ʒ/ you prefer). These look rather horrible, but at least you know where you stand. With /c/ and /j/ you hardly ever know where you stand.

My other great preference is for /ai/ rather than /aa/ to denote long vowels. Here I am influenced by musical notation in which the distinction between a crotchet and two quavers is sacrosanct. If /aa/ is in any way bisyllabic it should marked as such.

In fact, it doesn’t matter what transcription we use as long as everyone uses it and sticks to it. In any case, we remain free to write things down however we like in the privacy of our own homes. What matters is how we share information with others. It is for the people who plan to share the information to get together and agree among themselves.

Failing that, can we at least explain the symbols we use? Every moment spent trying to work out whether /j/ is a semi-vowel, or a voiced palatal plosive, or a postalveolar affricate is time wasted. And can we also explain our transcriptions in phonetic terms, and not by comparison to a sound in some other language we don’t know either. I am particularly fed up with invocations of “English” pronunciations that you never hear spoken in my corner of England.

It would also help if we could free ourselves of “the curse of the one-way dictionary.” I understand why linguists prefer to list data according to “subject language order,” since there is never an exact semantic match between any two languages. But what you end up with is a dictionary that can be used only by someone who already speaks the language. Anyone wishing to classify fifty such languages has to waste weeks putting together something before they can even begin to compare. Even then you are always left feeling that you have missed something vital. Lists should be ordered alphabetically, by meaning. It doesn’t matter what language the meanings are written in, as long as it is a language sufficiently commonly used to justify the effort of learning it.

One last point. The merits of sharing are many and obvious. It helps no one if every linguist is obliged to duplicate exactly the same preparatory work, when much of the drudgery that underpins comparative research only actually needs to be done by one person, once. Whether or not this comes under the heading “rules of discourse” is a moot point; it wants repeating regardless.

Finally, a disclaimer: however strongly I may advocate the use of a common system of transcription, in practice I will prove as reluctant to toe the party line as any other linguist. This should come as no surprise. With those who preach to others it is so often a case of ‘do as I say, not as I do’.
The "beech" tree-name played and plays a prominent role in almost all discussions on the Indo-European homeland and Indo-European dialectology. The conclusion about the limited occurrence of the tree-name in the western Indo-European dialects had to correspond with the limited diffusion of the tree in Europe. Now we know more and it is evident that this conclusion is not valid. Let us analyze the linguistic material in detail on the basis of our present level of knowledge, first in the core beech-branches:

**Greek**

Greek φηγός (from II.), Doric φαγός (Theocritus) f. "a sort of oak with edible acorns / Quercus Aegilops". In principle, this tree-name may (or may not) be identified in the toponym pa-ko known from Pylos (PY An 427.2), cf. the place-names as Φηγός in Thessalia or Φηγεεα in Arcadia (Aura Jorro 1993, 75-76).

**Italic**

Latin fagus, gen. -ī (& -ūs after quercus, gen. -ūs) f. "beech". The tree-name also appears in the city-name Fagifulae (Livy XXIV, 20) and Fagifulani (Plin. Nat. Hist. III, 107) in Samnium, today Montagano, while the original name lives in the name of the church S. Maria a Faifoli (PRECA 6, c. 1967). Direct Latin borrowings probably occur in Basque bago (Navarro, Labortano, Roncalés, Suletino), pago (Vizcaino, Guipuzcoano, Navarro), phago (Salaberry), fago (Labortano, Lower Navarro) "beech", bagasta "young beech-tree", bagodi "beech forest", bagalia "mast" (Agud & Tovar 1991, 152-53; Löpelmann 1968, 140) and surely in modern Celtic designations of "beech": Irish faghvile id. : bile "tree", New Irish faigh, Welsh coll. ffawyd : gwydd "wood", sg. ffawydden = Breton favenn, pl. fav, fao id. (Buck 1949, 529, #8.62). Let us mention the witness of Caesar about the absence of the "beech" in the British Islands: Est materia cuiusque generis, ut in Gallia, praeter fagum atque abietem (BG V, 12).

**Germanic**

Germanic (all f.) *bōkō > Old Saxon bōke "fagus, aesculus" (also the *-ōn & *-jón stems are thinkable), Old High German buocha (-p-, -o-/o-a/-u-a-.., -hh/-h-) gl. "fagus", also "quercus, bedullanea, vibex", Old English bōc, pl. bēc "beech", while Old Icelandic bók id., Swedish bok, older Danish bog, later bøg, represent the consonant stem; further *bōkjón > Old English bēce, Old Saxon bōka, Middle Low German bōke, Dutch beuk "beech", and *bōkja- > Old Icelandic bæki in qlβæki (poet.) "Bierfass", i.e. from "beech-wood", bæki-skógr "beech-forest" (de Vries 1962, 69, EWAhd II, 437-438).
Celtic

Bertoldi (1931, 286, fn. 2), Hubschmid (1933, 254f) and Pokorny (1956, 279-81) identified the continental Celtic base *bāg(o)- in the following toponyms:

*bag(o)ko- attested in Bagacum (Itinerarium Antonini Augusti 376,2, 377,1, 378,1), Bagaco Neruitorum (ibid. 380,7), Bāγακον ~ Bāγακον = *Bāγακον (Ptolemaius, Geogr. II, 9, 11), later Bavaicum (Holder I, 329; Billy 1993, 22); today Bavay in France between St. Quentin and Brussel; the same origin is proposed for the forest Beiaich in Walperswil near Bern etc.; the suffix *-ako- is productive in plant names too, cf. Old Irish dristen-ach "dumetum", Breton drezecq "roncière" (LÉIA, D-197).

*bagonā attested in Val Bavona in Tessin (Swiss) and Baons-le-Comte, lit. "beech forest of a count" (Seine-Infr., France).

*bagusta attested in Bagusta.. in pago Ambianensi, today Amiens (AD 662; see Holder I, 332).

*bāgodīās ("Buchenwälder") > Baioies (1182, 1213, 1228, etc.), today Bavois (Swiss); the adjectival suffix *-ōdi- occurs e.g. in Gaulish-Latin Carant-ōdīus,-ōdia, Middle Welsh -eidd and Old Irish -de (cf. Thurneysen 1946, 220-22).

*bāgantīā attested in the river names Baganza (North Italy) and Pegnitz (Germany: between Bayreuth and Nürnberg) - see Holder I, 329, who derived it from *bʰeg- "to run", but Greek ϕέβομαι "ich fliehe" indicates *-gʰ- which would imply Gaulish ‘virtual’ /Babantia.

Mann (1984-87, 61) offered an original Brythonic addition, etymologizing Welsh baedd, Cornish baith "boar" from *bʰag-ed- "mast-eater" (let us add Old Cornish baheet "aper, urres" with unetymological -h-; see Campanile 1974, 11 who concluded "senza etimologia").

Albanian

La Piana (1939, 102-03) compared Greek φάγος with Albanian bung(e) m., pl. -a "chestnut oak / Quercus sessiflora", cf. also Rumunian bunget "oak-thicket" (Orel 1998, 42). La Piana proposed the starting-point *bʰangos, while Hamp (1973, 1095; first apud Friedrich 1970, 108) derives it from *bʰeg- "to run", but Greek ϕέβομαι "ich fliehe" indicates *-gʰ- which would imply Gaulish 'virtual' Bǎbantia.

Mann (1984-87, 61) offered an original Brythonic addition, etymologizing Welsh baedd, Cornish baith "boar" from *bʰag-ed- "mast-eater" (let us add Old Cornish baheet "aper, urres" with unetymological -h-; see Campanile 1974, 11 who concluded "senza etimologia").

Iranian

Henning (1963, 68-69, fn. 2) perhaps definitively rejected Bartholomae’s comparison of Central Kurdish (Mukri) būz "elm" which together with Gurani wiz, Talish vizim, Eastern Persian guzm, Zābulistān γυζβη, Central Persian (Khūnsār) γυζβά reflect Iranian *uizua- (the change ū > ū is known in Kurdis, cf. tūz "sharp" vs. older tūz id. - see Bartholomae 1898, 271), and offered a more convincing Iranian supplement, namely Gilani fāγ/ fiγ "hornbeam", with an analogous development as Persian fāγfūr "divine son" < *baga-putra- (Bailey 1936, 1054 = 1981, 302; he mentioned the East Iranian provenance of this title in confrontation with Persian pus "son").

On the other hand, the attempt of Paxalina (1983, 26) to include here Wakhi bānj "oak", Munjan vænzīya id. is wrong; these tree-names reflect Indo-Iranian *van- "tree", cf. Old Indic vàn- "tree" : vána-m "wood, forest, grove"; Avestan van-, vanā- "tree", Zoroastrian Pahlavi (b)wṇ, Persian būn, Buddhistic Sogdian wnh, Pashto wana "tree", Khotanese bañīhya- id., besides the specialized meanings in Khotanese bañījā- "willow" or

**Indo-Aryan**

There are remarkable forms in the modern Indo-Aryan languages from Northwest: West Pahari phā́gu "fig tree", Panjabi, Phalura, Shina phā́g, Sawi phā́g, Wotapuri phā́tu id. < *phā́gu-; Panjabi phagvā́rā m. "Ficus carioicoides", phagvā́rī, phagvū́rā f. "its fruits", West Pahari phegō "fig". The unexpected ph- could be caused by the influence of Old Indic phā́la- n. "fruit", cf. Old Indic (lex.) phalgu- "Ficus oppositifolia" (Turner 1966, #9063; Buddrus 1967, 120) with -l- indicating the contamination phā́la- x *bhā́gu-.

**Baltic**

Karulis (I, 304) sees a Baltic cognate in Lithuanian guōba & guobà "Ulme, Rüster / Ulmus campestris", guobas "weisser, heller Baum, der Ulme nahestehende Gattung" (Leipalingis), guobynas "Ulmenhain, mit Ulmen bewachsene Hain", Latvian guōba "Ulme, Rüster / Ulmus campestris", Hainbuche, Hornbaum / Carpinus betulus", guobā́js, guobiēns (LKŽ III, 736; Fraenkel 1962-65, 176-77; Mühlenbach & Endzelin I, 688). The Baltic tree-name is derivable from *gṓb/hṓb/ṓ-ā. The are two differences from the common root *bhā́g-: (1) The opposite order of stops. (2) The difference *ō vs. *ā. Ad (1): For the metathesis P...K > K...P there are more examples in Baltic: (i) Lithuanian kēpti : kepū "backen, braten", Latvian cept "backen, braten, sengen, brennen" vs. Slavic *pektʹi : *pekø "to bake" < *pekø- (Pokorny 1959, 798; Fraenkel 1962-65, 241). (ii) Lithuanian gerbtī : gerbtū "achten, hochschätzen, (ver)ehren" vs. Slavic *bergtʹi : *bergq "to protect, look after" (Trubachev 1977, 10). Ad (2): The Lithuanian-Latvian correspondence in the root vocalism indicates IE *ō instead of expected *ā > Lithuanian ė [ē] ~ Latvian ā/ā [ā] (Stang 1966, 37-38). The following three solutions might solve this question: A) The specific dialectal development, concretely IE / proto-Baltic *ā > Žemaitic uo; Latgalian & Southeast Vidzeme uo (Stang 1966, 37-38). B) In the standard model of Indo-European apophony *ā : *ō are compatible with the help of the laryngeal theory, i.e. *eH2 : *oH2. C) Irregular development of the root vocalism under the influence, e.g., of the verb of the type guobti "aushöhlen".

**Slavic**

In Slavic a cognate has been sought in *buzь, *buzь, *buzьe "sambucus; syringa", indicating *b(ʰ)uʒ(ʰ)-, *b(ʰ)a/ouʒ(ʰ)-, *b(ʰ)uŋ(ʰ)-, in spite of the difference in the root vowel and in semantics. The third argument against the 'beech-elder' etymology follows from the fact that the Iranian (Gilani fāy) and Albanian data confirm the velar character of *-g-. Summing up, it seems best to exclude the 'elder' -name from our consideration of the 'beech'-etymology. For Slavic *buzь / *buzь / *buzьe there is a promising cognate in Lithuanian biožë "reed-mace / Typha latifolia" = "śvendras, vilkauodegë" (LKŽ 1, 1169), cf. also the river-name Biož-upis (Vanagas 1981, 74) and Latvian bouze or buṓzu kuoks "gekappter Baum im Walde". On the other hand, it is legitimate to ask, if the
homonymous roots—pre-Slavic *bʰugʰi-"elder", and IE *bʰug(o)-"he-goat" (> Gypsy buzni "goat"; Avestan būz-, Persian buz, Ossetic bog "he-goat", Armenian buc "lamb", pre-Celtic *bugno- > *bukko- "he-goat" > Old Irish bocc, Welsh bŵch, Cornish bōch "caper", Breton bouc’h "bouc", pre-Germanic *bukna- > Old Icelandic bukkr, bokki, Old English bucca, Old High German bōc,-čes "buck, he-goat" - see Abaev I, 264; Adams & Mallory, EIEC 229; Pokorny 1959, 174; Stokes 1894, 179-80)—are related? The most natural semantic bridge between the meanings "elder" and "(he-)goat" is the fact that "elder" is classified as Loniceraceae and there are more representatives of this subfamily with a name motivated by "(he-)goat": Greek αἰγίνη (Ps.-Diosc. 4.14); Medieval Latin caprifolium, German Geissblatt, and further Russian зимолость, Ukrainian зимолость, Byelorussian зімолог, Polish zimołza "woodbine / Lonicera", etc. < Slavic *žimolžb &= *žimlža < *gʰaid- "goat" & *melg- "to milk" (Trubačev 1960, 84 and Id. apud Vasmer II, 55-56), and outside Indo-European, e.g., Nogai eski tal "sambucus", lit. "goat’s willow" (Dmitrieva 1972, 181). The ‘goat’-etymology allows us to include here Latin sambucus (Lucil.) ~ sabuncus (gloss) "elder", if it reflects Gaulish *sam-buknos < *smbʰu^o-, cf. Celtic *bukko- "he-goat" < *bugno- (*smbʰ- is a prefix with a collective function which can be identified in other tree-names too).

The following appelatives designating various parts of chariot seem more promising:

*baga > Serbo-Croatian dial. bάga "Wagnererat, Teil am Wagen", Macedonian dial. bάga "part of a chariot"; cf. also Russian bagán "long thin pole; fork, wooden hook of a plough".

*bag(ɔ)rb > Slovak bahor "wooden bent part of a wheel", Ukrainian dial. (Boikovian) báh(o)r "hinge of the wheel tire", Russian bagó "long wooden pole with the iron extension and hook" and *bagro > Slovak dial. bahro "part of a wheel", bahra f. "wheel tire", Ukrainian bahró "hinge; part forming the wheel tire", Russian dial. bagró "metallic extension of bagór" (Berneker 1908, 38; Sadnik & Aitzetmuller 1963-73, 108; SP I, 179; Trubačev 1, 132-33, 130; Vasmer I, 101-02). Trubačev (l.c.) accepts Ondruš’ etymology identifying here the derivative of the root *bʰegʷ- "to run". The apophonic grade *bʰogʷ, unattested in Slavic, is known e.g. from Lithuanian boginti "etwas Schweres eilig forttragen, fortschleppen" : bėgti "laufen, rennen". The semantic motivation "wheel" = "runner" is quite natural, cf. Greek τροχός "wheel" : τρέχω "I run, go" or Latin rota "wheel" : Old Irish retaid "runs" (Huld 2000, 99-101), but the primary meaning of the quoted Slavic words was "wooden part of a chariot". In this case it is quite natural to expect the motivation of the designation to be based on the material, namely "wood", cf. Mycenaean do-we-jo = dorwejos (Aura Jorro 1985, 194) determining the wooden parts of a chariot (Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 1984, 730). In the Iliad (V, 838) the wood from the *bʰag-tree ("oak" in Greek) serves as a material for the axle: φίγινος οξον, cf. also the Latin adaptation fāgīnus axis (Verg. Georg.III, 172). For both alternative suffixes (i) *-rb and (ii) *-brb there are functionally close parallels in Slavic: (i) *dbrb "oak forest" : *dbrb "oak", *grabrb "hornbeam" : *grabrb id., *bbrb "bean" : *bbrb id., cf. also Lithuanian stuobras "trunk, stem" : stūobas id. (Sławski 1976, 17-18); (ii) Slavic *stubsbrb "trunk, stem; column, post, pole" = Lithuanian stuburas "column; spine, backbone" = Latvian stuburs "column, pole" : stubs "trunk, stem", Old English stībb "trunk, stem" < *stubja- (Otrębski 1965, 151; Sławski 1976, 27).
Armenian

Armenian p'ekon "beech" is apparently borrowed from Greek (Mann 1963, 11). As a continuation of the base *bʰaɡ(ó)- one would expect Armenian 'bak. Such a word really exists - it means "stick, pole" (Džaukjan 1967, 102, fn. 37). The semantic shift may be confirmed by the following parallels: (i) Russian dubina "stick, club, cudgel" : dub "oak"; (ii) Russian trost' "stick" : Ossetic tærš / tæršә "beech / Fagus silvatica ~ orientalis" < *tʰstә- , originally "hard", cf. Old Indic tṛṣṭa- "rough, harsh; hoarse" (Abaaev 1979, 272-73).

Besides the tree-names and wooden objects there are two Indo-European languages where the base *bʰaɡ- (or *bʰag- !) can be identified only in divine names, viz. Phrygian and Lydian. Ramat (1963, 50) mentions the relation of *perku- "oak" as a sacred tree and *Perk'uno- "oak- & storm-god" (see Pokorny 1959, 822-23). In our case one should suppose an opposite development: *bʰago- "god (as a distributor of happiness)" → *bʰaɡ(ó)- "divine tree".

Phrygian

Beginning with Torp (1895, 193-94) a Phrygian cognate has been sought in the epithet of Zeus: Βαγαϊός Ζνéric Φρύγιος (Hesych.), cf. other divine epithets motivated by the root *bʰaɡ- as Ζνéric Φηγωνοξός after Steph. Byz. and Latin luppiter Fāgutālis. This idea was supported e.g. by Gusmani (1958, 853). On the other hand, there are also alternative solutions: (a) The emendation Βα<λνχ>αϊός based on one inscription from Bithinia-Paphlagonia where we read ΔΠ ΒΑΛΗΩ ΠΟΠΑΙΟΧ ΑΝΤΩΝΙΟΧ ΑΡΕΣΤΟΧ, and Hesychius' gloss βαλλήν βασιλεύς. Φρυγιστί (Schmitt, 1963, 44-46); (b) The Iranian origin of Βαγαϊός with respect to Old Persian baga- "god", bagāya- "divine" (Neroznak 1978, 137-38 with older references). But the witness of the Old Phrygian inscriptions speaks for the native origin of the form with -g-. In the dedicative inscription G-136 (Gordion, 6th cent.?) tadoy iman bagun the last word has been interpreted as the acc. sg. ntr. in *-ðn (Lejeune 1979, 224) meaning "deity, image" or "happiness" (Neroznak 1978, 104; Bajun & Orel 1988, 194 respectively).

Anatolian

Phrygian is not the only language of ancient Anatolia where the base Bak" is used in theonymy. Arkwright (1918, 62) compared Phrygian Βαγαϊός with Lydian Βακι- "Bakchus" (see Gusmani 1964, 74-75). With regard to the absence of any etymology of Greek Βάκχος "Dionysos", it is legitimate to ask if this theonym is not borrowed from Asia Minor (Nilsson I, 578). The relation of Dionysos to the world of trees may be demonstrated by Dionysos' epithets δενδρίτης "zum Baum gehörig" (Plut. Quaest. conviv. V, 3.1) or ένδενδρος παρά Ροδιάς Ζεύς καὶ Διόνυσος ἐν Βουκικά. (Hesych.).

On the other hand, some scholars seek a continuant of the IE "beech" in Lydian μυσός "beech", deriving it from *bʰuго. The "beech" is and was known in Asia Minor, but only in the northern coastal zone, not inland, including Lydia. The most natural solution of this discrepancy was proposed by Lane (1967, 210-11), viz. μυσός = "the Mysian (tree)"), cf. the typological parallels in two Finnish designations for "beech": saksan tammi "Saxon (= German) oak", saksan saarni "Saxon ash-tree" (Feist 1913, 495).
Etymology

There have been several etymological attempts to interpret the Indo-European dendronym "beech".

1. \(^{b^6}g(\ddag)\) - from \(^{b^6}g\) - "zuteilen, als Anteil, als Portion erhalten" \(\rightarrow\) "essen" (Pokorny 1959, 107; Schirmer & Kümmer, LIV 65):
   1.1. The idea of the 'beech' as a tree with edible nuts was first proposed by Apion (1st cent. AD) and kept by many scholars in the 19th cent. and later (e.g. Kuhn 1855, 84; Hirt 1892, 483). Support for this identification can be sought in Old English \(mæst\) "mast, beechnuts, acorns", Old & Middle High German \(mast\) "Futter, Mast, Mastung, Eichelmast" < West Germanic \*masta; Old Irish \(mes\) "glandée, pâturé", Welsh \(mes\) "glandée" etc. < \*med-tu-, vs. Gothic \(mats\) "food", \(matjan\) "to eat" etc. (Torp & Falk 1909, 318, 305; LÉIA, M-43; Mann 1984-87, 724, 761-62; probably derivable from \*med- "voll werden, satt werden" reconstructed by Zehnder, LIV 423-24). It is tempting also to add Greek \(μόστηνα κόρων\) (Ath. II, 52b) and Spanish \(mesto\) "Zerreiche" with Basque \(ameitz\) "Steineiche / Quercus robur; Hainbuche / Carpinus betulus" (Meyer-Lübke 1935, #420; Lopelmann 1968, 49-50), although the question of the donor-language remains open. A semantically less supported idea was proposed by Leumann (1930, 190) who speculated about the interpretation "Losbaum", cf. Avestan \(baya\) - "Anteil, Los".

1.2. Ramat (1963, 49-51) concluded that the tree-name \(^{b^6}g\ddag\)s meant "belonging to \(^{b^6}g\)\(\ddag\)o-", i.e. "consecrated to \(^{b^6}g\)\(\ddag\)o-".

2. Krogmann (1955, 19f) speculated about the derivation from the root \(^{b^6}g\ddag-/^{b^6}s\)- "glänzen, leuchten, scheinen" (Pokorny 1959, 104-05; Schirmer, LIV 68-69: \(^{b^6}ge\)\(\ddag\)\(\ddag\)). The proposed derivational pattern is in principle possible, although the suffix \*\(-go/-\(-g\ddag-, extending the bare verbal root, is not too productive, but cf. Lithuanian \(eig\) "Gang" : \(eiti\) "gehen", Latvian \(mirga\) "Taucherente" : \(niri\) "tauchen", and Old Church Slavonic \(struga\) "Strömung" : Lithuanian \(srav\ddag;\) \(srav\ddag;\ddag;\) "gelinde fliessen" (Brugmann 1906, 507).

Concerning semantics, there is a parallel e.g. in German \(Wei\ddag;e\)\(\ddag;uce\), Turkish \(ak\) \(gür\)\(\ddag;en\) "beech", lit. "white hornbeam" (Dmitrieva 1972, 181; Räsänen 1969, 151 has recorded \(gür\ddag\)\(\ddag;\)n ~ \(gül\ddag\)\(\ddag;\)n "eine Buchenart / Chadara tenax").

3. Starostin (1988, 124) assumed a borrowing of IE \(^{b^6}g(\ddag)\) - from a substratal source of the type proto-North Caucasian \*pöln\(\ddag;\)qwe "oak; wood", reconstructed on the basis of West Caucasian \*p\(\ddag;\)q\(\ddag;\)`\(\ddag;\)\(\ddag;\)a ~ \(p(p)\ddag;\ddag;\)a > Adyghe, Kabardin \(pxa\) "wood", Ubykh \(m\ddag;xa\)-\(\ddag;\)\(\ddag;\) "spoon", Abkhaz \(a\)-\(m\ddag;\ddag;\)\(\ddag;\)\(\ddag;\) id.; East Caucasian \*m\(p\ddag;\ddag;\)qwe "oak, acorn" > Avar \(mikk\), Chamalal \(nik\)\(\ddag;\), Akusha \(mig\), Kubachi \(mik\)\(\ddag;\), Tabasaran \(maql\)\(\ddag;\) etc. Later the West Caucasian material was separated and connected with the East Caucasian etymon "birch", all from North Caucasian \*m\(h\ddag;\ddag;\)q\(w\)\(\ddag;\) (NCED 810), while the reconstruction of the East Caucasian "oak" was given with more precision to \*m\(h\ddag;\ddag;\)q\(w\) (NCED 811-12). With respect to these new reconstructions, it is difficult to seek any relation between IE \(^{b^6}g\)- and North Caucasian \*m\(h\ddag;\ddag;\)q\(w\) "oak". The North Caucasian origin is very probable for the isolated designation of "oak" in Old Georgian \(muqa\), Georgian \(muxa\) (Fähnrich 1988, 35). On the other hand, a substratal language related to North Caucasian could be a source of a pre-Romance \*m\(u\)\(g\)us "Zwergtanne" preserved in Trientinian \(mug\), Friulian \(muge\), Puschlav (Graubünden) \(muf\), Bornio (Lombardia) \(muf\) (Meyer-Lübke 1935, #5721).
4. Until the present time nobody paid attention to possible external relations. There are promising parallels in 3 or 4 branches of the Afroasiatic (macro)family: Semitic *baky-* > Hebrew bākā "Pistacia lentiscus", bēkāyyim pl. "sorte d'arbre", Arabic baka" arbuste épineux", maybe also baka" plante ligneuse comme le bašam ["arbuste odoriférant"] qui, lorsqu'il est coupé, laisse couler une sève laiteuse" (Cohen 1976, 64). Egyptian (New Kingdom) bkj "Art Baum in Syrien (Terebinthe?)", maybe also bkj "eine grössere Frucht" (Erman & Grapow I, 482), although the West Semitic origin cannot be excluded.


Chadic (East): Bidiya bāgu "fig-tree" (Alio), Migama bóó "fig-sycamore", Jegu bungaye "fig-tree" (Jungraithmayr).

In Dravidian there are at least three promising candidates, all trees with edible fruits or nuts:

*pākk-u > Tamil pākku "areca nut, areca palm", pāku "areca nut", Malayalam pākku "a raw areca nut", Tulu pākuṭṭi "knife for cutting betel nuts", Telugu pō:ka "areca nut; areca tree / Areca catechu", Kuwi pōka mrānu "areca tree" (DEDR # 4048);
*pāk-al > Tamil pākal / pāval "balsam pear / Momordica charantia", Malayalam pāval id., Kannada hāgal(a) id. (DEDR # 4045);
*pākk-ay > Kannada pakke "tamarisk tree / Tamarix indica", Telugu pakke, pakkiya "tamarisk tree / Tamarix gallica ~ indica" (DEDR #3812).

In Altaic promising cognates occur in one of the Mongolian languages, namely Kalmyk buryr "Buche, Buchenholz" (Ramstedt 1935, 58)—while Written Mongolian eberling modun and Khalkha everleg mod reflect the metaphor "horny tree" (Dmitrieva 1972, 182)—and in one of the Turkic languages, namely Chulym-Turkic pāγu "forest in a swampy country consisting of no great pines" (Rassadin 1971, 162).

Conclusion

Friedrich & Mallory (EIEC 58-60) summarize the discussion about "beech" in the following assumptions:
1. That *b’agó- actually meant "beech" rather than any of its other reflexes;
2. That *b’agó- could be attributed to proto-Indo-European antiquity rather than a later dialectal status;
3. That the assumed distribution of the "beech" in prehistory was correct.

The facts analyzed here allow the following interpretation. Let us start with the third question: Ad 3. The best answer was given by Friedrich & Mallory (EIEC, 59-60):

"The spread of the beech after the end of the last Ice Age can be traced across Europe where the initial finds are confined to southern and central Europe. By c 6000 BC the beech was largely confined to northern Greece, the Balkans and the Alpine region with expansions westward into northern Italy and towards south and central France. By c 4000 BC the beech may be found as far north as southern Germany and Romania. By 3000 BC, the beech would have penetrated further north into southern Poland and by 2000 BC the beech would have reached the Baltic Sea and northern France. Despite many claims to the contrary, this temporally dynamic spread of the beech offers little comfort to any putative solution to the IE homeland problem. In the area of Asia where we believe the beech was quite native, i.e. Anatolia to northern Iran, it is
linguistically unattested. Its heartland in Europe was largely confined to Greece and the Balkans, the very territories that provide the meaning 'oak' rather than 'beech'. In those regions where IE stocks do attest the meaning 'beech', the tree itself seldom appears earlier than the Bronze Age, i.e., clearly after the period of PIE disintegration / IE expansions. Its sensational spread north and westwards from its original core area during the Bronze Age (c. 2500–1000 BC) may correspond roughly to the expansion of some IE peoples into western Europe as the vast primeval forests of beech and oak had been established in Gaul and Germany but the concatenation of assumptions required to press the "beech line" into an argument concerning the earlier location of the Indo-Europeans would appear to be exceedingly dubious."

Note 1) The situation is not so hopeless. Besides Modern Turkish ak gürgen "beech", lit. "white hornbeam" (Dmitrieva 1972, 181) we know the Lydian designation of the "beech", viz. μυροκός, μυκός, lit. probably "a Mysian [tree]" (see above), Armenian gadčaradzar, gadari, gadżi "beech" (Schrader & Nehring 1917-23, 171), and several Iranian terms: Ossetic tær(ae), lit. "hard" (see above), Modern Persian abilité, Talysh abilité, Gilani rāš, Kurdic dara res, all from Iranian *rassé- "red" (> Persian raš "mixed red and white, between black and white", Armenian lw. erašh "rotlich", besides Kurdic raš "black", Khotanese rās "dark-colored", Wakhi rākš grey, brown); Iranian > Mari rākš(a) "braun": Old Indic rāga- "redness" - see Bailey 1979, 362; Joki 1973, 306), cf. German Rotbuche and Turkic idiom from Kaghānūd qizilayāf, lit. "red tree" (Henning 1963, 68, fn. 1), further Modern Persian čeker, Nūr čil(h)ar and Mazenderani mîrs (Henning 1963, 68).

The "beech" is also well-known in the aboriginal languages of the Caucasus: Kartvelian *cipi- or *cip- "beech" > Georgian cipeli, Mingrelian & Laz cipuri, Swan cipra (Klimov 1964, 244; Fähnrich & Sardwhelandse 1995, 503 respectively); East Caucasian *pirpi "beech" > Chechen-Ingush pop, Andi pipi, Ginukh pepi, Bezhta pipe id., Gunzib pibe-s "plane-tree", Khvarshin pepe "cudgel", Akusha, Urakhi purpi, Kubachi pîpe "beech"; Lezgin pipi-n tar, Tabasaran pirpu-n har, Budukh pip, Udim pipp, pup-na xođ id., Kryz pip "id., poplar" (NCED 872-73);


Ad 1. The common semantic denominator for the Indo-European dendronym *bʰag(ō)- may be determined as a "tree with edible fruits / nuts and hard wood, of the family Fagaceae", continuing as "oak" in Greek, "chestnut-oak" in Albanian, and "beech" in Italic and Germanic; probably also Baltic and Iranian, where the substitution "beech" → "hornbeam" is more probable than "oak" → "hornbeam", taking into account a common occurrence and the similar grey bark of both the "beech" and "hornbeam". Regarding the rich "oak"-terminology in Continental Celtic, cf. *derua > Old French dervée "oak-forest", *d(e)rullia > French drouille, drille "oak", *kassano- > Old French chasne, French chêne "oak", South French kasañu "young oak-tree", Sicilian cásinu id., Piemontic (Cuneo) kasna, Catalan (Ribagorça) kase "oak", *kassiko- > Gallego caxigo, Asturian caxigu, Spanish quejigo "oak" (Meyer-Lübke 1935, ##2585b, 2778a, 1740;
Wolf 1997, 1013-32), it is quite natural to expect a different meaning of the Continental Celtic *bāg(o)-, and "beech" is a promising pretender. Summing up, the meaning "beech" seems the most probable.

Ad 2. The occurrence of the *bāg(o)--dendronym and its derivatives in Italic, Germanic, Albanian, Greek and Iranian, probably also in Celtic, Baltic and Slavic, implies that this tree was among the most widespread tree-names in the Indo-European languages. The theonym Букъос with its Lydian (and Phrygian ?) parallels could indicate the presence of the *bāg(o)-tree in ancient Anatolia too, especially with respect to the epithets δενδρίτης and ἐνδενδόρος of the synonymous theonym Dionysus. There is even an external witness of a deep antiquity in the arboreal terms outside Indo-European: Afroasiatic *baky/H- and Dravidian *pakk-/*pāk-/*pakk-. Together with Indo-European *bāg(o)- they designate various trees with edible fruits. Regarding the regular correspondences in agreement with the Nostratic historical phonology, these forms represent a common heritage rather than mutual borrowings. On the other hand, the external parallels do not allow us to determine the IE laryngeal (if we do not take into account the glides in the position of the third radical in Afroasiatic). The evidence could indicate the originally unapophonic *-a-, inherited from the older stage of the Indo-European protolanguage (cf. Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 1984, 161).

Summing up, *bāg(o)- ± "beech" belongs to the most archaic part of the Indo-European lexicon. Accepting this (and there is both internal and external evidence for it), this tree-name was used in the territory occupied by Indo-Europeans before their dispersal. The exact determination of a homeland is impossible; the described spread of the "beech" indicates that we must take in account the Balkans, north Asia Minor, the Caucasus and north(east) Pontic area, all the regions around the Black Sea (let us mention that in the Boreal this sea was significantly smaller). Paradoxically, the early dispersal of the "beech" excludes the area westward and northward to the Alps and Carpathians, contrary to attempts to localize the Indo-European homeland (e.g. Hirt, Thieme).
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On the Origin of Affricates in Austric

La Vaughn H. Hayes

1. Introduction.

1.1. Background. In 1973, Paul K. Benedict rejected the existence of Austric and inclusion of Austroasiatic in Austro-Tai, the superphylum which he had created in 1966 to link the South East Asian language families of Austronesian, Kadai, and Miao-Yao. He did so on grounds of insufficient lexical evidence, but the writer has since presented a massive quantity of lexical and phonological evidence (cf. Hayes 1992, 1997b, 1999, 2000a) which confirms that Austric is a viable taxonomic entity comprising the AA and AN languages, as Wilhelm Schmidt had first proposed in 1906. Pending future confirmation, Austric may be assumed to be a subgroup of Austro-Tai on the basis of Benedict's classification of Austronesian.

In 1975, Benedict reconstructed a two-phoneme affricate series for Austro-Tai, which he enlarged in 1990 to six phonemes. If Austric does belong within Austro-Tai, then the question arises as to whether or not the AT affricates were continued in Austric. At first glance, that would seem to be the case, for Benedict set up in 1973 two provisional affricates for Proto-Austroasiatic and proposed in 1990 that Proto-Austronesian possessed reflexes of all six of the AT affricates. Closer examination of the available comparative data reveals, however, that an entirely new hypothesis of affricate origin is needed for Austric and Austro-Tai.

1.2. Purpose and Objectives. The purpose of this presentation is to review pertinent AT and Austric reconstruction and examine relevant lexical, morphological, and phonological correspondence. Its objective is to determine whether or not the AT affricates were continued in Austric and what the origin of the corresponding Austric phonemes really was.

2. Review of Affricate Reconstruction.

2.1. Austro-Tai. In his 1975 reconstruction of PAT phonology, Benedict set up the affricates and nasal-affricate clusters shown in Table 1. Their primary AA and AN correspondents are also displayed, the former introduced by the writer, the latter taken from Benedict 1975:155, 168.

In 1990, Benedict added the palatal affricates *tʃ, dʒ, nɬʃ, ndɬʃ/ and alveolo-palatal affricates *tʃ, dʒ, nɬʃ, ndɬʃ/ to the AT phoneme inventory. He also argued that all of these consonants and

---

1. Kadai is also known as Tai-Kadai, Miao-Yao as Hmong-Mien. In 1990, Benedict attempted further to include Japanese-Ryukyuan in Austro-Tai.
2. Abbreviations used here are AA (Austroasiatic), ACD (Austronesian Comparative Dictionary), AJ (Austro-Japanese), AK (Austro-Kadai), AN (Austronesian), AT (Austro-Tai), C (consonant), CF (composition form), KY (Khmu' Yuan), MK (Mon-Khmer), MP (Malayo-Polynesian), MUK (Mường Khít), NK (Nyah Kur), OK (Old Khmer), OM (Old Mon), PK (Proto-Katuic), PM (Proto-Mon), PMN (Proto-Mnong), PNB (Proto-North Bahnaric), PSB (Proto-South Bahnaric), PVM (Proto-Viet-Muông), PW (Proto-Waic), R (resonant), V (vowel), VN (Vietnamese).
3. Square brackets denote phonetic, slashes phonemic representation. In reconstructed forms, square brackets also denote uncertainty and parentheses optionality.
clusters are reconstructible at the PAN level, a position not endorsed by any Austronesianist to the writer’s knowledge. AA */c, j, ňc, ňj/ appear to correspond respectively to these new phonemes and clusters on the basis of the few comparative examples found thus far (see appendix).

Table 1. The AT Affricates and their Austric Correspondents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Austro-Tai</th>
<th>Austroasiatic</th>
<th>Austronesian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*ts</td>
<td>*(n)c</td>
<td>*(n)s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*nts</td>
<td>*(n)c</td>
<td>*(n)s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*dz</td>
<td>*j</td>
<td>*z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*ndz</td>
<td>*(n)j</td>
<td>*(n)z</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2. Austronesian. Otto Dempwolff did not reconstruct affricates for Proto-Austronesian, but the “palatals” */t’, d’, ňt’, ňd’/ which he established are pertinent to our discussion. Isidore Dyen resymbolized these as */s, z, ňs, ňz/ (*/n replaces */n/ here), and these symbols have been adopted in mainstream AN historical linguistics, as represented by the work of Robert A. Blust, for example. Dyen also introduced the retroflex affricate */C/ and palatal stop */Z/ to account for certain irregular correspondences.

Although called palatals, the exact phonetic nature of */s, z/ (Dempwolff’s */t’, d’/) has always been debatable. The preponderant modern reflex of */s/ is /s/, but some languages have /c, t, ts/; the most common reflex of */z/ is /d/, but some languages have /r, ts, dz/. In light of these facts, it is quite possible that Benedict was correct in proposing that PAN */s, z/ were really */ts, dz/. Nevertheless, */s, z/ will be used here in keeping with common practice in AN linguistics.

Dempwolff did not reconstruct the denti-alveolar sibilants */s, z/, but evidence from Formosan, one primary subgroup of Austronesian, indicates that these phonemes were present at the PAN and PFormosan levels, shifting to */h, D/, respectively, in Proto-Malayo-Polynesian, the other primary AN subgroup. Dyen sought to rectify this situation partially by creating PAN */S/, ostensibly a voiceless apical sibilant, though Otto Dahl’s discussion of this proto-phoneme (Dahl 1973:32-5, 101) leaves its exact phonetic nature open to debate. In this study, */h, D/ will be used in the exemplary data in section 4 and the appendix per usual AN linguistic practice.

2.3. Austroasiatic. Affricates are very rare, palatal stops very common in the modern AA languages. Accordingly, Heinz-Jürgen Pinnow reconstructed */c, j/, but no affricates for Proto-Austroasiatic, a position with which the writer concurs. Benedict tentatively proposed PAA */[ts], [dz]/ in 1973, but Gérard F. Diffloth (1977:48ff.) showed that */c, j/, respectively, can be reconstructed in their place, thus confirming that affricates did not exist in Proto-Austroasiatic.

The frequency of palatals in Austroasiatic is partially explained in Austric II (Hayes 1997b, also cf 1997a). In this article, the writer shows that a number of phonemes and clusters was transformed into palatal, to include */t, k, q, x/ > */c/ and */d, g, G, y, R/ > */j/, due to environmental conditioning and that some palatals are reflexes of final clusters composed of the final

---

4. Dempwolff’s PAN palatals, */k, g/’, which Dyen resymbolized as */c, j/ and Benedict interpreted as reflexes of AT clusters, such as */kr, gr/’, respectively, are not discussed here because they appear to have a history distinct from that of the affricates, but in a few cases, it is clear that */j/ is a reflex of Austric */dz/; cf e.g. PAN */baluj/ ‘dove species’.

5. Note, however, that */S/ appears in those examples from the ACD where Blust uses */S/ apparently to denote a voiceless sibilant. Also note that */D/ (Dempwolff’s */d/) represents a voiced retroflex stop.
stops */t, d/ and the suffix */s/. But these processes do not account for all of the AA palatals; some predate those changes, others are more recent innovations. Nor do they completely explain the many irregular correspondences seen in the available Austric comparative data involving palatal stops and other phonemes. It was these anomalies which provided much of the impetus for and interest in conducting this study.

The discovery that some Austric affricates were actually clusters of final stops and a sibilant suffix raised the possibility that affricates might not be as ancient in Austro-Tai as Benedict had led us to believe. It also indicated that additional research was needed to determine how non-final Austric affricates and their palatal correlates had originated, which is our main task here. That research began with a closer look at sibilants in “The Austric Denti-alveolar Sibilants”, published in the last volume of this journal (Hayes 2000a). In this article, the writer demonstrated that AA */s, z/ and AN */h, D/ are reflexes of Austric */s, z/, respectively, and contended that the AA/AN sibilant correspondence provides “irrefutable proof” of the existence of Austric. The usage of that phrase drew sharp criticism from certain quarters, and it may be that this censure has obscured the value of the discovery of the AA/AN sibilant correlation. If so, it is hoped that publication of this sequel to Hayes 2000a will do much to counter any negative influence arising from the criticism, for this paper demonstrates that the development of the sibilants is only one part of a larger evolutional pattern involving the Austric sibilants and affricates.

3. A New Hypothesis of Affricate Origin.

3.1. Phonological Considerations. The correspondence of AA */c, j/ to AT */ts, dz/ and AN */s, z/, respectively, shown in Table 1 and the exemplary data presented below indicates that if Austric possessed dental affricates, then they changed generally to palatal stops in Austroasiatic. This indication would also be valid in the case of the palatal and alveolo-palatal affricates, if they also existed. The phonetic ambiguity discussed in subsection 2.2 makes it unclear whether the affricates were continued or changed to palatal stops in Austronesian.

However, the AA denti-alveolar sibilants */s, z/ also correspond to the AT affricates and their AN correlates in a number of cases. The duality of this correspondence suggests phonemic splitting, as in Austric */ts, dz/ > AA */c, j/ and */s, z/, respectively. But AA */c, j/ also correspond to the AT sibilants and their AN correlates in other cases. Here, too, splitting is suggested, but on the AN side of the house, as in Austric */ts, dz/ > AN */s, z/ and */h, D/, respectively.

This irregular correspondence could be accounted for by positing identical splits in the AA and AN proto-languages or a single split in Austric prior to emergence of the dialects which would become Austroasiatic and Austronesian. However, this solution is less than satisfactory because the conditions under which those splits could have occurred are not obvious in either modern Austroasiatic or reconstructed Austronesian.

An alternate solution would be to set up two pairs of affricates, e.g. Austric */ts, dz/ and */ts', dz'/—or */ts, dz/ and */t's, dz/ (or */t's, dz/) could be used—with the former shifting to AA */c, j/ and AN */s, z/, respectively, and the latter merging with AA */s, z/ and AN */h, D/, respectively. Similar solutions have been used in similar cases in AT and AN historical reconstruction, and this explanation would be acceptable, even though we would have no means of telling precisely which pair of Austric proto-phonemes corresponds to which pair of AA and AN reflexes.
However, a more economical solution suggests itself upon review of the phonology and morphological model reconstructed for Proto-Austroasiatic in Austric I (Hayes 1992:162ff., 165ff, also cf. Hayes 2000a). Since AA */s, z/ and AN */h, D/ are the regular reflexes of Austric */s, z/, respectively, one may simply infer that Austric */s, z/ became AA */s, z/ and AN */h, D/, respectively, and splitting of affricates or mutation of an affricate series did not occur, as speculated upon above. Instead, it seems more likely that Austric */s, z/ developed under certain conditions new allophones which evolved into AA */c, j/ and AN */s, z/, respectively.

In this case, the conditions under which that development could have occurred are easily visible in the existence of the nasal-oral clusters that have been reconstructed for Austro-Tai, Austroasiatic, and Austronesian. It is virtually assured that the cluster set included */ns, nz/, and given the fact that epenthesis is known to occur in such clusters in other languages, one may infer further that the changes */ns, nz/ > */n's, n''z > */nts, ndz/ must have taken place. This epenthesis must also have taken place prior to the emergence of the AA and AN dialects, thus during the Austric era if not the AT or a preceding era.

3.2. Morphological Considerations. In Austric I, a morphological model was presented for Proto-Austroasiatic, which may also be valid for Proto-Austric (cf Hayes 1992:167ff.). This model includes three affixal complexes, a prefixal complex with the canonic form (C)(V)(R), an infixal complex with the form (V)(R)C, and a suffixal complex (R)C(V)(C). R represents probably several ancient affixes which coalesced over time as */N/, a homorganic nasal.

Juxtaposition of */N/ to consonants in the affixal complexes created a set of nasal-oral clusters, some of which have already been discussed in the Austric series, and this set doubtlessly included */ns, nz/. Epenthetic reconfiguration of the latter to */nts, ndz/ as described in the previous subsection would not be unexpected in these particular cluster environments. Thus, the morphology of the ancient language, whether Proto-Austric or Proto-Austro-Tai, can be seen as playing a crucial role in setting up the conditions under which the affricates could develop, cf. e.g. AN */bahaq/ ‘flood(ed)’ and */basaq/ ‘wet’, where */N/ was apparently applied to a verbal form */basaq/, whence AN */bahaq/, to create an attributive */baNsaq/, whence AN */basaq/.

3.3. The New Hypothesis. Comparison of the AA and AN data presented in section 4 indicates that a dental affricate series did not exist originally, but developed at some point in time primarily due to epenthesis in nasal-sibilant clusters. Prefixation of sibilant initials by stop affixes and suffixation of stop finals by sibilant affixes were secondary sources. The point in time at which these changes began to take place may have been during the AT stage or earlier, if Austric is an AT subgroup, but pending confirmation of that relationship, development of the dental affricates is shown in Table 2 as having occurred during the Austric stage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Austric</th>
<th>Austrosiatic</th>
<th>Austronesian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*s</td>
<td>*s</td>
<td>*s &gt; *h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*ns &gt; *n's &gt; *(n)ts</td>
<td>*(n)c</td>
<td>*(n)h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*z</td>
<td>*z</td>
<td>*z &gt; *D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*nz &gt; *n''z &gt; *(n)dz</td>
<td>*(n)j</td>
<td>*(n)j</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Blust has replaced Dempwolff’s PAN */bahaq/ and */basaq/ with PAN */baSaq/ ‘flood(ed)’ and PMP */besaq/ ‘wet, wash’, respectively.
The existence of the palatal and alveolo-palatal affricates proposed by Benedict cannot be verified at this time on the basis of the Austric comparative data available to the writer.

### 3.4. Subsequent Developments

#### 3.4.1. Overview.
In Table 3, phonological developments which can be posited as occurring subsequent to those shown in Table 2 are displayed.

**Table 3. Evolution of the Austric Sibilants and Affricates**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Austric</th>
<th>Austroasiatic</th>
<th>Austronesian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*s</td>
<td>*s &gt; *s</td>
<td>*s &gt; *h, *S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&gt; *ns &gt; *nt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*z</td>
<td>*z &gt; *z &gt; *s</td>
<td>*z &gt; *D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&gt; *nz &gt; *nd</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*ts</td>
<td>*c &gt; *c</td>
<td>*s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&gt; *ñc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*dz</td>
<td>*j &gt; *j</td>
<td>*z &gt; *z, *Z?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&gt; *ñj</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*nts</td>
<td>*ñc &gt; *c</td>
<td>*ñs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&gt; *ñ’c</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*ndz</td>
<td>*ñj &gt; *j</td>
<td>*ñz &gt; *z, *Z?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&gt; *ñ’j</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3.4.2. Austroasiatic.
The changes depicted in Table 3 took place in the old prefixal and infixal complex environments; they do not include those discussed in Austric II involving palatalization of spirants and stops and associated transformations, with the exception of the devoicing of */z/.

Although it is believed that affricates developed in all of the affixal complexes, it is presently unclear what became of their reflexes in the old suffixal complex environment. Nasal-oral clusters do not occur finally in the Austric daughter languages; hence, it is likely that final */nts, ndz/ were simply reduced to */c, j/ in Austroasiatic, */s, z/ in Austronesian, respectively (or perhaps more properly PAN */s, j/ since */z/ does not occur finally). However, there are some indications that at least in a few instances, final */nts, ndz/ > */c, j/ > */n’c, j/ > */y’j/ in Austroasiatic.

The */N/ affix apparently remained in use during and after the PAA stage, and this usage contributed to creation of new nasal-oral clusters. Some of these were retained into the modern era, others simplified to palatal stops or nasals. As a result of the cluster recreation, two distinct sets of cluster reflexes may be distinguished. One set apparently differs little from the original cluster, cf. Biat /njin/ ‘to weigh’, AN */zinzin/ ‘to balance something on hands’. The other may differ significantly, cf. Katu /?3?yab/ ‘to blouse’, AN */bazuh/ ‘clothes/clothing’. The latter set is believed to reflect the earliest AA nasal-oral clusters, i.e. those inherited from Austric, the former clusters created at a later date.

It appears that the earliest AA nasal-stop clusters generally changed to prenasalized implosives, such as the */ñ’c, ñ’j/ depicted in Table 3. In the case of the latter, this analysis is based primarily on correlation of PAA */ñ’j/, with which */ñ’c/ appears to have merged at least partially, to modern /y, ?y, ?, ñ, ?ñ/, which appear to reflect dissimilation and/or reduction of imploled */j/ and/or */ñ’j/. But it is possible that the early AA nasal-stop clusters merely coalesced as prenasalized unit phonemes, with implosion coming later, if at all. Whatever the nature of this
change was, its timing and distribution cannot yet be determined precisely, in part because the same sort of development has apparently recurred several times at more recent dates in the AA subgroups.

3.4.3. Austronesian. Early AN developments are more obscure, and the only certain one is the shift of PAN */s, z/ to PMP */h, D/, respectively, as mentioned in subsections 2.2 and 3.1.

Nevertheless, it is quite possible as well as plausible that other early developments occurred and remain as yet undetected. Some of the post-Dempwolff phoneme reconstructions and the phonemic alternation reconstructed both by Dempwolff and his successors may conceal such developments. Dyen's */C/, the existence of which some Austronesianists question, probably has nothing to do with the Austric sibilants and affricates. */Z/, which Dyen used to account for alternation of */z/ with */d, D/ in certain synonymous doublets reconstructed by Dempwolff, may reflect the shifts of Austric */dz/ to */z > Z/ and Austric */ndz/ to */nz > Z/, transformations quite similar to those seen in Austroasiatic. The frequent correlation of */d/ to */D/—note that these proto-phonemes also often alternate—may well reflect PAN */nz > nd > d/ in some cases while PAN */T/, a retroflex apical stop, may reflect the same */ns > nt/ shift seen in Austroasiatic. These matters need much further study.

3.5. Reconstruction Notes. Many of the exemplary data sets in the appendix contain reflexes which evidence within the same set more than one of the changes depicted in Table 3, and it is often difficult to account for all of this contrastive phonological development, even by using the usual qualifier of dialectal divergence. AN */[t][un][D]uk/ ‘to bow, bend down/over’, for example, reflects Austric */z/ > AN */z > D/. AA correspondents to this etymon reflect three different evolutionary paths of Austric */z/: 1) */z > z > s/ in Pacoh /sik/ ‘butt, gore’; 2) */z > nz > ndz > dz > j/ in Katu /pojuk/ ‘lower head to butt’; and 3) */z > nz > nd/ in Sora /duj/ ‘bend’. Additional examples can be cited from the writer's files, with the latter change also exhibited in Pacoh /diok/ ‘bend backward (finger)’, /dxy?/ ‘bent a little ways backward’; /pidvk/ ‘bend backwards’. Also cf. Vietnamese /cuk/ ‘bend down, point downward’, which reflects */zok > [kjzok > cuk/ and coalescence of a prefix and a word initial, a common phenomenon in AA linguistic history.

Contrastive morphological development can also be detected. AN */Dekuh/ ‘bent, to bow’ probably does not reflect */zok/, the Austric root underlying the above-cited forms, but rather a variant of the same lexical base, */zVk/, underlying */zok/. Pacoh /dxy?/ and /pidvk/ probably derive from the same variant as AN */Dekuh/. Similarly, Pacoh /sik/ and Katu /pojuk/ apparently descend from Austric */zok/, but their morphological history is different, the former reflecting the bare root, the latter affixed */Nzok/.

As a result of such developments, it is often necessary to reconstruct at the PAA level two or more variant proto-forms for certain etymologies. In doing so, care has been taken to exclude later developments, such as loss or accretion of the nasal element in nasal-oral clusters. But it is also often difficult to determine the age of certain changes; hence, some error in reconstruction is unavoidable at the present state of our knowledge of AA linguistic history.

7. A rigorously reductionist approach would probably eliminate many of the markers of contrastive phonological and morphological development on which the writer has focused in order to discover explanations for the origin and evolution of the Austric affricates. The basic problem here is that the writer's position requires the assumption that the AA languages retained an unusually high number of parallel lexical forms which differed minimally with respect to phonology, morphology, and semantics. In this view, even a single language might retain reflexes of such forms as
4. Exemplary Data.

4.1. Regular Correspondences.

4.1.1. Reflexes of Austric *s. Only examples from the appendix are cited; for additional ones, see Hayes 2000a.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Austric *s</th>
<th>Austroasiatic *s</th>
<th>Austronesian *s &gt; *h, *S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>s</em></td>
<td>PAA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PW *s?ym 'rotting'</td>
<td>*sa?om</td>
<td>AN *ha[r]um 'aroma'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahnar kasaay? 'sprinkle'</td>
<td>*saqi</td>
<td>AN *baSaq 'flood(ed)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katu saak 'corpse'</td>
<td>*sa[?]ak</td>
<td>AN *Sawak 'waist'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeh saw mat 'wash (face)'</td>
<td>*saw</td>
<td>AN *SawSaw 'wash'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1.2. Reflexes of Austric *ts.

4.1.2.1. Initial and Medial Position.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>*ts</th>
<th>*c</th>
<th>*s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jeh cayh 'to sneeze'</td>
<td>*caqi</td>
<td>AN *kesaq 'breathe loudly'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VN coy 'broom'</td>
<td>*cuqi</td>
<td>AN *sapuh 'broom'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacoh kəcik 'to comb'</td>
<td>*cikat</td>
<td>AN *sikat 'brush'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khmer chkay 'stand straight up or out'</td>
<td>*cakai</td>
<td>MP *sakay 'climb'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sora (*c- &gt; s-) sar 'comb'</td>
<td>*cay</td>
<td>WMP *saRu 'comb'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PW *cak 'sambhar deer'</td>
<td>*Rucak</td>
<td>MP *Rusa 'deer'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahnar cun 'garden'</td>
<td>*c[?]an</td>
<td>AN *suqan 'digging stick'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PW (*c- &gt; s-) *so? 'dog'</td>
<td>*cuq</td>
<td>AN *hasuh 'dog'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sora (*c- &gt; s-) s?i-i-n 'arm'</td>
<td>*ciq</td>
<td>AN *siku[?,h] 'elbow'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khmer caas 'contrary'</td>
<td>*caqi</td>
<td>AN *mesaq 'enemy'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kharia (*c&gt; &gt; aj 'sprinkle'</td>
<td>*ac</td>
<td>WMP *asu 'fetch water'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semelai caruus 'claw (nail)'</td>
<td>*c[?]as</td>
<td>AN *[s]ilu[h] 'fingernail'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearic cu(u)c 'meat'</td>
<td>*caici</td>
<td>AN *Sesi 'flesh, meat'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VN (*mbooc -&gt; ?bot 'foam'</td>
<td>*buc</td>
<td>MP *busa 'foam'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurku (*c- &gt; j) laaj 'penis'</td>
<td>*lac[u]</td>
<td>AN *lasu 'genitals'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrau (*c- &gt; *s-) sec 'tooth'</td>
<td>*nguc[iq]</td>
<td>AN *gusi(?) 'gums'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VN con 'bury'</td>
<td>*con</td>
<td>AN *susun 'heap up/pile up'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNB *cuh 'set fire'</td>
<td>*cuq</td>
<td>AN *lasuq 'hot'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brou ?soc'knife'</td>
<td>*[c]aw</td>
<td>AN *pisaw 'knife'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahnar coor 'dig ditch'</td>
<td>*[cu?]a</td>
<td>WMP *qasual 'lever up'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

/zok, nzok, jok, zak, nzak, jak/. The reductionist approach, much practiced in both AA and AN historical linguistics, would probably reject as untenable the idea that so many minimally divergent forms could be retained and reduce them to */zV/ or perhaps */[z,d,j]V/ or */(z,d,j)V/, thereby missing the diachronic developments proposed here. It will be interesting to see in future which side of this methodological debate proves to be the more accurate.

8. See appendix for comments on font characters.
In the following examples, the nasal cluster */nc/ was recreated, and the stop became voiced, with the nasal element usually dropping off.

**ts**

1. Birhor jo? ‘broom’
   *cuq
   AN *sapuh ‘broom’

2. OM jik ‘to harrow’
   *cak
   AN *[s]aka[h] ‘cultivate’

3. Kenaboi rajak ‘deer’
   *Rucak
   MP *Rusa ‘deer’

4. Chrau jaar ka ‘fish with a pole’
   *cu?a]
   WMP *qasual ‘lever up’

5. Kharia tijo? ‘worm’
   *tecwaq
   AN *sawa ‘giant snake’

6. Jeh jam ‘salty’
   *cem
   MP *qe(n)sem ‘sour’

4.1.2.2. Final Position.

1. Stieng tec ‘break (as a string)’
   *tac
   AN *ge(n)tas ‘break’

2. OK kac ‘break off, snap’
   *kac
   AN *gas ‘broken in two’

3. MUK ?bac ‘cut to a point’
   *mpac
   AN *(C,t,T)a(n)pas ‘cut (off)’

4. Katu tac ‘chop wood’
   *tac
   WMP *quatas ‘cut through’

5. PW *pac ‘wet’
   *[r)h]ac
   AN *lenas ‘damp’

6. Bahnar moc ‘dive in water’
   *moc
   AN *lemes ‘dip, dive’

7. Nicobar (Teressa) paic ‘venomous snake’
   *pac
   MP *upas ‘poisonous, as a snake’

8. Katu (?3)ruay? ‘field and unhusked rice’
   *uyac
   AN *beRas ‘rice between harvesting and cooking’

9. Sengoi (*suuc >) suit ‘wash’
   *zoc
   AN *kaDus ‘rub’

10. Jehai (*-c > -j) mpoj ‘salt’
    *mpuc
    AN *[t,T]imus ‘salt’

11. MUK pac ‘fish scales’
    *pac
    AN *kupas ‘scale off’

12. Che’ Wong kikoc ‘scratch’
    *kuc
    AN *kuskus ‘scrape, scratch’

13. Mendriq kac ‘scratch’
    *kac
    AN *kaskas ‘scratch’

14. Chrau gac ‘chop small wood’
    *nkac
    AN *ragas ‘sever’

15. PM *k_lec ‘slip’
    *[lac
    AN *dulas ‘slide, slip’

16. Khmer pluc ‘slip through a passage’
    *puluc
    AN *pelus ‘slip off’

17. Khmer sroc ‘sprinkle’
    *yoc
    AN *diRus ‘spray, sprinkle’

18. Kurku roj(-ki) ‘wring, squeeze’
    *yoc
    MP *peRes ‘squeeze’

19. MUK moc ‘honey’
    *mec
    AN *amis ‘sweet’

20. Katu ?auc ‘thin’
    *uc
    WMP *kurus ‘thin, lean’

21. Bahnar prach ‘splash on water’
    *sayac
    AN *SuRas ‘wash body parts’

22. Sre rapoc ‘stroke’
    *puac
    AN *gapus ‘wipe’

23. Khmer kuoc ‘knot’
    *koc
    AN *ta(R)kes ‘wrap around’
4.1.3. Reflexes of Austric *z. Only examples from the appendix are cited; for additional ones, see Hayes 2000a.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>*z</th>
<th>*z &gt; *s</th>
<th>*z &gt; *D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Katu soneet ‘belt for skirt’</td>
<td>*zanit</td>
<td>AN *genDit ‘belt’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacoh sik ‘butt, gore’</td>
<td>*zok</td>
<td>AN *[t]un[D]uk ‘to bow’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katu (High) ?asv? ‘leaf’</td>
<td>*za(n)qa</td>
<td>AN *[d,D]aqaq ‘branch’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stieng saw ‘see’</td>
<td>*zaw</td>
<td>AN *tin[D]aw ‘look at closely’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacoh saat ‘wipe off, rub’</td>
<td>*zat</td>
<td>AN *DasDas ‘rub off’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OM saq ‘conch’</td>
<td>*zaq</td>
<td>AN *qudan ‘shrimp’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrau syyr ‘take out, up’</td>
<td>*zej</td>
<td>MP *ma-diRi ‘stand’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mang zum ‘water’</td>
<td>*zom</td>
<td>MP *danum ‘water (fresh)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brou sooy ‘tail’</td>
<td>*uzay</td>
<td>AN *huDay ‘worm’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1.4. Reflexes of Austric *dz.

4.1.4.1. Initial and Medial Position.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>*dz</th>
<th>*j</th>
<th>*z, *Z?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VN (*joh &gt;) zi ‘wicked’</td>
<td>*jooq</td>
<td>MP *zaqat ‘bad’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sora jokkan ‘firm’</td>
<td>*jag</td>
<td>AN *zagzag ‘balance’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biat njiq ‘to weigh’</td>
<td>*jen</td>
<td>AN *zinzing ‘balance something on hands’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palang jen ‘be heavy’</td>
<td>*jön</td>
<td>MP *qeezen ‘bearing down’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thavung [*?ajap &gt;] ?éooop</td>
<td>*jöp</td>
<td>WMP *kizap ‘blink’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mëlooooy ‘lightning’</td>
<td>*janka</td>
<td>AN *zangut ‘chin’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sengoi janka ‘chin’</td>
<td></td>
<td>AN *bazu ‘clothes/clothing’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sora ji-jì ‘wear as a cloth’</td>
<td>*juh</td>
<td>AN *zahuq ‘far’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sora joruu-n ‘deep’</td>
<td>*jar[?]u</td>
<td>AN *zabih ‘ficus (species)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sora onjor-neeb-on ‘the fig tree’</td>
<td>*jari</td>
<td>WMP *hizaw ‘fighting cock with greenish feathers on light background’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrau juu? ‘black’</td>
<td>*jaw</td>
<td>AN *zulat ‘lick’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahnar jrow? ‘make stew’</td>
<td>*juyoq</td>
<td>Formosan (Paiwan) *ladzap ‘lightning’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrau konji ‘grass’</td>
<td>*je</td>
<td>WMP *kazap ‘long’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katu rajol ‘bamboo (thick, small)’</td>
<td>*jolay</td>
<td>AN *zelay ‘unspecified grass species’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palang jok ‘lift’</td>
<td>*juk</td>
<td>AN *ta(n)zuk ‘jut out’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mundari jal ‘lick’</td>
<td>*je[l]at</td>
<td>AN *Zilat ‘lick’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearic (*-j &gt; -c) laac ‘lightning’</td>
<td>*lajap</td>
<td>Formosan (Paiwan) *ladzap ‘lightning’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSB *jooq ‘long’</td>
<td>*[u]jan</td>
<td>WMP *kazap ‘long’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VN (*jaak &gt;) *cak ‘tie, rope’</td>
<td>*jak</td>
<td>AN *ta(n)zak ‘rope (for boat)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrau daq ju ‘saliva’</td>
<td>*joy</td>
<td>WMP *qizuR ‘saliva’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kharia taraju ‘balance [noun]’</td>
<td>*juq</td>
<td>AN *tarazuh ‘scales’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palang juroj ‘buy’</td>
<td>*ju[?]a</td>
<td>AN *zuhal ‘sell’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katu joc ‘weave by machine’</td>
<td>*jeqit</td>
<td>AN *zaqit ‘sew’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeh pla jie ‘sharp’</td>
<td>*rajay</td>
<td>Formosan (Paiwan) *[r]azdaz ‘sharp’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khmer khjaak ‘spit out’</td>
<td>*jaqi</td>
<td>MP *luzaq ‘spit’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PW *jen ‘to stand’</td>
<td>*joŋ</td>
<td>AN *jen ‘stand (up)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon jak ‘march’</td>
<td>*jak</td>
<td>MP *bezak ‘step’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Bahnar jar ‘pitch of tree’ *jør AN *pizer ‘to stick’

### 4.1.4.2. Final Position.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>*ds &gt; *dz</th>
<th>*j</th>
<th>*j</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Chrau (*-j > -c) sum ?ooc ‘sparrow’ *[ʔ]uj AN *baluj ‘dove species’

### 4.1.5. Reflexes of Austric *nts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>*nts</th>
<th>*ńc &gt; *ń’c &gt; *ń’j</th>
<th>*ńś &gt; *ś</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- VN nńty ‘to sneeze’ *
- Katu ?yiik ‘gather plants’ *
- KY toyaak ‘sambhar deer’ *
- Pacoh ?yo?yuul ‘fish with baited hook over a hole’ *
- Kotua muy? ‘one’ *
- Katu goy’iak ‘smoke’ *
- Katu ka?yep ‘suck’ *

### 4.1.6. Reflexes of Austric *ndz.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>*ndz</th>
<th>*ńj &gt; *ń’j</th>
<th>*ńz &gt; *z, *Z?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- Boriken koya? ‘bad’ *
- PW *yín ‘press down’ *
- Bahnar ?yeel ‘smooth’ *
- Sora rojum-ōn ‘a loan for a short time’ *
- VN nńem ‘close eyes’ *
- Katu ?s?yah ‘blouse’ *
- Brou yoraow ‘deep’ *
- Temoq gɔyšw ‘night’ *
- Bahnar ho?yvul ‘type of bamboo’ *
- PM *yuk ‘lift’ *
- Pacoh ?yial jal ‘lick’ *
- PK goyoŋ ‘high, long’ *
- PMN *yoy ‘lip(s)’ *
- OM kyaal ‘wind’ *
- Temiar ?oŋuh ‘heavy’ *
- Katu ?yiaŋ ‘weave fish net’ *
- PK *ʔ?yin ‘stand’ *

### 4.2. Irregular Correspondences. The irregularities in phonological correspondence exhibited by the examples in this subsection appear to reflect primarily differences in the usage of the */N/ affix, either in the Austroasiatic dialects at the time when affrication of the sibilants began or in Austronesian and/or Austronesian and their subgroups at much later dates.
### 4.2.1. Reflexes of Austric *s.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Meanings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sora</td>
<td>*c- &gt; s-) serum ‘to smell’</td>
<td>AN *ha[r]um ‘aroma’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearic</td>
<td>cu(u)c ‘meat’</td>
<td>AN *Sesi ‘flesh, meat’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearic</td>
<td>chaak ‘seed’</td>
<td>AN *bineSiq ‘seed rice’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katu</td>
<td>?cak ‘body’</td>
<td>AN *Sawak ‘waist’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katu</td>
<td>nca ‘wash hair’</td>
<td>AN *SawSaw ‘wash’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Meanings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thavung</td>
<td>suh ‘nest’</td>
<td>AN *pu(n)suh ‘anthill’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santali</td>
<td>sar ‘arrow’</td>
<td>AN *busuR ‘bow’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahnar</td>
<td>səpuuyh ‘sweep’</td>
<td>AN *sapuh ‘broom’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonda</td>
<td>soso ‘rotten’</td>
<td>MP *busuk ‘rotten’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jehai</td>
<td>kasak ‘deer’</td>
<td>MP *Rusa ‘deer’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khmer</td>
<td>suan ‘garden’</td>
<td>AN *suqan ‘digging stick’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVM</td>
<td>*si ‘arm, hand’</td>
<td>AN *siku[?,h] ‘elbow’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacoh</td>
<td>son ‘push’</td>
<td>AN *susun ‘heap up’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSB</td>
<td>*rosoh ‘lungs’</td>
<td>AN *pusuq ‘heart’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSB</td>
<td>*soh ‘kindle’</td>
<td>AN *lasuq ‘hot’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thavung</td>
<td>ksan ‘tooth’</td>
<td>AN *hi(n)san ‘jaw’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katu</td>
<td>soor ‘replant’</td>
<td>WMP *qasual ‘lever up’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santali</td>
<td>basan ‘warm’</td>
<td>AN *ga(n)san ‘to light’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sora</td>
<td>singher ‘ginger’</td>
<td>AN *saqan ‘sharp-tasting’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mundari</td>
<td>si?b ‘to smoke’</td>
<td>AN *qesep ‘sip, suck’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kharia</td>
<td>saw ‘husband’</td>
<td>MP *qasawa ‘spouse’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahnar</td>
<td>kohret ‘tie securely’</td>
<td>AN *si[r]at ‘tie (together/up/on)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OM</td>
<td>sah ‘wash the face with’</td>
<td>WMP *biseq ‘wash’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.2.2. Reflexes of Austric *z.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Meanings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sora</td>
<td>duj ‘bend’</td>
<td>AN *[t]un[D]uk ‘to bow’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VN</td>
<td>?dam ‘have an intense desire for’</td>
<td>WMP *kidam ‘miss, crave’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacoh</td>
<td>ndooy ‘little finger/toe’</td>
<td>AN *huDay ‘worm’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
*z
*nz > *ndz > *dz

Katu pojuk ‘lower head to butt’
Katu (High) ?ajih ‘snag’
Palaung joh ‘drop down’
Santali joha ‘cheek’
Kurkujim ‘name’
VN (*jóm >) zam ‘lustful’
VN (*ját >) zet ‘wash, launder’
PSB *juun ‘deer’
VN (*jép >) cap toy ‘at nightfall’
Khñaría juro? ‘thorn’
Khasi jhum ‘vapor’
VN zoy ‘worm, larva’

*z
*nz > *nd

Katu ?yiic ‘belt’
VN ñim ‘close eyes’
Pacoh tan?yoh ‘drip (water)’
Sengo tinyaw ‘to watch’
Pacoh ka?yur ‘weak or limber and shaky place’
Sora ñam ‘name’
Sora kayeem ‘be fond of’
Katu (High) ?yaat ‘scrub’
Pacoh ?ɔ?yvrì ‘barking deer’
Santali ayu?b ‘evening’
Khñaría khyaq ‘shellfish’
Sora ub-yer ‘rise up’
Sora ñum-ñum ‘pass urine’

*z
*nz > *ndz > *dz

VN ?dek ‘thick, strong’
Bonda ñondéñ ‘difficulty’
Katu dil ‘smooth’
Chrau nday ‘different’
Stieng ndoy ‘lip(s)’
PSB *dên ‘to stand’

*j

AN *[t]un[D]uk ‘to bow’
AN *[d,D]aakan ‘branch’
AN *tuDuq ‘drip’
AN *[d,D]ahay ‘forehead’
AN *(q)a(d,D)j)a(n,N) ‘male personal name’
AN *(q)a(d,D)j)a(n,N) ‘male personal name’
WMP *kidam ‘miss, crave’
AN *DasDas ‘rub off’
AN *sala[d,D,j]en ‘ruminant’
WMP *si(n)dep ‘set, of the sun’
AN *ludaq ‘spittle’
AN *[d,D]uRih ‘thorn’
MP *danum ‘water (fresh)’
AN *huDay ‘worm’

*ñj > *n’j

AN *genDit ‘belt’
WMP *kidem ‘close the eyes’
AN *tuDuq ‘drip’
AN *(t)n[D]aw ‘look at closely’
AN *kenDuR ‘loose’
AN *(q)a(d,D)j)a(n,N) ‘male personal name’
WMP *kidam ‘miss, crave’
AN *DasDas ‘rub off’
AN *sala[d,D,j]en ‘ruminant’
WMP *si(n)dep ‘set, of the sun’
AN *qudan ‘shrimp’
MP *ma-diRi ‘stand’
MP *danum ‘water (fresh)’

*ñam[u]s

AN *(q)a(d,D)j)a(n,N) ‘male personal name’
WMP *kidam ‘miss, crave’
AN *DasDas ‘rub off’
AN *sala[d,D,j]en ‘ruminant’
WMP *si(n)dep ‘set, of the sun’
AN *qudan ‘shrimp’
MP *ma-diRi ‘stand’
MP *danum ‘water (fresh)’

9. Blust’s replacement for Dempwolf’s PAN */\[hjajan/ ‘name’.
In a few examples, AA /c/ corresponds to AN */D/ or */z/. The AA palatal probably reflects cluster coalescence, as in */z > s > [k]s/ > /c/, where [k] denotes a prefix of indeterminate nature.

These AA examples reflect Austric */z/ and */dz/, respectively. The AN */j/ is irregular in both cases, but probably reflects Austric */dz/ or */ndz/.

5. Conclusion.

As the preceding demonstration reveals, there is good reason to believe that affricates did not exist at an early stage in the history of the Austroasiatic languages, but came into being due to epenthesis in nasal-sibilant clusters and coalescence of initial and final stop/sibilant clusters. The former development led to a split of the Austroasiatic denti-alveolar sibilants into sibilant and affricate reflexes which can be reconstituted on the basis of the correspondence of reflexes of those original sibilants found in both the AA and AN languages. It cannot be presently determined at what precise stage that split occurred, but one may reasonably assume that Proto-Austroasiatic possessed an affricate series which changed to palatal stops in Proto-Austronesian, but may have been continued in Proto-Austronesian.

This presentation, together with “The Austroasiatic Denti-alveolar Sibilants”, provides some of the most significant and compelling linguistic evidence for the genetic relatedness of Austroasiatic and Austronesian ever published. The quantity and quality of the supportive lexical evidence may be less than optimal in comparison to more well-established language families, but then it may be all that is or ever will be available for Austroasiatic. Perhaps more important is the fact that this evidence is amenable to the analysis and interpretation shown above, which depict a
coherent and credible pattern of diachronic phonological evolution in the languages concerned.
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Appendix: Austric Comparative Data Glossary

This glossary contains 123 AA/AN lexical comparisons, 51 of which are published for the first time. Since the presentation is aimed at an audience including non-specialists in the AA languages, the normal orthographic representation has been changed to an IPA-based notation intended to make the phonology of the cited data clear to those unfamiliar with AA orthography. Note that doubled vowels, such as /aa/, represent a long vowel (all final vowels are long). Note also that AN */e/ is phonetically [ə].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Austroasiatic</th>
<th>PAA</th>
<th>Austronesian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thavung suh, PK *so(o)h, Mundari tuka ‘nest’</td>
<td>*suq²</td>
<td>AN *pu(ŋ)suh ‘anthill’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VN (*sr &gt; *s &gt; th thrm ‘be fragrant, smell good’, PW *s’rm ‘rotting’, Sora (*c- &gt; s-) serum ‘to smell’</td>
<td>*sa(r)?om, *car?om</td>
<td>AN *ha[r]um ‘aroma, scent’, AT *s[a][r]om ‘smell, fragrant’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biat niŋ ‘to weigh’, Khmer jàŋjiŋ ‘scales for weighing’, OM siŋ ‘have difficulty’, Bonda dön ‘difficulty’</td>
<td>*zen, *jen</td>
<td>AN *ziŋziŋ ‘balance something on hands’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palaung jøn ‘be heavy’, PK *həŋoŋ ‘heavily (of rain)’, PW *yìn ‘press down’</td>
<td>*(ŋ)jøn</td>
<td>MP*qezen ‘bearing down, pressing out, as in defecation or childbirth’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katu sonët ‘belt for skirt’, Chrau chë nich, Katu ?yic ‘belt’</td>
<td>*zaniṭ, *nijit</td>
<td>AN *genDit ‘belt, girdle’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. The writer was criticized for not including reconstructions from Blust’s ACD in Hayes 2000a. I did not have access to the ACD when that paper was written, but have since acquired a copy and incorporated Blust’s ACD proto-forms in this paper insofar as possible. Note, however, that the ACD is a work in progress and far from complete; it does not include reconstructions applicable to all of the exemplary data sets cited here.
3. Also cf. Pacoh /pəsuʔ/ ‘teach evil, get another to do bad deed for you’, indicating a variant */zuq/.
4. Blust’s replacement for Dempwolf’s PAN */zaqat/. Also cf. Proto-Chamic */jahaat/ ‘wicked, bad’, but note also Cham /səʔ/ ‘wicked, bad’ and Western Cham /kajah/ ‘bad’, which appear to be MK loans.
5. */zanti/ is an infixed derivative of an unattested root */zi/.6. Blust reconstructs several kindred forms in the ACD, WMP */k(n)sap, izap, izep, ki(n)zep, kezep/, all meaning ‘blinking’. Also cf. WMP */andap/ ‘phosphorescent millipede’, apparently Blust’s replacement for Dempwolf’s PAN */tan(D)ap/ ‘flicker’, which reflects the same Austric root */zi/.
The AA and AN forms are probably not reflexes of the same proto-form, but of allomorphs of the same Austric root */sVγ/. Also cf. PSB */gass:t/ 'quill' as a possible AA reflex of the */suγ/ variant underlying the AN forms.


9. Replaces */(in)icat(i)/ cited in Hayes 1997b:29,32. Pacoh /ćiik/ and Kharia /kaḍ/ constitute what Benedict called split stems, each apparently reflecting a different syllable of */ćiikat/. An alternate explanation is that each reflects an independent root morpheme, which could be compounded as */(n)sikkat/, whence AN */sikat/.

10. It is unknown if this was an independent root morpheme once used in composition with */zaŋka/ or a truncated reflex of a single lexeme */zaŋ[k]a]goc[u]/. Cf. PAN */j[u]s[u]/ 'lip(s)' as a possible correlate of */goc[u]/.

11. Replaces */(n)caka(i)/ and */(n)ka(i)/ cited in Hayes 1992:173 and 1999:23, respectively.
Sora (CF) sar ‘comb’, Khasi sar ‘sweep’, Stieng caas ‘comb hair’
OK jyak ‘excavate’, OM jik ‘to harrow’, Katu j?yilk ‘gather plants’
MUK ?bac ‘cut to a point’, Bahnar pec ‘cut small wood’, Kui pac ‘slash, cut down/off with a slashing motion’
Katu tac ‘chop wood’, OM ktaac ‘to smooth, level with the hand’, Kharia taj ‘serve out (rice), distribute, share’
PW *jiac ‘wet’, Bahnar hrjac ‘light rain that continues for a long time’, Jehai hej ‘rain’
Jehai (Sem. Jarum, D68a) kasak, Kenaboi (I, D68b) rajak ‘deer’, PW *cak, KY toyaak ‘sambhar deer’
Bahnar cun, VN vi?n, Khmer suon ‘garden’
Khmer muj ‘sink, immerse oneself/itself’, Bahnar moc ‘submerge oneself in water, dive in water’, Rengao muy? ‘submerge’
PW (*c- > s-) *sos?, Sabum coo?, Bonda (*c > s) guso? ‘dog’
Palaung joh ‘drop down’, Chrau juuyh ‘drop, let fall’, Pacoh tan?yoh ‘drip (water)’
PVM *si, Sora (a-)s?ii-n (CF sii-n) ‘arm, hand’, PW *te?, Kharia ti?i ‘hand’

*Sora (CF) sar ‘comb’, Khasi sar ‘sweep’, Stieng caas ‘comb hair’
OK jyak ‘excavate’, OM jik ‘to harrow’, Katu j?yilk ‘gather plants’
MUK ?bac ‘cut to a point’, Bahnar pec ‘cut small wood’, Kui pac ‘slash, cut down/off with a slashing motion’
Katu tac ‘chop wood’, OM ktaac ‘to smooth, level with the hand’, Kharia taj ‘serve out (rice), distribute, share’
PW *jiac ‘wet’, Bahnar hrjac ‘light rain that continues for a long time’, Jehai hej ‘rain’
Jehai (Sem. Jarum, D68a) kasak, Kenaboi (I, D68b) rajak ‘deer’, PW *cak, KY toyaak ‘sambhar deer’
Bahnar cun, VN vi?n, Khmer suon ‘garden’
Khmer muj ‘sink, immerse oneself/itself’, Bahnar moc ‘submerge oneself in water, dive in water’, Rengao muy? ‘submerge’
PW (*c- > s-) *sos?, Sabum coo?, Bonda (*c > s) guso? ‘dog’
Palaung joh ‘drop down’, Chrau juuyh ‘drop, let fall’, Pacoh tan?yoh ‘drip (water)’
PVM *si, Sora (a-)s?ii-n (CF sii-n) ‘arm, hand’, PW *te?, Kharia ti?i ‘hand’

*caγ(i)12 WMP *saRu ‘comb’
*(n)cak13 AN *[s]aka[h] ‘cultivate’
*(m)pac AN *[C,t,T)a(ŋ)pas ‘cut (off)’, AT *[t]a(m)pats ‘cut off/up’
*tac WMP *qutas ‘cut through, sever, divide by cutting’, AT *[kɔ]tats ‘cut’
*[ŋ]ac AN *leŋas ‘damp’

12. Initial */c/ > /s/ in both Sora and Khasi. The AA etyma were previously compared only with PAN */sisi[r]/ ‘comb, harrow’, but it seems likely that all of these forms are derived from the same Austric root */s?Vy/.  
13. It is unclear whether the cited forms reflect */(n)ciak/ or *A(n)cak/, whence */nciak/.  
15. The final development was */d > ds (by suffixation) > dz > j/.

16. PAN */siku?[h]/ appears to reflect an ancient compound formed of the Austric roots */si/ ‘arm’ and */ku/ ‘bend, curve’. The former is apparently unattested elsewhere in Austronesian, but the latter appears in a number of AN reconstructions, cf. e.g. PAN */(C,t,T)iku/ ‘bend, curve’. The suspect meaning was ‘bend or curve of arm’ = ‘elbow’. In AA Nicobar (Car) /seekog/ and Sora /kuri-sii-n/ ‘elbow’ represent the same compound, though it is uncertain that they date back to the Austric level. But direct diachronic correspondence of the compositions is unimportant because related languages retaining reflexes of common roots can be expected to form similar lexical compositions.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sora joru-n, Khmu jru?, Brou yoraw</th>
<th>*(n)jar[*luq</th>
<th>AN *zahuq ‘far’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kharia (*ac &gt;) aj ‘sprinkle’, Bond a?i, PM *saac ‘bale out (water)’</td>
<td>*ac, *sac</td>
<td>WMP17 *asu ‘fetch water, scoop up water’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sora onjar-neebo-an ‘the fig tree’, PM *jroj ‘ficus (banyan, pipal, Bo)’, PSB jori ‘banyan tree’</td>
<td>*jari18</td>
<td>AN *zabih ‘ficus (species)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semelai caruus, Jehai canros ‘claw (nail)’, PM *krmpuus ‘finger, toe, breadth of finger’</td>
<td>*calus, *calumpusi</td>
<td>AN *Sesi, AJ *satshi ‘flesh, meat’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahnar sec, Rengao (*sorni &gt;) ha?nih, Pearic cu(u)c ‘meat’</td>
<td>*soc(i), *soc(i)</td>
<td>AN *baSaq ‘flood(ed), (fresh) water’, AT *ba[saq] ‘overflow, flood’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahnar kasaay? ‘sprinkle, splash water’, Pacoh saay? ‘splash water on self or other’, NK cha? (daak) ‘pond’</td>
<td>*saq(i)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thavung buuc ‘make bubbles in water (fish)’, VN (*mboc &gt;) ?bot ‘foam, bubble, suds’, Palaung (Panku) buh ‘foam’</td>
<td>*bus, *buc</td>
<td>MP *busa ‘foam’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Santali joha, Sedang gia ‘cheek’, Khmer th&æas ‘forehead’ | *(a,u)(n)qa(si) | AN *[d,D]ahay ‘forehead’, AT *(q)(n)dzai[s] ‘face, forehead’ *
| Chrau nday ‘different’, Pacoh nday ‘other, different’, Bahnar (?)naay ‘different, (an)other’ | *zay | AN *zayu[h] ‘foreigner, stranger’ |
| Nicobar (Car) ku-loc, Thavung looc, Kurku laaj ‘penis’ | *lac[u] | AN *lasu ‘genitals’ |
| Chrau kanji ‘grass, weeds’, Sora jiin-an ‘weeds’ | *j(e)nje | AN *bali(j,z,Z)i ‘grass’ |
| NK cha? ‘Homonoia riparia’, Katu rajal ‘bamboo (thick, small)’, Bahnar ho?y?il ‘type of bamboo’ | *(n)jolay | AN *zelay ‘unspecified grass species’ |
| Chrau sec, PMN *sek, Sengoi lanseit ‘tooth’ | *nguci[q] | AN *gusi(?i) ‘gums’ |
| Pacoh son ‘push, crowd others’, Pearic so(o)n ‘accompany’, VN con ‘bury’ | *son, *con | AN *susun ‘heap up/pile up’, AT *tsontson ‘pile up’ |
| PK soh, PSB *rsoh, PVM *psoos ‘lungs’ | *suq(i) | AN *pusuq, AT *(p)ots[oq] ‘heart, lung(s)’ |
| PSB *s9h ‘kindle’, PNB *cuh ‘set | *suq, *cuq | AN *la[c,s]uq ‘hot’ |

17. Also cf. Proto-Chamic */sac/ ‘bail (water to catch fish)’, which Graham identifies as a MK loan.
18. The second syllables of the AA and AN proto-forms may reflect different roots in composition with */za/. Also cf. PK */?arii/ ‘banyan’, where */za/ has been replaced by a prefix.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Source(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thavung ksān</td>
<td>Bahnar sānā, PW19</td>
<td>*saŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*hraj 'tooth'</td>
<td></td>
<td>AN *hi(n)san 'jaw, jawbone'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palaung jook</td>
<td>Stieng juk 'lift', PM</td>
<td>*(ŋ)juk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*yuk 'lift, support, carry'</td>
<td></td>
<td>AN *ta(n)zuk 'jut out, stand out'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brou ʔcəw 'knife', Pacoh ʔcəiw</td>
<td></td>
<td>*c[ə]w²⁰</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paat 'a large-bladed knife'</td>
<td></td>
<td>AN *pisaw 'knife'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katu sor 'replant', Bahnar coor 'dig ditch'</td>
<td></td>
<td>*suʔa, *(ŋ)cuʔa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrau jaar ka 'fish with a pole', Pacoh yoʔyuul 'fish with baited hook over a hole'</td>
<td></td>
<td>*(ŋ)ju(w)a 'lever, lift (net), uproot'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mundari jai, Pacoh ?isił, Black Riang liet 'lick'</td>
<td></td>
<td>*(ŋ)jeļat²¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santali basan 'warm, hot, to boil', Peeric ceen 'shine', Pacoh con 'burn off field'</td>
<td></td>
<td>AN *ga(n)san 'to light', AT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Che' Wong nisun, PSB *juon 'long', PK gaʔyoun 'high, long'</td>
<td></td>
<td>Formosan (Kuvalan) *lidzap, (Paiwan) *ladzap, AT *lidzap 'lightning'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stieng saw, Kharia yo 'see', Sengoi tianyaw 'to watch, look'</td>
<td></td>
<td>WMP *kaŋ 'long'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacoh kaʔyur 'weak or limber and shaky place', Bahnar yiirʔyuur 'to describe loose-fitting trousers'</td>
<td></td>
<td>AN *kenDuR 'loose'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sora saroo 'paddy', PM *srooʔ 'rice plant, paddy', Brou soro 'unhusked rice'</td>
<td></td>
<td>AN *zaw(aq)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VN ?dam 'have an intense desire for', *(ŋ)jam 'lustful, sexy, lewd', Sora kayeem 'be fond of, long for (as food, music, women)'</td>
<td></td>
<td>AN *zam, *(ŋ)jam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stieng ndoy, PMN *yoy, PS *niyŋyooy 'lip(s)'</td>
<td></td>
<td>WMP *kidam 'miss, crave, long for'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurku jimu, Sora ønám 'name', Chrâu tanhya 'to name'</td>
<td></td>
<td>*(ŋ)jam[u]s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khmer muoy, PM *mway, Kotua muyʔ, MUK moc 'one'</td>
<td></td>
<td>AN *(q)a(d,D)ja(n,N) 'male personal name', AT *(a)nja(n) 'name'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonda siʔ 'fever, pain', PW *siʔ 'pain, disease', PNB *jiʔ 'sick'</td>
<td></td>
<td>AN *muac, AN *muaŋca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicobar (Teressa) paic 'venomous snake', Katu kəbač 'snake'</td>
<td></td>
<td>*(m)pac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MP *upas 'poisonous, as a snake'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

19. PW */s-/ > /h/; the liquid is an infix or metathesized prefix.
20. Found thus far only in Katuic. */c[ə]w/ may be a reflex of a variant */sVw/ of the Austric root */zaw/, which underlies PAN */mæn(d,D)jaw/ 'war sword' and various AA reflexes, such as Kharia /daw/ 'big flat sickle'.
22. Dyen's replacement for Dempwolff's PAN */dilat/ 'lap, lick'; no equivalent found in the ACD.
23. From */ladzap/, a composition of the Austric roots */l[^a]d/ or */lad/ and */zap/, cf. the ‘blink’ etymology.
'prick, sting', Santali caca? 'strip, tear off'

Pearic khsal, OM kyaal, Brou kuyaal 'wind'

Semai (Sakai Ra.) cərus, Sengoi cəras 'rib', PM *crus 'chest'
Katu (?)ruay? 'field and unhusked rice', Sora darraj-on 'cooked rice or millet', Kharia kəraj 'dolichos'
VN (*jaak >) *cak 'tie, rope', Ruc, Sach caak 'rope'

Sengoi (*suuc >) suit 'wash, clean',
Pearic dus skip 'rub', Chrau duyh 'rub vigorously'
Pacoh saat 'wipe off, rub', MUK cet 'wash clothes', VN (*jat >) zat 'wash, launder', Katu (High) ?yaat 'scrub, clean, rub'

PSB *juun 'deer', Pacoh ?3?yYn 'barking deer', NK khoñooq 'mouse deer'

PM *soor 'blow (mucus) out of one's nose', Ong kser 'sneeze', Chrau daq ju, Sora oleen-on 'saliva'

Jehai mpoj, Semnam ?smpDoj, Kuy pos 'salt'

MUK pay, pec, Semang (Pa. Max., S36) kəlipeh 'fish scales', Katu mpeh 'scabies'

Kharia taraju 'balance [noun]',
Temiar ?añuh, Brao kayut 'heavy'

Che' Wong kikoc 'scratch', Katu kəc 'carve', Kharia kəj 'peel off'

Mendriq kac, Thavung akayh 'scratch', Pearic kəc 'scrape'
Pacoh ca? 'root', Pearic chaak 'seed, grain',
Bahnar hədrəc 'seed rice'
Souei cual 'pay a salary', Chrau joor 'hire, call', Palaung jjuur 'buy'
VN (*jap >) cap toy 'at nightfall',
Khmer yu?p 'night', Santali ayu?b 'evening, nightfall'

Chrau gac 'chop small wood', MUK kac 'to cut, reap, harvest', Che' Wong

*tsak(tsak) 'prick, stick, pierce'

AN *quzaN, AT *(q)[u](n)dzal 'rain'

AN *Rusuk 'rib'

AN *beRas 'rice between harvesting and cooking'

AN *ta(n)zak 'rope (for boat)'

AN *kaDus 'rub, scratch'

AN *DasDas 'rub off'

AN *sala[d,D,j]en 'wild ruminant'

WMP *qizuR 'saliva, spittle'

AN *[t,T]imus 'salt'

AN *kupas 'scale off'

AN *tarazuh 'scales'

AN *bineSiq 'seed rice', AT *b[i]nsaq 'seed'

AN *zuhal 'sell', AT *dzu(w)al 'sell, buy'

WMP *si(n)dep 'set, of the sun'

AN *ragas 'sever'

24. Metathesis is apparent, but in which family is unclear.

25. Also cf. Proto-Thai */fiak/ 'rope'. Possibly a loan word, but it is unclear who borrowed from whom. Chamic does not possess this etymology. Cf. further PAN */hizuk/ 'bundle of fibres' and Proto-Mon */jook/ 'creeper, vine, rope, string, cord, lashing', which possibly reflect an allomorph of the same root underlying Austric */dzak/.
kac ‘to cut’
Bahnar sit ‘sew’, Katu jaac ‘weave by machine’, Tyiak ‘weave fish net’
Pacoh raay? ‘sharpen to a point’,
OK rac ‘come to an end or point’,
Jeh pla jei ‘sharp’
Sora sing ‘giant snake’, Khasi kha siʔn ‘dried fish with ginger’, PMN *han ‘peppery’
OM saŋ ‘conch’, Rengao kasəŋ ‘shrimp, crayfish, lobster’
Mundari siʔb ‘to smoke’, Khmer jip ‘sample (with pursed lips), sip’, PK *hoʔyeep ‘suck’
PM *k_l3c ‘slip’, Chrau lac ‘fall out through hole’, Mundari jilad ‘slip, slippery’
Khmer pluuc ‘slip through a passage’, MUK tlc ‘slip into’, Katu kəw ‘craw’
Pearic (mə)cok ‘to smoke’, Khmer jak ‘suck in, smoke (tobacco)’, Katu gayiak ‘smoke’
Kharia tiŋ ‘worm’, PM *tįjuu? ‘worm, caterpillar, maggot’, Temoq tejow ‘snake’
Gutob vusəam ‘bitter’, Jeh jam ‘salty’, VN (*jəm >) zəm ‘vinegar’
Bahnar kəsə, KY kəcuh ‘spit’,
Khmer khyə ‘spit out’
Kharia səw ‘husband’, Katu sosəaw ‘father’s cousins, sister’s husband, father’s sister’s children’, Proto-Semai *bnsaaw ‘wife’s elder brother’
Palaung rat, Khmer sroc ‘sprinkle’, MUK roc ‘pour’
Kurku roj(-ki) ‘wring, squeeze’,
Kui ɲac ‘squeeze, knead, massage’, Chrau ret ‘squeeze’
Sora suj, VN cok ‘pierce’, Sengoi cok ‘stab, pierce’
Chrau syyr ‘take out, up’, Sora ub-yeer ‘rise up’, Pacoh your ‘get up, arise’
PSB *doŋ, PW *yen, PK *ʔoʔyɨn ‘to stand’, Sora ɲoŋ-ɲoŋ-jeɛŋ ‘stand on tip-toe’

*zaqit, *(n)jaqit AN *zaqit ‘sew’
*rajay Formosan (Paiwan) *[r]adzay ‘sharp (as blade)’, AT *[r]adzay ‘sharp’
*siqəŋ AN *saqəŋ ‘sharp-tasting’, AT *[ts]iqəŋ ‘sharp (tasting), ginger, pepper’
*zaŋ, *niŋəŋ AN *qudəŋ ‘shrimp, crayfish, lobster’, AT *qu(n)zaŋ ‘crustacean, shrimp’
*sep, *ńcep AN *qesep, *sepsep ‘sip, suck’, AT *tsøptsøp ‘suck’
*lat, *lac AN *dulas ‘slide, slip’
*puluc AN *pelus ‘slide off’, AT *(q)lutsuts ‘slide off/away’
*(n)cuk MP *qasu ‘smoke, fumes, steam; to smoke (as a fire)’, AT *(qa)(n)tsu(b)a(n) ‘smoke’
*te(n)cəw(aq) AN *sawa ‘giant snake’
*(n)cəm MP *qe(n)sem, AT *(q)atsəm ‘sour’
*saw[a] MP *qasawa ‘spouse’, AT *(qa)(n)saw[a] ‘woman, wife, spouse’
*γot, *γoc AN *diRus ‘spray, sprinkle’, AT *(q)luts ‘sprinkle, bathe’
*γət, *(n)γəc MP *peRes ‘squeeze’
*cuk MP *suksuk ‘stab’, AT *(n)tsuk((n)tsuk) ‘stick/push into’
*zeɣ, *ŋeɣ MP *ma-diRi ‘stand’, AT *(q)u[ŋ]i[y][i] ‘stand’
*zaŋ, *(n)jəŋ AN *zenʔəŋ ‘stand (up)’, AT *(ŋ)dzən(ŋ)əŋ ‘stand’

Khmer phsaar ‘join (two members) with gum, glue or the like’, Bahnar jar ‘pitch of tree’, Khmer jaar ‘sap, resin’
Kharia ud ‘drink, suck’, Chrau huuc ‘drink’, Proto-Semai *huc ‘to sip’
MUK mac, Katu mit ‘honey’, Sengoi caq ‘sweet’
Kharia jura? ‘prickle, thorn’, PM *jralaa?, Sengoi jarlaa ‘thorn’
Bahnar kohret ‘tie securely’, Pacoh so ‘tie in a bundle’
Bahnar kiak ‘ghost, corpse’, Katu saak ‘corpse’, ?acak ‘body’
OM sah ‘wash the face with’, Pacoh sah ‘wash, mop, scrub (dishes)’, Katu sacah ‘wash sore’
Jeh saw mat ‘wash (face)’, Katu nca ‘wash hair’, Chrau tcco ‘rub between hands’
Bahnar prach ‘splash on water’, Khasi (*-c > -it) pharait ‘spatter, squirt’, Chrau jraih ‘sprinkle ceremonially’
Pearic pacak, Chrau suh, Tampuan tsotuyh ‘wet’
PM *smoot ‘stroke, rub, pass hand over, wipe’, Sre repoc ‘stroke’
Brou sooy ‘tail’, Pacoh ndooy ‘little finger/toe’, VN (*jooy >) soy ‘worm, larva’
Khmer kuoc ‘knot’, Chrau gooc ‘to lasso’, Katu (High) kloc ‘to tie’

MP *bezak ‘step, tread, stamp on’
AN *pizer ‘to stick’
WMP *qudud ‘to suck’
MP *amis ‘sweet’
WMP *kurus27 ‘thin, lean’
AN *[d,D]uRih, AT *dzuRi(an) ‘thorn’
AT *(ts)[i]rat ‘bind, tie’
AN *Sawak28 ‘waist’, AT *[a](w)ak ‘chest, body’
WMP *biseq, AT *(m)b[a](n)tsaq ‘wash’
AN *SawSaw ‘wash, rinse’, AT *sawsaw, *ntsawntsaw, *[lu]tsaw ‘wash, rinse’
AT *(n)suya(t)s ‘wash’
AT *(X)nzalom ‘water’
MP *danum29 ‘water (fresh)’, AT *(X)nalom ‘water’
AN *qapus ‘wipe’

27. In the ACD, Blust cites */kunis/ as a doublet of */kuni/ ‘thin, lean’. The AA data suggests an Austric root */u/, from which a variety of affixed derivatives and compositions could be built.
28. Blust’s replacement for Dempwolff’s PAN */hawaq/ ‘body’. The AA etyma indicate an Austric root */[d,D]anum/ ‘water/fresh water’, where the */z > D/ shift is clear. These forms apparently reflect */zalom/, an affixed derivative of the Austric root */[d,D]om/ ‘water’.
29. Cf. Dempwolff’s PAN */[d,D]anum/ ‘water/fresh water’, where the */z > D/ shift is clear. These forms apparently reflect */zalom/, an affixed derivative of the Austric root */[d,D]om/ ‘water’.
The paper before me seeks to demonstrate the Austric hypothesis of an Austroasiatic-Austronesian genetic relationship by illustrating a number of non-trivial correspondences. In effect Hayes claims to be showing an Austric "Verner's law" arising from a distinctive patterning among apical and laminal obstruents that is interpreted as indicating a series of Austric affricates.

GENERAL COMMENTS

My professional assessment is that the paper is unconvincing. Proof in this case would require a larger set of data and much more rigorous application of the comparative method. At present the paper should be characterized as highly speculative and not well supported empirically. The "Austric Glossary" appended to the text is a potentially useful source of comparabilia - however it must be used with great caution - in particular, in assessing comparisons for etymological merit the views of specialists in each language family/sub-family need to be sought and taken into consideration. Conclusions based on incomplete data, especially in respect of what seem to be otherwise straightforward resemblances, are extremely unsafe.

PARTICULAR COMMENTS

If for the moment one ignores any problems with the Austric Glossary, the following can be said about the discussion and interpretation of the correspondence sets.

1) Six distinct correspondence sets are proposed between AA (Austroasiatic: as reconstructed by Hayes) and AN (Austronesian: a generally received reconstruction). These can summarized as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Austric</th>
<th>AA</th>
<th>AN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*s</td>
<td>*s, nt</td>
<td>*h, *S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*z</td>
<td>*z &gt; *s, *nd</td>
<td>*D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*ts</td>
<td>*c, *ųc</td>
<td>*s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*dz</td>
<td>*j, *ųj</td>
<td>*z, *Z?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*nts</td>
<td>*c, *ųc</td>
<td>*ųs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*ndz</td>
<td>*j, *ųj</td>
<td>*z, *Z?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If these correspondences are accepted as real, the reconstruction remains problematic. The direction of change indicated in Hayes' paper requires that in AA or pre-AA there was a hardening of affricates to stops, while generally a weakening in AN. The latter is not a problem, but it would be more natural to reconstruct the stop series as original, and posit only a weakening in one branch (AN). This suggests Austric *s, *z, *c, *j, *nc, *ŋj.
2) The proposed historical phonology of AA is highly problematic. The proposed voicing distinction between *s and *z is, according to my examination of the data, not supported. The reflexes in AA languages are generally /s/ for both, so it appears to be entirely dependent upon AN comparisons, and thus does not belong to the AA level (if at all).

3) The proposed prenasalised series within AA are also not well supported by the data. There is little attempt to distinguish morphological nasals from phonotactically conditioned epenthetic nasals. For example, in Sidwell 2000 I showed that intervocalic prenasalised stops in South Bahnaric languages are simply conditioned variants of plain stops. Also, I know that in many MK languages prenasalisation is frequently derived from affixation by glottal consonants. These kinds of crucial phonological considerations are absent from the paper, which tends to treat surface (phonetic) representations as (morpho-)phonemic. Generally the issue of level of representation is ignored, and this seriously weakens the analysis, independently of the quality of the lexical comparisons supporting the model.

4) Hayes acknowledges much of the methodological difficulties himself, with statements such as: “...it is often difficult to account for all of this contrastive phonological development, even by using the usual qualifier of dialectal divergence.” and “…it is often necessary to reconstruct at the PAA level two or more variant proto-forms for certain etymologies.” Such comments are welcome; more, they underline the fact that the comparisons do not show the degree of regularity that specialists would like to see in such a discussion.

Allowing any latitude when it comes to regularity of correspondence permits a characteristic inflation in the number of comparisons, and this may be more indicative of a flawed theory, rather than being evidence that we need to posit additional phonemes. Yet it appears that Hayes has taken the latter interpretation.

5) The source of AA glottalisation is not explained by Hayes’ model. So far as I can tell, glottalised reflexes appear as apparently unconditioned variants of otherwise plain obstruents. It appears that Hayes has confused ‘implosive’ and ‘glottalised.’ While these are distinct articulations, they are often confused in the literature, and this poses problems for scholars working from secondary sources, such as Hayes. In the text he posits a phase in the history of AA with “prenasalised implosives”. These are an articulatory impossibility, as one cannot create reduced airpressure in the oral tract if the velum is lowered (as one must to create a nasal sound). Whereas glottalised stops, particularly if voiced, are often automatically prenasalised because glottal tension can condition a lowering of the velum (so-called ‘rhinoglottophilia’). However, we again have the problem that we need to distinguish the sources and phonemic status of nasals/prenasalisation.

6) The glossary of comparisons is very problematic—I have two issues with it: a) it is not possible to determine the model of word and syllable structure being used—it appears that any syllable in a multisyllabic word can be compared with any syllable in any other word, regardless of structural position; and b) in many cases the semantics are poorly confined, rendering many comparisons unconvincing. However minor semantic differences may be, I must caution that proving any sound changes requires a solid core of examples with unambiguous semantic unity, in addition to the usual requirement that every segment in the words being compared must be accounted for.
The last point is especially important. It is easy to calculate that if even one segment is disregarded in a word, this multiplies the already high probability of chance resemblances by 5, 10 or even 20 times, depending on the phonemic inventory and phonotaxis. On this basis alone as many as three-fourths of the comparisons presented by Hayes may be unrelated etymologically. Only a much more rigorous investigation will tell us which need to be thrown out, and which should be followed up further.
Dr. Sidwell’s observations are generally more to the point than most of the comments offered on the writer’s previous paper, viz. “The Austric Denti-alveolar Sibilants,” with comments/responses in *Mother Tongue* V:1-40, and that difference in approach is a welcome improvement. However, the writer finds much to disagree with in those observations, and he feels that this disagreement arises primarily because Sidwell, like some of the previous commenters, is laboring under the burden of a conflict between a subjective conception of what the writer’s Austric comparison should be and the objective reality of what that comparison is.

The Austric comparison is not a textbook demonstration of the comparative method or a manual on how to reconstruct a proto-language; it is an exploratory and tentative work in progress that is very far from being perfected or finished. To be sure, conventional methodology is used in the comparison, but certain steps in the process have not yet been taken, either because the writer has not yet progressed that far or because he does not feel that the data is yet sufficient to taking those steps. As a result, the comparison contains a number of innate gaps and flaws.

The comparison also does not claim to present a definitive reconstruction of Proto-Austric (PAustric) or any other proto-language, though that objective may one day be attainable. To date, however, it has had only two limited objectives: First, to demonstrate that linguistic evidence does exist to support the Austric hypothesis, and second, to evidente the writer’s findings about how Austric appears to have evolved into Austroasiatic (AA) and Austronesian (AN), such findings being useful to accomplishment of the first objective. In the latter regard, the affricates paper is another essay to demonstrate a certain set of AA/AN correspondences and to explain as briefly as possible how the writer believes that correlation came about, and that is all that the paper tries to do.

The writer would prefer that his work be evaluated within the parameters of the above definition, but Sidwell and other observers evidently take it for granted that the Austric comparison is a completed, exhaustive exercise in historical reconstruction, which it is not and cannot be until much more work is done. That assumption leads in turn to misunderstanding and unjustified criticism, as well as the sharp differences of opinion seen in these comments and responses.

Sidwell, for example, would like to have at his disposition 1) a larger set of data, 2) a much more rigorous application of the comparative method, 3) the views of specialists in the language families involved, 4) a distinguishing between morphological nasals and phonotactically conditioned epenthetic nasals, 5) an identification of the level of representation used, and 6) a model of the word and syllable structure being used. Now, that is quite a lot to demand of a 23-page paper, the central subject of which is none of the above, so I suppose that Sidwell really means that I should have taken care of those
matters elsewhere. Be that as it may, I shall attempt to address each of his desiderata briefly in the following paragraphs.

The writer finds the demand for a larger set of data a little preposterous, given the difficulty of finding potential AA/AN lexical comparisons and the fact that the writer is the only one who has ever had any success in this regard. The simple truth is that we are lucky to have the 123 lexical comparisons presented in the affricates paper; few others, if any, may ever be found.

A more rigorous application of the comparative method is always a desirable goal, but data availability and quality impose constraints on how far one may go in that application. The Austric comparison is a long-range comparison, after all. The data situation just is not up to the rigor of application Sidwell desires, a fact he and other short-range comparatists do not seem to ever appreciate. Not only is data availability limited, but data quality is also poor in a number of ways. For example, many of the AA/AN lexical comparisons do not involve directly corresponding reflexes of the same PAustric form, but rather indirectly corresponding reflexes of allomorphs of the same PAustric root. These allomorphs apparently differed morphologically, either through affixation or consonantal or vocalic alternation, and under such circumstances, it is impossible to apply the comparative method “much more” rigorously because we do not yet understand just exactly what happened in such cases. One must work with what one has, if one is to do any comparing at all, and hope that more and better answers will be found in the future.

The writer has tried over the years to obtain the views of other specialists in area languages, but the response has been disappointing. Most all of those he has contacted have been unwilling to comment or even engage in discussion, either because they claimed a lack of familiarity with the writer’s data or because they view the Austric comparison in the very same terms that Sidwell uses to describe the writer’s affricates paper, i.e. “highly speculative and not well supported empirically.” That attitude will probably change only after much more data and findings are presented, which is another justification for publication of this paper.

Sidwell’s desire for a distinction between nasals derives from his own work on Bahnaric, as he indicates, which has apparently led him to believe that the nasal element in all nasal-oral clusters and prenasalized consonants in Austroasiatic is an environmentally conditioned excrescence and for that reason such clusters and consonants cannot date back to the PAA level. This is also why he argues that the writer’s “proposed prenasalized” series is not well supported by the data. The writer agrees that some of the AA nasal-oral clusters and prenasalized consonants are secondary, but disagrees that all of the nasal clusters are. Such clusters are widely distributed in the area, being found in both families (Mon-Khmer and Munda) of Austroasiatic, in Austronesian, and in other area languages, which may/may not be related to Austric. Hence, it appears probable that nasal-oral clusters existed at the PAA level and likely that some of them coalesced into the unitary phonemes described as prenasalized consonants. The crucial question is whether
or not this coalescence dates back to the PAA level, and it cannot be answered definitively at present.

As for levels of representation, the writer uses only two, phonetic and phonemic, and sees no pressing need to conjure up a third, morphophonemic, at this time. The model Sidwell desires—a description of the canonic structure of Austric and a detailed mapping of how that structure evolved into the AA and AN canonic structures—is totally beyond the scope of the paper being discussed here, but in truth, no such description exists anywhere to the writer’s knowledge. The writer addressed PAustric and PAA canonic structure briefly in “Austric I” (Hayes 1992:167-70, 172), and that is all that has been written on the topic.

Using the canonic structure gap as a launch point, Sidwell raises the same complaint that has been voiced by others about Paul K. Benedict’s comparison of “split stems” in Austro-Tai, namely that the writer (like Benedict) is comparing any syllable in a multisyllabic word with any syllable in any other word, regardless of structural position, and that is bad procedure and error prone as well. But that is not what either Benedict or the writer has done. The comparison is predicated on partial correspondence of phonological and semantic nature, and if such correspondence does not exist, just any syllables will not do. The choice is never as arbitrary as the complainers would have us believe. The most common canonic form in both Austroasiatic and Austronesian appears to be the disyllabic CVCCVC; hence, *CVCCVC was presumably the most common Austric canonic form. This form can be reduced by syllable loss to either CVC0 or 0CVC, where 0 denotes the missing syllable, and Austroasiatic may retain CVC0 in some cases and 0CVC in others where Austronesian has retained CVCCVC (and vice versa, for Austronesian also evidences canonic reduction). When these forms are compared, the resulting impression may be that one is arbitrarily choosing structurally non-correlating syllables to compare, but in most cases, the AA syllable can correspond to only one of the AN syllables and the phonological details make it very clear which one that is. There is no bad procedure involved here.

Sidwell also complains that this method of comparison does not account for every segment of the words compared, but that is not correct, either. If a segment or syllable is not visible in the comparison, it has been lost, and if it has been lost, it has been replaced by /0/, which is normally left out of the citation. The missing element is thus accounted for; what might not be, are the causes and means of its loss, and those factors are not always discernible. The writer has discussed elsewhere (cf. e.g. Hayes 1992:158) the various conditions (stress shift, etc.) that have led to the canonic reduction in AA whereby initial, medial, and final syllables or segments thereof have been lost, thus necessitating the method of comparison Sidwell finds intolerable. The writer has not yet discussed in print the probability that some of the Austric lexical comparisons do not reflect stem splitting at all, but rather retention of an isolated stem in one language and an ancient composition containing that same stem in the other language, which means that in the case of the retained isolate, nothing has been lost and nothing needs to be accounted for.
On the basis of the alleged lack of accounting for all segments, Sidwell ingeniously extrapolates a prediction that 75% of the comparisons presented by the writer are unlikely to be related etymologically. He adds further that only a much more rigorous investigation will tell us which need to be thrown out and which should be followed up further. The writer can certainly agree with the second statement, but the first is hyperbole. The decision whether or not to reject any given comparison cannot be made solely on the basis of the fact that the number of segments or syllables do not agree, especially in a language family like Austroasiatic, which possesses such descendants as the monosyllabic Vietnamese where all non-stressed syllables have been lost and all clusters reduced to single phonemes.

Sidwell finds fault with the writer’s proposal of Austric */s, z, ts, dz, nts, ndz/ and suggests that Austric */s, z, c, j, nc, nj/ should be reconstructed instead on the grounds that a stop system would be more natural. Perhaps so, but that suggestion seems to ignore or evade a salient point in the writer’s discussion of the AA and AN palatals, to wit: The occurrence of the irregular palatal/sibilant correspondence clearly indicates that something other than palatal stops were the antecedents of the relevant phonemes.

Sidwell’s rejection of the writer’s PAA */s/ and */z/ on grounds that the AA data do not support such a voicing distinction reveals that he has not yet had the pleasure of reading all of the writer’s publications. In Hayes 1997a:58 and 1997b:15, it is indicated that this ancient voicing distinction was lost everywhere in Austroasiatic except in the Vietic branch of Mon-Khmer where it was retained due to the influence of Middle Chinese. The Vietic data also indicate an old voicing distinction between */š/ and */ž/, also lost everywhere else in Austroasiatic, but as the writer has shown (Hayes 1997a:57, 1997b:15), this distinction apparently does not date back to the PAA level. To explain the Vietic facts otherwise, one would have to argue that Vietic borrowed the Chinese voiced sibilants and used them to replace AA voiceless ones in random fashion, a development which the writer thinks highly unlikely.

Sidwell observes that the source of AA glottalization is not explained by the writer’s model and this is a serious weakness. The writer is somewhat mystified by this statement because he does not use the term “glottalization” anywhere in the paper and the only “model” he refers to is the morphological one presented in Austric I, which does not explicitly account for any phonological facts. Apparently, Sidwell has in mind the writer’s attempt to explain the diachronic behavior of the reflexes of the PAA nasal-oral clusters, for he also finds no data support for the writer’s proposed prenasalized series and that the writer has apparently confused the terms “implosive” and “glottalized”. Whether one or the other term is correct or not, the essential point is that the nasal-oral clusters of Austroasiatic appear to have two sets of reflexes which differ in a way that is difficult to concretize and define. The writer’s explanation may or may not be correct; only time and further research will tell.

In conclusion, the writer feels that Sidwell’s comments can be regarded as very useful if taken mainly as a recommendation for matters to address in future research or
publications, but as less helpful if viewed solely as a critique of the writer's affricates paper. Like the commenters on the sibilants paper, he focuses mainly on peripheral issues and never quite gets around to addressing the core issue, which in this case is the proposition that a series of nasal-sibilant clusters provided the environment for the development of a series of dental affricates, which in turn shifted to a series of palatal stops in Austroasiatic. As a result, Sidwell's comments do not serve to either affirm or disprove that proposition in any direct way.

Reviewed by Roger W. Wescott
Late Vice-President of ASLIP

Southern’s monograph began as a doctoral dissertation entitled “The Wandering S” (Princeton University, 1997). In it, he reviews scholarly opinions on this movable sibilant expressed by Brugmann, Schrijnen, Siebs, Wood, Sturtevant, Benveniste, and Edgerton. He finds majority opinion favoring the view that this preposed s originated primarily as a sandhi phenomenon, carrying over the ergative or nominal masculine noun ending, across a word-boundary, to the onset of the verb that followed it.1

Southern himself, however, shows a sufficient sense of intellectual adventure to consider both what Harold Bailey called “z-mobile” (in Greek and Iranian) and the occurrence of preposed s in non-Indo-European languages.2 In Salishan, for example, it has a nominalizing function. In Basque and Burmese, on the other hand, it makes verbs causative. Observing that, because of their stridency, sibilants are always marked speech-sounds (acquired slowly and with difficulty by children), Southern clearly implies that their general phonosemic force, in most languages, is one of intensification. He also recognizes parallelism between the preposed sibilant in Greek (σ)τέγως [στέγος] ‘roof’, and the postposed sibilant in Greek ἀμφί(σ) [αμφί(σ)] ‘about’, which, without the s, functions as a prefix or preposition but, with the s, as an adverb.

Since he treats both phonological and morphological aspects of his topic, I was surprised that Southern ignores the vexed subject of onset phonesthemes, like the gl- in gleam, glow, and glitter. Some linguists treat the consonant cluster in these words as non-morphemic and only phonically suggestive of visual saliency. Others, however, treat it as an asyllabic allomorph of the syllabic morpheme preceding the final obstruent in the word gold. When so regarded, it may be said to have the meaning ‘to produce or reflect light’.

Because English has been, over two centuries, the most globally influential of Germanic languages, I was also surprised that Southern, with his well-merited focus on Germanic languages, did not treat 20th century English coinages containing prothetic s. Among these are popular slang terms, like spudgy, meaning ‘very pudgy’, and technical scientific neologisms like sparticle, meaning a subatomic particle so rotated as to become a carrier of force (and so to be classified as a boson rather than as a fermion).

1. For example, PIE *póti s pëkyeti > *póti s pëkyeti ‘(the) husband sees’. The former verb form is preserved in Sanskrit páśyati ‘sees’, the latter in Avestan spasyetiti, Latin specit, English spy, etc.
2. See also the discussion of Dene-Caucasian *s- (transitive prefix), in Mother Tongue V (Bengtson 1999), pp. 175-176.
I would further recommend that any linguist following in Southern's footsteps also consider triphonemic prefixes in contemporary American English slang, such as the first syllables of *spaginzy*, 'Negro', and *skedaddle*, 'depart quickly'. In the first case, the preposed sequence of sibilant + stop + vowel seems to differentiate the word from *guinea*, 'any dark-skinned person'. And, in the second case, the preposed sequence seems to differentiate the word from *daddle*, 'to saunter'.

Overall, however, I would say that Southern has provided Indo-Europeanists and other linguists with an excellent introduction to the enduring problem posed by *s-mobile*, and that *JIES* has done well to publish it.
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This is the first of two volumes detailing Greenberg's evidence for the Eurasiatic language family (or "superstock"). As explained by Greenberg (p. 5), the Eurasiatic hypothesis came about as a by-product of his work in classifying the native languages of the Americas and was formulated in complete independence of the largely overlapping Nostratic hypothesis of Russian scholars. The Eurasiatic family was briefly outlined in Greenberg's 1987 book, *Language in the Americas*, and there (p. 332) he promised to present the evidence in a "forthcoming book." This book eventually became two volumes, the first of which is reviewed here. The second volume, with lexical evidence, was completed only months before his recent death and is now being prepared for publication.

The main body of the book consists of three chapters. The first outlines the historical background of the Eurasiatic hypothesis, its similarities to and differences from the various versions of the Nostratic hypothesis, and discussion of other related topics (bilateral comparisons, the "Altaic problem," and the genetic positions of Japanese, Korean, Ainu, Kartvelian, and Etruscan). Greenberg points out that many of the taxonomic differences between his Eurasiatic and the earlier versions of Nostratic (Illich-Svitych, Dolgopol'skii, Bombard) have subsequently been reduced, so that there is increasing convergence among all the versions of Eurasiatic/Nostratic. For example, there is now general agreement that Afi-oasiatic "is a sister to, rather than a daughter of Nostratic" (p. 6). Greenberg also decries the exclusion of languages or families from a genetic hypothesis simply because they have not been adequately reconstructed, a practice that "leads to the positing of incomplete and erroneously defined families" (p. 10). In the next section of the chapter Greenberg effectively explains why arbitrarily restricted bilateral comparisons "cannot lead to a taxonomy of languages that reflects genuine linguistic history" (p. 11).

On the "Altaic problem," Greenberg concludes that the traditional Altaic family (Turkic + Mongolian + Tungusic) does indeed constitute a valid genetic node within Eurasiatic, and that Japanese, Korean, and Ainu together form another genetic subgroup. As Greenberg admits (pp. 9, 19, *et passim*), he stands alone against the Nostraticists in including Ainu in Eurasiatic. (My own research favors the inclusion of Ainu in Austric [e.g.: Bengtson 1996, Bengtson & Blažek 2000], though this problem is yet to be definitively resolved to the satisfaction of most linguists.) On the position of Kartvelian, Greenberg notes some pronominal resemblances to Eurasiatic, but suggests that Kartvelian is otherwise closer to Afroasiatic than to Eurasiatic. And regarding Etruscan, Greenberg had only recently come to "hesitate between two solutions: (1) Etruscan as a separate branch of Eurasiatic, [or] (2) Etruscan as a third branch of Indo-European," the first of which is tentatively adopted in the Eurasiatic taxonomy delineated on pp. 279-281, which I will briefly summarize as follows:
I  ETRUSCAN
II INDO-EUROPEAN
III URALIC-YUKAGHIR
IV ALTAIC [Turkic + Mongolian + Tungusic]
V KOREAN-JAPANESE-AINU
VI GILYAK [= Nivkh]
VII CHUKOTIAN [= Chukchi-Kamchatkan]
VIII ESKIMO-ALEUT

In chapter 2 Greenberg discusses four aspects of the comparative phonology of Eurasian. The first is an alternation of stops (*p, t, k, q*) with their homorganic nasals (*m, n, ŋ, y*), “particularly conspicuous in Eskimo,” and Greenberg finds possible traces in Uralic-Yukaghir, Altaic, and Chukotian. (Though Greenberg does not mention it, this kind of alternation also may provide an explanation for the problem of *bh* versus *m* in the Indo-European oblique cases; see pp. 139-147.) The second phonological topic involves a posited Eurasian vowel harmony system, best preserved in Tungusic, which has left traces in many other Eurasian languages. The third topic is the contrast between simple *r* (*r̚*) and palatal *r* (*r̛*), well known in Altaic, and Greenberg thinks this contrast is also present in Chukotian (possibly along with the analogous contrast between *l̚* and *l̛*). Finally, Greenberg postulates that Proto-Indo-European (PIE) final long vowels may derive from Eurasian final velars (e.g., Eurasian /*-ek* > /*-eH* > PIE /*-a*, or the like).

Chapter 3, “Grammatical Evidence for Eurasian,” is by far the longest chapter of the book. The format is the same as in his earlier books on language classification: Greenberg lists grammatical morphemes, identified by a simple phonetic ‘tag’ (e.g., first-person M, demonstrative KU) and traces each formant through the Eurasian families where he finds it. Typically, Indo-European is explored first, followed by Uralic, and then the rest, in west-to-east order, though there are exceptions where the evidence is strongest in eastern Eurasian.

At first glance, many linguists might not be impressed by the list of grammatical morphemes (pp. 315-317: see Lehmann’s article in this issue), particularly since some of the same morphemes occur in other families described by Greenberg. For example, third-person I, demonstrative T, and others are found in Amerind also (Greenberg 1987). Nevertheless a close reading reveals many gems of grammatical concordance that go far beyond a simple equivalence of monophonemic morphemes, particularly when Greenberg shows that strings of two or more separate morphemes have a wide distribution throughout the Eurasian family. Below I have extracted a few examples from Greenberg’s narrative and arranged them in tabular form: The first example is a combination of second-person T + dual KI(N) that recurs in a form TIK / TEK in widely separated parts of the Eurasian domain (pp.71-73, 101-106). In some families the original dual meaning has changed to plural:

---
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### Indo-European: Armenian

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$d$</th>
<th>$u$</th>
<th>$k'$</th>
<th>'you'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(2\textsuperscript{nd} person plural)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Uralic: PUralic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>*-$t$</th>
<th>$e$</th>
<th>$k$</th>
<th>'you'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(2\textsuperscript{nd} person plural subject)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Chukotian: Chukchi

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>-$t$</th>
<th>$\varnothing$</th>
<th>$k$</th>
<th>'you'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(2\textsuperscript{nd} person plural subject)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Eskimo-Aleut: Aleut

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>-$\delta$</th>
<th>$i$</th>
<th>$x$</th>
<th>'you(r)'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(2\textsuperscript{nd} person dual possessor, intransitive verb subject)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Eskimo

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>-$t$</th>
<th>$i$</th>
<th>$k$</th>
<th>'you(r)'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(2\textsuperscript{nd} person dual possessive, intransitive verb subject)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It should be noted that the Armenian plural $k'$ (or $kh$) is isolated within Indo-European, and Indo-Europeanists have traditionally assumed it was a development of the plural ending *-s.

The second example is analyzed by Greenberg as a combination of Eurasian interrogative K + absolutive NA (pp. 120-123, 217-224). In some languages the -NA element is no longer separable and the word has fused into a single morpheme with the original meaning 'who?'. As seen below, in some languages there has been a secondary development to a particle -KIN with an indefinite or generalizing force:

### Indo-European: PIE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>*$kw$</th>
<th>$e$</th>
<th>-$ne$</th>
<th>(indefinite) as in</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sanskrit</td>
<td>$kas$-$cana$</td>
<td>'anyone'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Uralic: Finnish

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$k$</th>
<th>$e$</th>
<th>$n$</th>
<th>'who?' (archaic)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Komi

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$k$</th>
<th>$i$</th>
<th>$n$</th>
<th>'who?'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Yukaghir: Tundra

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$k$</th>
<th>$i$</th>
<th>$n$</th>
<th>'who?'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Altaic: Mongolian

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$k$</th>
<th>$e$</th>
<th>$n$</th>
<th>'who?'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Gilyak

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>-$g$</th>
<th>$i$</th>
<th>$n$</th>
<th>(indefinite) as in</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a\textit{j}-ha-gin</td>
<td></td>
<td>'each one, anyone'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Chukotian: Koryak

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>-$\eta$</th>
<th>$\varnothing$</th>
<th>$n$</th>
<th>(generalizing) as in</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>meki-$\varnothing$</td>
<td></td>
<td>'whoever'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Eskimo-Aleut: Aleut

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$k$</th>
<th>$i$</th>
<th>-$na$</th>
<th>'who?'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

The third, and in my opinion the most ingenious, example is the combination of Eurasian pronoun base GE + first-person M (pp. 77-81) that accounts for Indo-European *eq(om) 'I', as well as similar words scattered across Eurasia:
Indo-European: PIE  
\*e-\(\dot{g}(h)\)  \(o\)  \(m\)  'I' (> Sanskrit ahâm, Greek ἐγὼ(ν), etc.)

Uralic:  
Hungarian  en-  \(g\)  \(e\)  \(m\)  'me'
Vogul  am-  \(kk\)  \(e\)  \(m\)  'I alone'
Selkup  \(\dot{s}\)  \(i\)  \(m\)  'I' (< *kim)

Chukotian: Chukchi (-i/-e)-  \(y\)  \(e\)  \(m\)  'I'
West Kamchadal  \(k\)  \(e\)  \(mma\)  'I'
†South Kamchadal  \(k\)  \(i\)  \(m\)  'I'

In addition to this first-person-singular paradigm, Greenberg posits a parallel second-person-singular pattern, which is not found in IE (Hungarian té-ged 'thee', Chukchi (-i/-e)-\(y\)ot 'thou', Eskimo \(*m-kat\) 'I (act on) thee', etc.). Greenberg has even located a parallel to the Indo-European suppletive first-person singular in the far away, now extinct, South Kamchadal dialect (p. 79):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PIE</th>
<th>South Kamchadal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*e(\dot{g}(h))om 'I'</td>
<td>(kim) 'I'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*me 'me'</td>
<td>(ma) 'me'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It should not be surprising that the suppletion persists (or persisted) only in widely separated languages. The leveling force of analogy, over millennia of linguistic change, almost assures the elimination of such grammatical oddities. Indo-European and Chukotian, in their peripheral positions in Eurasia, also agree in the form \(*tu\) for 'thou' (pp. 72-73), which is \(*te\) or \(*ti\) elsewhere:

Indo-European:  
\(*tu\) 'thou' > Latin tū, Greek συ, Gothic \(bu\), etc.

Chukotian:  
†NE Kamchadal  \(tu\) 'thou'
†East Kamchadal  \(tue\) 'thou'
Chukchi  \(tu-ri\) 'you' (pl.)

Greenberg notes some other sporadic retentions, for example the reduplicated word for 'give' (p. 236) in Indo-European (Greek δδο-μ and Sanskrit dādā-mi 'I give', Russian dadi-m 'we give') and Yukaghir (Kolyma, Tundra tadi 'to give' [third-person receiver]).

Following chapter 3 we find an appendix detailing vowel alternations (\(e \sim a, i \sim e, u \sim o\)) in AINU, a classification of Eurasianic languages (summarized briefly above), and a bibliography (28 pp.) listing the numerous books and articles Greenberg consulted. The book includes three maps by Merritt Ruhlen, who also designed and typeset the volume and assisted Greenberg in many ways.
Greenberg has demonstrated the Eurasian family (superstock, macro-phylum) in the time-honored Indo-Europeanist tradition: by showing paradigmatic grammatical patterns for which genetic inheritance, not borrowing or chance resemblance, is the only plausible explanation. As Alfred Kroeber told Edward Sapir (regarding the pronominal prefixes of Algic), “The pronouns turn the trick, alone ...” (See Ruhlen 1994, p. 111.) While one could quibble about certain details (e.g., Armenian plural -kh, cited above), there is no doubt that Greenberg’s grammatical evidence for Eurasian is a monumental achievement and a fitting capstone to his life’s work as the supreme linguistic taxonomist of all time.
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Whether one favors the “Out of Africa” hypothesis (that all biologically and culturally modern humans descend from a group that came out of Africa fairly recently, after 100,000 BP), or the “Multiregional Development” hypothesis (that modern humans evolved convergently in several regions of the world from older hominid lines), or something in between, almost everyone agrees that the human species ultimately originated in Africa. Thus, the origins and classification of African languages is no local concern, but one that should be of vital interest to anyone exploring the deep relationships among the world’s languages. In *African Languages* Heine and Nurse cite the figure of 2,035 African languages. This is about 30% of the worldwide total, though Africa’s population is only about 11%, and its land area about 20%. As phrased by Jared Diamond (1999, p. 377), “before the arrival of white colonists, Africa already harbored not just blacks but five of the world’s six major divisions of humanity, and three of them are confined as natives to Africa. One-quarter of the world’s languages are spoken only in Africa. No other continent approaches this human diversity.” According to Heine and Nurse (see above), the percentage of languages is even higher: 30%. A similar proportion is found in Grimes (1996): 2011 of 6703 languages.

We now have a new resource, aimed primarily for undergraduate college students, but potentially of use by anyone interested in the subject. This book, edited by Bernd Heine (Universität zu Köln) and Derek Nurse (Memorial University of Newfoundland), is divided into three components. The first consists of articles addressing the four major language phyla of Africa: Niger Congo (by Kay Williamson and Roger Blench), Nilo-Saharan (by Lionel Bender), Afroasiatic (by Richard J. Hayward), and Khoisan (by Tom Güldemann and Rainer Vossen). The second is made up of articles discussing linguistic topics: Phonology (by G.N. Clements), Morphology (by Gerrit J. Dimmendaal), Syntax (by John R. Watters), and Typology (by Denis Creissels). The last section includes articles of more general application: Comparative Linguistics (by Paul Newman), Language and History (by Christopher Ehret), and Language and Society (by H. Ekkehard Wolff).

Given the nature of the readership of *Mother Tongue*, most of this review will be devoted to the classification of African languages, which inevitably involves a discussion of the revolutionary classification by Joseph H. Greenberg and the modifications proposed in the five decades since his initial classifications were published.

Almost everyone would agree with Hayward (p. 74), that “Afroasiatic (AA) is probably the least controversial of the four phyla of languages proposed by Greenberg for the African continent.” Of course, as Hayward points out, the existence of this family was widely accepted long before Greenberg, when it was known as “Hamito-Semitic,” a term that implied, especially in the 19th Century, a binary structure made up of Semitic and an ill-defined “Hamitic,” a grab-bag of the African “poor relations” (p. 83) of Semitic. Greenberg’s greatest contributions, as noted by Hayward (p. 85), were the recognition of Chadic as part of Afroasiatic and the exclusion of spurious “Hamitic” languages such as Maasai (now classified as Nilo-Saharan) and Fulfulde (= Fulani, Peul, now included in...
Niger-Congo. Another important step was the recognition by Harold C. Fleming that "West Cushitic" was actually a distinct branch of Afroasiatic, now known as Omotic. Christopher Ehret’s classification of Afroasiatic (shown here and on p. 291, in his article on language and history), is a far cry from the early concept of Semitic as a primary branch opposed to the rest of the (macro-)family:

![Diagram of the classification of Afroasiatic languages]

The “demotion” of Semitic to a subgroup of a subgroup of a subgroup of Afroasiatic recalls the demotion of Bantu by Greenberg (see pp. 15-18). (This classification was previously reported in MT by Fleming, 1995.)

Probably the next most accepted of Greenberg’s four phyla is the largest phylum in the world with some 1,400 members (p. 11): Niger-Congo (NC, also known as Niger-Kordofanian), even though, as Williamson and Blench admit, “[n]o comprehensive reconstruction has yet been done for the phylum as a whole.” They go on to maintain that Niger-Congo specialists nevertheless think that this phylum is indeed a genetic unity, based on shared morphological characteristics (noun class systems, verbal extensions) and shared basic vocabulary. Since Greenberg’s original classification of Niger-Congo (1963), there have been several proposals to reshuffle the taxonomic ordering of subgroups, but the most important change has been Thilo Schadeberg’s excision of Kadu (Greenberg’s “Tumtum”) from Niger-Congo and its reclassification as Nilo-Saharan (NS). This may be one of the few times Greenberg was misled by typological or areal similarities. (Cf. his earlier inclusion of Miao-Yao in Sino-Tibetan, a classification he later repudiated.)

The third phylum, in order of general acceptance, is either Khoisan or Nilo-Saharan. In the introduction (p. 5), the editors opine that the “least secure of the four is Khoisan,” but Bender (p. 43) makes the claim that NS “is probably the least widely accepted” of Greenberg’s four proposed phyla. Even so, Güldemann and Vossen express little confidence in the genetic unity of Khoisan, preferring to “use the term ‘Khoisan’ as a cover for all non-Bantu as well as non-Cushitic click languages of eastern and southern Africa” (p. 102). This negatively-defined concept recalls the former “Paleo-Asiatic” (or “Paleo-Siberian,” still used in this book by Dimmendaal, p. 176), a catchall for East
Asian languages that were not Uralic, Altaic, or Sino-Tibetan. The hesitance of Güldemann and Vossen is echoed by the editors (p. 9): “It may well turn out that Khoisan could be more appropriately defined as a convergence area rather than as a genetic unit.” On the other hand, as the authors acknowledge (p. 102), some other scholars do accept the genetic unity of Khoisan. One of these is Ehret, who, later in the book (pp. 289-290) identifies the Proto-Khoisan speakers with the Eastern African Microlithic tradition, ca. 17,000 BP. Ehret’s classification of Khoisan is as follows:

![Khoisan diagram]

Of well-known Khoisan ethnic groups, the !Xūu (also known as !Kung “bushmen”) belong to the Ju family, and the Nama (formerly “Hottentot”) belong the Khoe family. This phyletic structure recalls that of the Na-Dene family (Ruhlen 1987: 197-200), in which single languages (in this case, Haida and Tlingit, corresponding structurally to Hadza and Sandawe, respectively) successively “peel off” from the proto-language, leaving a core family with multiple members (here, Eyak-Athapaskan, corresponding structurally to South-Khoisan).

As already mentioned, Bender, the author of the Nilo-Saharan section, considers NS the “least widely accepted” of the four Greenbergian phyla. Even so, this scholar, a well-known skeptic of remote relationships, expresses considerable confidence in the genetic unity of NS, based on “lexical and grammatical morphemes reconstructable to a common ancestor by the comparative method” (p. 60). More specifically, Bender (ibid.) refers to “seven major retentions and thirty-nine other retentions which serve to define Nilo-Saharan.” So in spite of the “least widely accepted” dictum, Bender clearly affirms, in general, the NS phylum discovered by Greenberg, who, Bender says, “got it right for the most part and his African classification culminating in [The Languages of Africa (1963)] is a tremendous advance in African classification” (p. 54). Yet, a great deal remains to be done, as indicated by the radical differences between, e.g., the NS classification schemes of Bender (p. 55) vs. Ehret (p. 274).

One may be (as I was) surprised at the rather wide acceptance of the idea that Niger-Congo and Nilo-Saharan together form an even deeper phylum (Gregersen’s “Kongo-Saharan”). Bender (p. 57) also thinks that NC and NS are “part of a single larger phylum,” but is leery of Blench’s proposal (pp. 17, 57) of a “Niger-Saharan” in which all of NC is a subgroup (or subgroup of a subgroup, etc.) of NS. If true, this would be a demotion even more radical than those of Semitic or Bantu, and would result in a
continent with only three distinct major phyla. (As Trombetti said, "distinto non vuol
dire disconnesso.")

Bender’s affirmation of Greenberg’s classification resounds throughout the book, e.g., echoed by Williamson and Blench (p. 15): “Greenberg’s work [on Niger-Congo] was initially controversial but was gradually accepted by most scholars”; by Hayward (p. 86): “on the basis of ‘mass comparison’ ... the canon of AA languages was established by Greenberg ... and has, in the present writer’s view, come up with the right conclusions”; by Güldemann and Vossen (p. 101): “However controversial Greenberg’s hypothesis and classification of macro-Khoisan may be, they surely mark a turning point in the roughly 200-year-old history of Khoisan linguistics insofar as they were established on purely linguistic grounds”; and by Newman (pp. 260, 271): “[Greenberg’s] classification ... has served as the point of reference for Africanists for a generation. ... Greenberg’s monumental contribution to African historical linguistics is now fifty years old: the field is clearly ready for a new leap forward.” Greenberg’s impact on African language classification is comparable to the impact of Newton on physics, or of Freud on psychology. In addition, we are constantly reminded of Greenberg’s contributions in other areas of linguistics, e.g.: phonological universals (p. 130), and morphological typology (pp. 177, 244).

Greenberg’s success in classification seems to be taken rather grudgingly by some, e.g., Hayward (pp. 86-87): “Now [Greenberg’s classification] was on the basis of ‘mass comparison’, rather than the comparative method ... [and] a methodology that does not invoke the rigour of the principle [of regular phonological correspondence] cannot make predictions, and so falls short of true theoretical status.” One wonders how regular phonological correspondences could have been detected and tabulated in advance of knowing which languages to compare! This statement is typical of an all too common misconception among historical linguists: the idea that ‘mass comparison’ is somehow an inferior method of linguistic classification, and that Greenberg “should have” used ‘the comparative method’ instead.

Fortunately, African Languages: An Introduction provides a refreshing perspective that is by itself well worth the price of the book: Paul Newman’s article on comparative linguistics. Wisely, he divides the subject into four logically sequential areas: “(1) classification and subclassification; (2) reconstruction; (3) establishment of sound laws; and (4) treatment of loan words.”

Newman begins the section on classification (p. 260) by enumerating five of Greenberg’s principles and guidelines of linguistic classification, the first of which is that “[l]anguage classification must be based on linguistic evidence alone and not on racial or cultural criteria.” As Newman points out, it seems obvious to us today, but this was not so before Greenberg made the principle explicit. This principle is just as valid in areas of the world other than Africa, for example, Eurasia, where the cumulative efforts of paleolinguists have identified three major linguistic streams (the following chains in roughly north-to-south and west-to-east order):

(A) INDO-EUROPEAN
KARTVELIAN
   Yukaghir
   Korean

URALIC

ALTAIC
   Nivkh
   Japanese

CHUKCHI-KAMCHAT-KAN

ESKIMO-ALEUT
Many readers of *Mother Tongue* will easily see that series (A) corresponds to Nostratic (and Greenberg’s Eurasiatic), (B) is Dene-Caucasian, and (C) is Austric. One notes that while the proposed linguistic connections are primarily horizontal, cultural and racial similarities often run vertically. For example, Basque and (Western) Indo-European peoples are more similar, culturally and racially, to each other than either is to the peoples farther east who are closer linguistically. In the same way, the Sino-Tibetan peoples have more in common, racially and culturally, with the Miao-Yao and Kadai peoples than with the Caucasians, Yeniseians, etc., leading to the former “Indo-Chinese” family that united Sino-Tibetan, Miao-Yao, and Kadai. The application of the “linguistic evidence only” principle by Paul K. Benedict (see Ruhlen 1987: 144, 152) led to the separation of Kadai and Miao-Yao from Sino-Tibetan, but this distinction had as much to do with the second principle (p. 260), that “classification must be based on specific points of resemblance and not on the presence or absence of general features of a typological nature.” To Benedict, the fact that Chinese, Hmong, and Thai were all tonal – a typological feature – was not enough to put them in the same family. His demand for specific points of resemblance (mainly basic vocabulary) led to the recognition that these three languages had distinct origins.

Newman (p. 261) reiterates the other principles of classification (the rule of transitivity, and the rule that vocabulary and grammar lead to the same results), but most important, Newman recognizes that “it is not necessary that the linguist ‘prove’ that the classification is certain by the presentation of conclusive evidence.” The concept of ‘proof’ in genetic linguistics was discussed at length in the first issue of this journal by Greenberg himself (1995). There Greenberg (1995: 213) quoted yet another statement by Newman:

> The proof of genetic relationship does not depend on the demonstration of sound laws. Rather, the discovery of sound laws and the reconstruction of linguistic history normally emerge from careful comparison of languages known to be related.

Thus, Newman and Greenberg essentially agree on the logical sequence of (1) classification (carried out explicitly or implicitly by the application of mass comparison), followed by (2) reconstruction and establishment of sound laws (= recurrent phonological correspondences), and in fact this has been the process by which every generally accepted language family has been recognized and accepted by scholars, beginning with the discoveries of Finno-Ugric and Indo-European (Greenberg 1995: 208-209). In this light, it seems to me that Hayward’s statement (quoted above) that Greenberg’s “methodology ... falls short of true theoretical status” itself falls short of validity. Newman (p. 261) correctly concludes that “[t]he job of the comparative linguist is to provide the best explanation possible consistent with the facts.” The fact that Greenberg’s classification (with more or less minor adjustments) has held up for fifty years suggests that his methodology is indeed valid, and should be regarded as the standard methodology of linguistic classification.
Among defects of this book, one could mention the confusion of nomenclature, which of course did not originate with this book, but is a long tradition in African linguistics. A salient example is the language generally denoted as Fulfulde (Niger Congo, Atlantic) in this book (e.g., p. 21). Because of their nomadic tendencies, the Fulfulde live in several countries in western and northern Africa, from Senegal to Sudan, and are known under a multitude of names, including Ful, Fula, Fulani, Fulbe, Peul, Peuhl, Peulh, Pulaar, etc. (Its erroneous classification as a “Hamitic” language, corrected by Greenberg, was mentioned above.) This book partially solves the problem of nomenclature by cross-references in the index (e.g., Pulaar see Fulfulde), but the use of other reference books, such as Grimes (1996) is still necessary in sorting out the confusion. The cross-referencing is not pervasive: for example, on page 315 a “Bamanan” language is mentioned, but the student has no way of knowing that it is synonymous with the language otherwise known as “Bambara” (Niger-Congo, Mande) on page 20. The Ethiopian liturgical language Ge‘ez (p. 321) is also denoted as Gi‘iz, Ge‘ez, and Ga‘az elsewhere in the book. To his credit, Bender devotes a portion of his article (pp. 46-48) to the clarification of nomenclature.

I was puzzled by the absence of the Kordofanian (sub-)family on both maps (pp. 2 and 12) where one would expect to see it located. A possible explanation might be their recent displacement from the Nuba Mountains of Sudan, as mentioned on page 17, but even so, their historic location should have been acknowledged, as is done for the extinct Egyptian (p. 75).

Some misnomers and typographical errors: a contrast between “bilabial and labio-velar fricatives” is mentioned (p. 127), where surely the latter should be “labio-dental.” In the first paragraph on page 49, cultural groups are described both as “pastoralists” and “pasturalists,” where only the former is correct. [Knut] “Bergslund” (pp. 296, 351) is actually Bergsland. The Silt’e language is cited as appearing on page 214 (index, p. 386), but the correct page number is 224.

These minor defects aside, African Languages is a valuable new resource for students at all levels.

1. In one of my notebooks from around 1970, I put together the following “cognate sets” common to Greenberg’s Congo-Kordofanian and Nilo-Saharan, which seemed to me to indicate a deeper superphylum:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Niger-Congo:</th>
<th>Nilo-Saharan:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘break’:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soninke kara</td>
<td>Gao keyri, Berta gula, Maasai gtl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utoro geri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘buy’:</td>
<td>Fur ulu, Nandi al</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yoruba ra</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katla la</td>
<td>Zerma kogu, Zagawa kožá,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘dry’:</td>
<td>Muguzi k’waak’a, Baka gágá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bantu *kaky</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
'fall':  
Kpelle to  
Twi to  
Kanuri du-, Teso ado, Madi d'e

give':  
Ewe, Tiv na  
Zerma no, Didinga nga, Mabi ni-,  
Mesalit ni, etc.

go':  
Fanti kó  
Zerma kon, Zagawa ke-,  
Kunama ga-, Tirma oka

tab':  
Kpelle bayi  
Ebang ipa  
Fur apa, Teda bo, Murle api

'small':  
Kpelle dog  
Zande toni  
Fur itig, Debri wa-tono,

'tooth':  
Fula ni-re  
Didinga nigitat, Nera nihi

'urine':  
Balanta sara  
Kanuri colo, Berta sara

'white':  
Diola fur, etc.  
Mabang fasara, etc.

Of the above comparisons, five ('break, buy, give, small, white') coincide with those of Gregersen (1972).

References:


The book we are discussing here (generally referred to as $NM$) reflects materials prepared by Aharon Dolgopolsky (Dolg) for his mini-seminar on Nostratic paleontology (Cambridge, England, 1997). This seminar was sponsored by the McDonald Institute for archaeological research (director - Prof. Lord Colin Renfrew); the McDonald Institute (along with the US-based A. P. Sloan Foundation) also provided funds for publication of Nostratic: Examining a Linguistic Macrofamily ($NELM$), for the Symposium on the Nostratic Macrofamily (Cambridge, 17th-18th July 1998) based on $NM$, for the publication of the symposium materials in the 1999 book $NELM$, and for the publication of Dolgopolsky's Nostratic Dictionary ($ND$): with over 2300 entries, accomplished in the year 2000, forthcoming in Cambridge as well. At the moment, the work on compiling indexes is being done, which will require a few more months.

The main bulk of $NM$ is represented by 124 entries chosen by the author from $ND$ to illustrate his perception of how the speakers of Nostratic (N) may have lived many millennia ago. The book contains appropriate introductions (by Renfrew and Dolgopolsky) and comments by Dolg. on the 124 entries, which were divided into certain groups: Where and when (the N people lived); Hunter-Gatherers; Food; Technological Activities; Anatomy; Kinship; The Realm of the Supernatural. Dolg. tried to show in his book that the N people lived in pre-neolithic times somewhere in SW Asia (apparently in the Near East).

Each entry represents a reconstruction of a certain root/word of the N language (spoken many millennia ago) with its meaning; accordingly, each entry also contains genetically related words - as a rule, reconstructed roots supported by lexical evidence from appropriate languages - in daughter languages of N: Hamito-Semitic (HS = Afroasiatic), Kartvelian (K), Indo-European (IE) in the West, and Uralic (U), Altaic (A), Dravidian (D) in the East. (Each of these languages became the ancestor of a language family. There is no bibliography to indicate sources of the lexical forms used in the above entries (such bibliography is, naturally, present in the Nostratic Dictionary).

Most participants of the symposium considered $NM$ a work whose main aim was to prove that N languages can be compared in the same way as IE or Uralic, and that a N proto-language can be reconstructed. This was not Dolgopolsky's aim, as it is clear from the title of his book; therefore $NM$ does not contain any explicit proof of the validity of N. Naturally, $NM$ contains many words which denoted animals and plants: such words easily become borrowings. All this led several colleagues to a conclusion that the material presented in $NM$ doesn't prove that the N...
theory works, and that N comparisons don't follow strict rules, comparable to those in the IE or U historical linguistics.

It is amazing that most participants of the symposium who were not Nostraticists seemed never to try and check if Dolgopolsky's phonetic charts work (these charts are present in both NM and NELM; see my review of NELM below). Checking the charts wouldn't take much time but would provide a quick and decisive answer to an important question: Does the Nostratic theory work?

Kamil Zvelebil, a prominent specialist in D languages, who is sympathetic to Nostraticists' work (see his paper in NELM: 361) writes as follows (ibid.: 364):

"When I see the N consonant chart, the reconstructed phonemic inventory (NM, 101) and as I try to find my way through the transcription signs and other symbols' on pp. 11-16 of the work under review, I am reminded... of what Emperor Joseph II said to Mozart in Forman's movie Amadeus... : 'Too many notes.'"

I certainly agree that the number of signs used by Dolg. is excessive (Illich-Svitych used much fewer - but all was clear. As for the uncertainty signs, both [ ] and () would suffice: cf. Starostin's use of these signs in his paper in NELM). But as for the phonetic charts, almost all signs used there are both clear and necessary. Nevertheless, the charts weren't consulted by many of those who were busy writing their reviews of NM.

Note what Zvelebil asks on p. 362 of his paper where he discusses words designating footwear (IE *krep-, Sem. *krp, D *kerVppV-. K.Z. approves of this set): "However, even this item, this reconstruction is not quite unproblematic (why the initial glottalization?)'. He means glottalized K' (= k' or q') in NM 100 *KVRVHp'/pV: the N word from which all three above forms have originated.

Zvelebil implies here that the initial K' - in the N reconstruction wrongly shows glottalization because none of the daughter languages shows it. But one of the fundamental rules of N comparison states that IE voiceless consonants regularly originate from glottalized N consonants (there are a few clear exceptions).

It would take precisely two minutes to find in the charts the following line, which contains initial k- in all three languages: IE, Sem., and D (cf. the above forms). This line shows that S, IE, D k- originate from N k'-

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
N & \ldots & S & \ldots & IE & \ldots & D \\
*k' & *k, *k' & *k, *k' & \ldots & *k \\
\end{array}
\]

This line not only explains "why the initial glottalization" but it also shows that Dolg. could be more precise in his reconstruction of the initial N consonant in the root in question: this should be k' - and not an uncertain K', which means "either *k'- or *q'-." But q' cannot be reconstructed here because q' - yields either k' or x - in Sem., and not k - which we have:

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
N & \ldots & S & \ldots & IE & \ldots & D \\
*q' & *k', *x & *k, *k', *k' & \ldots & *k \\
\end{array}
\]

We may go on checking if Dolg.'s N reconstructions, as presented in NM, really work: for that, we may choose any N sounds from the phonetic charts and check if these sounds are, indeed, reflected in words from daughter languages precisely in the way they are presented in the charts (if some languages are not represented in the charts, such as Cushitic or Chadic, or proto-Altaic, then the needed words can be found in the appropriate NM entries. I have also added one example from Dolg.'s
Let us start with some “unusual” N sounds that yield phonetically very different consonants in the daughter languages, such as intervocalic lateral obstructs -ť- (fricative) and -ʒ- (affricate).

According to Dolg’s charts and NM data, both these sounds are reflected as MITTED in Uralic (including FU); as mitted in Semitic; as mitted in Cushitic (see appropriate NM entries), IE and A (Turkic [T], Mongolic[M], Tungusic-Manchu [TM] = Tungusic).

In the following table, six N reconstructions, containing the above consonants are presented: five from NM (50 ‘fur-bearing animal’; 60 ‘berry’; 99 ‘to skin, to [remove] bark’; 90 ‘thorn, hook (< tooth)’; 21 ‘tasty beverage’, and one from R (‘to glow, burn’).

It is easy to conclude that all correspondences match. Even if we drop all questioned examples, the conclusion will be the same: Nostratic rules work properly:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>(HS:) Sem.</th>
<th>(HS:) Cush.</th>
<th>IE</th>
<th>U: FU</th>
<th>A: T, M, TM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-ť-, -ʒ-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 bluyzV</td>
<td>s</td>
<td></td>
<td>pozyzV</td>
<td></td>
<td>M bulugan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 moyzV</td>
<td>?? S mš-mlš</td>
<td></td>
<td>FU mozyzV</td>
<td></td>
<td>TM mišyš-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90 K’ožV</td>
<td>kšw</td>
<td></td>
<td>kozyzV</td>
<td></td>
<td>M qol-tu-č</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R šužVxV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>swel-šuže</td>
<td></td>
<td>TM sulu-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 mayžV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ECU. mala-</td>
<td>mel-</td>
<td>FU mayžV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Among initial consonants in the above exx. we have N K’, which means “either k’- or q’-” (the latter is preserved only in Kartv.; it mostly remains in Sem. as k’- but becomes k’-k’- in IE and k’- in U.

The following table represents 2 segments of the charts which show what N k’- and q’- yield in the daughter languages, namely in (HS:) Semitic, Kartv. [sometimes represented by modern Georgian], IE, U [or only in FU], A (or only in Turkic):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>(HS:) Sem.</th>
<th>K (=Georg.)</th>
<th>IE</th>
<th>U (=FU)</th>
<th>A (:Turk.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>k’-</td>
<td>k, k’</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k, k’</td>
<td>k, T k’, k’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q’-</td>
<td>k’, k’</td>
<td>q’</td>
<td>k, k’</td>
<td>k’ &gt; T k’, k’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As we see, there are three possible reflexes of N k’, q’ (both initial and non-initial) in IE. Usually, IE k’ appears in the N roots which contain the sequence k’q’a; IE k appears in roots which contain N k’q’ before a front vowel (i, e, ä); IE k’ appeared in roots which contain N k’q’ before a labial vowel (u, ü, o) [For details concerning this distribution of N consonants in the daughter languages see V. Dybo in RLC].

The following table contains N words in k’-, q’- (or K’-, as explained above) and their reflexes in appropriate daughter languages (all data according to NM).

I am using the following NM entries: 73 ‘(large) fish’; 10 ‘ice (etc.)’; 61 ‘fruit of a leguminous plant’; 98 ‘(some) bark, skin’; 93 ‘bark’; 91 ‘tooth, claw; hook’; 23 ‘basket’ [apparently N with -č- as shown by Kartv.]; 99 ‘to skin, to [remove] bark’ (we already had this word); 67 ‘intestines’.

We may now check sound correspondences, according to the phonetic charts.
[There are two problems which concern vowels: U *kala shows -a- where we expect -o- (as in N *K'olV); but U *kopa shows -o- where we expect -a- (as in N *K'ap?E). These problems still remain unresolved].

Compare now our words with the following table, which shows reflexes of the appropriate N non-initial consonants l, r and R (= r or ñ), q, p', p, k', c, ć, ẑ, 3 in our words in five languages (= language groups) represented in the above exx (I didn't use D: its material is scanty); all data match here as well:

Let us now take initial k- and g- in N with its reflexes in daughter languages: I am listing 5 N words below: NM #109 'a woman from the other moiety'; 110 'a man from the other moiety'; 83 'stone'; 31 '(follow the) track'; 106 'occiput; hind part'.

Let us now take initial k- and g- in N with its reflexes in daughter languages: I am listing 5 N words below: NM #109 'a woman from the other moiety'; 110 'a man from the other moiety'; 83 'stone'; 31 '(follow the) track'; 106 'occiput; hind part'.
As expected, initial consonants in the above words match those segments of Dolg.'s phonetic charts which reflect initial N k-, g- in HS, K, IE, U, and A (:Turkic) languages (now Altaic can be represented more accurately and simply, but we follow Dolg.'s table which is, in principle, correct). Note that IE *glów- may have originated from **gelow-: g- presupposes a sequence *ge-, not *ga- or *go-:

The above five words reflect N non-initial consonants l, d (twice), w, h, k. According to Dolg.'s charts, all fits well in these, seemingly old, roots (correct a typo in the charts: IE d from N d; this should be IE dh, of course):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>Sem., etc</th>
<th>K (:Georg.)</th>
<th>IE</th>
<th>U (:FU)</th>
<th>A: Turkic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-l-</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-d-</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>dh</td>
<td>δ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-w-</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>(w &gt;) b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-h-</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-k-</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>g, g, g'</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I would like to underline that N linguistics has existed in its present form (comparison of six language families and reconstruction of several hundred N roots) for four decades. The first publications in modern Nostratic [papers by Dolg. and Illich-Svitych (IS)] appeared in 1964. Nostraticists use the same strict methodology as, say, researchers working in IE historical linguistics. N linguistics is built upon a well-researched corpus of appropriate daughter languages. These daughter languages still undergo intensive research by historical linguists, including Nostraticists. Accordingly, existing roots may be somewhat changed during the ongoing studies; this is inevitable.

N linguistics deals both with stable lexicon and with grammar (both are reconstructed on the basis of N daughter languages).

Though Dolg. started his work in the field of Nostratic linguistics much earlier than IS, it is the latter who is considered by scholars, including Dolg. (see his foreword to NM), as the founder of modern Nostratics. Along with V. Dybo and R. Bulatova, Dolg. spent an enormous amount of time and energy in arranging and editing IS's posthumous work in the years 1966 - 1976 (in 1976 he emigrated to Haifa, Israel).

IS was a first-class expert in all 6 language families he considered genetically related; some of his work was published (Dogopolsky didn't consider D a N language in his early research). IS started to work on the reconstruction of N grammar; N lexicon was meant to form some kind of a supplement to this grammar. He was also reconstructing roots (whenever it was necessary) on the level of families (A, K, D, etc.) before turning to proto-N lexical reconstruction. (Other scholars, Dolg. among them, didn't reconstruct N roots at that time). IS possessed a rare intuition which allowed him to immediately recognize the needed item in a broad and seemingly chaotic language inventory.

A well-known Uralicist, Eugene Helimski, wrote in the English version of his long paper Illich-Svitych's Work and the Development of Nostratic Research Abroad (the Russian original appeared in Moscow in 1986), 1988:

"As early as 1965, the patriarch of IE-U, U-A, and U-Yukaghir comparison, B. Collinder (Sweden), saw “decisive success in the area of IE-U-A linguistic comparison” in IS’s paper on the genesis of IE gutturals. ... In the opinion of the prominent Altaist, N. Poppe (USA), the work of IS is the ‘most extensive, and without a doubt the most well-founded and convincing, work on N problems.’ ... ‘The results achieved, the convincing survey of the comparative and historical phonetics of the N languages, and an etymological dictionary ... are scholarly facts which no one who studies the
comparison of languages beyond the bound of one family can disregard,' writes R. Eckert 
(Germany). ... Danish Indo-Europeanist J. Rasmussen connects his own appraisal of IS's 
first publications with the hope that pre-IE will finally be open to normal comparative 
reconstruction which will come to supplant speculative glottoonomic constructions.' 

R. L. Trask writes as follows in his *Historical Linguistics* (1996: 390):

"How successfully have the proponents of the super-families made their case? There is 
no doubt at all that N represents... the most plausible of all these proposals. ... [T]he 
defenders of N, almost uniquely among the proponents of super-families, have at least 
attempted to stick rigorously to conventional historical methodology and conventional 
standards of evidence. Rejecting all appeals to casual resemblances, no matter how 
numerous, they accept as data only the best available reconstructions for items in the 
six proto-languages which they regard as daughter of PN...; and, most importantly, they 
insist upon the identification of systematic correspondences and of regular phonological 
developments in all branches. Even so, they still managed to come up with some 
hundreds of PN roots and affixes. Their work clearly deserves to be taken seriously."

Now I would like to return to the discussion of the life and time of the people 
who spoke N in prehistory. As early as the 1960's, Dolg. started to publish 
popular papers on Nostratic that contained more or less the same conclusions about 
speakers of the N language as his 1998 book. Naturally, at that time the number 
of illustrative exx. was not as large. Dolg. believed the speakers of N were hunters 
and gatherers, partly because there were no N terms describing agriculture or cattle-
breeding, although there were designations of edible cereals, berries, fruits, and certain 
tools such as fishing nets, etc.

The question about the age of the N language was first discussed in print as early 
as 1963 by A. Lamprecht and M. Čejka. As E. Helimsky writes (ibid.):

"[T]hey made an attempt to apply glottochronology to the dating of the 'IE-A' epoch ...

Their conclusion was that it is possible to date this epoch 'to the 10th-9th m. BC,' 
that is, to the time that directly followed the last glacial period."

Both IS and V. Dybo came to the same conclusion four decades ago, and S. Starostin 
(St) now has a similar perception. In St.'s paper published recently in *HLL*, proto-
IE is regarded as being 6 to 7 millennia (m.) old - not 9 m. as C. Renfrew seems to 
think. Accordingly, Dolg.'s dating of N (about 17 m.) doesn't seem realistic.

St. thinks that both IE and K are some 6 m. old; U and A - 8 m.; D (which 
first split from N) - 9m. As for HS (12 to 11 m. old), it was not a daughter, but 
a sister of N, the third sister being Sino-Caucasian (SC = Dene-Caucasian): see St. in 
NELM.

Note that D seems to show [according to G. Starostin in *MLZ* vol. 1] remnants 
of palatal and voiced stops; this connects D with Western languages: IE-K-HS. We 
may compare this situation with what we have in proto-Anatolian vs. 
"narrow/Western IE": The pAnat. language (which rather early split from proto-IE) 
shows reflexes of all three IE stops of the type *k, k, kʷ*, whereas Western IE 
languages show reflexes either of *k, k* [having changed *kʷ* to *k*] or of *k, kʷ* [having 
changed *k* to *k*].

Apparently at some point in time, at least three proto-proto-languages (N, HS, 
Sino-Caucasian) were spoken in the Near East before they split into daughter 
languages.

If there are indeed five, and not six, N daughter languages, the reconstruction of N 
will provide somewhat simplified phonetic and lexico-grammatical systems (which 
may be quite welcome - the existing reconstruction of at least 50 N consonants
seems too complicated. On the other hand, SC/ North Caucasian (NC) phonetics show even more sounds. Besides, connections between HS (now a separate phylum) and the reduced N phylum (now K-IE-U-A-D) makes much more suspicious those cognates which show only two roots: HS and, say, only K (or only IE; or only U; or only A; or only D). Indeed, now such pairs of roots cannot even be considered legitimate cognates; at least two daughter languages are required to produce a N reconstruction – which then can be compared with HS (or SC, for that matter). So, if we have a HS root (representing a phylum), we need at least a pair of cognates on the level of N daughter families, – to form a legitimate representation of the N phylum. So, we need HS vs. (at least) K and IE; or K and U; or IE and U, etc.

Dolg. provides 30 sets (## 1-30) to support his theory that the homeland of the N people was located in SW Asia in the pre-Neolithic. This seems correct, but as for words with the meaning 'fig tree' (#1), 'hyena' (#2), 'leopard' (#3-4), 'monkey' (#6), 'saline earth, desert' (#11), they seem either not to exist (see J-1, J-2, J-6 below) or to have a somewhat different meaning (not 'saline earth, desert' but 'soil, clay': G-11; not 'leopard': E-4; note also G-36 about *gurHa: not 'antelope'), or might be borrowings (H-3, H-24; cf. also Vovin (NELM). – Dolg.'s #54 'fig tree' may have designated some kind of berries (C-54). - All this seems to suggest that the climate at that time was milder (as scholars have frequently mentioned).

I disagree with Dolg. when he says (p. 26) that N “has words for harvesting (in defiance of the famous maxim)”: #15 *gæRpl/p’V didn’t mean ‘to harvest’ (Hitt. shows ‘gather, a heap’, related to ‘reap’ in IE); it rather meant ‘gather’: see B-15.

Words ## 5, 8, 20, 23, and 29 seem to represent correct reconstructions (see A). There are minor problems with ##10, 12, 27, and 30 (see B). Additional words can be listed for sets ##13 and 19 (see C). Sets ## 4 ‘leopard’, 9 ‘hoar-frost’, 21 ‘tasty beverage’ and require substantial restructuring (see E). Set #14 ‘body of water’ seems to represent only a part of a reconstruction that includes additional words from several languages; the meaning of the N root may have been ‘water’: see F-14.

Two different roots/words (either on the N level or on the level of a daughter language) may be identified in each of the following sets: ##11 (‘soil, clay’ vs. ‘stony/shallow place’); 22 (‘wicker, wattle’ vs. ‘to mix’); 25 (‘bend, bow’ vs. ‘to bind; rope’); 28 (‘sinew; to tie’ vs. ‘arrow’). Three roots can be identified in the set 26 (‘bow, arrow’ vs. ‘bow’ vs. ‘lead, pull’): see G.

It is possible that reconstructions ## 3, 17, 18, 24 represent borrowings. Reconstructions ##1, 2, 6, 16 seem incorrect.

* * *

Sets ##31-62 include words which show, as Dolg. states on pp. 38 and 50, that the N people were hunters-gatherers. From the above sets, eight (all referring to hunting) seem quite correct: ##31 ‘(follow the) track’; 34 ‘hit (the target)’; 35 ‘miss one’s aim’; animals’ designations: 41, 47, 48, 50, 52 (see A). To the HS-D set # 54 an A root can be added (see C). – Neither HS nor IE words seem to match U-A in # 60 (some berries): see D. A restructuring is needed in the set 51 ‘squirrel’ (see E).

Three reconstructions seem to represent two different roots each: ##33 (‘sharp edge, spear’ vs. ‘spear, arrow’), 36 (‘deer, wild animal’ vs. ‘male’); 62 (‘root, sinew’ vs. ‘tendon’). Reconstr. # 42 can be split into three roots (‘wild sheep, goats’ vs. “wound; hunt, kill” vs. ‘herd of horses’): see G.

It is not excluded that some of the sets 39, 40, 43, 45, 46, 49, 53, 57, 61(words for plants and animals) represent borrowing: see H.

Roots ## 32, 56, 58 seem not to exist: see J.
Dolg. lists 17 words (## 63-79) that reflect ways of food preparation and eating habits of the N people. – Sets ## 70 (‘soft parts of animal’s body’), 73 (‘large fish’), and 77 (‘hard-roe’) represent correct reconstructions: see A. Reconstructions ## 69 (‘liver’) and 74 (‘fish’) may require some adjustments: see B. A few words may be added to sets ## 66 (‘meat’), 71 (‘egg’), and 75 (some fish): see C. A word shall be eliminated from each of the sets ## 67 (‘intestines’) and 76 (some fish): see D.

Each of the following two reconstructions can be split in two or three words: ## 65 (‘food made of ground cereals’ vs. ‘flour’) and 68 (‘brain, marrow’ vs. ‘to smear’ vs. ‘cheek; beak’): see G.

Sets ## 78 (‘hard-roe, span’) and 79 (‘honey’) may represent borrowings: see H. Reconstruction # 72 (‘egg’) doesn’t exist: see J.

Dolg. selects 22 words (## 80-101) to illustrate “technological activities” of the N people: twisting, boring/drilling, barking/flaying/peeling, rubbing, etc. Dolg. considers different kinds of stone as tools; we shall add ‘sharp bone’ (mentioned sub # 101). As material, wood, rods, tendons, thorns, and bark were used.

I disagree with Dolg. when he says (p. 65) that “teeth and claws were used as hooks”; rather some natural hooks were designated with the words which normally meant ‘tooth/teeth’ and ‘claw(s)’.

The following words from the above list seem to be properly reconstructed: ## 80 (‘flint-stone, knife’), 82-3 (‘stone’), 90 (‘thorn, hook’), 93 (‘bark’), 95 (‘hide, skin’), 96 (‘skin, fell’), 101 (‘sharp bone/tool’): see A. A Dravidian word can be added to the root # 97 (‘skin, film, bark’): see C.

A word shall be eliminated from each of the following reconstructions: ## 84 (‘stone’), 85 (‘stalk, stick’), 86 (‘tree trunk’), 91 (‘tooth, fang, hook’), 98 (‘bark, skin’), 100 (‘piece of leather’): see D.

Reconstr. # 89 (‘vein, sinew’) needs a substantial restructuring: see E.

Reconstr. # 81 (‘flint; cut with a flint’) shall be merged with words from several languages which mean ‘bore, drill, split, chisel’: see F.

Each of the following reconstructions shall be split in two or three: ## 87 (‘stalk’ vs. ‘sprout, shoot’ vs. ‘ground, floor’); 88 (‘pole’ vs. ‘arrow’); 92 (‘bark’ vs. ‘split, peel’); 94 (‘bark’ vs. ‘bark, shell’ vs. ‘bark, crust, peel’); 99 (‘to skin, peel off; bark’ vs. ‘to skin’): see G.

There are no sets which could be considered as borrowings or as failures.

Sets ## 102-8 show that the N people had some knowledge of anatomy (primarily of animals, not humans, which is quite understandable: animal parts were used for food, etc.).

Sets ## 102 (‘bile’), 103 (‘spleen’), 108 (‘jugular vertebra, nape’) represent correct reconstructions: see A. Reconstr. # 107 (‘back of the knee, armpit’) needs some restructuring: see B. Some words can be added to the sets ## 104 (‘spleen’) and 106 (‘occiput, hind part’): see C. A word shall be dropped from # 100: see D.

Reconstr. # 105 (‘sinciput, crown of the head’) needs serious changes: see E.

There are no erroneous reconstructions in the above word group.

Sets ## 109-20 represent kinship terms.

The reconstructions ## 109 (‘woman from the other moiety’), 110 (‘man from the other moiety’), 111 (‘relative from the other moiety’), and 117 (‘mother’) seem quite correct: see A. Reconstr. # 115 (‘head of a family’) requires a minor change: see B.
Words can be added to the sets ## 116 ('mother') and 118 ('father'): see C.

The following reconstructions require splitting in two parts each: ## 112 ('relative from the other moiety' vs. 'wife's sibling'), 114 ('master, elder relative' vs. words which originate from *edê-, # 115); 119 ('child, son' vs. 'child, boy; servant'): see G.

Sets ## 113 ('woman from the other moiety') and 120 ('member of a clan') may represent borrowings: see H.

Dolg.'s last word group (## 121-4) represents 'the realm of the supernatural.' We have here a seemingly correct reconstruction # 124 ('tell, pronounce magic words'): see A. An Altaic term can be added to # 123 ('exercise magic power'): see C.

A semantically dubious word shall be removed from the set # 121 ('make magic, cast spells'): see D. Set # 122 shall be divided into three roots: 'burn (sacrifices)', 'deceit, cunning', and 'bless, sacrifice': see G.

The following lists show different types of evaluation of NM data: from those that seem not to contain any problems (list A) to those which may amount to false reconstructions (list J). This evaluation is based on St.'s paper in NELM but without his rigid rules for accepting or discarding a reconstruction. Data of other NELM authors were also taken in consideration. I find especially interesting those sets that can be split into two or three etymologies (as shown by St.).

A. Sets that seem to be correct, or to require only minor changes (Relatively minor additions in ## 5, 23, 45, 48, 64, 73, 78, 90, 96, 103; dropping off a language [= a borrowing or an irregular form]: ## 20, 23, 90, 111).

# 5 *?of[u] 'antelope, deer' (HS-A-D). - St.: 140 (adds A: T); Vov.: 368 (supportive).
# 8 *cal[U]gV 'snow, hoar-frost' (HS-U-A [Vov.: 373 maintains that A *-c- doesn't turn to *-t- in T, but this is not t-, this is a lenis ť matching d- in AED phon. charts; still, Vov. objects to the rule A c-> T d- in APPJ and AED]). - St.: 140; Voigt: 320; G.T.
# 20 *hælbV 'white' (HS [drop Ec.: Somali <Arab.-IE-D]; St.: 142; Ap.: 309; Voigt: 321.
# 23 *k'ad'a 'basket' (HS [drop Eg.: a borrowing from S] -K-IE-U-A-D?). Add to A (*k'ad'a): T *Kæ+a (a vessel). - St.: 142; Voigt: 318 and 320; Heg.: 264; Zv.: 363; G.T.
# 29 *plp'eqE ~*plp'egxE 'spear' (HS-U). - St.: 143. [Invalid if HS is a phylum].
# 31 *goki 'track' (HS-U-A). - St.: 143; Ap.: 309; Vov.: 377.
# 34 *t'apV 'hit (the target)' (HS-U-E-D). - St.: 144; Vov.: 368.
# 35 *ment'V 'miss one's aim' (HS-IE-U-A [this latter is dubious]). - St.: 144.
# 41 *k'ad'a 'bark' (HS-IE [not tauros]-A). - St.: 145; Vov.: 383 (some doubts).
# 70 *n[aJK'u 'soft parts of animal's ' (HS7-IE-U-A). Add: A: Kor.-Jap., K: Svan. - St.: 149.
# 77 *iURV 'hard-roe' (U-A). - St.: 149.
# 80 *?i[as] 'flint-stone, knife' (HS-A-D). Add A: T *čar 'whetstone'. - St.: 150.
# 82 *tile(?)[a] 'stone' (K-A-D). - St.: 150.
# 83 *kiw(V)E 'stone' (HS7-U-K). - St.: 150.
# 90 *?ežekU 'thorn, hook' (HS-A). Plausible match: HS: Cu. *?išk*-; Ecu. *ilik- (etc.) vs A *ežku (Vov.: 371). - St.: 151 missed the above, but he justly discarded S *šiik-.
# 95 *t'o(w)q'a 'hide, skin' (HS-K-IE-U-A-D). TM = *tuki- (<A *t'uk'i; + T, M); St.: 151.
# 101 *p'ix/yA 'sharp bone, sharp tool' [ne zdes'] (HS-K-IE-U-A). - St.: 152.
# 102 *piSV ' bile' (IE-U-D). - St.: 152.
# 105 *p'ix/yA 'sharp bone, sharp tool' [ne zdes'] (HS-K-IE-U-A). - St.: 152.
# 106 *viSV ' to curse' (IE-U-D). - St.: 152.
# 107 *viSV ' to curse' (IE-U-D). - St.: 152.
# 108 *viSV ' to curse' (IE-U-D). - St.: 152.
# 109 *viSV ' to curse' (IE-U-D). - St.: 152.
# 110 *viSV ' to curse' (IE-U-D). - St.: 152.
# 111 *viSV ' to curse' (IE-U-D). - St.: 152.
# 112 *viSV ' to curse' (IE-U-D). - St.: 152.
# 113 *viSV ' to curse' (IE-U-D). - St.: 152.
# 114 *viSV ' to curse' (IE-U-D). - St.: 152.
# 115 *viSV ' to curse' (IE-U-D). - St.: 152.
# 116 *viSV ' to curse' (IE-U-D). - St.: 152.
# 117 *viSV ' to curse' (IE-U-D). - St.: 152.
# 118 *viSV ' to curse' (IE-U-D). - St.: 152.
# 119 *viSV ' to curse' (IE-U-D). - St.: 152.
# 120 *viSV ' to curse' (IE-U-D). - St.: 152.
# 121 *viSV ' to curse' (IE-U-D). - St.: 152.
# 122 *viSV ' to curse' (IE-U-D). - St.: 152.
# 123 *viSV ' to curse' (IE-U-D). - St.: 152.
# 124 *viSV ' to curse' (IE-U-D). - St.: 152.

B. Reconstructions that may require substantial changes (A few may be borrowings and rather belong to the list H).

# 10 *k'ir(u)qa 'ice, hoar-frost' (HS-K-IE-U-A [but T *k'ira-gu may be a borrowing from Mong. k'ira-ynf]): Vov.: 379]. - St.: 140-1; Voigt: 318.
# 12 *tdlwV 'cold season, rain' (U-A; IE *del- uncertain). Add OJap. to A. - St.: 141.
# 15 *qaRplp'V 'to harvest' (HS-IE-A; IE). - IE; Hitt, rather harpi- 'gather; a heap' (: Gr. erēp-to 'reap', Lat. rapiō, Lith. -repiu), not the borrowing harpi-; A: corrections (St.: 141).
# 27 *tagK'a 'bend' (HS [drop unrelated Eg.] -lE-U-A). D *toyk- 'bow, bend; dangle' may belong here (as per IS; phonetically unclear). - St.: 143; G.T..
# 30 *t'M/(i)/97V 'catch with a net (etc.)' (HS [drop unrelated Eg.] -K-U-A-D); semantic problems in Altaic. - St.: 143; G.T.
# 41 *yamV 'body of water' (HS [drop Eg. < S] -U). Add D *am-. - St. 141; G.T.
# 42 *mälge 'breast' (HS?-IE-U). Add K *mlže 'milk' (MR) -. St.: 142 (sub # 21).
# 54 *sʒugbV 'a fig tree' [scarcily original meaning] (HS [drop unrelated and phonetically different Eg.] -D). Add A *sVgV 'berry' from # 53. - St.: 146; G.T.

C. Adding a root, representing a N daughter language, to a reconstruction (Note also additions to daughter languages: ## 66, 106, 104; dropping: 13, 54):

# 13 *yamV 'body of water' (HS [drop Eg. < S] -U). Add D *am-. - St. 141; G.T.
# 19 *mälge 'breast' (HS?-IE-U). Add K *mlže 'milk' (MR) -. St.: 142 (sub # 21).
# 54 *sʒugbV 'a fig tree' [scarcily original meaning] (HS [drop unrelated and phonetically different Eg.] -D). Add A *sVgV 'berry' from # 53. - St.: 146; G.T.
D. Reducing the number of N daughter-languages, used in a set, by dropping a root/word (or two, as in #60).

# 7 *šīnU ‘snow’ (A-D). Drop HS (uncertain Eg. word); St.: 140; Vov.: 368; Heg.: 262.
# 60 *m[ō]l[y]2V (some berries) (U-A). Drop HS (dubious Arab.), IE (different). - St.: 147.
# 67 *q'[u]3V ‘intestines’ (K-IE-D). Drop A (no phonetic match in TM). - Vov.: 376.
# 76 *pl pa2V (some fish) (U?-D?). - IE *peisk- may be borrowed from NC. - St.: 149.
# 84 *boraJyV ‘stone’ (IE-U-D?). Drop HS (different meaning). - St.: 150; Vv.: 363.
# 85 *çUIV ‘stalk, stick’ (HS-K-U-D). Drop A: TM: Solon (doutf.). - St.: 150; Vov. 379
# 86 *k'o3cV ‘tree trunk’ (HS-K). - Different: A: M. - St.: 150; cf. Vov.: 379.
# 91 *k'[a]k(w)V ‘tooth, fang, hook’ (K?-IE?-U-D). No match in TM; St.: 151; Vov. 376.
# 98 *k'oRupV ‘bark, skin’ (HS-IE). Drop dubious A: M. - St.: 152; Ap.: 310; Vov.: 378.
# 100 *KVRVHpV ‘piece of leather (etc.)’ (IE-D). Drop HS (phon. irregular); cf. # 98 (it may represent the same root). - St.: 152.
# 121 *?arba ‘make magic, cast spells’ (A-U). Drop HS (dubious semantics). - St.: 153.

E. Removing root(s)/word(s) from a set that do not belong, simultaneously adding other root(s)/word(s) (Note a radical restructuring in #9).

# 4 *SiwVygE ‘leopard’ [this is not the meaning of the N root] (IE *singh-os : A [add *zibke ~ *zipge > T *jebke-n ‘wolverine’]; D *civVki ‘hyena, tiger-wolf’ or the like). Drop HS. - St.: 140; Vov.: 381.
# 21 ‘tasty beverage’ (HS-IE-A-U). Transfer K *ml ge [Laz mža ‘milk’] to # 19 *målge [MR]? - Add D *matt- ‘honey, sweet juice’ [OSNJ # 276]; add TM to A.- St.: 142.
# 51*?hUrV ‘squirrel’ (IE-U-D). Drop HS (an unsecure Akkad. form). - Add A *Uri-k’V ‘ground squirrel’ (T *örke, TM *urike). - St.: 146.
# 89 *širyūlù ‘vein, sinew’ [rather ū: Vov.: 371] (K-IE?-A). Drop HS (a dubious Iraqw word). - Add: D *cîr- ‘root’ (Mat.: 341); HS: Class. Ethiop. šårw -. - St. 151; Voigt: 322.
F. Merging several roots in one (thus reconstructing semantic archaisms):

# 14 *moRE 'body of water'; rather 'water, moisture' (OSNJ #294 *mārā). Merge: HS *mar-'drop, rain' and *mir- 'river'; K: Svan mare 'cloud' and Meegr. 'lake'; add TM *mu-*mu[r]a 'water', MKor. mir, Ojap. mi-du to M. *mōren 'river' (MMong. also 'sea'), T -mur (all < A *mūrī 'water'); add D *marai- 'rain, cloud'. - St.: 141; Vov.: 368; Heg.: 263.

# 81*burRV 'flint > cut with a flint' (HS-A [only TM] + "??? IE *bher-"); restructure with additions as follows: HS; IE *bher- 'cut with a sharp instr.' (quite reliable); A: TM *bura 'flint', to which add: Ewk. burbe 'pierce (etc.)'; T *buragu 'drill'; Mong. burgui- 'wire (for cleaning pipes)'; Ojap. por- 'bore, engrave': all to A *burV 'pierce, bore through (etc.)'. Merge all with U *pura 'to drill'; D *pdr- 'split, chisel, bore'. - St.: 150 [dropping D: Tamil pōr 'hollow/cavity', Kannada pōr 'hole' etc. (< N *p'ūrV dig, hole') from OSNJ # 21', adding D *pdr-; A: Ewk., T, Mong., OJap.]. - Cf. Vov.: 377.

G. Splitting a reconstructed root in two or three different roots/words:

# 11 *Sah(i)bV 'saline earth, desert'. Split into: 1) N *sab[ŋ]V 'soil, clay' (U *s/sojwa, D. *cav-a ~ cuv-a); 2) A *sajV 'stony or shallow place'. - St.: 141; Zv.: 362; cf. Vov.: 376.

# 22 *k'adV 'wicker, wattle'. Split into: 1) N *k'adV (as above: HS-K-IE-D); 2) A *klk'atV 'to mix' ([add to T *kat-: M: Mong. qudqu-; OJap. kata-). - St.: 142; Zv.: 362.

# 25 *g/ark'[u] 'sinew'. Split into: 1) N: K *rekn(w)- 'bend, bow' (K-IE-D?): IE *ark*- 'bow, curve'; D *erVt- 'bow' (< *erkVt-? [phonetically plausible]); 2) HS: Arab. gīr- 'root, sinew'; A *ark'a 'to bind; rope'. - St.: 142-3; Heg. 264; cf. Vov.: 382.

# 28 *noylg IE 'sinew; to tie'. Split into HS: S *nagl- 'shoe' strap' and U *nōle 'arrow' (+ A: MT: Ewk. mūl-ga 'arrow, iron arrowhead'?). - Cf. St.: 143.; Heg.: 264.

# 26 *yan[y]V 'sinew, tendon'. Split into: 1) A: T *jān 'bow' (to TM *jeje-n 'sharp point', OJap. ja 'arrow', all to A *ʒeja); 2) U *jon(k)se 'bow'; 3) N: U *jānta 'sinew, tendon' (*jāntV- 'stretch, strain'); A: T *jēt- 'lead, pull'; D *ēnt- 'stretch (arms)'. - St.: 143.

# 33 *subyV 'spike, spear; to pierce'. Split into: 1) N *sub[i] 'sharp edge, spear' (K?-A [HS: only Arab.]); 2) N: U: FU *suye 'spare, spike'; A: TM *štjē, Mong. sojuya (add T *sojag, TM: Ewk. čije, Ojap. soja 'arrow', MKor. sāi 'straw'). - St.: 144.

# 36 *gurHa 'antelope' [inadequate form and meaning]. Split into: 1) N *guyrV 'deer, wild animal' (HS-IE-U-A-D): IE *ghwēr- 'w. a.'; A *gurl ~ *gorl 'deer, w. a.': M gōrīye 'w. a.', TM *gur-, MKor. korant 'deer'; D *kūr- 'deer, antelope'; 2) A *purV 'male (etc.)': DTurk. uri- 'male child, son'; TM *nur 'male (of small wild animals)', Mong. gura(n) 'roe-buck, male wild goat' (not 'anteelope'). - St.: 144.

# 42 *gəwV 'wild sheep/goats'. Split into: 1) N *gəwV (as above: HS-IE); 2) N: IE *swā 'wound, hurt', A *āba (āwa) 'hunt, kill' (T *āb, M *aba, TM *wā-); 3) TM *abdu(n) (<A *at-bu(n)) 'herd of horses' [not 'cattle, flock'], etc., to *at- 'horse'. - St.: 145.

# 65 *qUbzV ‘food made of ground cereals’. Split into: 1) N (as above: HS-K); 2) TM *upa ‘flour’ (< A *op’V ‘powder’ > T *opa, M *opo). - St.: 148.


# 87 *kanV(-bV) ‘stalk, trunk’. Split into: 1) N (as above: HS-K); 2) IE *gen(3)bh- ‘peg, stalk’; D *kdmp- ‘stem, stalk’; 3) HS *kann-: D *kann- ‘sprou, shoot’; 4) [N *kAnt’a-J U *kanta ‘ground, foundation’ [and A *kent’a ‘floor, threshold’]. - St.: 150; Zv. 363.


# 92 *toRV ‘bark’. Split into: 1) N (as above: HS-A); 2) IE *der- ‘split, peel, flay’ (from N *teri ‘to tear, burst’). - St.: 151; Vov.: 371 [change here ‘82’ to 92].

# 94 *K’ayerV ‘bark, film’ [inadequate spelling]. Split into: 1) A *k’E[řă], *K’af (as OSNJ # 217; note HS: S k’rm); add K: Georg. k’r-al- (from # 97 *K’al[ŭ]); 2) U: FU *kōrV (genetically related to A. *k’iuru ‘bark, shell’); 3) K *kerk- ‘bark, crust; peel’. - St.: 151; Vov.: 371.

# 99 *K’ozV ‘to skin’. Split into: 1) N (as above: U-A [HS: only Arab.]; A: Mong. qoltu- ‘bark; peel off’ (from A *kuV ‘bark, scales’; add TM *xolda-kša ‘bark; board’; add T); 2) D *kal- ‘to skin’ (from # 97 *K’al[ŭ] ‘skin, film, bark’). - St.: 152.; Vov.: 378.

# 112 *filyV ‘relative from the other moiety’. Split into: 1) N (as above: HS-U-D); 2) TM *bene- ‘wife’s sibling’ (TM *bener < *bere-n; cf. Mong. beri). - St.: 153; Vov.: 378.

# 114 *Hić/txV ‘father, head of the family’. Split into: 1) N: IE *esHo- ‘master’; U *iče (add A.: T *ēčiū ‘ancestor, elder relative’; TM *ačV; drop dubious HS: Ge’ez); 2) A: forms which originate from *edi- (< N *?edi (# 115)). - St.: 154; Vov.: 374.


# 3 *[û]fVwV ‘large feline’ (HS-D); A: T is different. - St.: 139-40; Vov.: 379.

# 17 *galV ‘cereals’ (K? [HS: only Arab.; IE: loans in Ht., Gr., Lat.]). - St. 17-8; Shev.: 85.
Despite many corrections to N sets as represented in NM, the vast majority of his reconstructions shall be preserved: either in the form as given by Dolg., or in a changed form, with added or dropped data, sometimes strongly restructured (many reconstructions require splitting in two or even three sets/roots; this sometimes increases the number of N reconstructions).

Only a few reconstructions should be eliminated. It is much more difficult to deal with sets that potentially may represent borrowings (especially if, formally, they match N phonetic charts).

Now I would like to present some latest achievements of N research on the N palatal consonant *n̂ (there are only a few words with ń in NM).

N initial ń- becomes IE y-; HS (; S) and K n-; but it remains ń- in U and A; D shows ń- / n- / ń-.
This rule was formulated by IS in the early 60's (see Mat. [transl. by M. Kaiser]; OSNJ 2; cf. Engl. trans. of some data in ELM).

Recent research (cf. data in Altaic Etymological Dictionary) has confirmed the correctness of IS's rule, and many more roots of this kind have been reconstructed.

In the table below, sets 1', 4', 7', 15' refer to IS's reconstructions. Sets 1 through 15 are presented in A. Dybo's recent paper (NENN: she didn't use HS; N roots in her exx. may occasionally show length; they may end in consonants).

15 roots presented in the table below are as follows: 1) *n.manV 'squeeze' (also 'grasp'); 2) *narkU 'deer' (or sim.); 3) *nák.V 'rite; medicine' (IE also 'healthy'; A 'soul, feeling'); 4) *nácV 'wet, drops' ('fog' in K); 5) *nIrV 'fish'; 6) *n(y)rV 'remove hair' (U 'hairless fur/leather'); 7) *nayfV [rather *nàcfV; cf. HS: S *nçr 'youth' and K: Georg. noyr- below] 'spring (time), sprout' (K: Georg. 'new grass'; A 'young, spring, summer'; IE 'year'); 8) 'wet, raw'; 9) *n-w- 'young' (U 'calf'); 10) *nepV 'brother's wife' (U 'woman', etc.); 11) *nENT- 'south; noon' (A 'south; warm season'; D 'day'); 12) *nElV 'ground, dirt' (IE 'silt'); 13) *nimC- 'fat (of different kind)' (U 'milt'; D 'core, marrow'); 14) *n(y)NV 'reed, rush' (etc.); 15) *nUl-kV 'remove hair' (U 'to skin'; D 'to pinch').

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>IE</th>
<th>U</th>
<th>A (+T)</th>
<th>D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1' n.manV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 n.manV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 narkU</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 nák.V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4' nác/3V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 nácV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 nIrV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 n(y)rV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7' nacfrV</td>
<td>ncr</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 nayfV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 nayfV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 new-l-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 nepV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 nENT-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 nElV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 nimC-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 n(y)NV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15' nUl-kV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 16) *nayIrV 'man, male'; 17) *nAik- 'fur-bearing animal'; 18) *nomyV 'soft, weak'; 19) *noyIrV 'soak, drawn' (IE 'submerge, dive'; U 'swamp'; D 'hide in a hole'); 20) *n(y)rV 'flow' (A 'lake'; D 'water'); 21) *nolv- 'saliva, mucus' (A 'snot, tear'); 22) *nVd-rk- 'fist'; 23) *nVyk- 'shake [D], winnow [IE], knead [A]' (U 'pull out, snatch').

Several roots which showed N n- in IS's reconstruction have been restructured since U n- in these cases is secondary; all these roots show in N either initial n- or (seldom) y- followed by a diphthong of the type -Vy- (n-, y- + -ay-, -oy-, etc.).

In the table below, exx. numbered as 16', 17' (etc.) show IS's reconstructions; exx. numbered as 16, 17 (etc.) are from A. Dybo's NENN:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>HS</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>IE</th>
<th>U</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nVy-</td>
<td>n-</td>
<td></td>
<td>n-</td>
<td></td>
<td>n-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
I would like to underline that neither the restructuring of NM roots (primarily proposed by St.; see lists B through J above), nor the recent additions to N reconstructions, have substantially changed rules of correspondences as established by IS and refined later by Dolg.

The N theory certainly works: We could see it both when we were checking Dolg's reconstructions against his phonetic charts and when we considered many N reconstructions as recently proposed by the Moscow school Nostraticists.

The N research will certainly intensify in the nearest future since we now have two fundamental etymological dictionaries: the *Altai Etymological Dictionary* by S. Starostin, A. Dybo and O. Mudrak, and the *Nostratic Dictionary* by A. Dolgopolsky.

Let us see what S. Starostin, the most severe critic of the NM data, says about NM in general (St.: 137, *NELM*):

"Most of the lexical material that [Dolg.] presents is valid and reflects, to my opinion, a deep genetic unity of the languages involved... The book that we are discussing is the best proof of the validity of traditional comparative method and its applicability to distantly related genetic units."
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[Editor’s Note: This and the preceding review have been minimally edited, preserving much of the distinctive style of Professor Shevoroshkin, familiar to readers of Mother Tongue (newsletter and journal). Many bibliographical notes refer to abbreviations, e.g., APPJ, OSNJ, which are explained in the list of references following each review.]


According to V. Illich-Svitych (IS) and Dolgopolsky (Dolg.), the Nostratic (N) macrofamily/phylum consisted of HS (Hamito-Semitic = Afro-Asiatic), K [Kartvelian], IE [Indo-European], U [Uralic], A [Altaic], and D [Dravidian]. According to A. Militarev and S. Starostin [St.], HS was not a daughter, but a sister of N (this latter included K, IE, U, A, and D).

In his Introduction to Nostratic (NELM: 3-18), Lord Colin Renfrew, the host of the above symposium, characterized the Nostratic hypothesis as “one of the most interesting and challenging in the field of modern historical linguistics” (p. 3; see my above review of NM).

Renfrew seems to agree with theories that the Natufian culture is closely associated with both Nostratic and Afro-Asiatic (= HS) people. Thus, the N protolanguage probably was not as old as some think; it was spoken in the same area where HS was spoken some 11-12 millennia (m.) ago (as well as Sino-Caucasian (SC), according to St.; see below). Such chronology may be possible only if HS was not a daughter but a sister of N (see below, remarks on Dolg.’s and St.’s papers).

If N was spoken just 12 m. ago, the age of IE should not be very high either: probably only 6 to 7 m. (such dating is confirmed by some reliable data: see St. in HLL). All this would mean that Indo-Europeans were not the people who developed the 9-m. old urban culture of Asia Minor: rather it was developed by the ancestors of Hurri-Caucasians [Dolg.’s term], or North-Caucasians. These latter seem to have been the people from whom the Indo-Europeans borrowed many more culture-related words than they borrowed from the Semites: see St. in Drevnij vostok; Moscow, Nauka, 1988, and IS in Problemy IE jazykoznanija, ibid., 1964).

*   *   *

Aharon Dolgopolsky devotes his paper The Nostratic macrofamily: a short introduction (pp. 19-44) entirely to linguistics. He underlines (p. 19) the identity of some most stable words in Nostratic languages: N *mi ‘I’ (present in IE-U-A); *?eso ‘stay’ (‘be’) (IE *es-; also HS-U-K); N *?ità ‘eat’ (HS-IE-M[ongolic]: a branch of A); *bari ‘take’ (HS-IE-U-A-D); *wetV ‘water’ (HS-IE-U-A-D); *nim?V ‘(to) name’ (HS-IE-U-A), etc.
Appropriate words in daughter languages (first reconstructed in the early 60's by IS, later modified by Dolg, where necessary) match each other according to strict rules: one can use phonetic tables (presented on pp. 21-24 of NELM) to "predict" what reflexes each sound of the given N word (see table of 50 N consonants on p. 20) has in its reflex in a N daughter-language. Naturally, the above phonetic tables correspond to the forms which are now present in Dolg.'s Nostratic Dictionary.

There is a table of 34 N cognate sets discussed by Dolg. in the part 6 of his paper (Place of Hamito-Semitic: pp. 30-32) of which I present below (added: few examples (exx.) from OSNJ, APPJ, NENN (pp. 35 and 37)). - Note: Cu = Cushitic; Eg = Egyptian; S = Semitic; T = Turkic; TM = Tungus-Manchu [= Tungusic]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>HS</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>IE</th>
<th>U</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*mi I</td>
<td>ECu</td>
<td>*mel</td>
<td>*mē</td>
<td>*mi</td>
<td>*bi-*men-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*mā we</td>
<td>*mē-s we</td>
<td>*māle we</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*pV 1st p.</td>
<td>*mā we</td>
<td>*mē-s we</td>
<td>*māle we</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*nV 2nd p.</td>
<td>*nē us</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*tūlī thou</td>
<td>*ti</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*śūlī thou</td>
<td>*sēli, *šē-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*mū what</td>
<td>*min who</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*yV which</td>
<td>?S ?*?ay-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*tā that+</td>
<td>*tē f.; inan.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*nV no(t)</td>
<td>*(V)n don't!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*N pl.suff.</td>
<td>S *-āt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*?itā eat</td>
<td>ECu</td>
<td>*ed-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*k'ab/pV take, grasp</td>
<td>Cu</td>
<td>*kapp-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K'a[p?/€E] bark</td>
<td>*kopp-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bark</td>
<td>bark</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Using this material Dolg. wanted to underline that Joseph H. Greenberg's "Eurasiatic," which includes only three major N languages (IE, U, A), is very close to other major N languages (HS, K, D). Dolg. showed (p. 29) that M. Ruhlen had misinterpreted some important linguistic data which led him to a false evaluation of the degree of relatedness between "Eurasiatic" and other N languages: The main IE word for 'eat' is *ed-, not *tap- (this latter appeared only in Tokharian; it should be removed from Greenberg & Ruhlen's list of stable IE-U-A words). IE *tek- 'touch' doesn't mean 'arrive', but precisely 'touch', it matches well the HS root *tk'. The ancient root for 'what' is not *yV (which means 'which') but *mi; this latter appears not only in IE, U, A, but also in other N languages: HS, K, probably D. If correctly compiled and enlarged, a list of stable words in IE-U-A would generally match HS, K, and D data.

We may add that a relative scanty of the K material can be explained by the fact that only a half of K etymologies are regularly used in comparative research (cf. a disproportionately low number of entries in Klimov's 1964 Kartvelian etymological dictionary).

Dolg. also objected to Starostin's relatively recent interpretation of HS as a sister of N. Here Dolg.'s argumentation (pp. 32-4) that HS shows a very large number (namely, about 1600) of the 2300 N roots which represent the above Nostratic
Dictionary seems to backfire (many Arabic forms are highly suspicious.): As St. bluntly puts it (NELM: 155-6):

"The fact that HS roots are so abundant within Dolg.'s material is explained by a - probably involuntary - violation of the 'rules of the game'. The huge number of HS languages and, unfortunately, a not very good state of comparative HS linguistics allows to find matches for almost any root - in some HS subbranch or even in a single isolated HS language."

Starostin objected (as also V. Dybo did) to Dolg.'s unrealistic dating of the N proto-language as being up to 17 m. old. N is rather as old as HS, i.e., 12 m. or so (same age as Sino-Caucasian, possibly a sister of N and HS [St.: 156]).

The list of N grammatical elements in Dolg.'s paper is especially interesting (p. 27). Beside personal and interrogative pronouns we find here deictic particles *?i, *?a, *?u which indicate the degree of proximity to the speaker(s); demonstrative pronouns for active/animate (*sE) and inanimate (*tV) objects; particles indicating collectivity (Ha [IE *-d], *A); collectivity-plurality, duality, etc. Most of these elements are present in IS's N dictionary and in his word lists; grammatical words appear as well as full-meaning words (cf. Index of N words in IS's works [partly translated into English and published] compiled by M. Kaiser; see ELM: 128-161).

What follows now is my comment on several papers in NELM, first of all, on those written by anti-Nostraticists.

Alan S. Kaye. The current state of Nostratic linguistics (327-58).
A.K. made some proper remarks, for instance: "the N hypothesis is today largely associated with Russian scholarship on the subject, to the point where even American fellow Nostraticist A. Bornhard has often felt like an outsider (p. 329); "either Bornhard or Dolg. is wrong in certain proto-phonemes and their sound correspondences" (p. 330); "if it can be proven that N resemblances are indeed random, then N should disintegrate at once" (p. 332)

A.K. doesn't accept the N theory, though he (as it is clear enough from my exx. below) has never even tried to find out if the N reconstruction is valid or not. It seems, A.K. simply doesn't understand what roots can be considered genetically related on N level and what evidence Nostraticists provide in support of such relationship.

P. 346: on NM #17 *gaLV 'cereals'. Here A.K. objects to Dolg.'s comparison of Arab. yallat 'cereals' with Hitt. halki- [not halki] 'grain (etc.)' as far-fetched, and concludes: "Why not also compare to English millet, which is closer to the Arabic form than the Hittite word? Is this possible further evidence for proto-World?".

This might be considered a joke by most readers, but it is not. This trick truly shows A.K.'s perception of Dolg.'s [and other Nostraticists'] work.

For A.K., as well for some of his colleagues, NM [and other work on N] is just one of many mass-comparison compilations. This may even be the reason why A.K. misspells so many examples from NM; he never tries to check N cognates against phonetic charts in NM or NELM. He "knows" that all this N enterprise is a fake, so why bother?
A.K. can not understand that there is a difference between N voiced uvular stop ɡ (as in NM # 17 above) and N voiced velar stop g (as in N *mälge ‘breast’, see next). I will show below that A.K. makes such elementary mistakes frequently.

P. 346: on NM # 19 *mälge [correct: *mälge. - V.S.] ‘breast’. A.K. writes here that the root mlg “is Greenberg & Ruhlen’s proto-World root ... It is surprising that Dolg. does not mention the alleged wider connections”. A.K. clearly does not understand that Dolg.’s Nostratic Dictionary (the source of NM data) is a fundamental work, based on strict limitations: the author is concerned only with the comparison of N daughter languages and with reconstruction of proto-Nostratic. It is not a popular book on distant relationship of languages.

As I have mentioned above, A.K. is unable to distinguish between N ɡ and g. He uses only ɡ where Dolg. provides either ɡ or g. If A.K. had consulted phonetic charts at least once he would see that both ɡ-like consonants actually represent two different subsystems: the former is a voiced uvular, a pendant to the voiceless ɡ, whereas the latter is a voiced velar, cf. voiceless velar k. These N voiced stops are reflected in Semitic, Eg., Kartv., and IE as follows (cf. NM: 22):

| N ɡ- | S ɡ | Eg. ɡ, ʒ | K ɡ | IE ɡh, ɡhydration
| N -ɡ- | S ɡ | Eg. ɡ, ʒ | K ɡ | IE ɡh, ɡhydration
| N ɡ | S ɣ | Eg. ɡ, ʒ | K ɣ | IE ɡh, ɡhydration
| N -ɡ- | S ɣ | Eg. ɣ | K ɣ | IE ɡh, ɡhydration

P. 349: on NM # 95 *t'owqa [correct: *t'owqa. - V.S.] ‘hide, skin’. A.K. seems not to have the slightest idea of what he is talking about when he says:


The N root in question cannot show initial *d in Semitic: see phonetic chart, NM: 22 (HS *t'- becomes S *t'-, *t'-; this rule is very important for revealing sound correspondences between N and HS, and further between HS and S).

The N root in question shows *q’ (not *q); N *q’ can not turn h, H in HS languages, including Semitic. Again, check the charts.

So, A.K. (who didn’t check the above charts) cites an entirely different HS root: S *dihus, WCh. *diHus- (etc.) as originating from N *t’owqa. - As for Dolg., he cites the legitimate reflection of N *t’owqa in Chadic: both *dk and the more archaic form *dk’. - Dolg. cites also the precise IE parallel: *twak-os (n. sg.). - Starostin mentions the exact A match: *t'uk' (St.: 151). - D *tokk- (NM) shows the expected intervocalic reflex -kk- of N *-q’-.

P. 349: on NM # 99 *K’o2V [correct: *K’o2V. - V.S.] ‘to skin, to [remove] bark’. After stating that Arab. qāṣā is not listed in Wehr’s dictionary (a fact which is irrelevant for our discussion) A.K. declares Dolg.’s comparison [of HS and U data] with Class. Mong. qoltulasm as “far-fetched”.
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If A.K. had spent just one minute checking phonetic charts we could spare the discussion of this entry today: indeed, N *K'oẓ* matches Mong. *gol*-precisely (A *k'UlV*; St.: 152). HS correspondences, though only from Arabic, fit as well.

It seems, A.K. doesn't understand the difference between ɔ and ɛ (hence his misspelling and the succeeding, grossly inadequate, comments on NM # 99): consonant ɔ is a lateral fricative which easily becomes l or ʃ in many languages (see the beginning of my NM review), whereas ɛ is a voiced counterpart to s.

P. 345-6: on NM # 13 *yamV* 'body of water'. A.K. tries hard (but to no avail) to discredit this N reconstruction. He says that Arab. yamm- may be a borrowing, which it is not (see OS: 536). He says that OS reconstruct pAfAs. (=HS) *ham-*, including *ham- in Chadic; I would like to know what *ham- 'water' has to do with *yam- 'body of water', except that both roots co-exist. Note that A.K. does not even mention here that Orel and Stolbova do reconstruct HS *yam- 'water, sea'; this word has reflexes both in S *yamm- and CChad. *yami-* (OS: 536).

This confirms Dolg.'s reconstruction of S *yamm- (= *jâm 'sea, lake' < N *jamV 'water': IS in OSNJ # 144).

As for Chadic, A.K. says that Dolg.'s reconstruction of pCh. *[HV]yVm- "is incorrect (p. 25). This is *yam- (Bomhard-Kems 1994, 471), following IS (1971, 279-80)". This is a misrepresentation of facts. Nostraticists imply in many reconstructions that there were ancient affixes (prefixes or suffixes) in the given stem, without formally identifying them. Accordingly, Dolg.'s reconstruction is, actually, *[HV-]yVm- (the root is *yVm), - hence Tera ?yim (<<?V-yim), etc.

At the end, A.K. mentions a conversation with P. Newman who reported that pCh. 'water' is *amV. This opinion does not affect the above reconstruction which is built on many Semitic and Central Chadic words showing *y-. The reconstruction with *y- appears in IS, OS, ND, being well-founded in all these sources. - Reconstruction of the HS word for a body of water is well supported by Uralic: cf. Samoyed. *yâm 'sea, large river', etc. (Dolg. in NM # 13; cf. IS in OSNJ # 144).

P. 349: on NM # 90 *?ezevU 'thorn, hook' < 'tooth'. After citing the above root along with Dolg.'s Arab. example šikk-at, etc., A.K. exclaims: "How can all of the aforementioned relate with pT *il- 'hang on (smth.)'?".

A.K. deliberately leaves out other, much better preserved, related forms: Cu. *?šišk-*, ECu. *?šišk-; A *šiku 'hook', etc. (St.: 151 cites A verb *šike- 'hang on a hook'). These are legitimate cognates which follow all appropriate rules of phonetic correspondences. - Naturally, Vovin unconditionally supported Dolg.'s Altaic reconstruction: "N *?ezevU ... seems to be solidly supported by M *elgü- 'hang on (smth.), hang on a hook' [etc.]" (Vov.: 371).

As for S *šikk-, Arab. šikk- (etc.), it seems, indeed, better to drop this part of the set; we still have enough HS and A material to preserve the root in question on the N level (St.: 150 discards Semitic, but ignores Cushitic data; cf. also OS: 103 HS *?alek-'tooth' [mostly Cushitic; they compare a related root: HS *?alV- 'bite, chew']; both authors prefer to regard related forms with ñ in SCu. as secondary, though they might be archaic, as Dolg.'s interpretation suggests).

P. 350: on NM # 109 *kâwulû [correct: *kâwulû. - V.S.]. A.K. asks here: "Is it not strange that this root survives only in Semitic and not in the rest of Afroasiatic?". If A.K. had consulted OS (to which he frequently makes references) he would find there the Chadic counterpart: OS: 310 WCh. *kalya 'woman', etc. (sub HS *kal- 'female in-law').

But, in principle, absence of a root in one or more of several groups of a language family is not strange at all. In our case, K *kal- is only present in
Georgian ('maid; woman; daughter'); IE *glōw- is only present in Gr. ('husband's sister', etc.), Lat., Phryg. ('brother's wife'), Slav. ('husband's sister'): only 4 out of 12 groups of IE languages.

P. 347: on NM # 41 *č[a]w(V)RV or *čuRV 'bull, calf'. A.K. again uses his "method" of citing two, phonetically most different, words from two daughter languages, and concluding that these words can not be related:

"I do not believe many historical linguists would agree with the cognates: Arab. ŧawwr 'bull' and Engl. steer. The latter < pIE *stā- 'stand', whereas the Arabic has nothing at all to do with that root (The American Heritage College Dictionary 1993, 1330; the IE etymologies are penned by Harvard University's well-known Indo-Europeanist, Calvert Watkins)".

If A.K. had looked up the appropriate sound correspondences in the charts he would see that Semitic θ matches IE st- precisely (both S *tawwr and IE *stewr- / *stowr- originate from N *čawRV); other sounds fit neatly as well. [Note that IE *tawr-os is a borrowing from Semit. (IS et al.; see sub NM # 41)]. Cf. NM: 23, 43-4:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>IE</th>
<th>Tg</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>č-</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>(s)t</td>
<td>ŧawwr</td>
<td>stewr-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c[a]w(V)RV</td>
<td>ŧawwr</td>
<td>(s)t</td>
<td>ŧawwr</td>
<td>stewr-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As for Watkins, he not only provided an obsolete etymology for steer and related IE words; he also managed to etymologize this root twice: connecting it both to IE *stā- 'stand' and to IE *teu- 'swell'; some etymology!

P. 348: on NM # 74 *doTgiHU [correct:*doTgiHU. - V.S.] 'fish'. In his typical way, choosing phonetically very different words, A.K. writes here: "It is difficult to see the connection between Hebr. dāy and Stand. įuo. Could the latter be a Chinese borrowing from įu...?".

He should have consulted the Altaic part of Dolg.'s entry just a little more attentively to avoid embarrassment; he would see how A *dōgli 'fish' became Jap. *(d)iwud, then OJap. ĭwo, and finally ĭuo in the dialect of Tokyo (cf. archaic ĭwo in Kagoshima, ĭyu in Shuri, etc.). It is even easier to understand the changes in HS.

Note also what A.K. is proposing, after having discarded the Jap. form (which, actually, is one of many words that evolved in a very similar way): He proposes a comparison with a Chinese word just because it is similar to Japanese. Haven't we enough of look-alikes?

P. 351: on NM # 123. A.K. seems not to notice that the N root he cites here is not the root he is discussing (this latter is *sot’V).

P. 347: on NM # 46. A.K. correctly indicates that this set (which only includes Arab. ǧil/ufr [f < S *p] and West IE *apr-os 'wild boar') may signal a borrowing. But when he adds: "The same Semitic root means 'dust'" he shows that his perception about what homonyms are might be not fully adequate.

P. 347: on NM # 64 *ʔāPHi 'to bake'. A.K. writes here: "How is Pero ďpo 'bake' reconciled with pWCh. *has- 'roast, bake' (Orêt & Stolbova 1995, 275)?". My only explanation of this strange statement is as follows: A.K. is losing his perception about synonyms. Another example seems to support my explanation:
On the same page, A.K.'s comments on *NM # 54* *jlugbV* 'a fig tree': "The CCh. *acîwa* 'fig tree' cited by Dolg. is *not* the pCCh. *tiyin* cited by Örel and Stolbova". Here again, A.K. seems not to realize that he is dealing with synonyms.

P. 347: on *NM # 55*. A.K. writes here: "The Arabic 'terebinth tree' is *but'm ~ but'um* (Lane 1863.1, 219), and *not* the forms cited". But this set is *not* about 'terebinth tree' (see *NM # 58* *but'V* for this latter): it is about some fruit *b[i]ř[w]q'a.

P. 348: on *NM # 71*. There are several indications in A.K.'s paper that he did not even see IS's dictionary, though he refers to it several times. Indeed, when mentioning Bomhard and Kerns's reference to IS's reconstruction of a N word for 'egg' (*muña*, 2nd vol. of *OSNJ*), A.K. writes: "... = Illič-Svityč (1971.II, 72-3)" instead of indicating the correct year: 1976. Besides, he wrongly cites here IS's reconstruction (using Bomhard and Kerns's notation where both authors refer to IS.' *muña*). A.K. refers to the tiny first part of IS's third volume as to vol. III; those who *use* the dictionary never refer to it this way.

Here are the correct publication data: The first volume of *OSNJ* was published in 1971; the second in 1976; the first part (only 136 pp.) of the third vol. in 1984.

Only a few critical remarks made by A.K., out of very many, may be considered as serious, unfortunately, all of them were also made by other participants of the Cambridge 1998 symposium.

On many occasions, A.K. indicates that this or that Arab. word (cited by Dolg.) is lacking in certain Arab. dictionaries (see A.K.'s remarks to *NM #9*, 33, 52, 66, 99, 121, 123, 124.). Apparently, all needed references will be present in ND.

Further, A.K. provides many corrections to spelling and meaning of Arab. words, which is commendable, but this is *not* the expected serious criticism.

A.K.'s very modest criticism, combined with his profound lack of knowledge in linguistic matters, as well as with his obvious indifference to the most important thing - the revealing of sound correspondences between N languages, - scarcely give him a moral right to statements such as this one (his conclusion: p. 351):

"It is far more reasonable to assume that either linguistic borrowing through language contact or pure chance accounts for the similarities among the languages discussed in *NM*. Thus the Nostratic hypothesis must remain just that – a hypothesis, and am extremely unlikely one to boot!"

I hope I made it clear how profound the difference is between those who are reconstructing Nostratic, or Altaic, or other proto-languages of a very substantial time-depth (including both grammar and lexicon), and the Nostratic-haters, practically without any knowledge about the data they are discussing and discarding, who are determined to destroy the above reconstructions, no matter what the cost. The latter are destroyers, but also losers; the former are creators, and they are winners; they were, and they are here, for the future. It is certainly not not by chance that several recently established linguistic laws (Dybo's law, Helimski's law) were authored by Nostraticists.

**Lyle Campbell**, *Nostratic and linguistic paleontology in methodological perspective* (pp. 179-230).

In his opening statement, L.C. (*not* a specialist in any N language) writes about *NM* authored by Dolg. (a *prominent* specialist in HS, A, and other N languages), as well as about the N theory in general, as follows (*NELM*: 179):

168
Nearly all of Dolg.'s 124 N lexical items exhibit serious problems from the point of methodology, meaning the hypothesis of genetic relationship among the language families involved is not adequately supported and provides no adequate foundation for inferences about prehistory.

For a non-specialist, the only way to show that the N methodology doesn't work for the vast majority of cognate sets proposed (124 in our case) is to check the data and to prove that sound correspondences between languages, as presented in cumulative comparison tables (both \(NM\) and \(NELM\)), do not materialize (which is, the cognates in any given set don't match each other phonetically). Otherwise, a criticism will remain precisely what it is: a phony accusation, a demagoguery.

Let us see what L.C. himself has to say about checking the existing data (p. 187):

"I didn't have time (?! - V.S.] to attempt to check the fit of the sounds in the [15] forms presented with the sound correspondences of Dolg.'s charts ... I have little doubt that a thorough investigation would find many more violations".

R. Voigt, not a Nostraticist but an expert in Semitology, formulates his opinion about \(NM\) as follows (Voigt: 317-8):

"Contrary to Greenberg's methodology, A.Dolg. adheres to the method of comparative historical linguistics which has been practised by Indo-Europeanists for a long time by using the genealogical tree model and - what is more important - by relying on recurrent sound correspondences..."

K. Zvelebil, a well-known Dravidologist, has this to say about Dolg.'s D material in \(NM\) (see Zv.: 361):

"When it comes to the reconstructible N lexical stock, I have (from the point of a Dravidianist) classified these reconstructions as (a) convincing, (b) ingenious but problematic / in need of additional comments, (c) weak and unconvincing. I have to admit that the first two groups represent a majority of cases..."

On many occasions (see, for instance, pp. 180-3), L.C. stresses that Nostraticists are widely divided both in classifying languages as branches of N and in actual results of N reconstructions (including both comparative phonetics and concrete roots).

First of all, we have to distinguish between those who belong to the Moscow school of comparative-historical linguistics (Russia and Eastern Europe; also American Nostraticists who support this school: M. Kaiser, A. Manaster Ramer, P. Michalove) and those who don't.

The Moscow school Nostraticists do not differ much in classification of N languages, as well as in N reconstruction. The main argument here is about the status of HS (Afro-Asiatic): Dolg. still includes it into N, whereas St. considers HS as a sister of N. All agree that K, IE, U, A, D are N languages. It is clear now that Yukaghir is not a U language; it is rather closely related to Nivkh (Gilyak): see O.Mudrak in JNPP.

No expert doubts today that Korean and Japanese are A languages (cf. \(APPJ\) and \(AED\)) whereas Ainu is not even a N language (cf. Vovin's reconstruction of pAinu). Esk-Aleutian is identified as N (probably A) language. Most agree that Chukchee-Kamchatkan (and possibly Nivkh and Yukaghir) are N languages.

There is a profound difference between Moscow school Nostraticists and those who follow A. Bombard, both in the reconstruction of phonetic correspondences in N languages and in reconstruction of most N roots (see below).

L.C. (p. 190) defends (naturally) a theory (broadly supported by anti-Altaicists and anti-Nostraticists) about the archaic character of Turkic \(\star s, \star x\) as opposed to \(r, l\) in...
other Altaic languages, where appropriate words are said either to show a secondary phonetic development or to be borrowings. L.C. asserts (p. 191, implying that neither Altaicists nor Nostraticists can reconstruct phonological systems properly, and that their reconstructions are phonetically both unnatural and implausible):

"[T]hose with a grasp of phonological systems and phonetic plausibility all postulate a change of *s > z > r and *s > z > l, where the steps in the change are seen as incremental, intimately interrelated, and natural. No one with a sense of phonology postulates the reverse, the unnatural and implausible change of *r > z/s and *l > z/s, which are almost unknown in languages elsewhere".

L.C. has profoundly distorted here the approach to the matter by both Altaicists and Nostraticists who deal with two series of proto-A and proto-N phonemes in non-initial position: *r and *l [or *r and *l] (which stay as such in three main daughter languages: T, M, TM) vs *f and *s [or *f and *s] (which merged with M and TM *r and *l, accordingly, but stay as *f and *s in T, becoming r, l in Chuvash, but z, s (etc.) in most other T languages).

Anti-Altaicists consider z and s to be archaic consonants which become r, l in Old Bulgar (ancestor of Chuvash). From here, they think, the appropriate words with r, l reached M and TM languages as loans.

A rich, excellent, lexical material which confirms the correctness of the interpretations presented by Dolg. in NM, is present both in APPJ and in AED. We may now add several new A-U sets from R = K. Reshetnikov’s study (NNN in the bibl.); they show, as expected, the same rule: A *r, l > T *f, s (becoming r, l in Chuvash, but becoming z, s in many other T languages); accordingly, we find *f, *s preserved both in M and TM:

R 12: A *ulUe > T *olm ‘shoulder bone’ (OTurk osun +); -l- in TM. - U *wolka ‘shoulder’.
R 13: A *ziula > T *jil ‘spine’, etc. (Yakut sis); M *sili ‘back of the head’ - Fin. selka ‘back’

On many occasions, L.C. maintains (usually re-iterating anti-Nostraticists’ arguments) that certain words of N daughter languages are loans where, in reality, they are not: they clearly belong to the basic lexicon (cf. U *wete, or *wet-, ‘water’, etc.).

On p. 195 he writes that Finno-Ugric words of the type Fin. kalvo ‘film, membrane, wall-eye’ (cf. related Eston. kale, kalu ‘wall-eye’) “have been considered to involve a loanword from early proto-Germ. *kalvan ‘sack-like end of a seine, womb’”. In reality, Fin. kalvo and many other U words originate from U *kalwV ‘film, thin skin’, which matches the Germanic form neither semantically nor otherwise. U *kalwV naturally originates from N *K’al[w] ‘skin, film, bark’; this root is also present in A: TM *xulu- ‘pellicle’, etc. (see systematic data sub NM # 97).

L.C. (pp. 195-6) proposes to eliminate NM sets 109 *kəlulu ‘female relative-in-law’ and 110 kiida ‘male relative-in-law’ simply because “similar forms for affinal kin may easily represent old borrowings.” The reality is quite different, though.

These two words, along with other kinship terms, are certainly genuine N words, present in many N languages, thus being no borrowings (*kalulu is reflected in all six languages); these words strictly follow appropriate rules of sound correspondences in the N languages.

These words allow us to penetrate deep into the structure of a society which existed some 12 m. ago. It is interesting in this respect that, in U, the reflex of N *kiida shows an unexpected auslaut -u – apparently, under influence of its pendant N = U *kálů (OSNJ 1:303). - See thoughtful comments by Dolg. in NM: 84-5.
Next three exx. show reflexes (in all six languages) of N kinship terms which start in *k-: 1) *kāliūi ‘female relative-in-law, bride’ < ‘a woman of the other exogamous moiety’ (NM # 109, OSNJ # 162, with IS’s comments; 2) *küda ‘male relative-in-law’ < ‘a man of the other exogamous moiety’ (NM # 110, OSNJ # 174, with IS’s comments); 3) *kūni ‘wife, woman’ (OSNJ # 178, with IS’s comments).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HS</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>IE</th>
<th>U</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S *kall-at-</td>
<td>OGeorg. kal-</td>
<td>*glōw-</td>
<td>*kāliūi</td>
<td>*kālin</td>
<td>ND *kall[i]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d.-in-l, bride</td>
<td>y. wo., maid</td>
<td>bro. wife, etc</td>
<td>female-in-l.</td>
<td>female-in-l.</td>
<td>female-in-l.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*kwis-al-</td>
<td>wife’s sis. husb.</td>
<td>*kūōi</td>
<td>hu.’s/wi.’s bro. y. sis. husb.</td>
<td>T *gūū-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>k(w)nl</em>knw</td>
<td>one of wives</td>
<td>*en-</td>
<td>*kūni</td>
<td>*kūni</td>
<td>one of wives</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Many pages in L.C.’s paper (204-11) are dedicated to the dismantling of the Altaic theory. All this writing, unfortunately, didn’t persuade Altaicists to abandon their studies; as a result, an Altaic Etymological Dictionary (AED) is accomplished, containing over 2600 roots.

There is no doubt that some of L.C.’s criticism is valid, but this is not his own criticism, and it is relatively benign (nobody has yet managed to provide a really destructive anti-N criticism). He simply puts together whatever “damaging” material he managed to obtain from other, usually not very knowledgeable, sources.

An idea to try and examine Dolg.’s material without prejudice, most certainly, never crossed his mind.

April McMahon, Marisa Lohr, Robert McMahon, Family trees and favorite daughters (pp. 269-85).

The authors provide some computational models designed to access biological relatedness to linguistic data. There is a feeling that the main aim of the authors is (as it frequently happens nowadays) to undermine the N research.

On p. 283 the authors seem to agree to the preposterous claim by Ringe that a mathematical comparison of 205 of IS’s N roots to various probability curves “shows the N results are indistinguishable from chance resemblances under the simplest model he applies”.

And the authors are making the next step, siding with Ringe’s elementary falsification of linguistic data: “It would seem, then, that not all work on N is based on the comparative method”, clearly implying that IS’s N dictionary is a work which is not based on comparative-historical methodology. How have I to reply to this, not just rejecting these lies but providing something to think about?

The best way seems to cite here V. Ivanov, a prominent comparativist, who was IS’s teacher, and with whom IS frequently discussed his work on reconstructing N grammar and stable lexics. The next excerpt comes from V. Ivanov’s review of the vol. I [1971] of IS’s dictionary (OSNJ). It was published in Russian in 1974, and later appeared in English (in a book which I usually don’t recommend because of its many typos [origin of which remains a mystery]: Typology, Relationship and Time, Karoma, Ann Arbor 1976, edited by VS and T. Markey: 51-6):

“The main distinction between IS’s work and other... attempts at a broader comparison... lies in the exceptional precision of his methodology. This can be seen from his scrupulous selection of material... which is ranged in well-conceived systems of phonological correspondences... and from the exhaustiveness of his preliminary investigation of data from within each of the language families that are compared... The extent of IS’s insights into the details of each of the [historico-comparative] grammars is
quite exceptional, so much so that the specialists in each of these families can find many new data in the entries of the dictionary.

IS's work demonstrates the explanatory power of N theory by showing that a large number of facts which remained inexplicable within the framework of a given language family can, in fact, be explained from the larger N perspective.

One of the better examples might be Slavic *ber-* whose meaning 'to take' happens to be an archaism (OSNJ 1: 176) and not, as was generally assumed, an innovation. – N theory demonstrates that such semantic values as 'spring, young plants, young' for Sl. *jar-* are archaic (cf. correspondences in other N languages) whereas the value 'year' (as in many IE languages) is an innovation (OSNJ 1: 37, IV).

... IS's dictionary enables the Indo-Europeans... to search for new facts in languages that were considered to have been thoroughly investigated. Suddenly, certain phenomena move to the foreground, phenomena which, when viewed within a framework of a given family alone, seemed rather trivial. There are many examples of such phenomena; we will cite one of them from the [domain] of grammatical relations. IS discussed (p. 206) the formant *-di- in frequentative and iterative verbs. Its use in verbal suffixes with the significance 'polypersonality' in A... undoubtedly requires comparison with Hitt. -sk- in its capacity as an affix denoting polyobjectivity. This is important for... an understanding of the typology of the semantic development of this formant.

Upon reading IS’s work, one is left with a sensation... of exceptional aesthetic perfection, a perfection achieved by having discovered certain principal correlations fundamentally in tune with the objects observed.... These disparate examples are cited only by way of illustration to reveal the perspectives which IS saw in his work, a work that outstripped the development of linguistics for decades to come.”

Robert Coleman, Reflections of a distant prospect of Nostratic (pp. 113-26). R.C.'s attitude to N seems generally positive (p. 126), but on several occasions, R.C.'s conclusions seem to be based on misunderstanding:

On p. 118 he writes about NM # 100 k'VRVHp'pV [actually, with K' but this doesn't matter.- V.S.] 'piece of leather': “[H]ere we have... an initial ejective velar, which is not at all guaranteed by the cited reflexes except for PIE, and then only if we adopt the controversial Gamkrelidze-Ivanov version of the occlusive system”. By the way, Zvelebil highly appreciates the above N etymology which shows precise match in HS, IE and D.

It seems that R.C. connects Gamkrelidze's "IE ejectives" k’ (etc.) with those of N; but Gamkrelidze’s k’ does not match N k’ (this latter is matched in Dolg.'s chart by IE k [sic!!]). As for Gamkrelidze’s k’, it is traditional IE g which corresponds to N k as it is fully clear from the chart. (Only in Bomhard's system traditional IE g, his k’, matches N k’: this leads to many false etymologies: see below). Gamkrelidze's system has absolutely nothing to do with N reconstruction as reflected in NM.

On p. 118 R.C. writes: “The change of č- [in NM # 41 *č[a]w[V]rV ‘bull’] needs supporting evidence, and the appeal to tauro- beside *steuro- ‘steer’ merely contributes to the mobile s- problem, as well as reviving an etymological connection nowadays generally rejected.” But Dolg. was far from such “reviving”; any attentive reader will see that Dolg. separates *steuro- (which originates from N) from tauro- which is a borrowing from Semitic (as underlined by IS in 1964). As for “supportive evidence,” Dolg. had no intention to provide it because he didn't write a manual on N phonetics. His phonetic charts are sufficient, and if additional lexical exx. are needed, a reader can take any publication on N (there are enough works in English) and check words in N č- or č': the phonetic match in IE is st-.

On p. 117 R.C. writes: “The derivation of PIE *medhu- ‘honey’ from PN *madu (NM 79) is incompatible with the table reflexes (NM p. 21), which indicates PN initial d > PIE dh, but medial d > d. A systematic historical phonology would
eliminate this inconsistency, though one suspects at the price of removing an important family attestation”. All this pseudo-scientific chat is for nothing (and Nostraticists are really not that stupid, one should now this by now): there simply is a typo in Dolg.’s phonetic chart: IE d printed instead of dh: regrettable but not tragic.

R.L. Trask, *Why should a language have any relatives?* (pp. 157-76).

L.T. considers questionable the possibility of reconstructing very old languages (of the N type) since in the past there mostly were isolates and tiny families (with two to four languages) around: thousands of such units. This was “the almost inevitable outcome of many millennia of a foraging experience” (pp. 160-1).

Existing reconstructions of IE, U, A (in AED), NC, ST, even of some ancient American languages, show that the past was somewhat different: there always were languages on which a reliable reconstruction could be based. And now we have a N reconstruction, solidly based on language evidence, whatever the opponents may say. L.T. himself spoke very positively about the N research (in his book on historical linguistics).

L.T. considers 50 N consonants far too many (p. 164-5), and it is not excluded that this number will later be somewhat reduced. But the phonetic system of SC (which, according to St., was a sister of N) was, apparently, even richer.

On pp. 166-9 L.T. makes objections to N reconstruction which start with m-: in two cases (NM ## 6 ‘monkey’ and 40 ‘aurochs, wild bovine’) L.T. seems to be right, proposing to eliminate these sets (cf. lists J and H in my NM review). L.T. is right in objecting to Arab. and IE entries in # 60 (some berries; see list D, as above). L.T. is right in implying that two different roots are represented by # 62 (‘root, sinew’, etc.; see list G, as above). L.T. is right in objecting to M data in the set # 105 (‘sinciput’, etc.; M should be dropped (list E; note A addition).

In other cases, N reconstructions seem to hold:

NM ## 13 (‘body of water’) and 19 (‘breast’) are now supplemented by D and K evidence, accordingly (list C, as above); 14 (‘body of water’) has a new support from many languages (list F); 21 (‘tasty beverage’) is considerably restructured (list E); 66 (‘meat’) is a very solid reconstr., now supplemented by (Cush. and D: list C, as above); 69 (‘liver’) is corrected: list B; 71 (‘egg, testicle’) is well supplemented by A data, and dubious HS forms may be dropped (list C);

As for semantic diversity in the set # 35 (‘miss one’s aim’), it is quite comparable with the situation in IE.

Gvula Décsey, *Beyond Nostratic in time and space* (pp. 127-35).

G.D. presents here a typical (for him) global conception. There are several points in his paper which are totally unacceptable, such as: “Dolg.‘s collection [NM and ND] are mainly gamblers: accidental similarities” (p. 128; again: why not try and check NM data against phonetic charts). – “A serious problem in Dolg.‘s N word collection is the transcription” (p. 129; it might be difficult, but it is not a problem: it works quite well). – “Dolg. assumes 7 vowels for PN ... and 50 consonants, among them a large number of affricates. Affricates and, e.g., rll are new everywhere” (p. 129; note that both affricates and rll-sounds are well preserved in recent reconstructions of such ancient languages as HS [see OS] or NC; there are also many vowels and consonants). – “Palatality correlation (nj, cj, etc. ...) is phonemically completely improbable for the time 15,000 BC” (p. 129; proof, please).

Bernard Comrie, *Nostratic language and culture: some methodological reflections* (pp. 243-56). As typical for non-Nostraticists, dealing with N studies, B.C. presents Nostraticists of the Moscow school as routinely violating phonetic rules; see my
discussion of NM for examples which prove otherwise. There are some violations in known publications, but they are usually explicitly discussed. Recently, some new phonetic laws were discovered (cf. St., G. Starostin., A. Dybo, O. Stolbova, K. Reshetnikov, O. Mudrak, et al., in PIDR) which make reconstructions even more precise both on the N level and on the level of daughter languages.

B.C. objects to the reconstruction (by IS and Dolg.) of N kinship system; this criticism doesn't seem justified, though some points are interesting.

Allan R. Bombhard. Review of Dolgopolsky's The Nostratic Macrofamily and Linguistic Palaeontology (pp. 47-74).

A.B. has his own conception of phonology to which the Moscow school Nostraticists strongly object (there were appropriate reviews of A.B.'s work, etc.) Accordingly, where A.B. writes in his review of NM “this etymology must be rejected” it reflects his own perception, not the linguistic reality. Here is just one example of strong differences between A.B. and Moscow Nostraticists, based on different approaches to N phonetic correspondences:

On p. 65 A.B. writes about NM #109 *kāšulū ‘woman of the other moiety’ (which is one of IS’s best reconstructions, excellent phonetically, well preserved in many languages, including IE: *glo- as follows:

“The initial *g- in the PIE is irregular – I would expect *k- instead. This may mean that PIE form is a false cognate.... I attempted to show that PIE *glō- ‘husband’s sister’ is to be derived from the same root found in Greek gala ‘milk’... all ultimately from an unattested *gel-... ‘to suckle, to nourish.”

I think this one example is enough to illustrate A.B.'s methodology.

Christopher Ehret. Nostratic – or proto-Human? (pp. 93-112).

On p. 95 C.E. writes: “Because we lack as yet the promised etymological dictionary of A.Dolg., the N data has been taken from the careful work of A. Bombhard and J.C. Kerns (1994)”; a statement to which I predictably object. This is one of the reasons I am unable to judge how reliable C.E.'s “Nostratic” – Nilo-Saharan comparisons are (pp. 96-108).

* * *

Now I would like to briefly review papers by specialists in the following language families: Dravidian (K. Zvelebil); Altaic (A. Vovin and D. Sinor), HS = Afroasiatic (D. Appleyard, R. Voigt).

Kamil Zvelebil. The Dravidian perspective (359-66).

K.Z. states (p. 359) that a dismissive tone of those who oppose Nostratics “can hardly be maintained in face of the word-list offered by Dolg., even from the Dravidianist's point of view...”. When we look at the sound-shapes and the meanings of a number of items, including a few grammatical features, we have to admit that something other than chance is operating”.

K.Z. seems somewhat misinformed, though, when he says (ibid.) that “the grammatical structure of the languages in question has so far been scarcely considered.” There is a solid amount of grammatical data reconstructed by IS (see many such entries in OSNJ, 1 and 2), which are supplemented by many more in ND. Of course, N grammar is not yet as thoroughly researched as the N lexicon.

Cf. yet another statement by K.Z. (p. 360) which sounds obsolete: “[M]ost linguists consider these two languages [i.e., Kor. and Jap. - V.S.] as having no known external affiliation; to classify them as ‘Altaic’ is hardly acceptable”. - I can refer the readers, first of all, to Starostin’s APPJ (1991) where the A character of
both Kor. and Jap. was brilliantly demonstrated; and now we also have the *Altaic Etymological Dictionary* (by S. Starostin, A. Dybo, O. Mudrak) which contains over 2600 entries. — Both Kor. and Jap. regularly appear as A languages in the studies by many prominent Altaicists published over several years (cf. A. Dybo's book on body-part words in A, studies by V. Dybo, O. Mudrak, A. Vovin, K. Reshetnikov, and so on; cf. recent materials in *PIDR*).

K.Z. (p. 362) considers as problematic the reconstruction of initial glottalization in NM #100 *K'RVHp'pV* 'piece of leather'. The answer, of course, is automatic: Since the IE cognate in this set shows *k-* the N anlaut shall be either *k'-* or *q'-* (see Dolg.'s phonetic charts both in *NM* and in *NELM*). We don't have Kartvelian data among the cognates (Kartv. distinguishes between *k'* and *q'*) therefore we must reconstruct *K'* which means: "either *k' or *q'".

**Alexander Vovin.** *Altaic evidence for Nostratic* (pp. 367-86).

A.V., who accepts the N theory, objects to Dolg.'s location of the N homeland in a Southern area. In any case, he locates the A homeland rather far in the North East. A.V. provides several lists of A forms used in *NM*: accepting some, rejecting or restructuring others. In general, his criticism of *NM* seems too harsh.

I present here a comparative list of evaluations of certain A forms by Vov. and St. in their respective papers in *NELM*:

P. 373: on # 8 *čál[U]gV* 'snow; hoar-frost'. - A.V. objects to St.'s reconstruction *d*- where A has *č*- (from N *č*): "Starostin 1991 [= APPJ: 13-4] argued for the *d* as a reflex of pA *č* but most of his examples are not persuasive". I disagree; cf. a few exx. from St.'s list (A *č* - T, M *d*- [but cf. M *č[i]-], TM ʒ-, Kor. č-):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T *dól- 'be filled'</th>
<th>TM *ʒalu- 'be filled'</th>
<th>Kr čárá 'sufficient'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T *díľr- 'to string'</td>
<td>WrM důrů 'stick in'</td>
<td>M Kr čur- 'to string'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T *dál(-ak) 'willow'</td>
<td>WrM dolaluyana =</td>
<td>TM *ʒali-ka 'haw-horn'; also 'willow'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T *dál- 'spleen'</td>
<td>WrM deli-gún 'spl.'</td>
<td>M Kr. čiráľá 'spleen'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T *důř- 'straight'</td>
<td></td>
<td>M Kr. čir- 'st. ahead'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the *AED*, this set is as follows: A č - T d-: M d-lč[i]: TM ʒ-, Jap. t-: Kor. č-.

P. 375-6: on # 59 *mar(y)V* 'berries'. A.V. considers T *bůrů* based only on Azeri müri 'strawberry' whereas St. discards müri as a borrowing from Lezghian. Following IS (OSNJ # 282 *marja 'berry*'), St. reconstructs T *bůrů-łgen (well preserved in Tatar, Bashkryt, Kumyk, Chuvash; also borrowed into M languages).

P. 377: on # 21 *mayʒV* 'tasty beverage'. - A.V. writes here: "T *bal 'honey' ... does not have parallels in other N languages". But cf. St.: 142 who adds TM *mala 'sesame oil*'. (St. follows IS in adding D *matt- 'honey, sweet juice' to the N root).

P. 377: on # 80 *č[i]jrV* 'flintstone, knife'. - A.V. considers this N root as supported only by TM data, but St.: 150 adds T *čar 'whetstone*'.

P. 377-8: # 81 *burV 'flint; cut/curve with a flint'. A.V. maintains that this root is supported only by TM, whereas St.: 150 adds T, M, Olajp., as well as some more
TM data. - This is because St. expands the meaning of the A root, bringing it nearer to N (not just a tool, but also appropriate action): see my preceding review.

P. 378: on #96 *tal[U]ya [correct: *t"-. - V.S.] 'skin', etc. A.V. considers TM *tal" the only representative of A; St.: 96-7 adds T *tuol-gak and (?) Mong tulum (A *t'alo).  

P. 378: on #99. A.V. writes here: "Only M *goltu-,sun 'bark (of a tree)' [rather M *goltu-'bark; peel off] supports N *K'o\text{"\text{\textasciitilde}}zV to skin', but St.: 152 adds TM *xolda-ksa 'bark; board' and T: (?) Osm. kuš 'a hairless spot (on horse's skin').

P. 378: on #122 *\textasciitilde -V]ya [correct: */'-. - V.S.] 'skin', etc. A.V. considers TM *talu the only representative of A; St.: 96-7 adds T *tuol-gak and (?) Mong tulum (A *t'alo).

P. 378: on #152. A.V. writes here: "Only M *goltu-,sun 'bark (of a tree)' [rather M *goltu-'bark; peel off] supports N *K'o\text{"\text{\textasciitilde}}zV to skin', but St.: 152 adds TM *xolda-ksa 'bark; board' and T: (?) Osm. kuš 'a hairless spot (on horse's skin').

P. 379: on N #85. Both A.K. and St.: 150 discard A form as dubious and isolated.

P. 379: on #86. Both A.K. and St.: 150 discard A form though by different reasons.

P. 382: on #53. Both A.K. and St.: 146 consider A root as non-existent.

P. 377: on #38 *boča 'young deer'. A.V. writes that only TM *buča (some deer) supports the N root, whereas St. discards TM forms as borrowings from Manchu *buγu-čan (> bučin), with *buγu borrowed from Mong.

P. 377: on #112. A.V. accepts TM *bene- 'wife's sibling' as inherited from A whereas St.: 153 considers TM *bener as a metathesis of *bere-n, a different root.

Now, I would like to quote Vovin's general conclusion about NM (p. 367):

"It seems to me that ... NM was not the best basis for the discussion of the validity of the N hypothesis. Dolg.'s goal in the book is to reconstruct N homeland and habitat and not to prove the hypothesis itself. In order to discuss the hypothesis itself, in my opinion, it would be better to wait for Dolg.'s forthcoming Nostratic Dictionary, as it will undoubtedly include some of the strongest N etymologies that, for obvious reason,
Denis Sinor, Some thoughts of the Nostratic theory and its historical implications. (387-400). D.S. makes several critical remarks which practically coincide with those made by Vov. and St. On other occasions, D.S. considers some forms cited in NM as borrowings.

When he says (p. 393) that “most of the... forms listed in NM rest on a handful of haphazardly collected words”, he certainly exaggerates. Ad when he writes that “the genetic relationship of Turkic, Mongol, and Tunguz languages is subject to grave doubts” he is simply wrong. I really recommend to all those who want to find out more on the Altaic relationship to look at least through APPJ (to say nothing about important Altaic studies by K. Menges, N. Poppe, V. Illich-Svitych, V. Cincius, V. Dybo, A. Dybo, O. Mudrak, A. Vovin, K. Reshetnikov), and now also AED.

David Appleyard, Afroasiatic and the Nostratic hypothesis (pp. 289-314).

D.A. is against including Afroasiatic in a “Nostratic” super-phyllum (p. 289). – He criticizes Dolg. for including single language citations as representative of whole families (p. 293). – He presents his own view and that of other scholars (I. Diakonoff, A. Dolgopolsky, V. Blažek) on different sub-systems of HS pronouns on pp. 293-300). He maintains that Afroasiatic evidence for N pronominal system is either easily contestable or highly suspect (p. 300), which seems too pessimistic.

He considers as borrowings many Afroasiatic forms used in NM. (pp. 304-11). Generally, he describes Afroasiatic entries in NM as “scant and weak” in comparison with IE and U material (p. 311). He accepts a possibility of IE and K, as well as IE and U genetic relationship, but he is skeptical about a genetic link between IE and Afroasiatic (p. 312).

Rainer Voigt, On Semitohamitic comparison (pp. 315-326).

On p. 317 R.V. states that Dolg. follows the comparative-historical methodology “by relying on recurrent sound correspondences”. R.V. specifically discusses Dolg.’s studies in HS (=SH) languages on pp. 318-20. On pp. 321 R.V. compares three Sem. and Chad. reconstructions as presented by Dolg. and Orel-Stolbova (OS) and concludes that Dolg.’s reconstructions are more plausible than those by OS.

On p. 322 R.V. analyses HS material in NM entries ##13, 58, 89, 111, 118, 119. proposing some corrections.

He concludes his short but very informative paper as follows (p. 322):

“There are many quite convincing comparisons that go far beyond SH [=HS] and IE. A great deal of them must be attributed to loans. Especially the words for animals (as ‘hyena’, ‘lion’, ‘leopard’, ‘monkey’, ‘bull’, ‘calf’), cereals, ‘basket, vessel’, weapons (as ‘spear’) and ‘piece of leather (used esp. as footwear)’ are to be considered as loanwords... which sometimes show a great diffusion throughout the Afroeurasian continent”.

Let me now discuss, very quickly, papers authored by Nostraticists.

The most important paper in NELM is that by S.A. Starostin Subgrouping of Nostratic: comments on A. Dolgopolsky’s The Nostratic Macrofamily and Linguistic Paleontology (pp. 137-56).

S.S. (pp. 138-9) applies a rigorous comparative methodology, dividing families under comparison in 3 groups (I am not discussing here SC languages):

I. Kartvelian. This small and compact family is represented by 4 languages, each being able to represent the whole family (if there is no K reconstr.).
II. Uralic, Dravidian. Each of these large families is characterized by a dichotomic split: U consists of FU and Samoyedic; D consists of ND and SCD. A root present in one branch only, – for instance, FU, – has a good chance to represent Common Uralic.

III. IE, HS, Altaic. These are very large families, each having many branches. The probability of a common root being preserved by only one branch is small. If there are many roots isolated within one branch, these roots may be explained as later loans (though some roots of this type may represent the appropriate common language).

St. regards as reflected in a family of type III “only when it is represented by at least two subbranches (as Slavic and Germanic within IE, or T and TM within A). – Such restriction is not necessary in families of type I or II, so “a root may be withdrawn from the comparison only if it can be shown to be irregular in phonology, dubious in semantics or borrowed from some other known source.”

St. analyzes all data represented by NM and shows that there are only 47 HS roots which follow the above rules vs 63 IE, 61 A, 60 U 56 D. This is one of the reasons he considers HS not a daughter but a sister of N.

A similar parallel analysis was conducted for SC languages (NC, ST and Yeniseian); when comparing possible cognates between N and SC languages, St. obtains 47 NC roots which have genetic parallels in N languages. So he concludes that both HS and NC are sisters of N. (Cf. St.’s paper in ELM where over 200 N - SC cognates are listed with appropriate comments).

In his analysis St. restructures many roots from NM: cf. my review of NM where St.’s data are broadly used.

Peter Michalove, Alexis Manaster Ramer. The use of reconstructed forms in Nostratic studies (pp. 231-42).

Both scholars consider two N reconstructions which designate fish and propose several interesting corrections.

On p. 240-1 they conclude their research as follows (correctly showing some important perspectives of the N research):

“That Dolg.’s findings differ in many respects from IS’s work of the 1960’s, and that our views differ somewhat from Dolg.’s is inevitable; it would be hard to imagine that research in the various languages associated with N in the past generation did not affect current work in Nostratic. It is significant in this regard that IS did not limit his work to N, but made important contributions to some of the daughter languages, such as IE and A, as Dolg. has to Afroasiatic. Just as all living languages are continuously in a process of change, so all viable reconstructions are continuously subject to revision. This dynamic does not invalidate work on higher-level reconstructions; it is a healthy process that, in the long run, will refine and deepen our understanding of the history of the various attested languages.”

Irén Hegedüs. Linguistic palaeontology: for and against (pp. 257-68).

On p. 263 I.H. makes an important remark, concerning the reconstructed meaning of M (an A language) root derived from N # 14 *moRE ‘body of water’. I.H. concludes that this meaning did not include a sub-meaning ‘sea’. She thinks that the meaning ‘sea’ may have been present in Early N, and was preserved in HS and IE who lived near the sea in the Near East, but was changed to ‘lake’ in Kartvelian (after K people migrated into a mountainous region [but didn’t yet come to the sea]). Accordingly, the meaning ‘sea’ was not present in Altaic languages which very early migrated to continental areas (cf. aso Vovin’s paper in NELM).

On pp. 257; 265; 266 I.H. writes:
"The primary task of those involved in the evaluation of NM ... is to examine the validity of Dolg.'s palaeontological conclusion rather than the feasibility of the N hypothesis itself. ... For eliminating inconsistencies it is crucial that linguists working on reconstructing the N protolanguage receive constructive criticism and work with a self-critical attitude. ... Morphological reconstruction rather than lexical reconstruction could be the cutting edge in further research because it seems to provide qualitative proof rather than merely accumulate evidence for N quantitatively. Most critics of N linguistics would tame their antagonistic attitude if N shaped up grammatically. ... Attempts in this direction have been made but little attention has been paid to them ... The N hypothesis ... has grown out of material correspondences observable in languages of Eurasia and its supporters work in accordance with the principles and established practice of historical linguistic comparison and reconstruction. The process of proving this hypothesis ... has already provoked meaningful discussions, it attracts more and more attention and is gaining a more objective critical attitude whether we argue for or against the N hypothesis".

I.H. is one of very few Nostraticists who work with morphology, – an area which was considered highly important by IS but which still is not properly represented in N studies. In this connection one may be reminded of a very interesting work by B. Čop whose area of research was IE and U as genetically related languages. – A prominent Uralicist and Nostraticist, E. Helimsky, wrote in his paper on N studies outside of USSR/Russia (see above) as follows:

"The most substantial contribution ... came from the Yugoslavian Indo-Europeanist Bojan Čop of Ljubljana ... Largely following Collinder, as IS also did, Čop ... supported the hypothesis of genetic kinship between IE and U languages, and postulated the existence of their common ancestor, the Indo-Uralic proto-language, which in its turn constitutes, on a line with proto-Altaic, and, possibly, with several other languages, a branch of Eurasian macrofamily (Eurasian = N). ... Čop didn't alter his general approach, although his acquaintance with OSNJ found expression not only in a high esteem of this book in the pages of his own works, but also in using a large number of etymologies offered by IS and in systematic referring (occasionally also critically) to the latter's results. On the whole, OSNJ and the works by Čop may be considered as, to a certain degree, independent achievements in linguistic thought, and both the material and the conclusions of the two authors can be compared."

E.H. also underlines the importance of K. Menges (a pioneer of N studies who worked on morphology of several N languages):

"In 1968 K. Menges, in the concluding chapters of his book, The Turkic Languages and Peoples, pointed to the kinship of the A languages with the U and D (closer) and also with the IE, Jap., Chukchi-Kamchatkan, HS (more distant), thus acknowledging the existence of the N macrofamily as it was singled out in the studies of Dolg. The adherence to the idea of N kinship is confirmed also by all later publications by Menges, which contain systematic references to IS and make a wide usage of etymologies, reconstructions, and phonetic correspondences drawn from OSNJ (... the problems of D-A comparison, especially in the domain of morphology, discussed on the wide N background; ... the discussion of the results of R. Miller in Jap.-A comparison, with stressing that it would be pointless to isolate this comparison from Common N problems; ... the application of the data of N to the problems of Tungus [=TM] reconstruction)."

It is time to start paying more attention to N morphology, especially now when the N lexicon is well presented in Dolg.'s ND. It was the reconstruction of N morphology which became IS's primary goal when he devoted his knowledge and skills to N research.

Vitaly Shevoroshkin, Nostratic languages: internal and external relationship (pp. 75-91).
Phonetic correspondences between N languages are discussed on pp. 76-80. There exists a possibility that IE system of stops was not $T - D - Dh$ (traditional reconstruction) but $Th - T(\cdot) - D$ which makes it identical to Altaic - and possibly to N if N $T$ were re-interpreted as $T$ (St.).

Hittite $h$, $-hh$- represents one of IE laryngeals which were not “vowel-coloring”: It is simpler to assume that N sequences of the type qa-, xa- became IE xa-; it is much more complicated to assume that N qa-, xa- first became IE He-, and then they became (H)a- because of the vowel-coloring nature of this IE $H$. The IE labialaryngeal $x^\nu$ (or $H^\nu$, for that matter) became h(u)w-, hu- in Hittite and Luwian.

It seems that N uvulars q, q existed (contrary to St.): precise parallels can be found in Kartvelian [and HS], as well as in SC / NC languages. Phonetic correspondences between N and SC / DC (Dene-Caucasian, such as Salishan) languages are discussed on pp. 81-4; cf a sequel to this in the *Festschrift for W.W. Schuhmacher* (edited by P. Sidwell in Melbourne).

Several sets from NM which might represent incorrect reconstructions are discussed on pp. 84-9.

The conclusion (p. 90) contains the following statement:

“NM is especially important since it combines linguistic and ethnological data. The book supplies us with a better understanding of the life of our remote ancestors.”

I would like to conclude this review with a quotation from a 1988 paper by William H. Baxter, a prominent American linguist:

“... I am optimistic that more distant language relationships can be established than are now widely recognized; specifically, I find the evidence for an Indo-Uralic relationship, and for an Altaic family (including Korean and Japanese) rather persuasive. I also take the N hypothesis quite seriously, and have great respect for the work of many of its advocates.”
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Reviewed by John D. Bengtson

This comprehensive study of numeral words around the world is the work of veteran Long Ranger Václav Blažek, whose scholarly life, as explained in his “acknowledgement” (page i), has alternated between linguistics and mathematics. He taught mathematics and physics for nine years before completing his doctorate in linguistics and joining the staff of Masaryk University in Brno, Czech Republic.

This book is divided into three major parts: (a) “Non-Indo-European Numerical Systems (Saharan, Nubian, Egyptian, Berber, Kartvelian, Uralic, Altaic)”; (b) “Indo-European Numerals”; and (c) “Patterns of Creating Numerals” (with examples from languages all over the world). Several of the chapters (listed on p. 337) have been published separately in journals and books. (For example, see Roger Wescott’s review of Blažek’s “Indo-European ‘Seven’” in Mother Tongue IV, pp. 147-150.)

In the first section of the book, “Non-Indo-European Numerical Systems,” the author comprehensively reviews the numeral words in seven language families. Here I will briefly describe the first chapter (“Saharan Numerals,” dedicated to the memory of Karel Petráček) to give an idea of Blažek’s thorough methodology. First, Blažek reviews the history of classification of the Saharan language family, which he accepts as part of the “vast Nilo-Saharan macro-phylum,” noting that Petráček did not accept the Nilo-Saharan hypothesis. Classifications by Greenberg, Bender, and Ehret are briefly outlined. Blažek then mentions that there is as yet no complete comparative historical phonology of the Saharan languages, and acknowledges previous studies of Saharan numerals (F. Müller, Kluge, Petráček). Numeral words from the Saharan languages are listed in tabular form, followed by a “comparative-etymological analysis” of each etymon, with citations of possible external cognates in other Nilo-Saharan languages, and occasional references to areal or deep genetic parallels in other language families. Blažek ends each chapter with conclusions regarding the most widespread numeral etyma of the family concerned, and a bibliography (in the case of Saharan, almost three full pages). The same format is followed in treating the other six non-Indo-European language families.

The second major part of the book, “Indo-European Numerals,” has a separate chapter for each numerical category (‘one’ through ‘ten’, ‘hundred’, and ‘thousand’). In the case of ‘one’, three IE roots, *øy- ‘one’, *sem- ‘one’, and *per-/*pro- ‘first’, are catalogued in detail in all the major branches of the IE family (Indo-Iranian, Anatolian, etc.), including scantily attested and extinct branches such as Phrygian (for other numerals, also Illyrian, Thracian, Dacian, [ancient] Macedonian, Lusitanian, Venetic, and
Messapic). Then Blažek analyzes the IE reconstructions and their proposed etymologies, however likely or unlikely. (E.g., for IE *kʷet-wőr ‘four’ no fewer than eleven different hypotheses are discussed!) Blažek suggests external parallels in non-IE languages (e.g., IE *sem- ‘one’ with Altaic *somiVu ‘one [of a pair]; single’), draws conclusions, and provides references (for the chapter on IE ‘one’, almost four full pages).

In the third and smallest section of the book, “Patterns of Creating Numerals,” Blažek gives examples from all over the world illustrating systems of numeral formation. For example, Telefol (New Guinea) is used to exemplify “transparent semantic motivation,” its numerals analyzable as ‘little finger of the left hand (1), ring finger of the left hand (2),’ etc. Jawony (Australia) illustrates a binary system (3 = 2 + 1, 4 = 2 + 2, etc.). Yukaghir (Siberia) and Yuma (North America) exemplify ternary systems (6 = 3x2), etc. Blažek concludes this section (p. 336) with the statement: “The creation of numerals confirms more than any other human activity that man is a measure of himself.” Blažek’s book is a worthy successor to the earlier compendia by August Pott, Alfredo Trombetti, and Theodor Kluge.

Reviewed by John D. Bengtson

The mysterious Burushaski language of the high mountainous Northern Areas of Pakistan has long fascinated linguists and anthropologists, because of the odd typological features of the language, and its supposed isolation from all other language families. At last, a definitive masterwork has been completed by the foremost present-day scholar of Burushaski, superseding the six-decade-old work by Colonel D.L.R. Lorimer (1935-1938). Hermann Berger’s *magnum opus* is the result of his finely honed research during and between expeditions to the Hunza, Nager, and Yasin valleys over a period of 35 years.

Note that these three volumes primarily concern the Hunza and Nager dialects, which stand together (despite minor differences) against the more strongly divergent dialect of Yasin (= Lorimer’s “Werchikwar,” Zarubin’s “Veršikskij”). Berger (1974) some time ago updated the description of the latter dialect. The following table illustrates some of the similarities and differences between the three dialects, which may involve phonology, lexicon, or grammar:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Hunza</th>
<th>Nager</th>
<th>Yasin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘man’</td>
<td>hir</td>
<td>hir</td>
<td>hir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘(small) bird’</td>
<td>chin</td>
<td>chin</td>
<td>čen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘nostril’</td>
<td>-mültur</td>
<td>-mültur</td>
<td>-mišpušiq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘barefoot’</td>
<td>čhu</td>
<td>čhu</td>
<td>hultás</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘a little bit’</td>
<td>phiwan</td>
<td>kàman</td>
<td>kamhrénan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘firewood’</td>
<td>yasîl</td>
<td>ćùuni</td>
<td>gâdar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘(it) is’ (y class)</td>
<td>bilâ</td>
<td>dilâ</td>
<td>duâ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(See also Varma, 1941; Anderson, forthcoming a.)

The first volume of *Die Burushaski-Sprache* is a complete grammar, consisting of *Lautlehre* (phonology), *Formenlehre* (morphology), *Syntax*, and *Wortbildung* (word formation). Here I will mention only a few salient points. Regarding phonology, Berger describes Burushaski (Bur.) as having five vowel phonemes and thirty-four consonant phonemes. This in itself is a significant improvement over the book by Lorimer, who knew nothing about phonemes, but transcribed the sounds of Bur. as he heard them, without any inkling of the phonemic system underlying them. (For example, Lorimer variously recorded the word for ‘open’ as *phaṭaṅ*, *pфаṭaṅ*, or *фаṭaṅ*, where Berger uniformly has the phonemic *phaṭaṅ = phaṭaṅ*.) The Bur. consonants are typical of the greater Indian linguistic area in having the retroflex series [ʈʰ, ʈ, ɖ, ʂ, ɕ, ʃ, ʃ, ʃ, ʃ], but are
atypical in having a uvular series [qh, q, ḡ = ɣ]. The most peculiar sound in Bur. is the “dotted y” [ɣ], described by Berger (vol. 1, p. 22) as a “stimmhafter retroflexer Sibilant mit gleichzeitiger palatal-dorsaler Engebildung” [voiced retroflex sibilant with simultaneous palatal-dorsal narrowing]. Morgenstierne (1945, p. 68) described the same sound as “a fricative r, pronounced with the tongue in the retroflex (‘cerebral’) position.” Anderson (forthcoming, b) writes of [ɣ] as “a curious sound whose phonetic realizations vary from a retroflex, spirantized glide, to a retroflex velarized spirant.” The sound is found only in the Hunza and Nager varieties of Bur., not in Yasin, and then only in medial or final position (e.g., giydlt ‘ladle’, bépay ‘yak’). According to Morgenstierne a similar sound is also heard in Dumaki, an Indo-Aryan language spoken by a caste of musicians and blacksmiths who live in symbiosis with the Burusho.

Among grammatical peculiarities of Bur., Berger describes in detail its noun classification, a four-class system typologically similar to those of some East Caucasian languages, Yeniseian languages (see Mother Tongue IV), and even some African (Niger-Congo) languages. Bur. also has a rich system of noun inflection, including a variety of agglutinative case endings, and several plural endings. The pronominal system is intricate, with, for example, suppletive pronoun stems in the first and second person singular. The verbal declension is exceedingly complex, with a maximal template of four prefix positions preceding the verb stem and six suffix positions following it. (See also Anderson, forthcoming a.) Berger describes all of this clearly and succinctly.

The second volume consists of Burushaski texts, 41 in the Hunza dialect and 26 in the Nager dialect. Many of the texts describe spirits or supernatural beings, for example, the bilās ‘man-eating demon’, biṭān ‘shaman, soothsayer’, dāŋlātha ‘man-eating female demon’, meēlgus/mayālgus ‘sparkling female spirit, seen in meteors’, pari ‘fairy’, phut ‘gnomish nature spirit’, etc. Other texts include military tales and hunting stories. These newly published texts form a valuable complement to those transcribed earlier by Biddulph, Frémont, Hunzai, Lorimer, Tiffou, Varma, and others. (See the catalogs by Bashir, 2000, and Tiffou, 2000).

Berger’s third and largest volume is a comprehensive dictionary of the Hunza and Nager dialects. Each word is cited with dialectal designations (hz., ng.) as necessary, with its Yasin equivalent, if any, and frequently with etymological references to other languages. In the past, before more recent contacts with Islamic Pakistan, the most prolific source of loanwords was Indo-Aryan, for example Bur. yoḍr ‘(water-)mill’, ultimately from Old Indic (Sanskrit) yantrā-, or Bur. aṣṭān ‘groom (of a horse)’ < Shina aṣṭoṇ < Skt. *aṣva-sthānī- (Morgenstierne 1945: 92). Berger provides references to Turner’s (1966) Indo-Aryan comparative dictionary, e.g. “T 10412,” where he finds borrowing from Indo-Aryan likely. Older and younger layers of Indo-Aryan loanwords can be distinguished, for example, by the fact that in the older layer Sanskrit bh, dh become Bur. ph, th, respectively (Skt. bhūta- ‘being’ > Bur. phut ‘nature spirit’; Skt. dhūmāyana- > Bur. Hunza thōmal ~ Nager thōman ‘fragrant juniper smoke’), while in recent loans bh, dh become b, d, respectively (Skt. bhaga- ‘share, portion’ > Bur. bāago, Yasin bāgu; Skt. dhūmā- ‘smoke’ > Bur. dumāś ‘cloud’, etc. Berger, personal communication, 1996). In some cases we find competition between an older Indic loanword, e.g., Bur. saśs ‘1000’ (< Skt. sahasra-) and its more recent Persian equivalent, mediated through Urdu, Bur. hāzād ‘1000’ (< Urdu < Pers. ḥāzār), etc. In isolated cases,
borrowings from Urdu or other languages can supplant basic native words (e.g., *ndam* instead of the native *-iik* ‘name’). Bur. has borrowed words from many surrounding languages, for example Tibetan or Tibetic: Bur. *bras* ‘(uncooked) rice’, *zo* ‘hybrid of yak and cow’. (A Tibetic language, Balti, adjoins the Burusho to the east.) Even some languages at a farther remove have contributed, e.g. Bur. *iran* ‘cream’, *qačir ~ qačir* ‘mule, hinny’ < Turkic. Since the British *raj*, many English loanwords are also heard, e.g. *ráfal rifle*, and *biskót ~ miskót* ‘biscuit’.

It is now generally recognized that Burushaski has given as well as received, contributing words to neighboring languages, especially the Indo-Aryan Shina and Khowar. These words typically lack Indo-European etymologies, while their presence in Caucasian and/or Basque testifies to Euskaro-Caucasian origin (see below). For example, Bur. *bur* ‘(single) hair’, *-s-purag* ‘mane’, *-l-pur* ‘eyelid’ > Khowar *phur* ‘hair’, Shina *buuri* ‘mane’ (cf. Basque *buru* ‘head’, *bepuru* ‘eyebrow’); Bur. *sisin-* ‘to be clear’, *sisinum* ‘clear’ (water), ‘slender’ (person), ‘soft’ (voice) > Shina *sisino* ‘clear’ (of water) (cf. Caucasian: Chochen *c’ena* ‘clean, pure’, etc.); Bur. *sukuin* ‘kinsman’ > Shina *uskuun* ‘close relative’, etc. (Morgenstierne 1946: 94-95). It is also likely that the territory of the Burushaski language once extended much farther than at present, and may have contributed some words to early Indic as its speakers passed through the Hindu-Kush-Karakorum passes on their way to the Panjab. Witzel (1999: 3-5) gives examples such as Vedic *kīlāla- ‘biestings, a sweet drink’ (cf. Bur. *kilday* ‘curds of biestings’), Skt. *karpāśa* ‘cotton plant’ (cf. Bur. *gupdās*, Yasin *gupdās* ‘cotton’), Vedic *sindhu* ‘river’ (cf. Bur. *sinda*, Yasin *sente* ‘river’). (See also Anderson 1999; Tikkanen 1988.)

Besides the major part of the dictionary volume (Burushaski-German), Berger also provides a glossary of Bur. proper names, a reverse glossary (German-Burushaski), a botanical index (e.g., *Panicum miliaceum* = *baý* [‘a kind of millet’]), and a section of special lists by subject matter (e.g., trees, child language, diseases, insult words, food and drink, etc.). Berger again follows the lead of Lorimer in providing these special lists, which will be of great help to anyone researching specific semantic fields of the Bur. lexicon.

Regarding possible external relations of Burushaski, Berger makes no commitment in this book. (Vol. 1, p. 3: “Ein genealogischer Zusammenhang mit einer anderen Sprache oder Sprachfamilie der Welt konnte bisher nicht nachgewiesen werden.”) However, in some of his earlier writings (1956, 1959) Berger proposed a fair number of comparisons with Basque, which he had studied under the great vasconist, Luis Michelenia (Berger, 1959, notes 3 and 4). Berger (1959, p. 26, note 34) also discovered a recurrent phonological correspondence between Burushaski initial *t*- and Basque initial *l*, which I think is correct (Bengtson 2001, ms.). While some of Berger’s Burushaski-Basque comparisons may prove to be invalid, there are several which I think are valid or at least promising, and I have adopted them in my own work (Bengtson 1995, pp. 98-99; Bengtson 2001; Blažek & Bengtson 1995). Blažek and I, along with Greenberg & Ruhlen (1992), Peiros (1988), and Starostin (1996), think that Burushaski is most likely to be connected with Euskaro-Caucasian (= Macro-Caucasian = Basque + North Caucasian + Burushaski), and, at a deeper level, with Dene-Caucasian (= Sino-Caucasian). But much more needs to be done to make this hypothesis convincing to most linguists.
This masterwork by Berger has been long awaited by everyone interested in the Burushaski language, and it fulfills our expectations.
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